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Coins from the 18th and early 19th centuries are physically and visually intriguing. In addition to
their monetary uses, they were repurposed to communicate private and public messages – from
ad hoc scratchings and punch marks to full-scale re-engraving of surfaces. This book aims to give
21st-century readers insight into that experience and to the many unoffcial purposes these
objects served. Drawing on the largest extant collection of defaced coins and tokens, this
publication brings together for the first time the full-range of expertise required to understand
the phenomenon, with contributions from 11 scholars and collectors. It focuses on a significant
period in British history, when modification expressed political commentary, commercial activity,
familial and emotional commitment, personal identity and life history. It will examine the coins
and tokens themselves and look at who modified them, where, why and how. The circumstances
of the coins' subsequent survival is explained, and each aspect will be set in its specific historical
contexts. Defaced coins and tokens are often enigmatic objects, and this book will offer a means
of decoding and assessing them, while also drawing attention to their value as a distinctive
source of historical evidence. The contributors will also consider what these surviving coins reveal
about the society in which they were produced and the light they shed on major historical
developments of the period. Tim Hitchcock, for example, discusses the new prison culture that
emerged following the outbreak of the American Revolution in 1776, evidenced in a growing
number of convict tokens made in Newgate. Hamish Maxwell Stewart examines love tokens
illustrated with the 'Sailor's Farewell' within the context of the market for sailor's gifts and tattoos
to ward against the dangers of oceanic travel. Steve Poole looks at tokens as souvenirs of public
hangings, not only in terms of the influence they exerted on contemporary public opinion but as
exemplars of the wider material culture of public punishment. And Sally Holloway examines the
design and iconography of love tokens exchanged as romantic gifts. As well as 12 essays, there is
an annotated catalogue of 100 coins, selected for their individual interest or representativeness
of a distinctive type of modification or motif.
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This fascinating lexicon examines the quixotic architectural expressions found on select
mid-20th-century modern commercial buildings in South Florida. Showcasing the work of 13
noted architects from Miami Beach to Fort Lauderdale, it highlights the playful decorative details
and gestures - swooping overhangs, brise-soleil, cheese holes and arches, and screening - that
expressed the era's shiny optimism and the region's carefree resort culture. With brief bios of the
architects and street maps pinpointing the location of each building, this book offers tourists,
architects, history buffs, and preservationists a new context and appreciation for these works of
art, many of which are endangered.

AUTHOR:
Arthur Jay Marcus is an architect, photographer, and historical preservationist living in South
Florida since 1992. A native of Philadelphia, he received a BA from Temple University and a
master's degree in architecture from Carnegie Mellon University.
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The Lucerne architects Thomas Lussi and Remo Halter Casagrande competently solve the
complex tasks involved in heritage renovation today: the ideal preservation of the substance,
discovering and restoring often nuanced, detailed qualities in the original building, the careful
static stabilisation of the structure and the gentle renewal of individual elements as a result of
use in and around the building. The original building was erected in 1951 according to plans by
Otto Dreyer - one of the most important Lucerne architects of the time. The library was widely
regarded throughout Switzerland. The book documents the original 1951 building using historical
plans and photographs, provides insight into the building-historical analysis before the renovation
and uses plans and photo material to describe the strategy and measures by the architects in
renovating the architecturally important historical building.

Text in English and German.

Features articles by Cony Grunenfelder, Siegfried Moeri, Ulrich Niederer, and Stanislaus von
Moos.
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This book features the best and most spectacular conversions on the international architecture
scene, accompanied by an insightful text and photographs. It includes over 60 projects around
the world, including work by Hassell + OMA, David Chipperfield, Heatherwick Studios, Ney +
Partners, Herzog & de Meuron, Zaha Hadid and many others. The author explores how these
architects creatively approached the conversions of older buildings, ultimately finding a new
functionalty and life for them in the 21st century.

AUTHOR:
Agata Toromanoff is an art and design historian. She has worked for collectors and galleries and
has curated and managed various projects in the field of contemporary art and design. She has
written numerous books, including Sofas and Chairs by Architects with Thames and Hudson and
Edgy Architecture with Lannoo Publishers.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The best and most spectacular conversions on the international architecture scene with over 60
projects, carefully selected, illustrated with texts and photographs
•  The perfect gift and coffee table book for architecture lovers
•  Contains works of Hassell + OMA, David Chipperfield, Heatherwick Studios, Ney + Partners,
Herzog & de Meuron and Zaha Hadid and many others
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Over the last 20 years, Jonathan Rose Fellows - a program of Enterprise Community Partners -
have gained a deep understanding of the conditions that cause housing insecurity, poverty, and
injustice by embedding themselves in the communities where they work. By employing proven
design processes, artistic practices, and community engagement principles, and committing to
long-term collaborations with residents, they have drastically improved the quality of life in
vulnerable communities. Simply put, they have changed lives. This collection of character-driven
stories and intimate documentary photographs from 10 locations delivers lessons in how we can
work together to improve the lives of people with very low incomes. On the US-Mexico border, in
farm country in Rust Belt cities, and in pockets of blight and abandonment, the examples show
that architecture is about human relationships and shared ambitions, and how buildings can
support and embody them.

AUTHORS:
Katie Swenson is a nationally recognised design leader, researcher, writer, and educator. Katie
was formerly vice president of design & sustainability at Enterprise Community Partners, a
national nonprofit that invests over $1 billion annually in community development.

Harry Connolly is a photographer whose work takes him across the USA and occasionally
overseas. He is the author of Fighting Chance: Journeys through Childhood Cancer, 1993-1998
and Heading Home: Growing Up in Baseball.
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Designing modern homes across the Asia region comes with many different and varied
challenges, from extreme heat and humidity, to cyclonic rain and winds, and even snow and
earthquakes.

This stunning edition showcases recent award-winning designs for houses in Asia, with details of
how each architect met the various challenges faced, and how they responded to the various
requirements imposed by the site's environment or local culture. Beautifully presented with
full-colour images of award-winning architecture, the selection of houses provides a wealth of
information: from how to design a multi-generation home to best practice for keeping the
interior cool during the heat.

This curated list of the best new and contemporary examples of modern designer houses in Asia
charts important trends in modernity while providing an important guide to how architects meet
the challenges, and forming an important reference guide.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Richly illustrated with full-colour photographs of award-winning houses from across the Asia
region, from Japan to Singapore, and Vietnam to Malaysia
•  Each project describes details of how challenges such as typhoons, heat, humidity or snow
were successfully dealt with
•  Includes more than 30 modern designer houses by award-winning and high-profile architects
•  Provides a useful reference guide for residential architecture design in contemporary Asia
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An illustrated tour of the elegant entrances to New York City's most celebrated apartment
houses.

This handsome, oversized book introduces us to the grandest entrances of New York City's
residential buildings. These posh portals come in an array of forms and styles, such as the porte
cochere, with a passage to admit carriages or motor cars; the classic awning, originally meant to
be retracted in good weather; and Neoclassical, Romanesque, and Gothic revivals. 

Architectural historian Andrew Alpern highlights approximately 140 entrances, from the
nineteenth century to the present, including those of the Dakota, the first true luxury apartment
house in New York; San Remo, one of Central Park West’s most impressive apartment houses;
and the Ansonia, at one time the largest hotel in the world. Each entrance is accompanied by a
description of its signal features and the history of the building that surrounds it. All are
represented in splendid colour photographs, and many by charming watercolour drawings.

These ornate entrances offer a glimpse into New York's past, as well as its future - for today,
once again, entryways have begun to feature heavily in the marketing of residential buildings.
Posh Portals will be an inspiration for architects and a delight for city dwellers.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Alpern has a background as an attorney, architect, and architectural historian, and is the
author of numerous books, most recently The Dakota: A History of the World's Best-Known
Apartment Building.
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This book presents the most complete survey of Nordic architecture available today. Its more
than 500 illustrations provide a visual explanation of this region s architecture.
With examples of public, domestic and commercial buildings this beautiful volume shows how
Scandinavian architects use their own resources and traditions, as well as adapting the styles of
medieval, Renaissance, baroque, and modern Europe to generate ideas that were to have major
international consequences.

This unique look into Scandinavia's new generation of architects will be an endlessly rich resource
for anyone with a passion for architecture and interior design.

AUTHOR:
Author David Andreu is a designer and editor specialising in books about interior design and
architecture, including Architecture Today: Wood (2019; ISBN 978 849936 145 1), Architecture
Today: Landscape (2017; ISBN 978 849936 961 7), Architecture Today: Commercial Spaces
(2017; ISBN 978 849936 081 2), Wood: Living & Working (2019; ISBN 978 849936 944 0).
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Public/Private presents the first monograph from the award-winning New York-based
architectural firm. Covering over 40 years of work, the book - presented in a unique
double-sided, two-cover format - exhibits projects in both the public and private sectors. Included
in the public section is a sprawling center for entrepreneurial education, a science center built in
an old turbine hall, a sky-lit synagogue, two colourful and bright public libraries, and a children's
museum inspired by Leonardo da Vinci. The private side features a serenely spatial six-story
townhouse, a sublimely linear beach house, a residence and matching studios for two painters,
and luxurious twin villas in Anguilla. With text by principal architect Lee Skolnick, and a foreword
by Pulitzer Prize-winning architectural critic Paul Goldberger; each chapter provides valuable
insight into the extensive planning and highly intellectual process that goes into each project.
Skolnick Architecture + Design Partnership: Public/Private celebrates the accomplishments of a
firm still operating at the top of their game.
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Moshe Safdie claims that probably more than fifty percent of his work is unbuilt, and upon review
he considers that unbuilt work to be some of it is the most significant work he's done! In this
richly photographed book, replete with detailed diagrams, sketches, models and studies, Moshe
Safdie explains that for those who design in order to build, not succeeding in building is not a
failure - there are many different reasons why things don't get built, but they form a fascinating
track through one's thoughts and career; also a historical reference of the social and political
forces at play at the time. This important volume is not only a treatise on Safdie's unrealised
concepts but also a wonderful account of how there is valuable heritage to be mined in the
unbuilt.

Includes a number of significant projects from around the globe, including the following:
Habitat Original Proposal, Montreal, Québec, Canada 1964; Habitat New York II, New York, New
York, United States 1967; San Francisco State, College Student Union, San Francisco, California,
United States 1967; Pompidou Centre, Paris, France 1971; Western Wall Precinct, Jerusalem,
Israel 1972; Supreme Court of Israel, Jerusalem, Israel 1985; Columbus Center, New York, New
York, United States 1985; Ballet Opera House, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 1987; Museum of
Contemporary Art, Stuttgart, Germany 1990; Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory,
Waxahachie, Texas, United States 1993; Incheon Airport, Incheon, Korea 2011; Jumeirah
Gateway Mosque, Dubai, UAE 2007; National Art Museum of China, Beijing, China 2012.

Moshe Safdie is an architect, urban planner, educator, theorist, and author. Over a celebrated
50-year career, Safdie has explored the essential principles of socially responsible design with a
distinct visual language. A citizen of Israel, Canada and the United States, Moshe Safdie
graduated from McGill University. After apprenticing with Louis I. Kahn in Philadelphia, Safdie
returned to Montreal to oversee the master plan for the 1967 World Exhibition. In 1964 he
established his own firm to realise Habitat '67, an adaptation of his undergraduate thesis and a
turning point in modern architecture. Author of several books and a frequent essayist and
lecturer, Safdie's global practice includes projects in North and South America, the Middle East,
the developing world and throughout Asia and Australia. Projects span a wide range of
typologies, including airports, museums, performing arts, libraries, housing, mixed use and entire
cities. His honours include the Companion of the Order of Canada, the Gold Medal from both the
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada and the American Institute of Architects, la Medaille du
Merite from the Order of Architects of Quebec, Canada, and Israel's Rechter Prize. The Cooper
Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum awarded Mr. Safdie the National Design Award for Lifetime
Achievement in 2016.
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This volume collects a selection of works of art produced in the western United States belonging
to the collection of the Petrie Institute of Western American Art housed in the Denver Art
Museum. This collection is one of the richest and most substantial in the world on this subject,
thanks to its outstanding bronze sculptures, early modern works, and contributions from the
artistic communities of Tao and Santa Fe. The central theme of the book is the period stretching
from the beginning of the 19th century to the mid-20th century.

More than 200 pages of portraits, genre scenes, landscapes, and depictions of a still-intact
wilderness make evident the diversity of the collection. The narrative proceeds chronologically,
presenting early luminaries such as Albert Bierstadt, Frederic Remington, and Charles M. Russell;
Robert Henri and the artists of the TAO community; and prominent modernist painters, including
Maynard Dixon, Marsden Hartley, and Raymond Jonson. Numerous illustrations and expert
interpretations chronicle the artistic, cultural, and identarian climate in the western United States
during this period. A prologue by historian Dan Flores and an epilogue by art historian Erika Doss
describe the vaster context in which to view this rich history of American art.

AUTHORS:
Jennifer R. Henneman is the Associate Curator at the Petrie Institute of Western American Art at
the Denver Art Museum. She received her doctoral degree in 19th-century British and American
Art and Visual Culture at the University of Washington in 2016 and her MA in Art History at
Richmond, the American International University in London, in 2007.

Thomas Brent Smith is director of the Petrie Institute of Western American Art. Since joining the
Denver Art Museum in 2008, Smith has led the department to unprecedented growth. During his
tenure, the collection has grown to national importance through the procurement of strategic
acquisitions and significant gifts, including the Henry Roath and Dr. George C. and Catherine M.
Peck collections.
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Around 1505 Goossen Van der Weyden, Rogier's grandson, painted a monumental altarpiece
depicting the various phases of Saint Dymphna's insane life.

This Irish princess, who fled her incestuous father in the sixth century, was beheaded in the
Kempen village of Geel. On account of her tragic end and uncompromising chastity, the princess
was venerated from that moment on as the patron saint of the mentally ill. From the late Middle
Ages, pilgrims flocked to Geel in large numbers to catch a glimpse of Saint Dymphna. They paid
homage to the local celebrity in the hope that she would alleviate their mental problems. To this
day, Geel is known for its unique treatment of the mentally ill, who are cared for at home by
locals.

Goossen Van der Weyden's altarpiece came into being at the height of Dymphna's popularity.
The masterpiece was intended for the church of Tongerlo Abbey. Today this work is characterised
by a remarkable iconography and an eventful history: a panel was lost and the triptych was even
sawn into pieces. It ultimately came into the hands of a team of specialists from Belgium and
abroad who subjected the altarpiece to a meticulous conservation over a period of three years, a
colossal undertaking during which new techniques were used. This gave the conservators
unprecedented insight into the mind, and workshop, of an early 16th century painter.

This richly illustrated book is the result of years of research and contains essays by Till-Holger
Borchert (Musea Brugge), Stephan Kemperdick (Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen, Berlin),
Katharina Van Cauteren (The Phoebus Foundation, Antwerp), Lucinda Timmermans
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam), Patrick Allegaert (Dr. Guislain Museum, Ghent) and many others.

AUTHORS:
Sven Van Dorst (1990) obtained a master's degree in conservation and restoration at the Royal
Academy/University of Antwerp. In 2016 he founded the conservation studio of The Phoebus
Foundation. Between 2017 and 2020, Sven led the research and conservation project around the
panels of Goossen Van der Weyden's Dymphna altarpiece.

Stephan Kemperdick is curator of Early-Dutch and Early-German painting at the Gemäldegalerie,
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin.

Till-Holger Borchert is director of the Museum association of Bruges.
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Desperately Young introduces the masterpieces left behind by some of the greatest rising stars in
fine art - all of whom died before their thirtieth birthday.

Precocious talent seeps from each artist's work, along with a sense of unfulfilled potential.
Informative biographies detail their legacies, while their tragic deaths lead us to wonder what
heights they might've reached, had their lives not been cut short. Richly illustrated, Desperately
Young presents prime examples of each artist's work, demonstrating how our cultural heritage is
just a little narrower for their loss.

From Europe to America to Japan and the Indian Subcontinent, the mid14-hundreds to the late
20th century, this book hails the acknowledged greats and introduces those who died before they
could leave an indelible mark on history. A compendium of 111 artists who fell prey to sickness,
warfare, heartbreak or bad luck, Desperately Young is the only book to provide an in-depth study
of artists who died young.

Contents: With works from Tommaso Masaccio, Frederic Bazille, Thomas Girtin, Ergon Schiele,
Henri Regnault, Ernst Klimt, Jeanne Hebuterne, Kaita Murayama, Hermann Stenner, Maurycy
Gottlieb, Fyodor Vasilyev, Marie Bashkirtseff, Richard Parkes Bonington, Luisa Anguissola, Walter
Deverell, August Macke, Pauline Boty and Jean-Michel Basquiat - among many others.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The first book to celebrate great artists who died before their time
•  Unique insight into the lives, work and deaths of some of history's most tragic artists
•  A richly illustrated resource, featuring many great names of art, including Masaccio, Basquiat,
Schiele, Murayama, Anguissola, Girtin, Boty and more
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All of the artists use the topic of Nature as a means of asking what it is to be human in a world
increasingly chaotic and divorced from our physical landscape.

Forces of Nature: Renwick Invitational 2020 features artists Lauren Fensterstock, Timothy Horn,
Debora Moore, and Rowland Ricketts. Nature provides a way for these invited artists to ask what
it means to be human in a world increasingly chaotic and divorced from our physical landscape.
Representing craft media from fiber to mosaic to glass and metals, these artists approach the
long history of art’s engagement with the natural world through unconventional and highly
personal perspectives. Forces of Nature: Renwick Invitational 2020 is the ninth installment of the
Renwick Invitational. Established in 2000, this biennial showcase highlights midcareer and
emerging makers who are deserving of wider national recognition.

The featured artists work in a wide variety of media, from Lauren Fensterstock, who creates
detailed, large-scale installations using intensive modes of making drawn from the decorative
arts, including paper quilling and mosaic, and from whom SAAM has commissioned a site-specific
work - inspired in part by the illustrated renaissance German manuscript The Book of Miracles -
that will transform an entire gallery at the Renwick, to Timothy Horn, who creates exaggerated
adornments that combine natural and constructed worlds, taking inspiration from objects as
varied as baroque jewellery patterns and Victorian era detailed studies of lichen, coral, and
seaweed, from bronze and glass, as well as unusual materials like crystalized rock sugar, to
evoke the extravagant Amber Room in the Catherine the Great's palace of Tsarskoye Selo; and
from Debora Moore, known for her exquisitely detailed glass renderings of orchids, and who is
represented in this volume in her new series, Arboria (2018), in which Moore focuses less on
realism and more on capturing an intensely personal experience of beauty and wonder, to
Rowland Ricketts who creates immersive installations using handwoven and hand-dyed cloth,
starting on his farm, where he cultivates the indigo plants he uses to colour his artwork, fully
linking his material and process with the finished product. Participatory engagement from
non-artists, forms a major part of Rickett's work, emphasising the relationship between nature,
culture, the passage of time, and everyday life.

AUTHOR:
Nora Atkinson is the Lloyd Herman Curator of Craft Renwick Gallery, Smithsonian American Art
Museum Washington, DC. 
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Now available in paperback, this book offers a unique survey of Gerhard Richter's abstract works
bringing together 80 paintings from collections worldwide.

This book focuses solely on the abstract strategies and processes contained in Gerhard Richter's
body of work. In the
early 1960s, the artist began to call painting into question, an exploration that continues to
occupy him to this day. In the 1970s, he responded to the rejection of painting by creating a
series of monochrome works in gray. Moreover, he viewed the color gray as a means of
addressing political themes without depicting them in an idealised manner. In his Inpainting
series of the 1970s, Richter made brushstrokes and the application of paint his subject. In other
works, he photographed small details from his palette and transferred them onto large canvases
in a photorealistic manner. In his color charts, he subjected painting to an objective process by
leaving the arrangement of the colours to chance. Since 1976, Richter has created a series of
abstract works by applying paint with a brush, scraper, and palette knife, alternating between
conscious decision-making and random processes.

AUTHORS:
Ortrud Westheider is Director of the Museum Barberini in Potsdam, Germany.

Michael Philipp is Chief Curator of the Museum Barberini in Potsdam, Germany.

174 colour illustrations
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Explore the graphic work of of Hundertwasser with this lavishly produced introduction to the
artist.

Friedensreich Hundertwasser was a painter. He created original graphic works lithographs,
silkscreens, mixed media, etchings, and aquatint as well as Japanese woodcuts. This bibliophilic
gem is a Hundertwasser original, the first book designed and laid out by the artist himself. Bound
in black linen, foil-embossed, and printed in six colours, this book features illustrations of all 71 of
Hundertwasser's graphic works created between 1951 and 1976. Each work is given a full-page
and is accompanied by a Hundertwasser poem or quote printed in silver on a black page. The
book also contains an introduction and critical texts that make it indispensable for fans of
Hundertwasser and lovers of beauty.

AUTHOR:
Friedensreich Hundertwasser was an Austrian painter and architect who also worked in the field
of environmental protection.

140 colour illustrations
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Leon Keer is the master of optical illusion. The 'Dutch JR' plays with perspectives and creates a
whole new world. One in which Snow White is stuck under a door. Or a world in which you
unexpectedly enter a seventies living room. This is his first monograph. He allows the reader an
exclusive look into his world and imagination. How does he work? And how does a wild idea
develop into a gigantic 3D artwork?

AUTHOR:
Leon Keer is one of the world's most important 3D Street Art artists. His works are to be found
all over the world: in Europe, the USA, Asia, Russia, Mexico, the United Arab Emirates, Australia
and New Zealand.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The wonderful 3D world of Leon Keer
• This Dutch street artist conquers the world
•  Keer explains his working method and allows you a glimpse into his creative mind
•  With a unique 3D cover

250 colour images
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This sumptuously produced monograph showcases the work of Utagawa Kuniyoshi, one of the
last great Japanese masters of ukiyo-e prints, illustrations, and paintings.

Best known for his depictions of fierce samurai warriors in battle, Utagawa Kuniyoshi also
produced landscapes, portraits of Kabuki actors, and images of mythical animals. His dynamic
action scenes and fantastic creatures are recognised today as precursors of manga and anime.
This dazzling volume by Matthi Forrer, one of the leading experts on ukiyo-e art, traces
Kuniyoshi's entire career. Chapters look at the major aspects of Kuniyoshi's oeuvre; his book
illustrations and portraits of fashionable women; his enormously popular series featuring actors,
warriors, and landscapes; and the influence of Western art on his career. Meticulous, large-scale
reproductions highlight the work's clear outlines, elegantly muted palette, and precise details -
from electrifying depictions of a tiger, mid-pounce, and light-hearted interpretations of Chinese
folktales, to the terrifying figures of samurai swordsmen and romantic winter
landscapes. A Japanese-style binding and box complete this luxurious package that promises an
endlessly absorbing journey into the life of Kuniyoshi during the latter days of Japan's Edo period.

AUTHOR:
Matthi Forrer, former curator for Japanese arts at the National Museum of Ethnology in Leiden,
Netherlands, is the author of numerous books on Japanese art, including Hokusai, Hiroshige, and
Hiroshige: Prints and Drawings (all by
Prestel).
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This monograph is the first title in a new series titled Opera Maestra, specifically focused on the
work and itinerary of the artists who made history, from an unprecedented perspective. The
series begins with Leonardo da Vinci, captured by the expert Marco Versiero.

At the core the analysis is the specific soul, among the thousands of Leonardo's, that Marco
Versiero wants to underline: his mirror-soul; namely, Leonardo's eye between Human and
Nature. In other words, the eye that allowed the artist to mediate between his favourite
dimensions (the human and the natural one), and allowed them to communicate with each other
without cancelling themselves, but rather managing to reflect one in the other's light, like in front
of a mirror.

An essential biographical note introduces the reader to Marco Versiero's pages, enriched with 61
detailed pictures. The pictures, proposing not only a selection of Leonardo's paintings but also of
his drawings, enhanced with comprehensive captions, tell the itinerary of the genius from the
years of his apprenticeship in Verrocchio's workshop till the days of his maturity.

AUTHOR:
Marco Versiero is a research doctor in political philosophy and in modern Italian literature; he
obtained the national scientific qualification as associate professor and has taught History of
political doctrines at the University of Naples 'L Orientale'. Under the direction of Professor Pietro
C. Marani, he edited the catalogues of two of the twenty-four exhibitions on Leonardo's Codex
Atlanticus at the Ambrosiana Library in Milan: Politics and Allegories (2010) and The Floods and
Prophecies (2012). He contributed to the catalogue of the exhibition Leonardo da Vinci,
1452-1519: the drawing of the world, curated by Pietro C. Marani and Maria T. Fiorio (Milan,
Palazzo Reale, 2015). He is an ordinary member of the Vinciana Collection Authority in Milan and
a member of the Leonardo da Vinci Society in London; he is also the author of: The Gift of
Freedom and the Ambition of Tyrants. The art of politics in the thought of Leonardo da Vinci
(Naples, Italian Institute for Philosophical Studies, 2012) and Leonardo in "chiaroscuro", between
Savonarola and Machiavelli, c. 1494-1504 (Mantua, Il Rio Art, 2015). His writing is passionate,
visual, and engaging.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First volume of the Opera Maestra series, focused on the work of the artists who made history
•  Essential biography enriched with 61 detailed pictures, both paintings and drawings
•  Detailed itinerary of Leonardo's genius: from his apprenticeship to his artistic maturity

61 colour images
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September 1981 marked a turning point in Maria Lai's development as an artist. Her relational
work Legarsi alla montagna, created at Ulassai, proved to be a watershed. The importance of
this event meant that it became a central narrative episode in the monograph devoted to the
Sardinian artist (1919-2013) edited by Elena Pontiggia.

The first part of the book, consisting of ten chapters, brings into focus the various fields covered
in Lai's oeuvre: embroidered canvases, books, geography, bread and stone, public works, and
relational works. She was also interested in the theatre, the sacred in general, and nativity
scenes in particular, and the way play is associated with art. The truth is, Maria Lai's inspiration
and the expressions of her passions came in a multitude of forms, all linked in one way or
another to the family she grew up in and which always proved strongly supportive of her and her
artistic endeavours.

The second part of the book concentrates on the notes Maria Lai took and the conversations she
had with the writer Giuseppe Dessì, and with Mario da Candia and Giuseppina Cuccu, for instance.
It closes with an essay that highlights the success her work enjoyed in the period 1943-93.

AUTHOR:
Elena Pontiggia teaches the History of Art at the Accademia di Brera and at the Politecnico di
Milano. Her writings on contemporary art appear in various newspapers and magazines and she
has contributed to a column in La Stampa since 2011. She takes a particular interest in Italian
and international art between the wars and likes to explore the relationship between the modern
and the classic, as well as the writings of famous artists, publishing important theoretical works,
from Cézanne and the avant-garde artists to Pollock. Elena Pontiggia has been a member of the
scientific committee of the Fondazione Stelline in Milan since 2001 and was formerly on the
scientific committee of the Padiglione d'Arte Contemporanea in Milan (until 1993) and a member
of the Board of the Quadriennale di Roma (from 2002 to 2006).

SELLING POINT:
•  A monograph of works by Sardinian artist Maria Lai

200 colour images
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Following the worldwide success of his Poemotion trilogy, Takahiro Kurashima presents a title that
is in no way inferior to the previous ones in terms of surprise and viewing pleasure. On the
contrary: here, the motifs are combined to form a visual narrative that is revealed when the
static basic image is set in motion by means of the striped foil. Then an astonishing panorama of
unseen moires and patterns unfolds. The artist uses the digital tools for his creations in a virtuoso
manner. At the same time he continues to catch up with the great models of kinetic art.
Moirémotion is a school of vision and offers contemplative recreation for our eyes.

AUTHOR:
Takahiro Kurashima studied at the Musashino Art University and since 1993 has lived in Tokyo,
where he works as an artist and designer. He collaborates with artists from various genres such
as fashion, design, music and cartoons. Kurashima's series Poemotion 1–3 is known all over the
world.

39 images

Hardcover with moire film
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When artist Morgan Howell paints classic 7" singles, he takes into account every crease, every
tear, every imperfection-producing a one-off, truly unique artwork, almost identical to the
owner's original copy, but blown up, supersize, to 70 x 70 cm, and three-dimensional, with the
spindle in the centre, as if the record is ready to play. This completely original approach has
resulted in Howell attracting a cult following amongst art collectors and musicians alike-with
paintings commissioned by the likes of Neil Diamond, Jude Law, Edgar Wright, Andrew
Lloyd-Webber and Ian Brown, with major music labels selecting the artist's work for display in
their headquarters. Howell's painting of David Bowie's The Jean Genie is displayed at the Sony
Music Building in London and Yesterday by The Beatles has been shown at the Capitol Building in
L.A. Morgan Howell at 45 RPM beautifully documents 95 of Howell's creations, from Tutti Frutti by
Little Richard to Heart of Glass by Blondie, Gimme Shelter by The Rolling Stones to Waterloo
Sunset by The Kinks. Each artwork is shown in full and accompanied by an evocative story from
owners and collectors-be it Johnny Marr, Danny Baker or Mark Radcliffe -sharing why that record
is meaningful to them. The book features an in-depth interview with Morgan Howell, exploring his
process as an artist and why, for him, music and art are intrinsically linked. With a format
perfectly designed to fit on record shelves, this book is a must for vinyl junkies, music heads and
art lovers everywhere.

200 illustrations
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From the late 15th to the mid-16th century, an impressive corpus of architecture, sculpture, and
painting was created to embellish monastic sites affiliated with the Benedictine Cassinese
Congregation of Italy. A religious order of humanistically trained monks, the Cassinese engaged
with the most eminent artists and architects of the early modern period, supporting the
production of imagery and architecture that was often highly experimental in nature: from
Raphael's Sistine Madonna in Piacenza to Andrea Riccio's Moses/Zeus Ammon, from Andrea
Palladio's church of San Giorgio Maggiore (Venice) to the superbly crafted choirstalls of San
Severino and Sossio (Naples).

Applying a network framework to the congregation's infrastructure of monasteries makes clear
that the circulation of sophisticated Renaissance art and architecture constituted only a segment
of the monks' investment in the arts. Monks also served as custodians of an antique monumental
heritage and popular votive images, assuring the survival of ancient buildings and artifacts of
limited aesthetic value that supplied opportunities for early modern masters to confront an array
of artworks for the reinvention of reformed Christian art and architecture.

Text in English, Italian and German.

AUTHORS:
Alessandro Nova is executive director of the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florence and professor
emeritus at the Goethe Universitat in Frankfurt.

Giancarla Periti is associate professor of Art History at the University of Toronto.

SELLING POINT: 
•The application of a network framework to the art and architecture produced for the Benedictine
Cassinese Congregation gives us a better understanding of the circulation of early modern art in
religious contexts of early modern Italy

15 colour, 182 b/w images
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Why does medieval art matter today? This beautifully illustrated book will examine this question
through the lens of the magnificent objects in the Wyvern Collection of Medieval and Early
Renaissance art, accompanying the collection's first exhibition in the United States. Works include
exquisite examples of metalwork, stone and wood sculpture, and illuminated manuscripts from
across Europe, as well as the Christian community of Ethiopia. Offering new photography and
complementary text, this book will be an essential resource for one of the world's most important
private collections of medieval art, and a fascinating read for all interested in the Middle Ages
and the role of art history in exploring our world.

AUTHOR:
Kathryn Gerry is Visiting Assistant Professor of Medieval Art History at Bowdoin College,
Brunswick, Maine. Dr Gerry has taught and written widely on the art and architecture of medieval
Europe.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Accompanies the New Views of the Middle Ages: The Wyvern Collection at Bowdoin College
exhibition at Bowdoin College Museum of Art, Brunswick, Maine from 02 August 2020 to 03
January 2021
•  Richly illustrated with new photography, this book surveys one of the world's most important
private collections of medieval art
•  Featuring an extraordinary range of objects across Europe, as well as the Christian community
of Ethiopia
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This stunningly illustrated book examines the history of poster design and its relation to the arts
and broader culture.

The poster is a versatile marketing tool widely used from the 19th century to today for
everything from political events
to movies. A good poster has many layers, it goes beyond advertising and makes statements
about style, history, fashion, and taste at the time. It is these layers that can turn a poster into a
work of art. This book showcases 480 posters by more than 200 artists and designers and tells a
comprehensive history of the poster. The book includes Art Nouveau, Bauhaus, Pop art, and
contemporary posters from preeminent artists such as Alphonse Mucha, Egon Schiele, Pablo
Picasso, and Andy Warhol and from noted designers ranging from Lucian Bernhard and A.M.
Cassandre to Saul Bass, Tadanori Yokoo, and Stefan Sagmeister. The book also introduces many
other leading poster designers whose names are less well-known. Contemporary advertisements
for Calvin Klein, United Colors of Benetton, and Coachella are also explored. By tracing the
history of the poster, this book shows social developments throughout the world and illuminates
how art styles have changed over time.

AUTHOR:
Jurgen Doring is Head of the Graphics and Posters Department at the Museum fur Kunst und
Gewerbe Hamburg. He is the author of Lichtenstein Posters and Keith Haring: Posters (both by
Prestel).
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This book, published to accompany the exhibition of the same title, explores Jean-Paul Riopelle's
interest in northern Canada and his works devoted to this theme. It highlights in particular the
wonderful series of paintings he made in the 1970s, including both the works themselves and
archival materials that delve into this period when Riopelle was especially energetic. It was a time
when he organised a number of trips to the region to fish, hunt, and immerse himself in nature,
seeking the communion that was so dear to him.

But it was not just the vegetation in northern Canada that attracted Riopelle; the indigenous
peoples he encountered were also a source of great inspiration for him. In combination, these
two aspects of the land filled his imagination and molded his intellectual and artistic perspective.

The reader will become acquainted with his less well known and unpublished works, and follow
Riopelle's artistic development as he ranged over the frozen landscapes of the far north and the
limitless forests further south, taking stock of the way the natives adapted to their environment.
The book emphasises the fact that Riopelle's oeuvre deliberately kept its distance from works
that depicted nature as the defining emblem of the Canadian nation. Rather, the artist was the
bearer of a unique personal sensibility that was able to visually evoke that particular territory in a
dialogue between reality and imagination.

The more than 100 works included in the book (paintings, sculptures, prints, and mixed-media
works) are part of a narrative consisting of four main sections (Canadian Nordicity as Viewed
from Paris; The Experience of the North; Borrowing from the North; The North and Art), whose
themes are examined in essays contributed by specialists in relevant fields.

300 colour illustrations
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A major new book about Doris Lee, one of the top female artists - indeed among the top
figurative artists, regardless of gender - in the American art world from the mid-1930s through
the 1950s.

Simple Pleasures presents the first major critical assessment of works by the artist Doris Lee
(1904–1983). Lee was one of the most recognised artists in America during the 1930s and 40s,
and was a leading figure in the Woodstock Artist's Colony. Her oeuvre reveals a remarkable
ability to merge the reduction of abstraction with the appeal of the everyday. In so doing, she
offers one of the very rare examples of a coherent visual identity that successfully bridged the
various artistic "camps" that formed with the shift in the art world in the post-World War II era.
Doris Lee exploded onto the national scene in 1935 when her painting Thanksgiving was awarded
the Art Institute of Chicago's Logan Prize and instigated the Sanity in Art movement in protest.
Two years later, her painting Catastrophe was purchased by the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Simple Pleasures explores this initial national recognition in the 1930s within the context of
American Scene painting, and traces the artist's thematic interest in the simple objects and
scenes of the everyday through her career. It also examines the influence of the rise in
abstraction during the late 1940s and 1950s, and the particular way in which this abstraction
found resonance with Lee's long-held interest in, and collections of, folk and non-western art.
During this post-war period, Lee, like many of her American Scene colleagues, found lucrative
work in the heyday of commercial advertising. Lee's commercial commissions for patrons such as
American Tobacco Company, Life magazine, Abbott Laboratories, and Associated American
Artists are especially compelling in both their populist accessibility and in their deceptively
sophisticated abstraction. Sixty-five works by the artist span the 1930s through the 1960s and
are comprised of paintings, drawings, prints, and commissioned commercial designs in fabric and
pottery. Included are advertisements by companies that commissioned images from Lee, and
photographs that contextualise the artist's work within the Woodstock artist's community.

AUTHORS:
Barbara L. Jones is chief curator, The Westmoreland Museum of American Art, Greensburg, PA,
and the author of Samuel Rosenberg: Portrait of a Painter (2003). Melissa Wolfe is curator of
American Art, St. Louis Art Museum, and co-editor of Reflections: The American Collection of the
Columbus Museum of Art (2019). John Fagg is professor of American Studies, University of
Birmingham, UK, and author of 'That Abused Word: Genre': The 1930s Genre Painting Revival in
The Space Between: Literature and Culture 1914-1945 (2011). Tom Wolf is professor of Art
History at Bard College, NY and leading Yasuo Kuniyoshi scholar.
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This new volume presents highlights of the Taft Museum of Art's exceptional collection, which
spans over 750 years of creative endevour.

Donated to the city of Cincinnati in 1927, Charles and Anna Taft’s collection features beautiful
porcelain from the Ming and Qing dynasties, paintings by masters including Rembrandt,
Gainsborough, Goya, Ingres, Corot, Whistler, and Sargent, and decorative objects including
crystal, gold, silver, and enamel-work. The 80 works that feature in this volume, chosen from the
740-piece collection, are presented in four sections, coinciding with the museum's major areas of
specialization: European painting, European decorative arts, American art, and Chinese art.

Each piece is accompanied by an entry detailing its history and that of its artist or maker written
by Taft curatorial staff. Lynne D. Ambrosini's essay explores the collecting practice of Charles and
Anna Taft. Deborah Emont Scott's foreword provides a history of the Taft bequest and its lasting
significance to the city of Cincinnati and its present day inhabitants.

AUTHOR:
Lynne D. Ambrosini is deputy director and the Sallie Robinson Wadsworth Chief Curator, Taft
Museum of Art. Lynne Ambrosini has overseen the collection and exhibitions at the Taft since
2004, having earlier worked at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts and Brooklyn Museum. She
earned a PhD in art history from the Institute of Fine Arts, N.Y.U. Her exhibitions for the Taft
include: Hiram Powers: Genius in Marble (2007), Brush/Clay/Wood: The Nancy and Ed Rosenthal
Collection of Chinese Art (2008), and Daubigny, Monet, Van Gogh: Impressions of Landscape
(2016). She has also published many articles and given invited lectures on such artists as J.F.
Millet, Gustave Courbet, Edouard Manet, J.A.M. Whistler, Claude Monet, and Auguste Rodin.
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The book opens a window onto Africa's symbolism, confirming that the mind naturally computes
according to two parallel codes: the outer code of sensory awareness, and the inner code of
subjective awareness. More than two hundred images of Zimbabwe's historical art, taken during
a window of time when it was still possible to find it, reveal how art is expressed across life as
the language of spiritual and cultural meaning - a way of ensuring that such meaning was never
far from individual awareness.

The majority of the images were taken in the more remote "communal lands", regions "set
aside" for Africans during the colonial era. It was here that an African sense of identity, culture,
and history survived colonialism and the effects of a malign dictatorship. Most of the images date
from the period 1998 to 2015, during which time Duncan Wylie, the artist who took the
photographs, travelled back to the country of his birth to undertake what he describes as a "work
of transmission and a valuable insight for the non-African world toward a deeper appreciation of
African art forms, and a wider perception of the possibilities of art, a world few have
experienced."

Zimbabwe offered a unique opportunity to look back a thousand years into African symbolism via
the Great Zimbabwe ruins. This medieval city, built in stone, reveals an architecture and style
that is as unique to the culture as it is rich in symbols, from its enigmatic solid stone tower and
massive walls, which had no defensive function, to the stone "Zimbabwe Birds" that are a symbol
of the contemporary nation. A highly symbolic statement was to photograph the ancient stone
birds (dating back to the height of Great Zimbabwe's power in the 1350s) outside a museum
context and on the ruins where they once stood. The work represented by the images and text is
the result of a partnership between the artist, who took the images over a period of 17 years,
and the author, who began a life-long involvement with the arts of Zimbabwe and sub-Saharan
Africa in the 1980s, as curator of the National Gallery of Zimbabwe. But accolades must go to the
communities themselves, the subjects of these images, for without their dedication to the project
of recording their culture in the face of its increasing disappearance, this book could never have
come into being.
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This practical new paperback edition explains the full process of etching, covering traditional
techniques in depth and introducing modern ideas when they add to mark-making capabilities.
Illustrated with lavishly finished examples and clear step-by-step sequences, this beautiful book
covers the basics of etching - the materials required, how to prepare a plate, and ways of
making marks using hard ground, soft ground and aquatint. Other etching techniques are
covered including spit-bite and sugar lift, and how to transfer images onto the plate using photo
etching. Engraving techniques are shown with various ways of making the plate without acid:
drypoint, line engraving, stipple engraving and mezzotint. Advice on printing is given including
papers and inks, the printing process and more advanced techniques such as colour printing and
editioning.

AUTHOR:
After working and running various contemporary etching studios, Alan Smith ran the etching
room at the Royal College of Art, London for 32 years.
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Even before she emerged from the cot in her nursery Beatrix Potter was up against it. With her
prodigious memory she recalled being placed under the tyranny of a cross old nurse who
introduced her to witches, fairies and the creed of the terrible John Calvin. More sadness
followed. She had no siblings of her own age and was brought up virtually in isolation. She was
afflicted by two most unpleasant illnesses one of which has not previously been recognised - and
she found herself often at odds with her mother. She also had a love affair that ended tragically.
Yet, she grew up to become one of the most original of childrens authors whose books are as
popular today as they were when they were first published almost a century ago. Andrew
Norman, in this concise and insightful biography, uncovers the source of the inspiration that gave
birth to a series of remarkable childrens books, including the most famous of all The Tale of
Peter Rabbit.

AUTHOR:
Dr Andrew Norman is a versatile biographer and historian. His many books include studies of
Hitler, Sir Francis Drake, Robert Mugabe, Winston Churchill, Agatha Christie, T.E. Lawrence and
Charles Darwin. 
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When did you last hear of a poetry book selling in the millions? Well, since 1958 when John
Betjeman's Collected Poems was first published, sales have exceeded 2.5 million and are still
going strong. When he died in 1984, still as Poet Laureate, he was by far the UK's favourite poet
(as Philip Larkin acknowledged). Thanks to his work as a broadcaster and architectural
campaigner he was also a celebrity. However his life was full of insecurities, frustrations and
busted relationships, and in terms of his work, his comments that 'he was not taken seriously by
the TLS' said it all. Jonathan Smith, author of many successful novels, but also a playwright and
educationalist, wrote two radio plays dramatising Betjeman's life which were first broadcast on
the BBC in 2017 and which have now been combined into a single narrative, part biography, part
fiction but providing an extraordinary - and above all, highly entertaining - journey into the mind
and the life of John Betjeman. The book follows the poet from his time at Oxford where he
wandered around clutching a teddybear, then having been kicked out, to the well trodden route
of Prep School master (he was taken on as a cricket coach, knowing absolutely nothing about the
game). Then onto his unfortunate marriage to Penelope Chetwode an English travel writer, and
the only daughter of Field Marshal Lord Chetwode, who sadly was more interested in horses than
humans. The book then centres on his lengthy affair with Lady Elizabeth Cavendish and his
problems with son Paul, who emigrated to the USA and never really forgave Betjeman for his
shortcomings as a parent. Beautifully written, we expect this book to be widely noticed in
reviews.

AUTHOR:
Jonathan Smith was born in Wales in 1942 and went to Christ College, Brecon. He read English at
Cambridge, taught at Loretto School, Edinburgh and in Melbourne, and from the late 1960s
onwards at Tonbridge School, where he was head of English for 17 years. He is married and lives
in Kent. 
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Myths and rumour have shrouded the Borgia family for centuries - tales of incest, intrigue and
murder have been told of them since they themselves walked the hallways of the Apostolic
Palace. In particular, vicious rumour and slanderous tales have stuck to the names of two
members of the infamous Borgia family - Cesare and Lucrezia, brother and sister of history's
most notorious family. But how much of it is true, and how much of it is simply rumour aimed to
blacken the name of the Borgia family? In the first ever biography solely on the Borgia siblings,
Samantha Morris tells the true story of these two fascinating individuals from their early lives,
through their years living amongst the halls of the Vatican in Rome until their ultimate untimely
deaths. Cesare and Lucrezia Borgia begins in the bustling metropolis of Rome with the siblings
ultimately being used in the dynastic plans of their father, a man who would become Pope, and
takes the reader through the separate, yet fascinatingly intertwined, lives of the notorious
siblings. One tale, that of Cesare, ends on the battlefield of Navarre, whilst the other ends in the
ducal court of Ferrara. Both Cesare and Lucrezia led lives full of intrigue and danger, lives which
would attract the worst sort of rumour begun by their enemies. Drawing on both primary and
secondary sources Morris brings the true story of the Borgia siblings, so often made out to be evil
incarnate in other forms of media, to audiences both new to the history of the Italian
Renaissance and old.

AUTHOR:
Samantha Morris studied archaeology at the University of Winchester and it was there, whilst
working on a dissertation about the battlefield archaeology of the English Civil War that her
interest in the Italian Renaissance began. Her main area of interest is the history of the Borgia
family and the papacy of Pope Alexander VI, however she also has a keen interest in the history
of other Renaissance families. Samantha has previously written on the Borgia family and runs a
successful blog based mainly on the history of the Italian Renaissance, but with snippets of other
eras thrown in too. 
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Isambard Kingdom Brunel. Three names. Three people in one. Born in Portsmouth on 9 April
1806, there was Brunel the great engineer, who would habitually throw out the rule book of
tradition and established practice, and start again with a blank sheet of paper, taking the
technology of the day to its limits and then going another mile. Then there was Brunel the
visionary, who knew that transport technology had the power to change the world, and that he
had the ability to deliver those changes. Finally, there was Brunel the artist who rarely saw
technology as just functional, and strove to entwine the fruits of the Industrial Revolution with the
elegance and grace of the neo-classical painter. His bridges, tunnels and railway infrastructure
have entered a third century of regular use, and the beauty of their design and structure has
rarely been equalled. The three decades, from the 1830s to the 1850s, saw an explosion of
technical excellence, and it was Brunel who in so many cases lit the blue touch paper. He did not
always get it right first time, and it was left to others to reap the fruits of his many labours.
Nevertheless, his actions fast-forwarded the march of progress by several decades.

AUTHOR:
Robin Jones is a widely published and highly respected journalist who specialises in heritage
transportation and industrial archaeology subjects. Robin contributes news and feature material
on a regular basis across a wide range of railway titles and has written many books on Britain's
railway history. 
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'For I am possessed of a cat, surpassing in beauty'

Jeoffry was a real-life tomcat who lived 250 years ago. His fame came much later, when
fragments of a poem written by his owner were dusted off in a private library. The seventy-four
lines in praise of Jeoffry are now among the most anthologised verse in the English language and
have even been set to music.

Biographer Oliver Soden combines meticulous research with brilliant invention to tell the whole
story of Jeoffry, a cat who was 'the cleanest in the use of his forepaws of any quadruped'. The
narrative moves from the infamous bordellos of Covent Garden to the lunatic asylum in which
Jeoffry found himself confined with the brilliant and unstable Christopher Smart. In exchange for
companionship during the darkest moments of his illness and incarceration, the poet would
reward Jeoffry with the greatest tribute to a feline ever written. At once whimsical and profound,
JEOFFRY THE POET'S CAT mingles fact with fiction to recount Jeoffry's life and adventures against
the roaring backdrop of eighteenth-century London.

AUTHOR:
Oliver Soden is a writer and broadcaster. His first book, an authorised biography of the composer
Michael Tippett, was a Book of the Year in the SPECTATOR, TLS and OBSEVER and won the
Storytelling Award from the Royal Philharmonic Society. Soden's essays and reviews have
appeared in a wide variety of publications including the GUARDIAN, LITERARY REVIEW and ART
NEWSPAPER. Born in 1990, he grew up in Bath and Sussex, and lives in London.
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Discover the story of the pioneering hairstylist who obliterated the once-omnipresent hat and
transformed the fashion industry through his A-list clients at his iconic 54th Street Salon. Kenneth
Battelle, known simply as "Kenneth," started his 50-year career in the early 1950s in New York
City and built a loyal client list who swore by his skills, including Jacqueline Kennedy, Marilyn
Monroe, Judy Garland, Countess Consuelo Crespi, Diana Vreeland, Lucille Ball, and Gloria
Vanderbilt. 

This biography not only celebrates his extraordinary talent but examines his behind-the-scenes
life and career struggles, including the disastrous fire that destroyed his salon, and his
perseverance moving forward. Through personal memories of those closest to him, including
friends, clients, and former employees, the man who created a cult of classic, timeless ladies
comes to life. Previously unpublished photographs, notes, clippings, and original Joe Eula
illustrations richly exhibit both his myriad achievements and America's 20th-century high-fashion
scene.

AUTHOR:
Giuseppe Longo spent nearly 10 years at the Kenneth Salon in New York City-formerly at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel on Park Avenue-where he was introduced to clients, employees, and
Kenneth's fabled history.
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When impoverished aristocrat Lady Charlotte Bertie married wealthy Welsh ironmaster John
Guest of Dowlais in 1833, her relatives looked on with dismay. Yet despite their vast difference of
background and age, over their nineteen-year long marriage, husband and wife enjoyed great
happiness and much adventure. There would be ten children and while John built up an immense
commercial empire, Charlotte championed Welsh culture. Crucially, she taught herself John's
business from the inside. Over the years, she made the keenest observation of iron production,
the fluctuations of the trade and the engineering innovations that touched upon its developments.
When John died in 1852, she was therefore uniquely well-placed to succeed him as head of the
works - a remarkable position for a Victorian woman. Not only did she endeavour to introduce
reforms, but also - rather to her dismay - had to weather a potentially destructive strike. But
success came at a price. With her star to all sight in the ascendant, Lady Charlotte suddenly
chose to abandon all, leave Wales and marry her sons' tutor. This book traces the ardent,
creative years of her first marriage, explores her determination - widowed - to preserve John's
legacy, and observes her growing devotion to the scholarly Charles Schreiber.

AUTHOR:
Winner of the inaugural 2009 Jane Austen short story competition, Victoria Owens is a published
writer of fiction and non-fiction. Her novel 'Drawn to Perfection' was published by Hookline in
2013; Amberley Publishing brought out her study 'James Brindley and the Duke of Bridgewater -
Canal Visionaries' in 2015; and her 'Aqueducts and Viaducts of Britain' appeared in March 2019.
Being interested in engineering history, Owens's investigation of the industrial heritage of South
Wales led her to encounter Lady Charlotte in her role as Iron Master of Dowlais, and she was
determined to write about her. 
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In Leonard Cohen, master engraver George A. Walker offers new perspectives on the life and
artistic accomplishments of a poet and musician who has captivated generations for six decades
and whose influence circles the globe still.

Arranged chronologically, the engravings depict scenes from Cohen's many and varied creative
endeavors, including poetry, novels, singing and songwriting. The book also presents portraits of
some of the many famous characters who shared Cohen's life and friendship, from poets Irving
Layton and Allan Ginsberg, to musicians Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin, and celebrated artist Andy
Warhol.

Best read to music, Leonard Cohen presents images of Cohen's iconic public persona alongside
vivid interpretations of his ever-evolving work. The engravings compose a biographical mosaic
that invites readers to contemplate the public perception of Cohen's critical and commercial
acclaim. Some scenes are drawn from history, others from Walker's imagination. The images
encourage us to search beyond the visual elements and to see in them a poem, a song, a
meaningful turn of phrase. They urge us to consider Cohen's life and work through the lens of
our own experience.

Leonard Cohen was conceived as a celebration of Cohen's eightieth birthday and was first
published as a limited edition of eighty copies hand printed at Walker's studio in Toronto. This
revised edition has 2 additional engravings.

AUTHOR:
George A. Walker holds an MA in Communication and Culture from Ryerson and York University.
He is an Associate Professor at the Ontario College of Art and Design University where he
teaches book-related arts in the Printmaking program. He is the author of the popular how-to
book, The Woodcut Artist's Handbook, now in its second edition. He is recognized for Graphic
Witness, his art history book on wordless novels. He was elected to the Royal Canadian Academy
of Arts in 2002 in recognition of his achievements in Canadian Book Arts.
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Major Ronnie Reed was case officer for the infamous Agent Zigzag and the face behind
Operation Mincemeat. But how did this young BBC radio operator, with no money and
qualifications to speak of, reach such an important position in his twenties? Why did Agent Zigzag
(Eddie Chapman) give Ronnie his Iron Cross, awarded to Zigzag by Hitler himself? And how,
within ten years following the Second World War, did Ronnie find himself heading the
anti-Russian department of MI5, dealing with notorious spies such as Philby, Burgess and
Maclean? In an interview filmed in 1994, shortly before Ronnie's death, he revealed his
remarkable story to his son, Nicholas.

Here, Nicolas Reed reproduces that interview and fills in the background of THE MAN WHO NEVER
WAS.

AUTHOR:
Nicholas Reed has been an accredited lecturer since 1992 and is the author of five books on
French Impressionists in England. He is the son of legendary MI5 officer Ronnie Reed.
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Many indeed, are the biographies of Winston Churchill, one of the most influential figures of the
twentieth century. But what was that influence and how did he use it in the furtherance of his
and his country's ambitions? For the first time, Professor William Nestor has delved into the life
and actions of Churchill to examine just how skillfully he manipulated events to placed him in
positions of power. His thirst for power stirred political controversy wherever he intruded. Those
who had to deal directly with him either loved or hated him. His enemies condemned him for
being an egoist, publicity hound, double-dealer, and Machiavellian, accusations that his friends
and even he himself could not deny. He could only serve Britain as a statesman and a reformer
because he was a wily politician who won sixteen of twenty-one elections that he contested
between 1899 and 1955. The House of Commons was Churchill's political temple where he
exalted in the speeches and harangues on the floor and the backroom horse-trading and
comradery. Most of his life he was a Cassandra, warning against the threats of Communism,
Nazism, and nuclear Armageddon. With his ability to think beyond mental boxes and connect
far-flung dots, he clearly foretold events to which virtually everyone else was oblivious. Yet he
was certainly not always right and was at times spectacularly wrong. This is the first book that
explores how Churchill understood and asserted the art of power, mostly through hundreds of his
own insights expressed through his speeches and writings.

AUTHOR:
Dr Willaim Nester, a Professor at the Department of Government and Politics, St. John's
University, New York, is the author of thirty-seven books on history and politics. His book George
Rogers Clark: I Glory in War won the Army Historical Foundation's best biography award for
2013, and Titan: The Art of British Power in the Age of Revolution and Napoleon, won the New
York Military Affairs Symposium's 2016 Arthur Goodzett Book Award. 
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The authors of this book, both experienced managers and business strategists, offer sustainable
solutions to the paradoxes of leadership. Navigating the lightening-fast changes of the modern
business world can be challenging. The leadership solution can be found in the human
connection, not in the digital one. In their experience, the path to success, and to avoiding
disruptive paradoxes, is found by combining speed with quality. The examples in this forward
thinking business book highlight seven ways in which leaders can effectively react to change.

AUTHORS:
As a former top manager at the Belgian firms Telindus and Belgacom, and as a junior league
coach at Belgian football team KV Mechelen, Jan De Schepper has witnessed the potential of
cross-pollination between the sport and business worlds. He currently holds a chair on multiple
boards of directors. Paul Van Den Bosch has over thirty years of experience in working with
professional athletes, with whom he has achieved terrific results over several disciplines. He is
the co-founder of Energy Lab, the organisation that motivates and aids people and teams in
setting up a healthy lifestyle. Today he applies his insights into sports coaching to his work as a
business coach.

SELLING POINT:
•  The authors have a unique combination of expertise in sports and business performance
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What makes a team function at the highest level? Teamwork is often messy, not transparent,
and unpredictable. The ultimate solution for successful teamwork doesn't exist, but great teams
do: they get sustainable results and achieve what they set out to do. High impact teams create
their own formula for success and polish it up when necessary. This book teaches you how to
work in teams consciously, effectively and efficiently. It helps you to determine how to bring out
the best in yourself, your team and each team member.

AUTHORS:
Stefan Decuyper works as a Learning & Development Business Partner at IMEC. Previously, he
worked as a team coach at Unicorn, a Belgian company that helps individuals, teams and
organisations to bridge the gap between knowledge and practice. Elisabeth Raes is a team coach
and Business Partner at Unicorn. Previously, she worked as a Team & Leadership Coach for
start-ups in Germany. Anne Boon is a lecturer at the Catholic University of Leuven. She
challenges her students in psychology and pedagogy in the field of group dynamics and team
coaching, among others.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Three specialists offer insider advice on the most effective strategies for creating high impact
teams
•  A summary of 15 years of relevant working experience and scientific research
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How can you stay relevant for your customers? The answer is a combination of the following
three factors: technology, personal involvement and social commitment. The past ten years have
been marked by the arrival of 4G, mobile services, and robotics. These technologies have
brought about a revolution in the field of customer experience and in the future, this will evolve
even further. As a company, you will have to take a more active part in the personal life journey
of your customers. This opens up the opportunity to tackle, together with your customer,
concrete social world problems, including climate change, mobility, and health care. Customers
increasingly seek out companies that do good for both themselves, and the world.

AUTHOR:
Steven Van Belleghem is an expert in customer centricity in a digital world. He is a highly
sought-after speaker for congresses, company meetings and events all over the world. Steven is
also partner consultancy company Nexxworks, co-founder of Zembro and of content creation
bureau Snackbytes.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new book from a visionary keynote speaker who specialises in customer-centric thinking and
the evolution of corporate responsiveness
•  Offers concrete applications of the social dimension of customer relations
•  Contains three components for sustainable success
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Being a hard working leader is hardwired into your personality. But is working hard working for
you? Do you often hear that you work too hard? Do you rarely have an out of office message on
your email? The author, a true hard worker herself and an experienced corporate coach, breaks
down taboos about working hard and identifies four main achievement types. She offers tests,
schemes and checklists which will enable you to discover which type you are and get an insight
into your behaviour at work that will enable you to reach the top and stay there.

AUTHOR:
Sabine Tobback has been active internationally as a leadership coach at the International Coach
Federation (ICF) for entrepreneurs, the board of directors and supervisors. Previously, she had a
leading HR function at Exxon Mobil.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A clear guide to discover one's individual capacity
•  For business leaders who wants to reach the top and stay there in a healthy way
•  With contributions by (too) hard working supervisors
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This book contains 8 incredible logic and strategy board games through which the eternal
challenge of two characters is renewed, the witty, highly intelligent detective and his historic
enemy, the astute criminal mind. Through the different scenarios, children can have fun with
games that can enhance their mathematical, strategical and logical skills. The latest title of a
great international best-selling series. A book that easily becomes a series of big game boards
for hours of fun! More than 70 pull-out markers at the end for children to play with this book.
Complete game sets for hours of fun!

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Arianna Bellucci graduated in Entertainment Design at Nemo academy of digital arts in Florence.
She work as freelancer illustrator, character designer and concept artist.
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Intrepidness and courage are key features of great explorers of the past and the... future! In
this big format board book, where each page becomes a gaming board, children will follow the
adventures of Luis and Clark in the West of United States, of Howard Carter in Tutankhamen's
tomb and of the Curiosity Rover on Mars! For each game, taken from the tradition and adapted
to the subject, children will have to team up and start exploring! The latest title of a great
international best-selling series. A book that easily becomes a series of big boards for hours of
fun! More than 70 pull-out markers at the end for children to play with this book. Complete game
sets for hours of fun!

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Francesca Rossi graduated from the International School of Comics in Florence. She publishes
illustrated books with various Italian publishers and does drawings for covers and posters. In
addition to illustrating, she offers educational workshops in schools and libraries, and creates and
decorates ceramic art. In the last few years Rossi has illustrated, several books for White Star
Kids.
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A new title joins the series of large build-up board books, developed for children aged 4 to 8 to
teach them about the amazing world of dinosaurs using a fun, playful approach. It includes short,
simple texts that examine some of the most beloved species with detachable cardboard figures
that can be used to create imaginary stories and adventures. Children can detach the wonderful
cardboard cut-out from the page and build the 3D figures of their most beloved dinosaurs.

AUTHOR:
Federica Magrin born in Varese in 1978, has worked in publishing for over ten years, first as
editor of Edizioni De Agostini and now as a freelance. She mainly works in children's books, but
also writes educational texts and stories and translates novels. 

Ronny Gazzola has worked as freelancer with several companies. He realises editorial
illustrations, illustrations for children and graphic projects. He illustrated several titles for White
Star.
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This visual activity book specially designed for preschoolers sparks creativity and fosters hands-on
learning through easy, open-ended art projects that use paint, papers, clay, and other common
art supplies.

Get ready for an art adventure! Using paint, colored paper, clay, and other basic art supplies,
preschoolers learn to tap into their natural artistic abilities with fun-filled projects shown through
easy-to-follow, colourful photos. From making bubble prints and colour collages to turning a
T-shirt into a Super Kid cape, every activity is designed to spark imagination, learning, and
creativity.

AGES: 3 to 5

AUTHOR:
Meredith Magee Donnelly holds a master's degree in early childhood education, specialising in
children from birth to age 8, from Bank Street College of Education in New York City. A former
preschool and kindergarten teacher, she runs Homegrown Studio, a play-based art studio in West
Hartford, Connecticut, and Homegrown Friends, a blog focused on hands-on activities and
process art. She is the mother of three children who fill the family home with creativity, laughter,
and just the right amount of chaos.
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This lively, visual no-cook cookbook specially designed for preschoolers features easy-to-follow
steps for creating tasty food that will excite kids' interest in trying new flavors while fostering
healthy eating habits.

Preschoolers learn how to prepare their own food with activities that foster fun in the kitchen and
promote healthy eating habits. Colourful photo-driven recipes for making fruit wands, noodle
bowls, chocolate smoothies, and more encourage kids to discover and expand their tastes and
experience the joy and pride that come from making with their own hands the foods they eat.

AGES: 3 to 5

AUTHOR:
Amy Palanjian is a writer, editor, recipe developer, and an expert at helping families find easier
ways to enjoy wholesome, delicious meals together. She is the founder of Yummy Toddler Food,
a website filled with practical food advice and nourishing recipes for families with little kids, and a
contributor to Allrecipes magazine. Her work has appeared in many print and online outlets,
including Better Homes and Gardens, Bon Appetit, Parents, Real Simple, the Wall Street Journal,
The Kitchn, and Mother.ly. She cohosts the Comfort Food podcast and lives near Des Moines,
Iowa, with her husband and three children.
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Flip and flop heads, tails, and bodies to make 1,000 remarkable birds!

From the best-selling illustrator of Mix-a-Mutt, Flip-o-saurus, and Flip-o-storic comes another book
with charming artwork and die-cut pages for mix-and-match fun - this time with birds!
Flip-a-Feather lets you create wacky combinations of ten types of birds, including a majestic bald
eagle, an eye-popping resplendent quetzal, and an inquisitive macaroni penguin.

Each flap features a fun fact about the pictured species, and inside the front cover is a chart
showing the relative sizes of the birds featured, from the hummingbird to the ostrich.

AGES: 2 to 8

AUTHOR:
Sara Ball is a prolific illustrator of children's books, including Abbeville's Mix-a-Mutt, Flip-o-saurus,
and Flip-o-storic.
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It's never too early to learn that numbers can be fun, and this mini activity book is the perfect
place to start. Fifty entertaining and educational activities include counting games, colour by
numbers, connect the dots, and more that teach basic math skills, including fractions and
measurements. Kids can also learn about the calendar and how to tell time. Complete solutions
are included.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
A master at creating fun, delightful puzzles and colouring pages kids love, Fran Newman-D'Amico
has illustrated dozens of popular Dover titles, including When I Grow Up, Animal Dot-to-Dot, Little
Gardener's Activity Book, and many more.
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Learning comes best through experience, even better if children can do it at home. With simple
and easy-to-find ingredients, yet safe and highly educative, children will unravel the secrets of
science through funny and real practice. Two characters will accompany children in this colourful
series: the Professor will teach them the scientific explanation and the Little Robot will guide
them in the practice. For each experiment there is also a "mess- o-meter" for parents to know
how messy the experiment can be! Scientific explanations follow each experiment, to learn what
goes on behind the spectacular effects. Disgusting chemistry, refraction of light, magnetism and
optical illusions will have no more secrets! Slime, mould, germs, lights, foam... every children will
feel the urge to start experimenting and...learning science!

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Matteo Crivellini earned his degree in Computer Science at the University of Bologna and studied
Cognitive Sciences at the University of Indiana in the United States. In 2010, he founded MACRO,
a firm that offers corporate consultation in the field of internet and communications. 

Rossella Trionfetti, after her high school certificate in Applied Art, specialised in the field of
illustration. She currently works as children's illustrator, also collaborating in the creation of apps
and interactive games.
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Learning comes best through experience, even better if children can do it at home. With simple
and easy-to-find ingredients, yet safe and highly educative, children will unravel the secrets of
science through funny and real practice. Two characters will accompany children in this colourful
series: the Professor will teach them the scientific explanation and the Little Robot will guide
them in the practice. For each experiment there is also a "mess- o-meter" for parents to know
how messy the experiment can be! Scientific explanations follow each experiment, to learn what
goes on behind the spectacular effects. Disgusting chemistry, refraction of light, magnetism and
optical illusions will have no more secrets! Slime, mould, germs, lights, foam... every children will
feel the urge to start experimenting and... learning science!

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Matteo Crivellini earned his degree in Computer Science at the University of Bologna and studied
Cognitive Sciences at the University of Indiana in the United States. In 2010, he founded MACRO,
a firm that offers corporate consultation in the field of internet and communications. 

Rossella Trionfetti, after her high school certificate in Applied Art, specialised in the field of
illustration. She currently works as children's illustrator, also collaborating in the creation of apps
and interactive games.
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Learning comes best through experience, even better if children can do it at home. With simple
and easy-to-find ingredients, yet safe and highly educative, children will unravel the secrets of
science through funny and real practice. Two characters will accompany children in this colourful
series: the Professor will teach them the scientific explanation and the Little Robot will guide
them in the practice. For each experiment there is also a "mess- o-meter" for parents to know
how messy the experiment can be! Scientific explanations follow each experiment, to learn what
goes on behind the spectacular effects. Disgusting chemistry, refraction of light, magnetism and
optical illusions will have no more secrets! Slime, mould, germs, lights, foam... every children will
feel the urge to start experimenting and... learning science!

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Matteo Crivellini earned his degree in Computer Science at the University of Bologna and studied
Cognitive Sciences at the University of Indiana in the United States. In 2010, he founded MACRO,
a firm that offers corporate consultation in the field of internet and communications. 

Rossella Trionfetti, after her high school certificate in Applied Art, specialised in the field of
illustration. She currently works as children's illustrator, also collaborating in the creation of apps
and interactive games.
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Learning comes best through experience, even better if children can do it at home. With simple
and easy-to-find ingredients, yet safe and highly educative, children will unravel the secrets of
science through funny and real practice. Two characters will accompany children in this colourful
series: the Professor will teach them the scientific explanation and the Little Robot will guide
them in the practice. For each experiment there is also a "mess- o-meter" for parents to know
how messy the experiment can be! Scientific explanations follow each experiment, to learn what
goes on behind the spectacular effects. Disgusting chemistry, refraction of light, magnetism and
optical illusions will have no more secrets! Slime, mould, germs, lights, foam... every children will
feel the urge to start experimenting and... learning science.

AGES: 8 plus

AUTHOR:
Matteo Crivellini earned his degree in Computer Science at the University of Bologna and studied
Cognitive Sciences at the University of Indiana in the United States. In 2010, he founded MACRO,
a firm that offers corporate consultation in the field of internet and communications. 

Rossella Trionfetti, after her high school certificate in Applied Art, specialised in the field of
illustration. She currently works as children's illustrator, also collaborating in the creation of apps
and interactive games.
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Kumon STEM Missions Workbooks offer students a fun way to practice interdisciplinary topics by
combining science, technology, engineering, and math questions in order to strengthen
problem-solving skills. In this workbook, your child will complete several STEM "missions"
designed to increase his or her critical thinking and problem-solving abilities.

Each mission asks your child to read science passages, answer questions about the passages,
solve math problems, and use the knowledge gained to create or design a solution (engineering)
to a real word problem. 

Featuring Life Science, Earth Science, and Physical Science topics, these workbooks are sure to
get your child interested in the connection between what he or she learns and how it can be
applied to the real world.
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Kumon STEM Missions Workbooks offer students a fun way to practice interdisciplinary topics by
combining science, technology, engineering, and math questions in order to strengthen
problem-solving skills. In this workbook, your child will complete several STEM "missions"
designed to increase his or her critical thinking and problem-solving abilities.

Each mission asks your child to read science passages, answer questions about the passages,
solve math problems, and use the knowledge gained to create or design a solution (engineering)
to a real word problem. 

Featuring Life Science, Earth Science, and Physical Science topics, these workbooks are sure to
get your child interested in the connection between what he or she learns and how it can be
applied to the real world.
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Kumon STEM Missions Workbooks offer students a fun way to practice interdisciplinary topics by
combining science, technology, engineering, and math questions in order to strengthen
problem-solving skills. In this workbook, your child will complete several STEM "missions"
designed to increase his or her critical thinking and problem-solving abilities.

Each mission asks your child to read science passages, answer questions about the passages,
solve math problems, and use the knowledge gained to create or design a solution (engineering)
to a real word problem. 

Featuring Life Science, Earth Science, and Physical Science topics, these workbooks are sure to
get your child interested in the connection between what he or she learns and how it can be
applied to the real world.
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LEARN NEW VOCABULARY AND PRACTICE WRITING WORDS WITH FUN AND CHALLENGING
WORD PUZZLES 

Kumon Word Games workbook was developed to allow children to practice writing words and
learn new vocabulary by completing fun and challenging word puzzles. The words used in these
puzzles were chosen with the age range in mind and covers words your child should be familiar
with but, may not know how to write yet. The enjoyable word puzzles will provide your child
practice writing new words while developing his or her problem-solving skills. This workbook
includes alphabet review activities, word search puzzles, word maze puzzles, crossword puzzles,
and word chain puzzles, all presented in a progressional order that will allow your child to learn
new words with ease.

AGES: 5 to 7
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Now in Spanish - make any moment mindful from morning to night with 5 categories of sturdy
activity cards, designed to fit into each part of the day. Full-colour illustrations, easy-to-follow
instructions and an 8-page instruction booklet make this one-of-a-kind mindfulness deck an
inclusive tool for nurturing inner peace and strength.

This boxed card deck includes 50 creative mindfulness games, visualisations and exercises divided
into 5 categories to help children feel grounded, find calm, improve focus, practice
loving-kindness and relax. Whimsical full-colour illustrations on both sides of the cards break
down each practice into easy-to- follow steps. Tips on individual cards plus an 8-page instructional
booklet show modifications that make these activities inclusive for children of all abilities.

AGES: 4 to 10

AUTHOR:
Whitney Stewart puts her heart, mind and feet into her work. She has trekked in a Himalayan
snowstorm with Sir Edmund Hillary, climbed to remote Buddhist monasteries in Tibet, interviewed
the Dalai Lama in India and sat for days in meditation retreats. She is the author of many travel
articles, and of both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she is not writing or traveling, she
teaches mindfulness and meditation to children and adults.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Written by an award-winning author and mindfulness expert, with input from early childhood
development and inclusion specialists.
•  Research shows that practicing mindfulness increases focus and concentration, teaches children
to self-regulate emotions and develops empathy, self-awareness and kindness.
•  Easily adaptable for home or classroom use, these cards are structured to take all children,
regardless of physical ability, through their whole day from morning to night with mindfulness
and peace.
•  Deck format with sturdy cards perfect for busy kids. Pull only the cards you need and keep
them close for reference during your practice.
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Featuring loveable character, Goose, from award-winning artist Laura Wall's popular picture book
series, this bright, bold board book ensures toddlers have lots of fun learning letters and the
alphabet.

AGES: 0 plus

AUTHOR:
Laura is not only a multi award-winning artist, but a talented author-illustrator and successful
businesswoman too, winning the Venus Woman Entrepreneur of the Year Award in 2016. Her
passion to create fun and engaging children's books has seen Laura travel the world, sharing her
stories with children in the
UK and abroad. Her popular 'Goose' series of books feature as part of the innovative 'Moonlite'
story reel product, and an animated cartoon pilot, voiced by Dawn French, is in development.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Engaging learning aid
•  Favourite characters
•  Padded board books
•  Bright, colourful illustrations
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Quick! Hector the knight and Eleanor the adventurer have run into the castle. Using Hector's
strength and Eleanor's fearlessness, they set out in search of the dragon. No need for a magic
potion or time for a story... They must find only what they came here for! The pages unfold to
create a play mat to use with all of your favourite toys.

AGES: 5 to 6

AUTHOR:
Laurent Richard lives in Brittany at the edge of the sea, where he continues to develop his visual
universe. He is the author and illustrator of the Where Is My? search and find series.
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Faster by bike, boat, motorcycle! I will always go faster to find you so we have plenty of time to
play! Pages unfold to create a play mat over 4 feet long to use with all of your vehicle toys.

AGES: 5 to 6

AUTHORS:
Laurent Richard was born in Brittany, Saint Brieuc. He is a graduate of the Estienne School and
the University of Paris 1. He lives in Binic at the edge of the sea, where he continues to develop
his visual universe.

Catherine Leblanc likes to shrivel up everything that is scary, look for poems around the corner,
and draw words in the streams. She lives in France, sharing her time between writing and
meeting young people in difficulty (she is a psychologist in a counseling center). She is the author
of many other books. Laurent Richard lives in Brittany at the edge of the sea, where he
continues to develop his visual universe. He is the author and illustrator of the Where Is My?
search and find series.
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The best-selling Five Little Monkeys are getting into trouble yet again - this time while playing a
classic game of hide-and-seek in this board book addition to the enormously popular series.

Mama's out dancing, and Lulu, the babysitter, is in charge. The Five Little Monkeys are supposed
to go to bed, but they convince Lulu there's time for just one game of hide-and-seek first... and
then another, and another... until they discover the ultimate hiding place.

Vibrant, expressive illustrations in Eileen Christelow's signature style accompany a catchy rhyming
text that's great for reading aloud in this sturdy board book edition. The refrain invites children to
join in; as Lulu counts to 10, 24, and finally 104, young listeners will count along with her. And
what little monkey can resist the idea of mischief at bedtime?

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Eileen Christelow has written and illustrated numerous best-selling picture books including ten
popular stories about the Five Little Monkeys, Vote!, and Robins!: How They Grow Up. She lives
with her husband in East Dummerston, Vermont. 
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A cheerful and magical folk tale perfect for celebrating the miracle of Chanukah, now gently
adapted for the very young board book reader.

Latkes, latkes, good to eat.
Cook me up a Chanukah treat!

On the first night of Chanukah Sadie performs a generous act, and in turn receives a magic pan
that cooks up sizzling hot, golden latkes on command. When she goes out one afternoon, her
mischievous brothers can't resist using the pan. But what happens when the boys can't make the
pan stop cooking latkes? Celebrate the miracle of Chanukah with this joyful and humorous tale of
generosity and greed, gently abridged for the board book reader.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Naomi Howland is the author and illustrator of several books for children, including The Matzah
Man: A Passover Story and Latkes, Latkes, Good to Eat: A Chanukah Story.
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Everyone in the neighbourhood loves Lyle the crocodile - except for a cranky neighbour and his
nervous cat! Can lovable Lyle make everything right with his grumpy neighbours?

This classic is now available in a board book! Perfect for little hands and bright minds.

Lyle, Lyle Crocodile lives with the Primm family in the house on East 88th Street in New York
City. Lyle enjoys helping with chores, playing with the neighborhood kids, and entertaining them
with headstands and backflips. He's the happiest crocodile any family ever had... until one
neighbour insists that Lyle belongs in a zoo! Mr. Grumps and his cat, Loretta, don't like crocodiles,
and everything Lyle does to win them over seems to go wrong. It will take all of Lyle’s charm -
and courage - to reveal the hero, and friend, behind the big, crocodile smile.

The classic storybook has been gently abridged and the joyful, endearing artwork lightly
colourised in the author's style in this edition for the youngest child.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Bernard Waber was the beloved author/illustrator of more than thirty picture books, including
Courage, Ira Sleeps Over, and Do You See a Mouse? With the publication of The House on East
88th Street in 1962, his Lyle, Lyle Crocodile series of books became a mainstay of children's
literature. A Literary Landmark plaque commemorating the adventures of this endearing New
York City reptile can now be found on East 88th Street and Bernard Waber's artwork is the
subject of a traveling retrospective exhibit, curated by the Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art.
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Mustache Baby is headed straight for the naughty list until he figures it out it is much more fun to
give than to receive in this hilarious holiday board book.

Billy is an unusual baby - he was born with a mustache! And his pal Javier was born with a beard.
Things get even sillier on Christmas Eve when Javier's beard turns white and he becomes Santa
Baby! Being Santa Baby is a lot of work - listening to the other babies' Christmas wishes, taste
testing treats, and getting the dachshunds, ahem, reindeer, ready for their big night. Luckily,
Mustache Baby, AKA Elf Baby, shows up in the St. Nick of time to help make the toys. But when
he finishes, he decides to keep them all for himself! Hijinks ensue, landing Mustache Baby firmly
on the naughty list. The perfect holiday board book!

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Bridget Heos is the author of more than 100 books for kids, including the popular Mustache Baby
books and the nonfiction Just Like Us! series.

Joy Ang has illustrated many picture books in addition to the Mustache Baby books, as well as the
NYT best-selling The Atlas Obscura Explorer's Guide for the World's Most Adventurous Kid.
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Ho-ho-hold on to your teddy bear! The Goodnight Train follows Santa's sleigh on a magical ride
through a winter wonderland in this Christmas sequel to The Goodnight Train and The Goodnight
Train Rolls On!.

Fa La La! Fa La La!
Chooo! Chooo!

Next stop, the North Pole! It's Christmas Eve, and the Goodnight Train is on a roll, racing
mischievous Santa through a winter wonderland. Hear the jingle bells, taste some candy canes,
and spy a flying hoof or two on a merry ride to Dreamland - with one magical detour - in this
Christmas companion to The Goodnight Train and The Goodnight Train Rolls On! Ho-ho-hold on
tight for this unforgettable holiday ride! 

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
June Sobel is the talented author of The Goodnight Train and The Goodnight Train Rolls On,
illustrated by Laura Huliska-Beith; Tow Truck Joe illustrated by Patrick Corrigan; B Is for
Bulldozer: A Construction ABC, illustrated by Melissa Iwai; and Shiver Me Letters: A Pirate ABC,
illustrated by Henry Cole.

Laura Huliska-Beith has illustrated many popular books for children, including The Goodnight
Train and The Goodnight Train Rolls On by June Sobel, The Recess Queen by Alexis O'Neill and
Ten Little Ladybugs by Melanie Gerth.
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A perfect blend of silly and scary, this oversized lift-the-flap board book shows children what's
hiding inside some creepy creatures.

Snakes, bats, and spiders aren't that frightening - but just wait till you see what they're like on
the inside! This delightfully ghoulish book is filled to the brim with creatures perfect for some
Halloween fun. Whether it's a big bad wolf or a skeletal ghost, each monster is hiding its really
horrible side beneath a foldable flap. Lift the foldout on the crab to reveal sharp teeth and
tentacle tongues or pull down the flap on the spider to discover its recently caught snacks.
Thierry Dedieu's colourful illustrations bring humour and lightheartedness to many spine-chilling
creatures. A perfect blend of silly and scary, this big board book helps kids overcome their
worries with laughter. Encourage your children to embrace their spooky side with this Halloween
treat!

AGES: 3 to 6

AUTHOR:
Thierry Dedieu is an author and illustrator who has published nearly 100 books. He has received
numerous awards, including the Sorcieres Special Prize in 2010. He lives in Le Gers, France.
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The Thank You Book's poetic text and tender illustrations celebrate the powerful impact gratitude
can have on our lives. Now in a padded board book edition.

Thank you isn't just for learning manners.
It's also for when something wakes a
little hum - a little happy hum - inside you
and you want to answer back.

The Thank You Book explores the many ways we can be thankful for the pleasures great and
small that await us every day. Tender and poetic, it reflects on the role gratitude can play in our
lives and celebrates the powerful impact it can have on us. 

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Mary Lyn Ray has written many acclaimed books for children, including Go to Sleep, Little Farm,
illustrated by Christopher Silas Neal; New York Times best-seller Stars, illustrated by Marla Frazee
and The Thank You Book, illustrated by Stephanie Graegin. 
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A wildly funny full-colour graphic novel about dinosaur heroes on a quest to fight for good over
evil.

On their own, they are four mild-mannered dinos, but together they are... DINOMIGHTY!

Everything is pleasant and good in Dinotown... until Teri-Dactyl discovers a cryptic email that says
the precious Golden Egglettes are in danger! Dinomighties unite! But can they spring into action
fast enough to save these valuable jewels from evil baddies?

Readers of Dog Man, Hilo, and The Bad Guys will love the outrageous and zany humour paired
with the action-packed adventure in this exciting graphic novel series.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Aaron Blecha is an artist and author who illustrates humorous books for children, including
George Brown, Class Clown; Shark School; Dino Wars; and the Our Principal series. Originally
from Green Bay, Wisconsin, Aaron graduated from the University of Wisconsin with a Bachelor of
Fine Arts in 1997. Before moving to London in 2007, Blecha worked as an animator and
character designer in the animation and toy industries in California. Today, he works as a
freelance illustrator and lives with his family in Brighton and Hove on the south coast of England.
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Bella is an adorable fluffy Pomeranian who barks a lot. She barks when the doorbell rings, at the
TV... It's driving the Choi family mad! Can Shawn and Kat find a way to get Bella to stop barking
before everyone gets a headache?

Bella is an adorable fluffy Pomeranian. Unfortunately Shawn and Kat’s latest Doggie Daycare
customer also barks a lot. She barks when the doorbell rings, when she wants to go inside, and
when she wants to go outside. She barks at the TV, at squirrels... at pretty much everything. And
it's driving the Choi family mad. Can Shawn and Kat find a way to get Bella to stop barking
before everyone gets a headache? Doggie Daycare is open for business. Join siblings Shawn (9)
and Kat (7) Choi as they start their own pet-sitting service out of their San Francisco home. Every
dog they meet has its own special personality sending them on fun (and furry) adventures all
over the city!

AGES: 6 to 8

AUTHOR:
Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-behaved dog. Her
childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew up eating kimchi every day. She
writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she's not writing, she enjoys reading,
cooking and traveling, and exploring food from different cultures.

Courtney Godbey lives in South Carolina with her husband and their cat, Juliette. She grew up
loving to draw and took many art classes during her elementary and high school years. She
studied studio art in college and has enjoyed drawing for children's books since graduating. When
she is not drawing, she enjoys knitting, playing video games, and reading.
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Bella is an adorable fluffy Pomeranian who barks a lot. She barks when the doorbell rings, at the
TV... It's driving the Choi family mad! Can Shawn and Kat find a way to get Bella to stop barking
before everyone gets a headache?

Bella is an adorable fluffy Pomeranian. Unfortunately Shawn and Kat’s latest Doggie Daycare
customer also barks a lot. She barks when the doorbell rings, when she wants to go inside, and
when she wants to go outside. She barks at the TV, at squirrels... at pretty much everything. And
it's driving the Choi family mad. Can Shawn and Kat find a way to get Bella to stop barking
before everyone gets a headache? Doggie Daycare is open for business. Join siblings Shawn (9)
and Kat (7) Choi as they start their own pet-sitting service out of their San Francisco home. Every
dog they meet has its own special personality sending them on fun (and furry) adventures all
over the city!

AGES: 6 to 8

AUTHOR:
Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-behaved dog. Her
childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew up eating kimchi every day. She
writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she's not writing, she enjoys reading,
cooking and traveling, and exploring food from different cultures.

Courtney Godbey lives in South Carolina with her husband and their cat, Juliette. She grew up
loving to draw and took many art classes during her elementary and high school years. She
studied studio art in college and has enjoyed drawing for children's books since graduating. When
she is not drawing, she enjoys knitting, playing video games, and reading.
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Storm is a friendly and goofy mutt and the newest Doggie Daycare customer. It isn't long before
the kids learn that Storm loves to roll in the mud. Will Shawn and Kat find a way to keep Storm
clean before she makes a mess of the entire house?

Storm is a friendly and goofy mutt. She's the newest Doggie Daycare customer, and she will be
with Shawn and Kat for two weeks. But when the weather turns into nonstop rain, the kids learn
that Storm loves to roll in the mud. The mud turns her beautiful, shiny coat into a mass of dirty,
stringy fur. And there seems to be no end in sight for the rain. Will Shawn and Kat find a way to
keep Storm clean before she makes a mess of the entire house? Doggie Daycare is open for
business. Join siblings Shawn (9) and Kat (7) Choi as they start their own pet-sitting service out
of their San Francisco home. Every dog they meet has its own special personality sending them
on fun (and furry) adventures all over the city!

AGES: 6 to 8

AUTHOR:
Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-behaved dog. Her
childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew up eating kimchi every day. She
writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she's not writing, she enjoys reading,
cooking and traveling, and exploring food from different cultures.

Courtney Godbey lives in South Carolina with her husband and their cat, Juliette. She grew up
loving to draw and took many art classes during her elementary and high school years. She
studied studio art in college and has enjoyed drawing for children's books since graduating. When
she is not drawing, she enjoys knitting, playing video games, and reading.
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Storm is a friendly and goofy mutt and the newest Doggie Daycare customer. It isn't long before
the kids learn that Storm loves to roll in the mud. Will Shawn and Kat find a way to keep Storm
clean before she makes a mess of the entire house?

Storm is a friendly and goofy mutt. She's the newest Doggie Daycare customer, and she will be
with Shawn and Kat for two weeks. But when the weather turns into nonstop rain, the kids learn
that Storm loves to roll in the mud. The mud turns her beautiful, shiny coat into a mass of dirty,
stringy fur. And there seems to be no end in sight for the rain. Will Shawn and Kat find a way to
keep Storm clean before she makes a mess of the entire house? Doggie Daycare is open for
business. Join siblings Shawn (9) and Kat (7) Choi as they start their own pet-sitting service out
of their San Francisco home. Every dog they meet has its own special personality sending them
on fun (and furry) adventures all over the city!

AGES: 6 to 8

AUTHOR:
Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-behaved dog. Her
childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew up eating kimchi every day. She
writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she's not writing, she enjoys reading,
cooking and traveling, and exploring food from different cultures.

Courtney Godbey lives in South Carolina with her husband and their cat, Juliette. She grew up
loving to draw and took many art classes during her elementary and high school years. She
studied studio art in college and has enjoyed drawing for children's books since graduating. When
she is not drawing, she enjoys knitting, playing video games, and reading.
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Lucky is a playful Irish setter. He's a happy dog until he gets bored. Then he gets into mischief.
Like when Lucky's games of hide-and-seek and tug-of-war almost ruin their mother's dinner
party. Can Shawn and Kat find a way to keep Lucky happy before they tire themselves out?

Lucky is a playful Irish setter. He's a happy dog until he gets bored. Then he gets into mischief.
And unfortunately for Shawn and Kat, he never seems to want to do the same thing twice! After
Lucky's games of hide-and-seek and tug-of-war almost ruin their mother's dinner party, the kids
are forced to try something different. Can Shawn and Kat find a way to keep Lucky happy before
they tire themselves out? Doggie Daycare is open for business. Join siblings Shawn (9) and Kat
(7) Choi as they start their own pet-sitting service out of their San Francisco home. Every dog
they meet has its own special personality sending them on fun (and furry) adventures all over
the city.

AGES: 6 to 8

AUTHOR:
Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-behaved dog. Her
childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew up eating kimchi every day. She
writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she's not writing, she enjoys reading,
cooking and traveling, and exploring food from different cultures.

Courtney Godbey lives in South Carolina with her husband and their cat, Juliette. She grew up
loving to draw and took many art classes during her elementary and high school years. She
studied studio art in college and has enjoyed drawing for children's books since graduating. When
she is not drawing, she enjoys knitting, playing video games, and reading.
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Lucky is a playful Irish setter. He's a happy dog until he gets bored. Then he gets into mischief.
Like when Lucky's games of hide-and-seek and tug-of-war almost ruin their mother's dinner
party. Can Shawn and Kat find a way to keep Lucky happy before they tire themselves out?

Lucky is a playful Irish setter. He's a happy dog until he gets bored. Then he gets into mischief.
And unfortunately for Shawn and Kat, he never seems to want to do the same thing twice! After
Lucky's games of hide-and-seek and tug-of-war almost ruin their mother's dinner party, the kids
are forced to try something different. Can Shawn and Kat find a way to keep Lucky happy before
they tire themselves out? Doggie Daycare is open for business. Join siblings Shawn (9) and Kat
(7) Choi as they start their own pet-sitting service out of their San Francisco home. Every dog
they meet has its own special personality sending them on fun (and furry) adventures all over
the city.

AGES: 6 to 8

AUTHOR:
Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-behaved dog. Her
childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew up eating kimchi every day. She
writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she's not writing, she enjoys reading,
cooking and traveling, and exploring food from different cultures.

Courtney Godbey lives in South Carolina with her husband and their cat, Juliette. She grew up
loving to draw and took many art classes during her elementary and high school years. She
studied studio art in college and has enjoyed drawing for children's books since graduating. When
she is not drawing, she enjoys knitting, playing video games, and reading.
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Tank is a bullmastiff that Shawn and Kat found behind the bookstore. The kids convince their
parents to let them foster the stray while animal rescue looks for his owner. What will happen to
Tank if Shawn and Kat can't help him find his forever home?

Tank is a bullmastiff named for his great size. At least, that was the name Shawn and Kat gave
the gentle giant after they found him behind the bookstore. The kids convince their parents to let
them foster the stray while animal rescue looks for his owner. Meanwhile, Shawn and Kat try to
figure out how such a loving dog could come to be lost. What will happen to Tank if Shawn and
Kat can't help him find his forever home? Doggie Daycare is open for business. Join siblings
Shawn (9) and Kat (7) Choi as they start their own pet-sitting service out of their San Francisco
home. Every dog they meet has its own special personality sending them on fun (and furry)
adventures all over the city!

AGES: 6 to 8

AUTHOR:
Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-behaved dog. Her
childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew up eating kimchi every day. She
writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she's not writing, she enjoys reading,
cooking and traveling, and exploring food from different cultures.

Courtney Godbey lives in South Carolina with her husband and their cat, Juliette. She grew up
loving to draw and took many art classes during her elementary and high school years. She
studied studio art in college and has enjoyed drawing for children's books since graduating. When
she is not drawing, she enjoys knitting, playing video games, and reading.
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Tank is a bullmastiff that Shawn and Kat found behind the bookstore. The kids convince their
parents to let them foster the stray while animal rescue looks for his owner. What will happen to
Tank if Shawn and Kat can't help him find his forever home?

Tank is a bullmastiff named for his great size. At least, that was the name Shawn and Kat gave
the gentle giant after they found him behind the bookstore. The kids convince their parents to let
them foster the stray while animal rescue looks for his owner. Meanwhile, Shawn and Kat try to
figure out how such a loving dog could come to be lost. What will happen to Tank if Shawn and
Kat can't help him find his forever home? Doggie Daycare is open for business. Join siblings
Shawn (9) and Kat (7) Choi as they start their own pet-sitting service out of their San Francisco
home. Every dog they meet has its own special personality sending them on fun (and furry)
adventures all over the city!

AGES: 6 to 8

AUTHOR:
Carol Kim lives in Texas with her husband, two daughters, and one very well-behaved dog. Her
childhood was spent in Southern California, where she grew up eating kimchi every day. She
writes both fiction and nonfiction for children. When she's not writing, she enjoys reading,
cooking and traveling, and exploring food from different cultures.

Courtney Godbey lives in South Carolina with her husband and their cat, Juliette. She grew up
loving to draw and took many art classes during her elementary and high school years. She
studied studio art in college and has enjoyed drawing for children's books since graduating. When
she is not drawing, she enjoys knitting, playing video games, and reading.
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Your mission: Find the dish poisoned by the rival in his restaurant and replace it with an identical
dish, then escape before my time-travel portal is closed. With the help of Dooz, your faithful
robot, you have been teleported to the year 1889. In Naples, Italy, the creator of margherita
pizza is about to be poisoned by a jealous rival... In a few moments, it will be too late! Choose to
solve this challenge on your own or with a friend! Either way, let's go!

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Remi Prieur is a business developer with a long career in social media. Melanie Vives is a
journalist and cofounder of an independent magazine. She has escape more than 150 rooms and
posts online reviews for France and other countries. Together, they launched escapegame.paris
and have collaborated with Benjamin Bouwyn on the bestseller Escape Game, an original book
for adults. 

El Gunto is a French freelance illustrator, currently based in Barcelona, Spain. He has worked on
comics and as a concept artist and character designer for the entertainment industry.
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Your mission: rescue the crew members, drive them safely back to their planet, then escape
before the time-travel portal closes forever! With the help of Dooz, your faithful robot, you have
been teleported to the year 3144. A team of astronauts in exploration no longer responds, and
we suspect an attack from the inhabitants of the star, Hyena... In a few moments, it will be too
late! Choose to solve this challenge on your own or with a friend! Either way, let's go!

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Remi Prieur is a business developer with a long career in social media. Melanie Vives is a
journalist and cofounder of an independent magazine. She has escaped more than 150 rooms
and posts online reviews for France and other countries. Together, they launched
escapegame.paris and have collaborated with Benjamin Bouwyn on the bestseller Escape Game,
an original book for adults. 

El Gunto is a French freelance illustrator, currently based in Barcelona, Spain. He has worked on
comics and as a concept artist and character designer for the entertainment industry.
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Before they became the world-famous Kids of Widney High, they first had to survive junior high!
This rock band, composed entirely of members with developmental disabilities, loves to put on a
show, but boy can they can get into fights, trouble, and sticky situations. Join their friend and
honourary assistant manager Robbie as he introduces the band members and shows us how
they're just like everyone else. From cafeteria food fights to relationship woes, Robbie finds
himself immersed in an incredible adventure to get everyone onboard for the big concert while
better understanding his new friends with special abilities. Junior high can be tough, but this
group of rambunctious misfits is ready to entertain and loves to have a good time! Comes with
an exclusive interview and free downloadable songs from the Kids themselves.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Mathew Klickstein has worked closely with the Kids of Widney High for more than two decades,
including as manager of the Kids' West Coast tour and director of their rockumentary Act Your
Age: The Kids of Widney High Story. Mathew has also worked and volunteered for specialty
educational and arts programs, including Phamaly Theatre Company and Sprout Film Festival.
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The Hardy Boys meets The Phantom Tollbooth, in the new century! When two adventurous
cousins accidentally extend the last day of summer by freezing time, they find the secrets hidden
between the unmoving seconds, minutes, and hours are not the endless fun they expected.

Otto and Sheed are the local sleuths in their zany Virginia town, masters of unraveling mischief
using their unmatched powers of deduction. And as the summer winds down and the first day of
school looms, the boys are craving just a little bit more time for fun, even as they bicker over
what kind of fun they want to have. That is, until a mysterious man appears with a camera that
literally freezes time. Now, with the help of some very strange people and even stranger
creatures, Otto and Sheed will have to put aside their differences to save their town - and each
other - before time stops for good.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Lamar Giles is an Edgar Award-nominated author and has published three young adult novels. He
is the co-founder of #WeNeedDiverse books and has edited two #WNDB anthologies, including
2018's Fresh Ink. He lives in Harrisonburg,VA.

Dapo Adeola is an illustrator and designer who creates characters and images that challenge
gender norms in a fun and upbeat way. He is the co-creator and illustrator of the upcoming
picture book series Look Up (June 2019) and illustrator for the middle grade novel The Last
Last-Day-of-Summer by Lamar Giles (April 2019). When he's not busy cooking up new characters
and adventures, you can find him running illustration and character design workshops in and out
of schools, to help highlight the possibilities of a career in illustration to inner-city children.
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The author of wildly popular ghost stories, Mary Downing Hahn has created a group of tales for
fans of her "scary but not too scary" books. Even the stories without actual ghosts are spooky.
Each tale turns something ordinary - a pigeon, a white dress, a stranger on the bus, a puppet -
into a sinister link to to the supernatural. For the human characters, secrets from the past or
careless behaviour in the present can lead to serious trouble. All the stories have a young person
as the central character, so all will resonate with young readers who enjoy the eerie, the creepy,
and the otherworldly. In a concluding note, the author talks about how she came to write ghost
stories.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Mary Downing Hahn, a former children's librarian, is the award-winning author of many popular
ghost stories. Her work has won more than fifty child-voted state awards. An avid reader,
traveller, and all-around arts lover, Ms. Hahn lives in Columbia, Maryland.
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After almost six months in Maryland, fifth-grader Oliver still misses his friends back in New
Jersey. But things start to change one day, when his neighbour - and possible new friend - Sam
lends Oliver a magic hat that takes him back to the 18th- and 19th-century world of Thomas
Jefferson. Oliver and his sisters - Cassie, the nice one, and Ruby, the annoying one - end up
learning more about Jefferson than they'd expected. And Oliver finds that his new neighbourhood
might not be so terrible after all. Thomas Jefferson and the Return of the Magic Hat is the third
in The President and Me series that began with George Washington and the Magic Hat and John
Adams and the Magic Bobblehead. This new adventure brings back previous characters Sam,
Ava, J.P. (blink and you might miss them, though!), and of course the cantankerous talking hat
itself.

AGES: 9 to 12

AUTHOR:
Deborah Kalb is a freelance writer and editor who spent more than twenty years working as a
journalist. Long interested in history, she is the author of The President and Me series. Deborah
lives with her family in the Washington, DC, area. 
Robert Lunsford has been a graphic artist/illustrator for nearly forty years. A graduate of Virginia
Commonwealth University's School of the Arts, Rob spent his career as a graphic artist at the
daily newspaper in Roanoke, Virginia.
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New York Times best-seller Karina Yan Glaser brings everyone's favourite Harlem family back in
this poignant fourth novel in the "delightful and heartwarming" (New York Times Book Review)
Vanderbeekers series.

When autumn arrives on 141st Street, the Vanderbeekers are busy helping Mr. Beiderman get
ready for the New York City Marathon and making sure the mysterious person sleeping in the
community garden gets enough to eat. But when they discover the true identity of the person
making a home in the community garden's shed, their world turns upside down as they learn
what it means to care for someone in an impossible situation.

In this fourth book in the Vanderbeekers series, return to 141st Street with Isa, Jessie, Oliver,
Hyacinth, and Laney as they attempt to make their neighbourhood a better place, one heartfelt
plan at a time.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Karina Glaser is the NYT best-selling author of The Vanderbeekers series. A former teacher and
now a contributor to Book Riot, Karina lives in Harlem, New York City with her husband, two
daughters, and assortment of rescued animals. One of her proudest achievements is raising two
kids who can't go anywhere without a book.
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A New York Times best-selling series! Harlem's favorite family returns in the third installment in
the Vanderbeerkers series, wherein the Vanderbeeker kids find themselves racing to save their
mother's baking business from city closure. Illustrated with delightful black and white illustrations.

For the Vanderbeeker kids of Harlem's 141st Street, spring break couldn't be off to a better
start. Isa's back from band camp, Oliver's building his first-ever treehouse in the backyard of the
brownstone, and Laney, Jess, and Hyacinth are excited to help their mother when she gets the
once-in-a-lifetime chance to star in a cooking magazine.

But the Vanderbeekers' plans go off the rails when an unexpected visit from city officials puts
their mother's bakery in jeopardy. Now they'll have to band together to save the day before
they're out of business. Perfect for fans of The Penderwicks and Front Desk.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Karina Glaser is the NYT best-selling author of The Vanderbeekers series. A former teacher and
now a contributor to Book Riot, Karina lives in Harlem, New York City with her husband, two
daughters, and assortment of rescued animals. One of her proudest achievements is raising two
kids who can't go anywhere without a book.
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Everyone loves puppies! Cute, tender and a bit goofy, the baby animals of each species are
naturally born funny. This book shows the puppies in their original sizes, showing them as they
appear in nature. Page after page, the reader will be surprised by the details and characteristics
of each puppy, while learning everything about their behaviours and physical development. The
latest title of our bestselling "100%" series. After animals and bugs, children will learn from the
pages all the real sizes of the cute puppies included in this big format volume.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Valter Fogato is an advertiser, graphic designer, illustrator and author of not only scientific
educational works, but also for museums and natural parks, where he set up dioramas and
panels. 

Isabella Grott obtained a BA in graphics at the Beaux Arts Academy in Florence and graduated at
the Nemo Academy of digital arts. She collaborates with various publishers to create illustrated
books, on paper and digital, and she teaches at the Nemo Academy in Florence.
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Written by Stefania Cottiglia, who for years has been unveiling architecture's mysteries to young
adults, this book's ambition is to convey the fervor of the Renaissance's cradle through the
architect that created its symbol: Brunelleschi and his Dome. The volume is enriched with vivid
illustrations created by Andrea Orani, a master of design.

The book details Filippo Brunelleschi's ventures: from being a goldsmith apprentice to becoming
the winner of the contest for the new door of the Battistero, passing through his Roman period
and finishes at his completion of the Dome for Florence's cathedral, which put him in the history
books. Step by step, the reader will understand how the Dome symbolised a whole new concept
of the world. Thanks to the cut-out model, young readers will be able to build a reproduction of
the 'Cupola', becoming active stars of the cultural revolution of the 15th century.

AUTHOR:
An architecture graduate, Stefania Cottiglia designs, coordinates and manufactures teaching
materials and workshops for children, teenagers, adults, the elderly and their families, in both
museums and kindergartens. Illustations by Andrea Orani who has been making highly
appreciated historical and scientific illustrations for over 25 years.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A detailed narration of the life of one of the masters of Renaissance, Filippo Brunelleschi
•  An interactive way to approach the cultural revolution of the 15th century
•  Text by Stefania Cottiglia, architecture expert and drawings by Andrea Orani, master of design
•  Contains a cut-out model of the famous Florentine Dome

12 colour illustrations
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Why were bridges invented? What did the first bridges look like? How do they stay up and why
are there so many different designs? From architecture to engineering (and other STEM
subjects!), scale new heights on an enchanting journey with the school children in this book to
discover answers to these questions along with other fascinating facts about bridges and how
they work. Written and illustrated by Kate Greenaway Medal nominee and STEAM Children's Book
prize winner, Roman Belyaev.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Roman is an author and illustrator from Moscow, Russia. His book, How Does a Lighthouse
Work?, has been published in English by b small publishing and nominated for the CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medal 2019.
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Help kids discover and nourish their inner artist with this vividly illustrated, funny, and endlessly
encouraging dose of positive reinforcement.

With over 200,000 Instagram followers, Danielle Krysa has helped a lot of people overcome the
fear that they "aren't creative." In books like Creative Block and Your Inner Critic Is a Big Jerk
she calls out the self-criticism that keeps us from claiming and expressing our artistic abilities.
Now she uses her characteristic playfulness, lively illustrations, and humour to help kids overcome
negativity about their artistic endeavors - and to help them redefine what being an artist means.
Every page delivers encouragement to the kid who thinks artists all live in cities, or that art has
to look like something familiar, or that painting and drawing are the only way to make art. In a
world that drastically undervalues creative freedom, Krysa's whimsical paintings and collages
joyfully proclaim that art is essential and that artists are everywhere. Additionally, a page at the
back of the book includes ideas for art projects - because who wants fewer art projects? Nobody!

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Danielle Krysa is the creator of The Jealous Curator, a highly influential contemporary art blog.
Her previous books include Creative Block, Collage, Your Inner Critic Is a Big Jerk, and A Big
Important Art Book - Now With Women. She lives in British Columbia, Canada.

40 colour illustrations
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Ever wonder what happens when you go to sleep at night? Discover all that's still going on in the
world after dark, in this intriguing, fact-packed introduction to the science of night.

 What happens when we go to sleep at night? Now young readers can find out, in this
entertaining exploration of the science of night. Nocturnal animals are hunting for food. Plants
are using math (!) to conserve their overnight energy. Celestial objects only visible after dark are
shining brightly in the night sky. Even our own bodies and brains are still working to keep us
healthy! 

Amazing as it is, the world doesn't stop just because we've closed our eyes. Lisa Deresti Betik
has created a fun, engaging and fact-packed introduction to the science of what happens in the
world after dark. Children will be delighted to find the answers to questions such as: Why do we
dream? How do bats use echolocation? What blooms in the moonlight? Why do stars twinkle?
Thoroughly researched and vetted by several experts, this book covers multiple STEM topics,
leading to tons of direct curriculum links in earth science, life science and physical science. 

The comprehensive, wide-ranging approach allows for loads of fun facts that will appeal to
children. Josh Holinaty's stylish illustrations create a striking nighttime look with a limited, dark
color palette. The text is supported by a glossary, an index and suggested sources for further
reading.

AGES: 8 to12

AUTHOR:
Lisa Deresti Betik is a freelance writer and former teacher who is continually inspired by the
curiosity of young people keen to discover more about themselves and the world around them.
Her writing has appeared in the Toronto Star and various online publications. In the Dark is her
first book. She lives in Waterloo, Ontario, with her family.

Josh Holinaty is an illustrator whose work includes public art commissions, book and magazine
illustrations and children's books, including The Space Adventurer's Guide, A Beginner's Guide to
Immortality and Liam Takes a Stand. He grew up in northern Alberta, where he spent winter
evenings watching the aurora borealis put on amazing light shows. Today he lives in Toronto,
Ontario.
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This introduction to the International Day of the Girl and its worldwide significance encourages
children to recognise their own potential to make change, providing both a perfect lesson in social
justice and a celebration of girl power. 

The United Nations designated October 11th as the International Day of the Girl, a day to
increase awareness of problems that affect girls - and only girls - around the world and to
encourage progress toward gender equality. Nine stories inspired by the real-life experiences of
girls from all over the globe bring to light the importance of this day. Each story is set in a
different country and sensitively describes an inequity faced by a character and how she
addressed it. The challenges include gender-based violence, illiteracy, lack of access to
technology, sanitation, nutritional disparity and child marriage. 

Each story features a positive description of the main character - strong, smart, creative,
inventive, brave, talented, caring, funny, ambitious - and each concludes with a realistic yet
hopeful outcome, presenting the girls as more than victims of their circumstances. Their
powerful, and empowering, experiences will stir the activist in every child. 

Jessica Dee Humphreys's well-researched and illuminating stories are both readable and age
appropriate. Award-winning Simone Shin's simple, warm illustrations bring the characters and
their circumstances to life. Sidebars expand on the issues covered in each story. This book is a
perfect choice for social justice discussions, as well as for social studies lessons on global
communities, and for character education conversations on citizenship. It includes a foreword by
the Honorable Rona Ambrose, who led Canada's call for the day to be formally adopted by the
United Nations. Also included are an annotated time line of the day's creation and additional
statistical information. A portion of the proceeds will go to Plan International Canada.

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
Jessica Dee Humphreys has worked with several girls' rights organisations, including Save the
Children and the United Nations Development Fund for Women. She is the co-author of a
number of bestselling books.

Simone Shin is an award-winning illustrator whose work includes The Red Bicycle.
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A voyage in discovery of the wonders of the human body, to reveal in front of the eyes of the
little readers how our body moves, eats, sees, and hears. A new way of learning while having fun
even thanking the scientific yet easy to understand and funny texts.

Lifting the flaps the readers could see the structure of the organs, of the bones, of the teeth and
of all the other parts of the human body.

•  A new title from our best selling series of lift the flap books.
•  Scientific, very accurate texts that are, at the same time, also very funny and tailored for
children.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHORS:
Enrica Soroldon has graduated in Natural Sciences from the University of Milan. She's author of
scholastics books and has worked in natural science museums leading tours for children. 
Emanuela Pagliari has graduated in Natural Sciences from the University of Milan. She holds a
course of science for children at school and worked as a guide for several natural museums. 
Diego Mattarelli has graduated in Geology from the University of Milan-Bicocca. He collaborates
with several schools and museums. He holds a course of science for children at school. 

Lorenzo Sabbatini is a freelance illustrator for various international publishing houses and
advertising agencies. Since 2006, he is a member of the Italian Association of Illustrators.
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The perfect resource for budding bird-watchers, this beautiful, comprehensive introduction
encourages children to appreciate the wonderful world of birds all around them. 

Because birds can be spotted in every neighborhood, and in all seasons, they are an excellent
choice for piquing children's interest in wildlife. Here's a comprehensive, child-friendly guide to
birds that makes the perfect starting point. Colourful pages explore the characteristics of
different bird species, along with many of their fascinating and unique features, from their
feathers to their eggs and nests. 

A journey through a year in the lives of birds gives readers clues to what to look for, season by
season. And a beginning bird-watcher section helps youngsters get started in the field, including a
list of what tools they need to use, and guiding questions to help with bird identification (for
example, by their song, size and unusual colour patterns). 

This book is part of the Nature All Around series, which encourages children to hone their
observation skills in order to appreciate the variety of wildlife that can be found right outside their
front doors. Bestselling, award-winning author Pamela Hickman brings birds up close, with loads
of fun facts about bird life cycles, homes, habitats and most common behaviours. The vivid
illustrations by Carolyn Gavin offer clear depictions of the subjects and is a pleasure to peruse. 

AUTHOR:
Pamela is an award-winning author of over 35 non-fiction nature books for children, including The
Kids Canadian Nature Series, First Look at Nature Series, Animal Senses and Animals
Hibernating. She lives in Canning, Nova Scotia.

Carolyn Gavin is a painter, illustrator and graphic designer. Her vibrant, colourful art reflects her
love of nature and travel. You can find her work in books and magazines, and even on fabric.
Originally from South Africa, she now lives in Toronto, Ontario.
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A guide to how plants use trickery to survive and thrive.

Have you ever thought of plants as tricky? Probably not. But in this nonfiction book, readers are
introduced to the tricky techniques some plants use to defend themselves, reproduce, or acquire
food. From the copycat Boquila vine that changes shape to match its host plant, to the pungent
carrion flower that lures pollinating flies with the scent of rotten meat, plants across the globe
have adapted to survive all kinds of threatening fauna.

Each amazing plant adaptation is described through fact bubbles and easy-to-grasp blocks of
text. End matter includes a list of sources for kids to explore, a glossary defining scientific terms,
and an index.

Brought to life with eye-popping cut-paper collage illustrations, this book is a garden of
knowledge that will leave kids with a better understanding of how living things adapt to their
environments.

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
Etta Kaner writes for both children and educators. Many of her books have won awards including
the Silver Birch award, the Henry Bergh award, the Animal Behaviour Society award, the Science
Writers and Communicators of Canada award, the Scientific American Young Readers book
award and the Science in Society book award. Etta lives in Toronto, Canada.

Ashley Barron studied illustration at the Ontario College of Art & Design. She has since illustrated
a number of books with Owlkids and Kids Can Press. Ashley shares a studio with her partner and
two cats in Toronto, Ontario.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Written by award-winning children's nonfiction writer Etta Kaner
•  Illustrated in vibrant, colorful cut-paper collage by Ashley Barron
•  STEM curriculum ties to plant adaptations and interdependence with animals and the
environment
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This series of board books will help children to make the right choice when coming to recycling
and saving the planet! On each page, after a short explanatory introduction, children will find a
turning wheel. If they place it on the right recycling action, the following page will result in a
happy ending. If they make the wrong decision, something bad for the environment will
happen... but they can learn from that experience and start all over again thinking about their
choices! A simple yet effective idea to make children understand that their actions have an
impact on the planet. They can learn from it and make the right choice also in real life.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Daco's Confetti is a Creative Laboratory, created by Paolo Mancini and Luca de Leone, which
brings together an array of professionals - designers, copywriters, journalists, art directors,
illustrators and content and social managers - for the creation and realisation of innovative,
fascinating editorial projects. 

Federica Fabbian is an Italian illustrator based in Strasbourg. Her experience as a graphic
designer has certainly influenced her illustrative style, made of essential lines, flat colours and
textures.
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This series of board books will help children to make the right choice when coming to recycling
and saving the planet! On each page, after a short explanatory introduction, children will find a
turning wheel. If they place it on the right recycling action, the following page will result in a
happy ending. If they make the wrong decision, something bad for the environment will
happen... but they can learn from that experience and start all over again thinking about their
choices! A simple yet effective idea to make children understand that their actions have an
impact on the planet. They can learn from it and make the right choice also in real life.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Daco's Confetti is a Creative Laboratory, created by Paolo Mancini and Luca de Leone, which
brings together an array of professionals - designers, copywriters, journalists, art directors,
illustrators and content and social managers - for the creation and realisation of innovative,
fascinating editorial projects. 

Federica Fabbian is an Italian illustrator based in Strasbourg. Her experience as a graphic
designer has certainly influenced her illustrative style, made of essential lines, flat colours and
textures.
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This series of board books will help children to make the right choice when coming to recycling
and saving the planet! On each page, after a short explanatory introduction, children will find a
turning wheel. If they place it on the right recycling action, the following page will result in a
happy ending. If they make the wrong decision, something bad for the environment will
happen... but they can learn from that experience and start all over again thinking about their
choices! A simple yet effective idea to make children understand that their actions have an
impact on the planet. They can learn from it and make the right choice also in real life.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Daco's Confetti is a Creative Laboratory, created by Paolo Mancini and Luca de Leone, which
brings together an array of professionals - designers, copywriters, journalists, art directors,
illustrators and content and social managers - for the creation and realisation of innovative,
fascinating editorial projects. 

Federica Fabbian is an Italian illustrator based in Strasbourg. Her experience as a graphic
designer has certainly influenced her illustrative style, made of essential lines, flat colours and
textures.
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This series of board books will help children to make the right choice when coming to recycling
and saving the planet! On each page, after a short explanatory introduction, children will find a
turning wheel. If they place it on the right recycling action, the following page will result in a
happy ending. If they make the wrong decision, something bad for the environment will
happen... but they can learn from that experience and start all over again thinking about their
choices! A simple yet effective idea to make children understand that their actions have an
impact on the planet. They can learn from it and make the right choice also in real life.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Daco's Confetti is a Creative Laboratory, created by Paolo Mancini and Luca de Leone, which
brings together an array of professionals - designers, copywriters, journalists, art directors,
illustrators and content and social managers - for the creation and realisation of innovative,
fascinating editorial projects. 

Federica Fabbian is an Italian illustrator based in Strasbourg. Her experience as a graphic
designer has certainly influenced her illustrative style, made of essential lines, flat colours and
textures.
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Young readers will recognise themselves in this compassionate portrayal of school life by
bestselling author Britta Teckentrup.

Few authors move as easily between the different worlds children inhabit as Britta Teckentrup.
Whether she's leading the littlest readers through the seasons, or exploring the science of bird
feathers, Teckentrup's warm and wonderfully detailed illustrations are a marvelous portal to
feelings, facts, and fun. In her newest book, Teckentrup takes readers inside a busy school to
follow different students through their day - in class, during free time, at lunch, and through
swimming lessons. We come across a variety of faces and expressions that reflect the enormous
range of emotions and experiences that each school day brings. There are arguments and hurt
feelings, encouraging hugs and deeply felt smiles. The gentle text explores issues that we've all
encountered - bullying and loneliness as well as friendship and achievement. While the school in
this book could exist anywhere, every reader will find a piece of her or himself in its beautifully
and sensitively wrought story.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Britta Teckentrup is the author and illustrator of dozens of well-loved books for children, including
My Little Book of Big Questions, The Egg, and Birds and Their Feathers (all by Prestel). She lives
in Berlin, Germany.

62 colour illustrations
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How do forests grow? Follow the journey of one tiny acorn from seed to tree and celebrate how
the power of one can touch so many. As the seasons pass and the weather changes, the tiny
acorn steadily supports a thriving ecosystem and eventually grows into a giant oak tree - one day
destined to become a magnificent forest. Accompanied by information on various oak varieties
and how to grow your own oak tree, young readers will delight in learning how one small thing
can create something so significant.

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Barbara Ciletti fell in love with books at the age of three and dedicated her life to teaching
children their importance. She has more than three decades of publishing experience and is the
author of more than 20 books for adults and children. Barbara lives in Colorado, where she
regularly provides workshops about publishing, bookmaking, and storywriting for school children. 

Cathy Morrison is a children's book illustrator passionate about nature, science, and the
environment. Combining her degrees in fine arts and education along with her background in
animation and graphic design, she now researches and illustrates "creative nonfiction" picture
books.
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A stunning 3D title featuring superb full-colour pop ups, celebrating the iconic status of this
unique city. When seen from above, Venice, comprised of 118 islands, separated by canals and
joined by bridges, looks like an enormous fish rippling through the glittering waters of the lagoon.
Over 1500 years old and proud of its past as a great naval power, it is full of architectural riches,
but also of beautiful hidden streets and bridges. Unique in the world, the city defies imitation.
This magic place of dazzling beauty, this maze of narrow alleys, embankments and small piazzas
is a unparalleled treasure chest, in which even the tiniest building can hold priceless works of art
created by the world's greatest artists. This book examines the city's architecture, history and
cultural significance through the ages, presenting information in an accessible and highly visual
way.

AGES: 5 plus

SELLING POINTS:
•  Richly illustrated with photos, illustrations, and engravings, including those of famous
masterpieces
•  Historical timeline
•  Gatefold on every spread
•  A celebration of one of the most beautiful and unique places in the world, currently in the
global spotlight after the devastating flood – the worst in decades – of November 2019
•  Stunning pop ups, illustrations and fold-out pages showcase the most iconic monuments of the
city along with their many treasures: the Rialto Bridge, St Mark's Basilica, and the Doge's Palace
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It's election day at the elementary school, and Curious George gets to join in the vote on the
new school mascot!

It's election day, and Curious George is ready to cast his vote!

On election day at the elementary school, Curious George and his friend the Man with the Yellow
Hat are visiting just in time to see the kids voting for their new school mascot. George can’t resist
getting in on the fun. He learns about the candidates, collects campaign stickers, and casts a lot
of ballots. But what will happen when his hijinks start to get in the way of the vote? And who will
win the big election?

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Hans and Margret Rey created many books during their lives together, including Curious George,
one of the most treasured classics of all time, as well as other favourites like Spotty and Pretzel.
But it was their rambunctious little monkey who became an instantly recognisable icon. After the
Reys escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original Curious George,
the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200 Curious George titles followed, with
75 million books sold worldwide.
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It's election day at the elementary school, and Curious George gets to join in the vote on the
new school mascot!

It's election day, and Curious George is ready to cast his vote!

On election day at the elementary school, Curious George and his friend the Man with the Yellow
Hat are visiting just in time to see the kids voting for their new school mascot. George can’t resist
getting in on the fun. He learns about the candidates, collects campaign stickers, and casts a lot
of ballots. But what will happen when his hijinks start to get in the way of the vote? And who will
win the big election?

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Hans and Margret Rey created many books during their lives together, including Curious George,
one of the most treasured classics of all time, as well as other favourites like Spotty and Pretzel.
But it was their rambunctious little monkey who became an instantly recognisable icon. After the
Reys escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original Curious George,
the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200 Curious George titles followed, with
75 million books sold worldwide.
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There's always time for one more story with Curious George's 3-Minute Stories collection, based
on the Emmy Award-winning TV show.

Curious George is fascinated by the world around him and loves having new experiences. In this
entertaining storybook collection, curious young readers will find twelve favorite tales featuring
the beloved monkey. Follow along as George makes new friends, saves the day, visits new
places, and settles down for bed—plus much more along the way! The surprises never end with
Curious George as your guide! A padded cover and shiny accents make this book perfect for
gifting. And since each story can be read aloud in about three minutes, this book is just right for
bedtime, storytime, any time you're feeling curious!

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Hans and Margret Rey created many books during their lives together, including Curious George,
one of the most treasured classics of all time, as well as other favourites like Spotty and Pretzel.
But it was their rambunctious little monkey who became an instantly recognisable icon. After the
Reys escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original Curious George,
the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200 Curious George titles followed, with
75 million books sold worldwide.
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This book guides young readers on a quest for fascinating and unforgettable fantasy creatures
through the diary of a young apprentice who studies information, legends and details. Two
sections dedicated to the Creatures for Beginner Keepers (the most docile and sweet) and the
Creatures for Expert Keepers (the most dangerous). Short, fun, approachable stories that
describe each creature and explain how to catch sight of it, how to tame it and what makes it
angry At the end of the story, the readers will find a short test, similar to the one the book's
narrator must take, so that they'll get their Certificate of Fantastic Creatures Keeper, that
children can detach from the book and fill.

AGES: 7 plus

AUTHOR:
Giuseppe D'Anna was born and raised in sunny Sicily and trained to be a graphic designer and
artist in the hills of Tuscany. He currently lives here and there (as well as sometimes everywhere)
and occasionally finds his fun writing books for children and young adults. 

Anna Lang is a Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator who is currently living and working in
Sardinia. After attending the Hungarian University of Fine Arts in Budapest, she graduated as a
graphic designer in 2011. In recent years she has brilliantly illustrated a number of titles for
White Star Kids.
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Develop healthy habits for growing bodies and minds with a fresh twist on a classic movement
singalong. Follow a family through a day from home to school in their diverse community as they
engage in healthy habits from good hygiene to reading. Includes educational endnotes about
each health topic as well as audio and animation.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Skye Silver is an author and editor of books for young people. She has also written Dump Truck
Disco and Baby Play for Barefoot Books. She lives in Boston, Massachusetts with her family.

Mariana Ruiz Johnson is an award-winning children's book illustrator and author. She lives in the
outskirts of Buenos Aires, Argentina with her husband and two children. Mariana has also
illustrated The Last Hazelnut for Barefoot Books.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Gives children concrete examples of how to build healthy habits. Covers the topics of hygiene,
nutrition, kindness, exercise, reading and sleep.
•  Endnotes provide factual information explaining how healthy habits help bodies grow strong.
•  The book depicts a multi-racial family in a multi-racial community.
•  Joins Barefoot Books' renowned collection of singalongs. Includes CD-ROM as well as a QR
code and a link for digital access to audio and animation.
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Develop healthy habits for growing bodies and minds with a fresh twist on a classic movement
singalong. Follow a family through a day from home to school in their diverse community as they
engage in healthy habits from good hygiene to reading. Includes educational endnotes about
each health topic as well as audio and animation.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Skye Silver is an author and editor of books for young people. She has also written Dump Truck
Disco and Baby Play for Barefoot Books. She lives in Boston, Massachusetts with her family.

Mariana Ruiz Johnson is an award-winning children's book illustrator and author. She lives in the
outskirts of Buenos Aires, Argentina with her husband and two children. Mariana has also
illustrated The Last Hazelnut for Barefoot Books.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Gives children concrete examples of how to build healthy habits. Covers the topics of hygiene,
nutrition, kindness, exercise, reading and sleep.
•  Endnotes provide factual information explaining how healthy habits help bodies grow strong.
•  The book depicts a multi-racial family in a multi-racial community.
•  Joins Barefoot Books' renowned collection of singalongs. Includes CD-ROM as well as a QR
code and a link for digital access to audio and animation.
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How many hugs is too many? This girl's had enough! This humorous picture book explores
compassion and the importance of setting boundaries. 

After coughing up a hairball, a girl's cat doesn't feel well. So the girl offers to give her cat a hug,
which makes the cat - and the girl - feel better. A dog notices and asks for a hug, too. Then
some ducks come along asking for hugs. And a skunk... and a bear - and a porcupine! One
animal after another comes asking the girl for a hug until she's simply had enough. How much
more of this can she take? 

With spare text and wonderfully expressive illustrations, Charlene Chua has created a playful,
funny picture book with an original premise. The story shows how important hugs can be to our
happiness - even the most unlikely of creatures sometimes need one! - but that doesn't mean
they're always welcome. The book is full of laugh-out-loud moments, most of which are found in
illustrations that vividly portray the girl's emotions as she grows more worn out with every
encounter, encouraging visual literacy. Each spread also shows a hint of the animal that will
appear next, building anticipation for what's to come. There are character education connections
here to compassion, tolerance and empathy, and a terrific opportunity for discussions about
boundaries.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Charlene Chua grew up in Singapore and immigrated to Canada as an adult. She has illustrated
almost twenty picture books, but Hug? is the first one she wrote herself. She lives in Hamilton,
Ontario, with her husband and their two cats.
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A playful, multilayered tale about the power of the stories we tell ourselves.

Here is a boy who is sure of one thing: he does NOT like stories. Not stories about waking up in
the morning, or people in space, or fish in the sea, or planes, or trains, or boring old buildings.

We see the boy's experiences play out over the course of his day. The one thing this contrarian
boy loves is his cat - whose day is depicted through graphic panels in a funny, parallel side
narrative. The cheerful cat searches for the boy all day, chasing anything yellow, the colour of
the boy's bright backpack, and causing mess and mayhem throughout the city. In the end, the
boy concedes he might like a story - if it's the right one (do you know any stories about a cat?).

Art in a muted palette is accented with pops of yellow in this charming book about how the
stories we tell ourselves have the power to shape our days. The visual details support literacy
skills, add humour, and are sure to engage young readers - even those who are sure they don't
like stories.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Andrew Larsen is a father, homemaker and award winning-author. His books include A Squiggly
Story, In the Tree House and See You Next Year. Andrew lives in Toronto, Ontario. He loves
stories but, sadly, is allergic to cats.

Carey Sookocheff is the illustrator of the critically acclaimed Buddy and Earl series, Sprout, Seed,
Sprout! and What Happens Next. She is also the author/illustrator of Solutions for Cold Feet and
Other Little Problems and Wet. She loves all kinds of stories, except for scary ones. She lives in
Toronto with her family and their dog Rosie.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features a reluctant reader moving from resistance to acceptance
•  Great read-aloud with engaging details to discover
•  Action in the illustrations supports visual-literacy skills
•  Social-emotional learning connection to self-awareness and growth mindset
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A poetic and evocative exploration of the natural world at night illustrated in illuminating
paper-cut dioramas. 

This dreamlike picture book asks the question: if you were night, what would you do? If you saw
the moon tiptoe past your window, would you nestle under the covers? Or would you step outside
to follow it? What if you felt a tail brush your ankle, would you freeze? Or skitter away? And if
you saw an owl swoop from a branch, would you hide? Or join the hunt? All the while, the child
pictured in the book chooses adventure, and thrillingly experiences a night like no other. 

From the award-winning and acclaimed author Muon Ti Van comes a lyrical and evocative
exploration of the natural world at night. The poetic language of the text engages all the senses
as it gently poses questions that pull readers' imaginations outdoors, where night creatures roam
and everything seems different. Kelly Pousette's intricate paper-cut dioramas, intriguingly
presented with shadows and darkness falling around them, are packed with charming details for
children to investigate. 

This unique and thought-provoking book is sure to encourage observation and spark curiosity -
and many conversations. A wonderful read-aloud or bedtime story, this book also ties in
beautifully with primary lessons about the natural world.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Muon Thi Van is the critically-acclaimed author of In a Village by the Sea, which was a JLG
selection and the winner of the 2016 Northern California Book Award for Best Picture Book. Her
second book, The Little Tree, received starred reviews from Kirkus Reviews and Publishers
Weekly. Muon lives in Northern California with her family.

Kelly Pousette is an illustrator and storyteller, originally from the west coast of British Columbia.
Primarily self-taught, she experiments with both traditional and non-traditional techniques, often
incorporating mixed media such as paper-cut pieces and shadowboxes into her art. Kelly
currently resides in Prince George, British Columbia.
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There is magic and mystery surrounding the vale of Sleepy Hollow. It is home to a host of
ghostly sounds and goblin spectres, none more infamous than the Headless Horseman. This
figure rides out in the witching hour of night. If one is not careful, a traveller can lose everything
in one evening - their wits, their heart, their head... 

The foolish school teacher, Ichabod Crane, is besotted with the lovely Katrina Van Tassel. Surely
there can be nothing to stand in the way of his designs on her fortune. Sadly for him,
imagination is a dangerous thing in Sleepy Hollow, and Katrina is in the sights of another who
claims to have bettered the Horseman in a race. Which suitor will succeed and which is destined
to become part of Sleepy Hollow's legend forevermore?

AGES: 10 plus

AUTHOR:
Washington Irving was an American short story writer, essayist, biographer, historian, and
diplomat of the early 19th century. He is best known for his short stories Rip Van Winkle (1819)
and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow (1820).

Christian Birmingham is the critically acclaimed illustrator of Whitbread Children's Book of the
Year The Wreck of the Zanzibar and Smarties Prize winner The Butterfly Lion. He was also
shortlisted for the Kurt Maschler Award and Kate Greenaway Medal for illustration.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Brand new edition of the American Gothic classic 
•  Illustrated with 30 black and white Gothic-inspired charcoal and ink drawings by acclaimed
illustrator Christian Birmingham 
•  Publishing on the book's 200th anniversary of publication 
•  Includes the short story, Rip Van Winkle 
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One of Degas's most celebrated works comes to life in this vibrantly illustrated story of the young
ballerina who inspired the artist.

Degas's ballerina paintings are well known and admired and his sculptural work Little Dancer
Aged Fourteen - the only sculpture he exhibited in his lifetime - is particularly beloved for
capturing the essence of a ballerina. This book tells the fictional story of a young girl who dreams
of becoming a ballet dancer. Jeanne auditions at the Opera Garnier and moves with her mother,
a laundress, to Montmartre where life becomes consumed by rehearsals and classes. One day
she meets Mr. D, an artist who asks Jeanne to be his model. As Mr. D works on his sculpture,
Jeanne prepares tirelessly for an important performance. The book culminates with Jeanne
triumphing at the Opera - and Mr. D completing his sculpture with her help. Olivier Desvaux's
gorgeous illustrations, which recall Degas paintings, bring readers into Jeanne's world - the studio
where she spends her days, the tiny apartment where she sleeps with her mother, and Mr. D's
atelier, where he preserves her story forever. Readers will learn about the life of a young dancer
in 19th-century Paris, and at the end of the book they will learn even more about one Degas's
most intriguing works.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Geraldine Elschner is an children’s book author whose works include The Cat and the Bird, Where
Is the Frog?, and The Two Doves (all by Prestel). She lives in Heidelberg, Germany.

Olivier Desvaux is an illustrator and artist who specialises in oil paintings. He lives in Rouen,
France.
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Families of all kinds will appreciate this simple tale of love and longing, motherhood and magic.

In a small village in West Africa, a young girl explains the special way she was born. Her mother
had difficulty getting pregnant, so she seeks help in the form of a doll which she treats like a
human baby, carrying it on her back and covering it with kisses. Months go by and finally the
woman's belly begins to grow! This beautiful story explores the Akua-Ba fertility figures of the
Akan people of Ghana, while also depicting the deep love a mother has for her children. Elodie
Nouhen's subtle, gorgeous illustrations combine collage and prints that are reminiscent of
traditional African art, while remaining uniquely contemporary. Each spread communicates the
look and feel of West Africa - the blazing yellow of the sun, the deep blue of the sky, the richly
patterned textiles, and vibrant flora and fauna. Adrienne Yabouza's text echoes the rhythms of
life in her homeland - the Central African Republic. The book closes with a short introduction to
African art and the importance of fertility statues in African cultures.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Adrienne Yabouza is of Yakoma heritage from the Central African Republic. A widowed mother to
five children, she fled the Congo in 2013 in the midst of civil war. She was granted political
asylum in Cotes d'Armour, France where she currently lives.

Elodie Nouhen is an illustrator who experiments with different materials, including fabric, metal,
papers, and found objects, in her workshop in Montreuil, France.
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Three little fairy friends live in the middle of the woods. Following them, the little readers will
understand all the features and details of their enchanted world, but also the magic of nature,
learning curiosities about animals and plants and unravel the secrets about the magic ways
nature changes: how do caterpillars become butterflies? How is honey made? And how does the
rainbow form? The friendly fairy will teach children how the magic happens! Simple texts to
merge children in the natural world learning the secrets and details of woods life and nature as a
whole. A real naturalistic adventures, lead by the three fairies, to understand what lays under the
"magic" that happens every day along the seasons for animals and trees.

AGES: 5 plus

AUTHOR:
Federica Magrin was born in Varese in 1978, has worked in publishing for over ten years, first as
editor of Edizioni De Agostini and now as a freelance. She mainly works in children's books, but
also writes educational texts and stories and translates novels. 

Claudia Bordin taught for five years Art and Image in primary schools, after graduating at the
European Institute of Design. Now, she works as an illustrator with some publishing houses and
advertising agencies and is also involved in custom-made wedding stationery.
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Maia is a curious girl, with lots of questions that she asks anyone who will listen. Behind Maia's
house is a peculiar stone wall. As Maia grows older, she notices that the wall grows too. While the
wall gets higher and higher, Maia grows shyer and shyer. Before long, she is afraid to ask her
questions out loud, and the thing she wants to know the most is, "What's on the other side of
that wall?" Maia tries all kinds of ways to get to the top, but none of them seem to work. Finally,
she summons the courage to speak up, and a most surprising thing happens - she gets an
answer! By using her voice, and with help from others, Maia gets to the top of the wall, and a
whole new world opens up!

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Brian has been writing professionally since 2003, when he was awarded the Nicholl Fellowship in
Screenwriting. Brian is also the author of Max's Box and Unraveling Rose, the 2017 Foreword
INDIES Gold Winner for Picture Books, Early Reader. 

Shiloh's previous work includes Boy Zero for Caliber Comics, a guest artist spot on Red Knight
published by Dead West Comics, and independent projects. She lives in Brooklyn, New York, with
her calico cat, Maki, who maintains quality control and ensures all pages are delivered on time.
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Delightful rhymes and charming hand-stitched art celebrate the many ways we sleep across the
world. Perfect for a baby shower gift and for fans of This Is How We Do It.

My bed rocks on water
My bed sways in the breeze
My bed's beneath a curtain
My bed's aloft in trees...

In the Netherlands, some beds rock on water. In Brazil they might sway in the breeze. From
Canada to Japan, Afghanistan to Norway, sleep has taken many forms and shapes throughout
history. Astonishing, hand-stitched illustrations and a delightful narrative tell the story of sleeping
traditions across the world.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Rebecca Bond is the author-illustrator of many books, including Out of the Woods: A True Story
of an Unforgettable Event and Escape from Baxter's Barn, a Junior Library Guild Selection and
Amazon Editor's Favorite Pick. 

Salley Mavor rediscovered her childhood delight in sewing and creating miniature scenes while
studying at RISD. "I found I could communicate ideas more clearly than with pencil or brush, that
my hands would direct me in a compelling way." Her innovative bas-relief sculptures appear in
the award winning, Pocketful of Posies: A Treasury of Nursery Rhymes, as well as other picture
books.
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A tender and timely story of compassion and finding common ground with others, perfect for
fans of I Walk With Vanessa and Thank You, Omu!

Two neighbours both love to watch the old man and his dog from their windows, but they never
wave to each other. After all, they have nothing in common. But everything changes when they
are the only ones who notice that one day is different - there is the old man, but where is the
dog?

In this lyrical picture book, two strangers learn about the many ways the world connects us -
even if the only thing we have in common is how much we care about someone else. Filled with
whimsy and warmth, Nothing In Common is a tender friendship story that reminds us to always
lead with compassion.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Kate Hoefler received her MFA in Poetry from the University of Michigan, where she studied as a
Colby fellow. 

Corinna Luyken is the author-illustrator of The Book of Mistakes, which received four starred
reviews and has been praised by Entertainment Weekly, the Wall Street Journal, NPR, and more.
She also illustrated Adrian Simcox Does NOT Have A Horse, written by Marcy Campbell, and is
the author-illustrator of the New York Times bestseller My Heart
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A heartfelt and personal immigration story, new from critically acclaimed author Thao Lam.

New from Thao Lam, the award-winning author of picture books My Cat Looks Like My Dad,
Wallpaper, and Skunk on a String, comes a personal story inspired by her family's refugee
journey.

In The Paper Boat, Thao's signature collage art tells the wordless story of one family's escape
from Vietnam - a journey intertwined with an ant colony's parallel narrative.

At her home in Vietnam, a girl rescues ants from the sugar water set out to trap them. Later,
when the girl's family flees war-torn Vietnam, ants lead them through the moonlit jungle to the
boat that will take them to safety. Before boarding, the girl folds a paper boat from a bun
wrapper and drops it into the water, and the ants climb on. Their perilous journey, besieged by
punishing weather, predatory birds, and dehydration, before reaching a new beginning, mirrors
the family's own.

Impressionistic collages and a moving, Own Voices narrative make this a one-of-a-kind tale of
courage, resilience, and hope.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
Thao Lam is the critically acclaimed author/illustrator of Wallpaper, My Cat Looks Like My Dad,
and Skunk on a String. She studied illustration at Sheridan College and has an insatiable love of
coloured and textured papers, which she uses to create her exuberant collages. She draws
inspiration from the stories she hears, from the beauty in everyday things, and from the work of
the many illustrators she admires. She lives in Toronto, Ontario.

SELLING POINTS:
•  New from the author/illustrator of My Cat Looks Like My Dad, named a Booklist Editors'
Choice; Wallpaper, named a Kirkus Best Picture Book of 2018; and Skunk on a String, named a
Kirkus Best Picture Book of 2016
•  An Own Voices story inspired by the author's refugee journey as a child during the Vietnam
War
•  Timely and relatable for children learning about current refugee experiences
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Once upon a time there was a Prussian King, Frederick, also known as Fritz, who saw potential in
the lowly potato  -  a newly introduced crop from South America  -  and decided to plant it for his
people. However, it quickly became clear that his subjects didn't like being told what to eat.
Determined to see the potato thrive, Fritz cleverly used reverse psychology to pique his people's
curiosity and make the crop popular, and the potato has flourished ever since. Potato-stamp
illustrations throughout are simple and effective, exhibiting Niemann's trademark wit and
playfulness. The book includes a short informational note on the historical background to the
story. Readers will be interested to discover how one of today's most common foods likely rose
to popularity and may also be inspired by the king's creative problem solving.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Chrstoph Niemann writes and illustrates the popular Abstract Sunday feature in the New York
Times Magazine (previously known as Abstract City and featured on the New York Times blog).
He lives in Berlin, Germany with his wife, Lisa.
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"I have been doomed to such a dreadful shipwreck: that man is not truly one, but truly two."

In a quest to discover his inner self, celebrated physician Dr Henry Jekyll, uncovers a monster. At
first he attempts to conceal this but gradually Hyde becomes stronger and stronger, dominating
Jekyll and ultimately destroying them both. First published to immediate acclaim in 1886, this
mesmerising thriller is a terrifying study of the lightness and darkness living inside every human
soul.

AGES: 10 plus

AUTHOR:
Robert Louis Stevenson was born in Edinburgh in November 1850. He is best known for Treasure
Island, The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Kidnapped and The Master of Ballantrae.

Pete Williamson is an artist, illustrator and animation designer. His highly acclaimed work includes
the award-winning Dinkin Dings and the Frightening Things and the wonderful gothic pottiness of
Marcus Sedgwick's The Raven Mysteries.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Brand new edition of the celebrated Victorian Gothic classic. 
•  Illustrated with 30 black and white gothic-inspired watercolour drawings by acclaimed illustrator
Pete Williamson that capture the menace of the story. 
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When Chelm community leader, Gronam Ox, is given a live carp in honour of his great wisdom,
he is delighted. He knows, of course, that eating the brain of a carp increases wisdom and that
the size of the tail is indicative of the size of the brain. But when the carp uses that very tail to
slap him across the face - in what can only have been a deliberate act - Gronam Ox is shocked.
Surely no Chelm carp would have behaved in such an appalling manner. There is nothing else for
it; the carp must be punished. While Gronam Ox ponders the most fitting punishment, the carp is
fed and looked after in a large tub of water stationed in the town centre. It is essential that the
carp survives until the day of judgement but Gronam Ox's deliberations are taking quite some
time. The carp grows fatter and fatter until finally, many months later, Gronam Ox arrives at an
apt sentence - one so clever that all the people of Chelm flock to see it exacted. The carp must
be drowned. Written for children by the master storyteller, and former Nobel Laureate, Isaac
Bashevis Singer, this classic Yiddish folktale is infused with his signature humour, warmth and
wisdom. This beautifully illustrated new publication will bring the famously foolish people of Chelm
to life for a new generation of children.

AUTHOR:
Isaac Bashevis Singer was a Polish-born American writer who only ever wrote in Yiddish. The
author of numerous novels, short stories, stories for children, essays, articles and memoirs, he
was a leading figure in the Yiddish literary movement and was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Literature in 1978.
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Peak Marcello goes to Mayanmar to climb one of the most isolated mountains in the world in this
thrilling new novel from bestselling author Roland Smith.

After conquering the mountains in Afghanistan, Peak Marcello goes to Myanmar, a country that
has been in the grips of a brutal military regime for more than fifty years, to visit Alessia. When
he’s invited to climb Hkakabo Razi, one of the most isolated mountains in the world, Peak can't
pass up the opportunity. But getting to the mountain will involve a four-week trek through
tropical rainforests rife with hazard - from venomous reptiles and leeches to corrupt police and
military. In the end, summiting Hkakabo Razi may be the easiest thing Peak does.

AGES: 12 plus

AUTHOR:
Roland Smith is a former zookeeper and leading expert on red wolves as well as an author.
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Brimming with deliciously mysterious magic, political intrigue, and a passionate heroine who will
do anything to save the ones she loves - this highly anticipated sequel to Bloodleaf, praised as
"enchanting, visceral, and twisty" by Laura Sebastian, won't disappoint.

Princess Aurelia's life is turned upside down when the kingdom she thought she saved turns to
ruin, a loved one is tragically killed in a shipwreck, and her home country refuses to respect her
brother’s legitimate claim to the throne. With no place left to call her own, Aurelia returns to
Greythorne Manor - her best friend’s family mansion - only to get swept up in a coup d'etat on
the night of her brother's coronation. With everyone turned against her and enemies closing in
on all sides, Aurelia has nothing left to lose in a mad fight to protect the only people she has left
- her family. But in her darkest moments, when all seems grim, will Aurelia find a spark of hope
from a love she thought long lost? A read bursting with romance, magic, and ghostly intrigue,
Greythorne will not disappoint.

AGES: 14 plus

AUTHOR:
Crystal Smith is a writer, photographer, and artist who developed an early love of storytelling in
a family of voracious readers. She resides in Utah with her high school sweetheart husband and
two lively sons. When she isn't writing or creating, she can be found re-watching Jane Eyre or
reading ghost stories with all the lights on
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Exploring themes of grief, masculinity, and belonging, Ryan Inzana's award-winning work is
perfect for fans of Hey, Kiddo, American Born Chinese, and Tilly Walden.

Eisner Nominee · Asian/Pacific American Young Adult Literature Honor

Raised by his Japanese mother, Ichiro idolises his dead American father, and struggles to fit in.
When his mother decides to visit Japan, Ichiro is left with his grandfather, in a country he doesn't
know.

Grandfather becomes Ichi's guide, sharing Japan with him. But one night, a monster drags Ichi
away - into the domain of the gods! Now, he must face his fears and learn about the nature of
man, of gods, and of war. He also learns there are no easy answers - for gods or men.

AGES: 12 plus

AUTHOR:
Ryan Inzana is an illustrator and comic artist whose work has appeared in numerous magazines,
ad campaigns, books, and various other media all over the world. Ichiro is his second graphic
novel. He lives in New Jersey, with his wife.
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Connor Major's summer break is turning into a nightmare.

His SAT scores bombed, the old man he delivers meals to died, and when he came out to his
religious zealot mother, she had him kidnapped and shipped off to a secluded island. His final
destination: Nightlight Ministries, a conversion therapy camp that will be his new home until he
"changes."

But Connor's troubles are only beginning. At Nightlight, everyone has something to hide - from
the campers to the "converted" staff and cagey camp director - and it quickly becomes clear that
no one is safe. Connor plans to escape and bring the other kidnapped teens with him. But first,
he's exposing the camp's horrible truths for what they are - and taking this place down.

AGES: 14 to 18

AUTHOR:
Adam began writing books in Sharpie on the backs of Starbucks pastry bags. (He's sorry it
distracted him from making your latte.) Raised in an Illinois farm town, his desire for a creative
career took him to Chicago, New York, and currently, Los Angeles. He is a Creative Producer for
ATTN:, an issues-driven social media video creator. He interviewed conversion therapy survivors
for a video promoting Focus Features' Boy Erased-it has garnered over 1.6 million views.
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A timely edge-of-your-seat thriller from a debut writer to watch. Caroline Lawson is three months
away from freedom, otherwise known as graduation day. That's when she'll finally escape her
rigid prep school and the parents who thought they could convert her to being straight. Until
then, Caroline is keeping her head down, pretending to be the perfect student even though she is
crushed by her family and heartbroken over the girlfriend who left for California. But when her
best friend Madison disappears, Caroline feels compelled to get involved in the investigation. She
has her own reasons not to trust the police, and she owes Madison - big time. Suddenly Caroline
realises how little she knew of what her friend was up to. Caroline has some uncomfortable
secrets about the hours before Madison disappeared, but they're nothing compared to the
secrets Madison has been hiding. And why does Mr. McCormack, their teacher, seem to know so
much about them? It's only when Caroline discovers other missing girls that she begins to close in
on the truth. Unlike Madison, the other girls are from the wrong side of the tracks. Unlike
Madison's, their disappearances haven't received much attention. Caroline is determined to find
out what happened to them and why no one seems to notice. But as every new discovery leads
Caroline closer to the connection between these girls and Madison, she faces an unsettling truth.
There's only one common denominator between the disappearances: Caroline herself. 

Andrea Contos's debut is an edge-of-your-seat thriller. The suspense never lets up, even as the
story raises important questions about class differences and how they are reflected in law
enforcement. And the multilayered plot unfolds from two alternating points of view, making for
dramatic changes in tone and pace throughout. With its unforeseeable twists involving an
intriguing and intertwined cast of characters, this dark and moody story will keep readers
guessing till the very end.

AGES: 14 plus

AUTHOR:
Andrea Contos has a degree in business from Michigan State University and left a successful
career in human resources to focus on her writing. She was a 2017 Pitch Wars mentee and has
also been a finalist in the Lone Star Writing Contest and the NTRWA's Great Expectations Contest.
Andrea lives with her family outside Detroit, Michigan.
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This heartfelt novel for fans of Jandy Nelson and Adam Silvera follows twins Audrey and Clare as
they grapple with their brother's death and their changing relationships - with each other and
themselves.

Audrey and Clare may be twins, but they don't share a school, a room, a star sign, or even a
birthday. Ever since their brother Adam's death, all they've shared is confusion over who they are
and what comes next.

Audrey, tired of being seen as different from her neurotypical peers, is determined to return to
public school. Clare is grappling with her gender fluidity and is wondering what emerging feelings
for a nonbinary classmate might mean. Will first crushes, new family dynamics, and questions of
identity prove that Audrey and Clare have grown too different to understand each other - or that
they've needed each other all along?

AGES: 12 plus

AUTHOR:
Alexandra Latos lives in Alberta, Canada with her husband and children. This is her first young
adult novel.
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In the early decades of the 20th century, the United States underwent a period of rapid change.
The pace of life accelerated as the machine age took hold, and the landscape was transformed
by increasing urbanisation. Artists responded in a variety of visual styles, but what they had in
common was a desire to reflect modern society and to challenge the conventions of art with a
bold, energetic approach to colour and composition. The Coloring Book of American Modernist
Artists presents 30 works of the period, ready for you to complete, whether by reproducing the
original vibrant palettes or by experimenting and letting your creativity run free. Follow Marsden
Hartley and Andrew Dasburg in finding spiritual inspiration in the wide open spaces of the
American West, or immerse yourself in the atmospheric city streets as painted with the sleek
lines and hard-edged forms of such Precisionists as George Copeland Ault. Max Weber’s
expressive still lifes reveal primitive influences and an interest in native cultures, while Jan
Matulka's arrangement is more stylised and geometric. If your mood lends itself to something
more abstract, be stimulated by the daring colour combinations of the Cubist-inspired work of
Oscar Bluemner, or relax in the mindful contemplation of the swirl of multicoloured forms in
Morgan Russell's and Stanton Macdonald-Wright's Synchromist paintings. Celebrate this important
movement in the history of American art by creating your own modernist masterpieces!

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new colouring book showcasing the exciting, bold works of some of the best-known
American modernist artists
•  With 30 drawings for you to bring to life in colour, either by copying the dazzling palettes of
the original artworks or by giving free rein to your own creativity
•  Featured artists include Oscar Bluemner, Andrew Dasburg, Marsden Hartley, Morgan Russell
and Max Weber
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Immerse yourself in the heartwarming colors of autumn with 46 rustic vistas and lush farmlands
bursting with fall foliage as well as pumpkins, gourds, grazing cows, curious cats, and more.
Follow the simple color key filled with glowing oranges, yellows, reds, and other seasonal shades
or follow your own artistic instincts. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy
removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Autumn Inspirations Color by
Number and other Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration
and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
Montreal-based George Toufexis is a successful freelance illustrator who has worked as an
art/creative director and illustrator/designer. He has been involved in designing and illustrating
t-shirts, stickers, temporary tattoos and education-related licensed products (for Warner Bros.,
Disney, Fox, LucasFilm ), as well as non-licensed materials for various publishers. He has
published nearly 500 editorial cartoons and created dozens of coloring and activity books for
Dover, many of which are bestsellers. George also works as a musician and songwriter,
specialising in blues, roots, and gospel music.
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Cosy up with some cocoa and color these 31 charming holiday scenes that capture the magic of
Christmas. Get in the holiday spirit with cheery carolers, beautiful wintry wreaths, festive scarves
and sweaters, a classic train set, well-decorated trees, and many more joyful celebrations. Pages
are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal. Specially designed for experienced
colourists, Christmas Charm and other Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an escape to a
world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to
relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
Teresa Elizabeth Goodridge is a freelance artist based in beautiful Yorkshire, England. She is the
creator of over two dozen Dover books, including the very popular Autumn Scenes, Spring
Scenes, Country Scenes, and both of the Harry and Meghan colouring books. She adores children
and anything related to them, hence her love for illustrating children's books, games, cards, toys,
and more. She specialises in character development and has designed dozens of paper-based
products for numerous companies. Teresa describes herself as a "big kid at heart who has been
blessed with the opportunity of working with super talented people who allow me to spread my
wings and let my imagination fly!"
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Celebrate the spirit of the season with 31 captivating illustrations of Christmas ornaments in all
shapes and sizes. Each detailed design is filled with beautiful baubles emblazoned with angels,
snowflakes, Santas, snowmen, bows, bells, and other merry motifs. Plus, many feature festive
borders that offer even more holiday colouring. Pages are printed on one side only and
perforated for easy removal. Specially designed for experienced colourists, Christmas Ornament
Designs and other Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration
and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
One of Dover's most gifted and versatile artists, Marty Noble is the creator of more than 200
Dover releases, including a huge variety of colouring book formats, stickers, tattoos, stencils, and
more. Marty has also expertly re-created the art for most of the "Color Your Own..." series and
the popular The Saturday Evening Post colouring books. She has created more than 50 different
Creative Haven titles, including such bestsellers as Art Nouveau Nature Designs, Elegant Angels,
Flower Mandalas, Tea Time, and more.
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A collection of bright, bold and beautiful knitting patterns based on Honsestrikk, a Danish knitting
movement from the 1970s which broke away from traditional knitting rules.

Honsestrikk, which loosely translates as 'chicken stitch' was influenced by the radical social and
political movements of the time, including the women's rights movement, and this can be seen in
the personal and political messages of the some of the pattern designs. Instead of the more
traditional fair isle colourwork techniques, Honsestrikk knitting featured political messages and
motifs, colours clashed and borders butted up against each other in a riot of colour and pattern.

Honsestrikk is about knitting in a freer style so you have the freedom to express yourself and
create truly unique, personalised garments and accessories.

Designer Anna Bauer has been inspired by the Honsestrikk movement to this collection of basic
designs and patterns so you can choose your own combinations and create and knit your own
free, radical knits.

AUTHOR:
Anna Bauer is a textile artist with a Masters in textile art from Hogskolan for Design and Arts and
Crafts in Goteborg. Aside from knitting Anna also incorporates embroidery, print and costume
into her artwork and textile designs.
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Woodsman and forester Brett McLeod pays tribute to the axe with stunning photography and
illuminating text that traces this historic hand tool's evolution in form and function through North
American culture and history.

From bronze axes of the Viking conquests to the American homesteader's felling axe, this is a
tool that has shaped human history like few others. American Axe pays tribute to this iconic
instrument of settlement and industry, with rich history, stunning photography, and profiles of the
most collectible vintage axes such as The Woodslasher, Keen Cutter, and True Temper Perfect.
Combining his experiences as a forester, axe collector, and former competitive lumberjack,
author Brett McLeod conveys the allure of this deceptively simple woodcutting implement and
celebrates the resurging interest in its story and use.

AUTHOR:
Brett McLeod is the author of American Axe and The Woodland Homestead and an avid axe
collector and restorer. Before becoming a forestry professor and coach of the woodsmen's team
at Paul Smith's College in the Adirondack Park, he was a professional competitive lumberjack in
the Stihl Ironjack Series and competed in the Stihl Timbersports Collegiate Series. He lives in
Northern New York with his wife and his collection of 200 vintage axes.
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Craft Your Own Happy is a collection of mindful craft projects to make you smile! Perfect for
those moments when you need a bit of self-care and relaxation time. Do you ever feel like you
spend too much of your day staring at screens, feeling anxious or stressed out? If the answer is
yes - then you need this book! The cute colourful projects have all been designed with the
feel-good-factor in mind. Crafting can help to take you away from the worries and pressures of
your daily life, and give you back those moments of slowness and focus which can help to reduce
anxiety. Unlike other craft books, this is a book that you can dip into and find projects based
upon how you are feeling. So you can craft to suit your mood! There are 25 beginner friendly
projects to choose from including cross stitching, embroidery, paper craft and more Why worry
when you can craft happy!

AUTHOR:
Becci Mai Ford is a smiley maker who loves colour. A keen crafter who enjoys making a mess,
Becci started crafting at a young age and hasn't stopped since! She is now the founder of Ellbie
Co. a mindfulness craft kit company that aims to spread happiness through making! Inspired by
all things cute and a desire to combat anxiety by crafting. Becci currently works in Brighton out of
her tiny rainbow filled office space (The make happy corner!). Where she designs new crafty
projects, blogs and tries her best to brighten as many peoples days as possible. She is making
life up as she goes along - and so far it's been a lot of fun! 

150 colour illustrations
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The queen of the craft Amy Oxford offers to beginners and advanced crafters alike a one-stop
resource! This is the guide you'll keep at your fingertips while you learn, and throughout your
punch needle adventures for years to come. Enjoy Amy's amazingly effective instruction, tips,
inspiration, and in-depth info about every aspect of enjoying punch needle rug hooking. Create
her colourful contemporary pomegranate project and gingko project, and learn to skillfully turn
your work into long-lasting treasures like wall hangings, chair pads, rugs, cushions, stair runners,
and whatever else your imagination can dream up. Enrich your work with fascinating info on
things the other books don't include: the top secrets about the craft that beginners need, and
careful step by step photo instructions for doing it right - from choosing your first project's
materials, to creating a lovely result the first time, finishing techniques, mounting, adding
complexity, and making your own designs. Enjoy the history of the craft of rug punching,
gorgeous photos of works by today's biggest names, fun interviews with top makers, how to
handle the unexpected, and much more.

AUTHOR:
Amy Oxford (Cornwall, Vermont) is the inventor of the Oxford Punch Needle. Founder of the
Oxford Rug Hooking School, she teaches, runs instructor certification programs, and for more
than 30 years has inspired needle punch crafters to excel. 

450 colour and b/w images
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50 DIY crafts, cooking, decorating, and gardening projects from the experts at the Smithsonian
Institution.

The Smithsonian Institution presents a uniquely curated collection of lively how-to projects and
historical narratives of four realms of American domestic arts: cooking, crafts, decorating, and
gardening. Perfect for hobbyists interested in the historical context of what they create for their
homes, this beautifully illustrated book contains fifty DIY projects - from a uniquely American
quilt pattern to on-trend crafts like terrarium making and pickling - that all offer satisfying ways
to bring history and culture to life. For those craving more, features provide rare insights from
Smithsonian experts on prominent figures, events, and trends. Readers can learn about
influential Americans who've had an impact on each realm; look at visual timelines of significant
events that pushed development forward; or stay in the present and see how American arts in
contemporary life is being redefined, all while enjoying satisfying and unique projects.

AUTHOR:
The Smithsonian Institution was founded in 1846 with funds from the Englishman James
Smithson according to his wishes "under the name of the Smithsonian Institution, an
establishment for the increase and diffusion of knowledge." Since its founding, the Smithsonian
has become the world's largest museum, education, and research complex, with 19 museums,
the National Zoo, and nine research facilities.
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Set tails wagging with this canine collection of easy sewing patterns for adorable dog designs, all
made using simple hand-sewing techniques. 

Featuring the most popular and distinctive breeds, each pooch pattern comes with step-by-step
instructions and full-size templates, making them paws-itively perfect for all abilities. 

The only materials you'll need are felt, a needle and some threads, brads for eyes, a little
stuffing and some wool roving if you want to add some fluffy fur to your dogs. To make your
dogs you'll use are blanket stitch and running stitch and a couple of basic embroidery stitches, all
of which are explained and illustrated for beginners.

The finished little pups would make cute brooches, bag charms and home accessories that will
make your dog-loving friends drool!

AUTHOR:
Alison Reid is a teacher, textile designer, author and illustrator. She gained a degree in Fashion
and Textiles from Liverpool Polytechnic, now known as Sir John Moore’s University during the
1980s. She went on to run her own company selling hand-dyed and hand-stitched braids and has
sold to fashion houses such as Marc Jacobs (USA), Etro and Rubelli (Italy) and TakaShimaya
(New York). Alison is also a talented illustrator who likes to illustrate maps and has had her work
featured in a variety of magazines including Selvedge. Alison has been featured in articles for a
number of publications including Elle Decoration, Homes and Gardens and The World of Interiors.
She is the author of Learn to Sew and Stitch Magic, published by Bloomsbury.
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Zero waste is key to Maria Sigma's renowned weaving designs, and here she shows beginners -
and more accomplished weavers too - how that philosophy can transform what you weave. Enjoy
learning the basics of both heddle loom and frame loom weaving and succeed at 6 guided
projects you'll enjoy adding to your home and wardrobe, while also learning how Sigma has built
her practice on sustainability. "Without our attention on the materials and process and how they
relate to the world, no design is at its best." She shows how to consider the environmental
impact at every stage of the design and making process, as well as within your daily work
environment and studio space. Learn ways to decrease yarn waste and avoid unnecessary cuts,
as well as how to consider carbon footprints in terms of your use of machines, water, and
petroleum-sourced energy. With this guide, you can make handweaving an even more
sustainable craft.

AUTHOR:
Maria Sigma (London), a professional tapestry weaver, is known for her work in promoting
sustainable weaving of textiles, and also zero-waste principles. Her company, Maria Sigma
Woven Textiles, is an award-winning textile brand specialising in zero-waste, ethical, handwoven
textiles for interiors. Her motto in her life and in her business is "No hidden environmental or
social damage." 

200 colour photographs
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Embrace zero waste living with this collection of sustainable gift wrap solutions including furoshiki,
the traditional Japanese technique of fabric knotting. What could be nicer than receiving a
present AND the beautiful scarf it's wrapped in!

Embrace zero waste living with this collection of sustainable gift wrap solutions including furoshiki,
the traditional Japanese technique of fabric knotting. What could be nicer than receiving a
present AND the beautiful scarf it's wrapped in! Whether you use a vintage silk scarf or create
your own fabric with patchwork, piecing and dyeing techniques, or reuse unwanted items to
make quirky gift wraps - this collection is packed full of ideas for reducing waste. Other ideas
include how to make present toppers made from unwanted fabric and yarn scraps to finish off
your gift wrapping with a flourish.

AUTHOR:
Christine Leech (Sew Yeah) is an experienced author, designer, stylist, prop designer and art
director. She has published a number of books and worked with clients including John Lewis and
Harvey Nichols. She has 18 years' experience working in women's consumer publishing, most
recently as creative director at Marie Claire magazine.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The first in a new zero waste craft series: zero waste is a huge movement and this title will be
the first in a series which will be expanded to include wardrobe, Christmas, sewing, gifts,
interiors, patchwork, bags, toys etc.
•  Furoshiki is trending and we will capture the market for this technique as well as the demand
for zero waste content
•  A 'gifty' hardback format package with a low price point
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Every year the association 100 Beste Plakate e. V. presents awards to honour the most
innovative and trendsetting poster designs from Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. The
yearbook has fast become the go-to source for graphic artists, designers, and advertisers. Even
today, the traditional printed poster is still regarded as the ultimate challenge in the graphic arts.

The 2019 yearbook focuses on how designs can be described verbally. What is the relationship
between language and image? How can visual codes and phenomena or trends be captured in
words? Thirty designers, curators, artists, architects, and theorists were invited to join the project
and to describe the selected posters. The purpose of this exercise was not to come up with a
standard jury statement, but to point out ways of interacting personally with the poster: either by
offering an objective description or by delivering a subjective critique in the form of an essay.

Florian Lamm and Jakob Kirch, who created this year's book, have translated this conceptual task
into their design by dividing the catalogue into two parts. While the 30 text contributions have
been united in a booklet, a separate image section presents the corresponding posters.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Groundbreaking corporate design, advertising, author graphics, and poster art
•  Explores how designs can be described in words

129 colour, 48 b/w illustrations
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This in-depth look at the forces shaping contemporary jewelry in China includes works by 62
contemporary Chinese jewellery artists, presenting the arresting variety and energy that China
offers the field. Cao, an internationally renowned artist residing both in the US and China, puts
the work in context for the Western jewellery world by offering background, and exploring the
contributions by renowned forces in jewellery design - including Norman Cherry, Anja Eichler,
Mary Lee Hu, and Shannon Xin. Cao explains jewellery design's history and development in China
during the periods from 1990 through 2020, including phases of Early Exploration (1990–1999),
New Voice (2000–2007), Adaption and Communication (2008–2012), and Great Flux
(2013–2020). With more than 350 photos of important works, learn how the contemporary
artists of China are offering the world one-of-a-kind design styles as they absorb, shape, and
reflect the inheritance and innovation of Chinese tradition.

AUTHOR:
Dr. Bifei Cao is a jewellery maker and educator who lives both in the United States and China.
He exhibits and lectures internationally and is an associate professor in the School of Art and
Design, Guangdong University of Technology, China.

350 colour and b/w photographs
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Betty Cooke has been called variously 'an icon within the tradition of modernist jewellery', and 'a
seminal figure in American Modernist studio jewellery'. Her pieces have been shown nationally
and internationally and are included in a number of museum collections, including the Museum of
Modern Art (MOMA) and Museum of Arts & Design (MAD) in New York. She is regarded as an
important role model for other artists and craftspeople. Her jewellery style is influenced by
Bauhaus and modernism, very simple and pure, both geometric and minimalist; although given
her early aspirations to become a sculptor, it is not be surprising that she thinks of her jewelry as
"sculpture in motion". Her pieces have been sold through museums such as the Museum of
Modern Art and the Hirshhorn Museum and contemporary designers such as Keegs in Seattle.
Cooke has designed jewelry for Kirk Stieff and for Geoffrey Beene's shows in New York and
Milan. Fred Lazarus, former director of Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA), where Cooke
trained and taught for many years, has said of Cooke's work, 'There is an enduring timelessness
about her work, and today, as she did 50 years ago, she continues to create work that is
extraordinary in its clean, spare architectural line and stunning simplicity.' The volume features
160 pieces by Cooke, a fully-illustrated checklist, illustrated essay, "Reflections" by leading
patrons and collectors of Cooke's jewellery, illustrated time-line, a selected bibliography, and
exhibition history & list of collections containing pieces by Betty Cooke.

AUTHOR:
Jeannine Falino is the curator, of Betty Cooke, The Circle and the Line, September 26,
2020-January 3, 2021 at The Walters Art Museum.

190 colour illustrations
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Compiling fashion advertisements from the past 100 years, En Vogue shows how fashion reveals
the aspirations of its era.

Advertising creates dream worlds, yet always simultaneously bears witness to its era. Both these
tendencies are exemplified in fashion posters. Moving beyond the latest modish trends and
beauty ideals, fashion posters reflect moral codes and social conditions. They are lifestyle
propositions; they tell stories, seduce and shock. Playing with convention and provocation, bodies
are sometimes lavishly veiled and disguised, sometimes sensually staged. At times consumers
are only indirectly encouraged to shop. A button or a coat collar as a pars pro toto illustrate
product quality in historical posters. A new, somewhat controversial approach to fashion
advertising emerges in Benetton campaigns from the early 1990s. Overtly erotic ostentation
contrasts with poetic allusions that are for example the hallmark of highly aesthetic Japanese
fashion posters. Androgynous models and less normative images of men and women in the
advertising industry mark the dawn of a new era that entails constantly balancing aspirations to
individuality against a sense of collective belonging.

En Vogue brings together fashion advertising spanning roughly 100 years and deploying myriad
different PR strategies, in each case reflecting the cultures and periods in which it was created.

AUTHOR:
Elke Gaugele is an empirical cultural scientist and a professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Vienna. She heads its "Fashion and Styles" program and the Austrian Center for Fashion
Research.

110 images
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Michael Gericke is one of the most influential graphic designers in the world today. This much
anticipated monograph covers four decades of work by the acclaimed graphic designer and
Pentagram partner. Lavishly illustrated throughout at close to 500 pages, the book is driven by a
celebration of places, telling stories, and making images and symbols - predominantly through
Gericke's work with projects for buildings, civic moments, exhibitions and visual identities,
including for posters, magazines, New York's AIA chapter (America's largest) and the Center for
Architecture that, through graphics and images, continues to portray the spirit of architecture and
design in New York City today. Prefaced by the prize-winning architect Moshe Safdie, with
commentary by Pulitzer Prize-winning architectural critic and educator Paul Goldberger, this
encyclopaedic compilation is a must for all collectors and aficionados of contemporary design,
branding, and visual identity.

Michael Gericke's design work lies at the intersection of image making, communications, and the
built environment, and encompasses a wide-range of design areas, including visual identities,
environmental graphics, posters, e-media, exhibitions, books, and advertising. His identity work is
widely seen and includes 'One Laptop Per Child' - an initiative with MIT that provides low-cost
computers to underprivileged children around the world, PRI (Public Radio International); the Big
Ten athletic/collegiate conference, the 'AirTrain' that connects Manhattan to Newark and JFK
International Airports; Citibank, 21st Century Fox, the 1994 FIFA World Cup soccer games that
were held in the United States; the United States' bid for the 2022 World Cup, CBS's television
coverage of the Winter Olympic Games, and the identity, events, signage, promotions, and
advertising for Rockefeller Center and its iconic Top of the Rock Observation Deck. Michael's
cultural work includes the recently reopened Smithsonian's Cooper Hewitt National Design
Museum, the Guggenheim's new museum in Abu Dhabi and the 100th anniversary exhibition for
the New York Public Library's iconic 42nd Street Schwartzman Building.

SELLING POINT:
•  A small selection of projects covered in the book include: One World Trade Center (SOM),
Marina Bay Sands (Safdie), Hudson Yards (KPF), The Vessel (Heatherwick), Post 9/11 installations
at the WTC site, New York's new Penn Station (SOM), Jewel Changi Airport (Safdie), Rockefeller
Center, City Point (a hip new Brooklyn center), Cooper Hewitt National Design Museum (DSR),
The Skyscraper Museum - NY, New York's iconic 42nd St Public Library, Mumbai's International
Airport (SOM), Toronto's Pearson Airport (Safdie & SOM), GSK's North American Headquarters
(Stern), Hotel Hankyu, Japan, Cornell Tech's Manhattan campus (Morphosis & SOM), Arizona
Cardinals NFL football stadium (Eisenman)

248 colour images
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Table Stories is the ultimate guide to creating a beautiful table, with examples that range from
sumptuous wedding feasts to refined picnics. This inspiring and practical book, filled with colour
photographs and insider tips, features ideas and inspiration from 25 international stylists who are
specialists in creating beautiful at-home parties and seamlessly professional events. Their secrets
will give you confidence as you create a beautiful and elegant table for your guests.

AUTHOR:
Carolina Amell is a graphic designer specialising in modern visual culture. She lives in Barcelona
and has authored books for Prestel, Phaidon and other leading publishers.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Includes tips and tricks from 25 international table styling artists
•  Emphasises different atmospheres and seasons, and helps you to celebrate the most
important milestones of your life in style
•  Following the growing trend of the 'professional' home parties

180 colour, 20 b/w images
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Tat* is a bit of a graphic designer's curse. Walk into any design studio and you will see tat pinned
to the walls or placed with loving care on top of a computer screen. Even the purist will have a
secret cache hidden away somewhere.

Andy Altmann began collecting tat while he was on his Foundation course, getting ready for an
interview at St Martins School of Art. He'd been asked to present a sketchbook, but worried that
he couldn't draw very well, he decided to start a scrapbook: "I rummaged through the drawers
at home and found some football cards from the late 1960s and early '70s (plenty of Georgie
Best), an instruction leaflet from an old Hoover, Christmas cracker jokes, and so on. Then I
started on the magazines, cutting out images of anything that interested me. And finally I took
myself off to the college library, where I photocopied things from books before reaching for the
scissors and glue." It was the beginning of a significant collecting habit.

So what it is that makes a piece of graphic tat interesting? Is it the 'retro' thing - a fascination
with a bygone age, the primitive printing techniques, the naivety of the design, or the use of
colour? All of the above, of course, but it's not quite that simple. 

To a graphic designer, most of the content of this book can safely be regarded as 'bad' design.
But there is some magic in each and every piece that has made Andy either pick it up off the
street, trail through online links, or enter some dodgy looking shop on the other side of the world
just to snap it up. Here you'll find everything from sweet wrappers to flash cards, from soap
powder boxes to speedway flyers, from wrestling programmes to bus tickets. More tat than you
can shake a stick at. Taken together, it represents a lifetime of gleeful hunting and gathering.

* tat (noun) - anything that looks cheap, is of low quality, or in bad condition; junk, rubbish,
debris, detritus, crap, shite

AUTHOR:
Andy Altmann is a founding partner at Why Not Associates - one of the UK's leading
multi-disciplinary design companies. Andy founded Why Not Associates in 1987, with fellow Royal
College of Art graduates David Ellis and Howard Greenhalgh. Although he trained as a graphic
designer, Andy's work has taken him into the blurred boundaries of design and art. In over 30
years of experience he has worked on projects ranging from exhibition design to postage
stamps, via advertising, publishing, television titles, commercials, corporate identity and
large-scale public art. His clients include the Royal Academy of Arts, Channel 4, V&A, Grace
Jones, Pompidou Centre, Royal Mail, Nike, Paul Smith, Chris Ofili, Kobe Museum of Fashion and
Tate Modern. 
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This magnificently illustrated and deeply researched volume takes the reader on a journey
throughout the Indian Subcontinent to explore the history and traditions of its textiles.

Dating back to the fifth millennium BCE, India's rich and vibrant textile tradition boasts an
enormous range of techniques and extraordinary level of artistry. Drawn from one of the world’s
finest collections of Indian textiles, this book presents a fascinating overview of centuries of
artistic production from every corner of India. Each section examines a different region to reveal
its distinct textile traditions, patterns, and processes: Patola silks from Gujarat, brocade lampas
preserved in Tibetan temples, mordant resist dyed cottons from Indonesia, embroideries from
rural Bengal, and silk saris from Murshidabad. The book also delves into the roles that textiles
have played in daily life over the centuries, from household and dowry textiles to devotional
pieces and exquisite materials crafted for rich patrons. Each object is photographed from multiple
angles and reproduced in meticulous detail. Many of the antique pieces featured here are
exceedingly rare, which makes this book an invaluable resource. Gorgeously illustrated, this
volume makes a stunning gift for anyone interested in the history and craftmanship of one of the
world's oldest textile traditions.

AUTHORS:
Helmut and Heidi Neumann began collecting textiles in the 1970s and have travelled extensively
in India and the Himalayas. They are regular contributors at academic conferences in the fields
of Tibetan and Oriental art. They also collect textiles from Indonesia, Morocco, and China.

400 colour illustrations
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A revealing and controversial expose of international white-collar crime. 

Alexander Lebedev continues his investigation of 'banksters' (gangster-bankers) scams which he
started in his autobiographical book, Hunt the Banker. Each chapter examines a different
sophisticated fraudulent scheme whereby stolen billions are laundered in offshore tax havens and
deposited in secret accounts with the major UK and US banks, invested in shares of blue-chip
companies, and converted into mansions, yachts, private jets, works of art and luxury goods. 

The topics covered include the cheating of their customers by supposedly respectable financial
institutions in Europe and America, their complicity in laundering illegal proceeds of corrupt
officials from all over the world, the financial pyramid schemes of Bernie Madoff and other
mega-fraudsters, and black holes in the charity universe. Lebedev investigates the phenomenon
of the symbiosis of 'dirty money' and the latest information technologies of the blockchain, which
threatens the global financial system with a cryptocurrency apocalypse, and he describes the
degradation of political elites inebriated by biased mainstream media and fake news stories.

AUTHOR:
Alexander Lebedev is a Russian banker, philanthropist and public figure. A Lieutenant Colonel in
the KGB's Foreign Intelligence Service, he was founder and beneficial owner of National Reserve
Corporation, including National Reserve Bank. He is proprietor of the UK newspapers The
Independent and The London Evening Standard, and is shareholder and investor of investigative
newspaper Novaya Gazeta in Russia. He also has a Ph.D in Economics. 
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Award-winning investigative journalist Lee van der Voo reports on Juliana v. the United States.
Combining unparalleled access to the plaintiffs and reporting on the natural disasters that form
an urgent backdrop to the story, van der Voo shares a timely and important story about the
environment, the law, and the new generation of activists.

In 2015, a group of kids sued the federal government over climate change. Their case has the
potential to be the civil rights trial of our century, but it hasn't happened yet. Instead, both the
Obama and Trump Administrations have deployed legal tactics to stymie the case, leaving our
nation’s courts in a tangle.

In As the World Burns, Lee van der Voo tells the plaintiffs' story. Readers are introduced to
16-year-old Jayden Foytlin, whose Louisiana home has already flooded twice during her short
lifetime, and to 21-year-old Jacob Lebel, whose Oregon farm is threatened by the planned path
of a natural gas pipeline with dubious benefit. No matter their circumstances, all of the plaintiffs
are fighting to prove that the government continues to knowingly destroy and endanger the
climate system. Timely, important, and urgent, As the World Burns reveals the human side of the
climate crisis, the dire effects of decades of inaction, and the potential pitfalls of tackling our
environmental issues in the courts.

AUTHOR:
Lee van der Voo is an award-winning investigative and environmental journalist. Her work has
appeared in the New York Times, The Atlantic, Slate, The Guardian, and others. Lee’s reporting
has received the Logan fellowship, the Alicia Patterson Foundation Fellowship, an Investigative
Reporters and Editors Award, and the Lizzie Grossman Grant for Environmental Health Reporting.
Her first book, The Fish Market, won an Oregon Book Award for General Nonfiction.
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Shropshire dairy farmer Roger Evans continues to delight his fans with his daily highlights from
the farm and his views on everything from how to manage a happy milking herd to the state of
the local wildlife and the views of the rural community in his local bar. Funny, topical and
informative farmer’s diary.

AUTHOR:
Roger Evans has been an articulate dairy and poultry farmer all his life. From his Shropshire
farm, he writes in a well-informed, realistic and funny way about all aspects of his life as a
farmer today.
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The styling compendium for the modern gentleman! Whether as stylish accessory or sartorial
statement piece, men's hats are back in fashion and more varied than ever before. Offering
some 200 pages of headwear style, this extensive book of hats is the must-have sourcebook for
fashion-forward men. From the trilby to the beanie, the flat cap to the fedora, explore more than
1,000 years of men's hat history, from function to fashion statement to political statement and
beyond, and discover the bountiful variety of designs, shapes, and fabrics you can put on your
head!

150 colour and b/w photographs
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Mr Richard Whitestone is English and a successful businessman based for many years in Oporto.
Despite his many years' residence in Portugal, he remains resolutely English in his tastes and in
his accent. His favourite reading is Tristram Shandy, which he reads and re-reads constantly. A
widower for many years, he lives with his children Jenny and Carlos. Jenny is the angel of the
house and wise beyond her 21 years. Carlos is 18 and much given to carousing with his friends
and to falling – very briefly – in love with whichever pretty girl he sees. He is the despair of his
father, but his sister believes in him despite all, because she knows he has a good heart. One
day, during Carnival, Carlos meets a young woman at a masked ball and falls in love. As ever,
the path of true love runs very erratically indeed.

Júlio Dinis is sometimes referred to as the Portuguese Trollope, and this, the first novel he wrote
is a keen-eyed evocation of the narrow world of nineteenth-century bourgeois Oporto, but also,
and more importantly, it is a brilliant account of family life, in all its flawed beauty.

AUTHOR:
Julio Dinis was the pseudonym of Joaquim Guilherme Gomes Coelho. Born in Oporto in 1839, he
went on to train and practise as a doctor. However, when diagnosed with tuberculosis, he
resigned his post as professor at the medical school in Oporto and began writing novels. He had
previously written and published several short stories, but his first novel, published initially in
serial form, met with instant success, and his works remain popular to this day. He died when he
was only thirty-one. This is the first English translation of his work.
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How, where and why was a man (a commercial traveller who turns out to be a polygamist)
suddenly removed from a group of carol singers on that cold night? It appeared that someone
else as well as Mrs de Frayn was a clever organiser; every cog in the machinery of this crime was
smooth running, and as with a perfect machine, no flaw could be detected in the "finished"
product, at least, until... 

AUTHOR:
Catt Out of the Bag appeared first in 1939, one of 16 novels that the author put out with Hodder
& Stoughton between 1937 and 1964. He died in 1968. Witting is now very collectible and is seen
as one of the leading detective storywriters of the pre-war and immediate post war period. Most
of his books were set in "Downshire" featuring Inspector Harry Charlton assisted by Peter
Bradfield. Catt has a delightful traditional Christmas setting, is full of humour and will be a must
for all fans of classic detective thrillers.

SELLING POINT:
•  Witting's writing is now very collectible, as a leading detective story writer of the pre- and post
war period
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George Mackay Brown was born in Stromness, Orkney, on 17 October 1921. He died there in
1996. His many awards include a Society of Authors Travel Award, 1968; SAC Literature Prize,
1969; Katherine Mansfield Menton Short Story Prize, 1971; Hon. LLD from Dundee University,
1977; OBE, 1974; James Tait Black Memorial Prize 1987 (for The Golden Bird). He was
nominated for the Booker Prize in 1994 for his novel Beside the Ocean of Time. He grew up in
fairly straitened circumstances as his father was unable to work through illness. Mackay Brown
himself suffered from tuberculosis as a young man. In his twenties he worked as a journalist on
the Orkney Herald, but at the age of 30 he left Orkney to study at Newbattle Abbey College,
near Edinburgh, where he met Edwin Muir, who was Warden at the time, a meeting that had a
profound influence on him. He left behind him an extraordinary body of work: novels, short
stories, poetry, journalism and even two operatic collaborations with Peter Maxwell Davis. A
Winter Collection gathers together some of the Winter and Christmas stories and poems that he
either published separately in newspapers, included in limited edition book printings, or published
in Winter Tales, which is now unavailable. His first book of poems "The Storm" is also published
by Galileo, with an introduction by Kathleen Jamie.

AUTHOR:
George Mackay Brown was one of Scotland's greatest twentieth-century writers, but in person a
bundle of paradoxes. He had a wide international reputation, but hardly left his native Orkney. A
prolific poet, admired by such fellow poets as Seamus Heaney, Ted Hughes and Charles Causley,
and hailed by the composer Peter Maxwell Davies as 'the most positive and benign influence ever
on my own efforts at creation', he was also an accomplished novelist (shortlisted for the 1994
Booker Prize for Beside the Ocean of Time) and a master of the short story.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Much of the work here has never been published in book form
•  Brown's 100th birth centenary is in 2021
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Billy's desperate to escape middle England. He's working the ultimate dead-end job as a
grave-digger, his grandad's engaged to a West Indian woman half his age, his xenophobic dad's
obsessed with boxing; and his mum's certainly having an affair. Meeting Eva, though, changes
everything.

From debut novelist Philip Bowne, winner of the Spotlight First Novel prize, comes this explosive
coming-of-age odyssey that catapults 18-year-old Billy Reed across Europe. Billy has just left
school and is desperate to escape middle England. It's 2016, and as a grave-digger, he's working
the ultimate dead-end job. To make matters worse, he's a virgin, and there's no hope of him
meeting a girl any time soon. The only women at work are in coffins.

Billy's home life isn't any better. In the evenings, he observes his dysfunctional family: his
grandad's engaged to a woman half his age, his dad's become obsessed with boxing, and he
suspects his mum is having an affair. All the while, celebrities are dropping like flies and Britain is
waiting for the EU referendum. Everything is changing, and Billy hates it.

Billy's life gets a jump start when he falls in love with Eva, an older girl from Switzerland, that's
passionate about Russian literature, Gary Numan, windfarms and chai tea. To Billy's despair, Eva
travels back to her home in Switzerland at the end of summer. But he won't give up on her that
easily. He gambles everything for a chance to be with Eva again.

When things start to go wrong, Billy's journey across Europe involves hitch-hiking with truckers,
walking with refugees, and an encounter with suicidal cows. But the further he goes, the harder it
is to be sure what he's chasing - and what he's running from.
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"A phenomenon in horror fiction." – Horror Novel Reviews

Nineteen year-old Emily's acute dissociative disorder causes her to be institutionalised - again - at
Greyfriars Reformatory For Girls. Caught in the crossfire between brutal Principal Quick and cruel
bully Saffron Chassay, Emily befriends fellow outcast Victoria. When the terrifying apparition of
the mysterious 'Grey Girl' begins scaring the inmates to death, Emily’s disorder may be the one
thing that can save her.

AUTHOR:
Frazer Lee is a novelist, screenwriter and filmmaker. His screenplay credits include the acclaimed
horror/thriller feature Panic Button, and multi-award winning short films On Edge, Red Lines,
Simone and The Stay.
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"A phenomenon in horror fiction." – Horror Novel Reviews

Nineteen year-old Emily's acute dissociative disorder causes her to be institutionalised - again - at
Greyfriars Reformatory For Girls. Caught in the crossfire between brutal Principal Quick and cruel
bully Saffron Chassay, Emily befriends fellow outcast Victoria. When the terrifying apparition of
the mysterious 'Grey Girl' begins scaring the inmates to death, Emily's disorder may be the one
thing that can save her.

AUTHOR:
Frazer Lee is a novelist, screenwriter and filmmaker. His screenplay credits include the acclaimed
horror/thriller feature Panic Button, and multi-award winning short films On Edge, Red Lines,
Simone and The Stay.
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Deadly Secrets Lie Beneath the Surface...

For as long as Cassie Hunt can remember her Aunt Aggie has spoken about the forgotten world
that exists just below their feet, in the tunnels and catacombs of the Sand House.

When excavation work begins on the site shocking secrets are uncovered and danger is never far
away, both above and below ground...

AUTHOR:
Lynda grew up in the mining village of Bentley, Doncaster, in South Yorkshire and went to both
Bentley New Village School, and Don Valley High School. She is currently the Sales Director of a
stationery, office supplies and office furniture company in Doncaster, where she has worked for
the past 25 years. Prior to this she'd also been a nurse, a model, an emergency first response
instructor and a PADI Scuba Diving Instructor... and yes, she was crazy enough to dive in the sea
with sharks, without a cage.
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This critically acclaimed collection of very short stories about postwar Buffalo, New York -
illustrated in colour with the author's own collages - is now available in paperback.

It all began in Buffalo between World War II and the Korean Conflict, as it was called, when the
guys would meet up late at night in a diner for their brand of fellowship. They were mostly high
school graduates in their late teens and early twenties, the sons of immigrant families. It didn't
matter; there was little trace of that showing. They didn't look or act alike, but they had a sense
of who they were, sort of proud for some reason, without much to show for it.  - from the
Introduction At the center of the group was Arnie. He might have been selling real estate for the
time being, but he always had his eye on the next thing - Christmas tree farming, perhaps, or
uranium mining. Then there were Moe, who had a gas station and garage, and Barney, who
drove a truck for Pop's Pies. Observing it all was an art student working odd jobs to afford his
paints and brushes - Phil. In 110 vignettes about Arnie and the guys, Philip Sultz presents a
fictionalised portrait of the working-class Buffalo of his youth. He also vividly sketches the
downtown Manhattan of those days, where his protagonists are drawn to study and to work.
These stories - by turns funny and poignant, perfectly told and full of telling details - evoke not
only the life of two cities, but the atmosphere of postwar America. Even in shadow of
McCarthyism and the atom bomb, it was a time emblematic of possibility and change. Lake Effect
Days is illustrated with colour reproductions of Sultz's critically acclaimed collages, which echo the
text in their formal perfection and add new layers of allusion.
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A black speedboat arrives at the small island community of Stone Harbor. Its mysterious
passenger, Joey Oates, inspires terror by his very presence. He's Satan incarnate, back to
complete a ritual left unfinished three hundred years ago. A lost talisman called the Portal can
open a doorway for the demons of Hell to enter our world. Oates plans to find the Portal, and
finish unlocking it.

Former lovers Scott Tackett, family hardware store owner, and Allie Layton, flamed-out
Hollywood actress, are about to reconnect after years apart, until they discover the evil growing
in town. Only they can stop Oates's awful plan and save the world from the living nightmares
standing ready to crawl out of Hell. 

AUTHOR:
Russell James grew up on Long Island, New York and spent too much time watching Chiller,
Kolchak: The Night Stalker, and The Twilight Zone, despite his parents' warnings. Bookshelves full
of Stephen King and Edgar Allan Poe didn't make things better. He graduated from Cornell
University and the University of Central Florida.
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A black speedboat arrives at the small island community of Stone Harbor. Its mysterious
passenger, Joey Oates, inspires terror by his very presence. He's Satan incarnate, back to
complete a ritual left unfinished three hundred years ago. A lost talisman called the Portal can
open a doorway for the demons of Hell to enter our world. Oates plans to find the Portal, and
finish unlocking it.

Former lovers Scott Tackett, family hardware store owner, and Allie Layton, flamed-out
Hollywood actress, are about to reconnect after years apart, until they discover the evil growing
in town. Only they can stop Oates's awful plan and save the world from the living nightmares
standing ready to crawl out of Hell. 

AUTHOR:
Russell James grew up on Long Island, New York and spent too much time watching Chiller,
Kolchak: The Night Stalker, and The Twilight Zone, despite his parents' warnings. Bookshelves full
of Stephen King and Edgar Allan Poe didn't make things better. He graduated from Cornell
University and the University of Central Florida.
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A long-awaited set of traditional tales focusing solely on the queer community, showing
princesses can fall in love with lady bards, warriors with their noblemen, and that one born a
prince may become the most wonderful queen.

A simply dressed musician stepped forward and stood before the Emperor. She put her
instrument bag on the ground, curtsied and said, "Your Majesty, I have come to ask for the hand
of your daughter in marriage."

There was uproar in the throne room, but the Emperor silenced them. "My daughter has made
her decision and she has decided that this is the most perfect blue rose that she has ever seen.
Who am I – who are we – to contradict her opinion, her choice?"'

In this collection of delightful, fanciful and often magical tales, professional storyteller Kevin
Walker seeks to create and adapt a host of stories for the LGBTQ+ community. These sometimes
traditional and sometimes new stories show queer people young and old that they belong not
only in today's world, but also in a storytelling tradition going back centuries, if not millennia.
Suitable for all ages, this is a wonderful collection of stories for the LGBTQ+ community to enjoy
and continue to tell through the ages.

AUTHOR:
Kevin Walker was a professional storyteller for twenty years and now concentrates on painting
and turning his stories to print. He is well versed in performing his stories, his last performance
piece being FAERIE WANTING TO MEET UNICORN, which shared with the audience a collection of
LGBTQ+ themed stories. He lives in Leicester.
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Traditional hedgerows are rapidly vanishing from our countryside. With their disappearance, we
lose not only their flora and fauna but also the tales and folklore that have always surrounded
them.

This book records these stories before they disappear from memory. With chapters dedicated to
specific plants or animals, we learn about the folklore of the hedgehog, the badger, woodmouse,
thrush, wren, bumblebee, hawthorn, foxglove and hazel and many more.

These are tales of wisdom and magic that help us to gain a greater understanding of the natural
world we live in and which encourage us to live in closer harmony with that world.

AUTHOR:
Tony Locke is a professional storyteller and member of the Storytellers of Ireland who grew up
listening to the tales of his grandfather, who was also a storyteller. He has a degree in
Heritage Studies and also writes and presents his own radio show for Westport Community
Radio. His previously published works include Mayo Folk Tales and Irish Ghost Tales.
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Intrigue, terrorism, history, art, and the secrets of the Church collide in a relentless page-turning
thriller.

An American couple in Italy investigate the suicide of a cleric in the picturesque Italian city of
Orvieto - and find themselves plunged into a conspiracy that may destroy the Catholic Church. In
the stunning thriller Upon This Rock, San Francisco business executive Lee Maury and his husband
Adriano come to Orvieto to soak in the city's beauty and rich history, but Lee becomes fascinated
with a local tragedy, the suicide one year earlier of Deacon Andrea, a much-loved candidate for
the priesthood.

Growing obsessed with learning the truth behind Andrea's death, Lee finds that everyone in
Orvieto has some connection with Andrea: the handsome former Swiss Guard and bisexual
prostitute Grigori; the kindly elderly priest Don Bello; the gossipy American expat blogger Lady
Peg; the secretive young German doctor Luka; the irascible nonagenarian baker La Dona Volsini
and her USA-loving grandson Marco; African immigrant street musician Dawud and his sister
Maryam, who is en route to Italy with black market smugglers; the former Episcopal priest Rev.
Vicki; Orvieto's new bishop, Arnaud, a sexually conflicted member of Opus Dei; the powerful
head of the Vatican press office Cardinal Maltoni; and the secretive political fixer Magda Carter.
Woven throughout is a 500-year-old backstory—the plight of Medici Pope Clement VII who sought
refuge in Orvieto following the Sack of Rome, whose time in Orvieto is somehow linked to the
mysteries of the present.

As Lee and Adriano struggle to make sense of the relationships tying all these people to Andrea's
suicide, they stumble upon a conspiracy of terrorism, human trafficking, and a plot to plant a
nuclear dirty bomb in the tomb of St. Peter. Before they know it, Lee and Adriano's dream
vacation becomes a race to save innocent lives - and not get killed in the process.

AUTHOR:
David Eugene Perry is the founder and CEO of the public relations firm David Perry & Associates,
Inc. Perry is also the host/producer for the weekly LGBT TV Show, 10 Percent, and a journalist
who has contributed to several national publications. Perry and his husband make their home in
San Francisco and Palm Springs.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Sweeping and glamorous thriller about Church politics, terrorism, history, and faith in the
tradition of Dan Brown.
•  Dramatic and exciting setting in Orvieto, one of Italy's most picturesque and historical cities.
•  Intricate and suspenseful plot, with a huge cast of fascinating characters.
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A darkly funny whodunnit of sex, death and the tragi-comedy of old age.

Ex-SAS officer Tom Knight is a 73-year-old private detective in a seaside town, with a bad leg,
and a morbid fear of growing old. He's also fallen in love with Fran, a sprightly 52-year-old carer
at aretirement home.

So when she's framed for the murder of three old ladies he resolves to win her back by proving
her innocence. His quest takes him behind the town's veil of respectability, and leads him to face
up to his fear of old age by going undercover at the care home where the murders happened.
But will it be enough to win back the lady of his dreams?

Proving that you're just as young as you feel, the Tom Knight mysteries combine delicious
comedy with a precision-engineered plot. 

AUTHOR:
Charlie Hodges is a children's writer and script editor. His recent script work includes Dennis and
Gnasher, and Shaun The Sheep. His live action credits include TV adaptations of Enid Blyton as
well as the long-running teen drama series The Tribe.
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When Detective Lawrence Ribaud wakes alone in a bloody bed with his wife missing, he knows
this is more than just a mysterious case of murder. His wife is the latest victim in a string of
bizarre disappearances. All across New Orleans, on one night each month, people are vanishing,
leaving behind nothing but a pool of blood on the bedsheets... and an abandoned heart. Ribaud
doesn't believe in voodoo, but he soon finds himself moving through the underbelly of a secret
society of snakes, sacrifices and obscene rituals in search of the mysterious Black Queen... and
the curse of her Voodoo Heart.

AUTHOR:
John Everson is a staunch advocate for the culinary joys of the jalapeno and an unabashed fan of
1970s European horror cinema. He is also the Bram Stoker Award-winning author of Covenant
and its two sequels, Sacrifice and Redemption, as well as six other novels, including the erotic
horror tour de force and Bram Stoker Award finalist NightWhere and the seductive backwoods
tale of The Family Tree. Other novels include The Pumpkin Man, Siren, The 13th and the
spider-driven Violet Eyes.  
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When Detective Lawrence Ribaud wakes alone in a bloody bed with his wife missing, he knows
this is more than just a mysterious case of murder. His wife is the latest victim in a string of
bizarre disappearances. All across New Orleans, on one night each month, people are vanishing,
leaving behind nothing but a pool of blood on the bedsheets... and an abandoned heart. Ribaud
doesn't believe in voodoo, but he soon finds himself moving through the underbelly of a secret
society of snakes, sacrifices and obscene rituals in search of the mysterious Black Queen... and
the curse of her Voodoo Heart.

AUTHOR:
John Everson is a staunch advocate for the culinary joys of the jalapeno and an unabashed fan of
1970s European horror cinema. He is also the Bram Stoker Award-winning author of Covenant
and its two sequels, Sacrifice and Redemption, as well as six other novels, including the erotic
horror tour de force and Bram Stoker Award finalist NightWhere and the seductive backwoods
tale of The Family Tree. Other novels include The Pumpkin Man, Siren, The 13th and the
spider-driven Violet Eyes.  
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Once upon a time, most of Britain and Ireland was covered in woodland. Many of the trees have
been cleared, but our connection with the wildwood remains. It is a place of danger, adventure
and transformation, where anything could happen.

Here is a collection of traditional folk tales of oak, ash and thorn, hunting forests and rebellion,
timber and triumph in battle, wild ghosts and woodwoses. Lisa Schneidau retells some of the old
stories and relates them to the trees and forests in the landscape of our islands today.

These stories are essential reading for all those who feel a pull towards the wild in our landscape,
and at the edge of our lives.

AUTHOR:
Lisa Schneidau has an MSc in Ecology and has worked for the last 20 years for Wildlife Trusts
across the UK, in roles including farm advisor, botanical surveyor, political lobbyist and
spokesperson, and conservation director. She also been storytelling proefssionally for about 12
years. She now divides her time between storytelling projects and managing wildlife projects for
Devon Wildlife Trust. Her storytelling work includes evening performance, school training and
classroom projects, and developing approaches to link story and the environment. She leads the
Dartmoor and South Devon story circles and lives in Moretonhampstead, Devon. 
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A celebration of the wildest and weirdest that action cinema has to offer, the hosts of the Really
Awful Movies podcast take you on a fun-filled pilgrimage through the nuttiest movies in the
genre. Traversing both decades and continents, these 100 titles reach beyond the typical patron
saints of action, giving unsung genre heroes like Vic Diaz, Reb Brown, and Godfrey Ho their due.
Our intrepid hosts have highlighted action gems with all of the necessary components for
greatness: Heroes! Villains! Henchmen! But something's typically missing. Usually, it's a budget.
Often, it's talent. But that doesn't mean these films aren't as entertaining as any mainstream
fare. Divided into nine chapters by subgenre, featuring stills and posters, and with a foreword by
genre icon Brian Trenchard-Smith, Mine's Bigger Than Yours is a romp through the world of
fisticuffs, jailbreaks, pit fighting, mercenaries, and really big explosions - all the stuff that makes
action movies great.

AUTHORS:
Christopher Lombardo and Jeff Kirschner are genre movie fanatics and cohosts of the Really
Awful Movies podcast. They are authors of Death by Umbrella! The 100 Weirdest Horror Movie
Weapons.
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This book focuses on some of the finest movie posters ever produced – some because of the
originality of their design, others because of their success to withdraw attention and making a
film seem unmissable. 

Through the posters of the 1930s and 40s we can relive the classic era of Hollywood, to the
1950s posters promoting the use of wide screen. 

As the Hollywood studio system declined, the rise of European cinema and other national
movements in Asia and beyond would introduce new ideas to narrative films and their advertising
which would have a global impact. 

A collection of posters featuring movies which have helped shape the history of world cinema. 

•  A great collection of not only the posters of the blockbusters or classics movies of Hollywood
Golden Era, but also great European, Latin American and Asian movies which changed
film-making history. 

AUTHOR: 
Richard Dcre - For nearly 30 years Richard Dacre owned and ran Flashbacks, Europe's premiere
film memorabilia shop. During that time, he traded in posters from the silent era to the present
day sourced from all over the world. Prior to that Richard was the manager of the legendary
London repertory cinema, the Scala, and throughout his career has written, lectured and
broadcast extensively on film. He is an Associate Research Fellow at the Cinema and Television
Research Institute, Leicester.
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This book is a journey in words and pictures from ancient times to the modern day, via the
history and geography of one of the oldest phenomena in the history of mankind: beer! 

This book brings to the reader the ancient story of beer, presenting ingredients and methods of
production, which for the most part have not changed in Centuries, and accompanies the reader
in his discovery of ten types of beer made in the principle beer-making traditions around the
world.

• The book reveals many trade secrets and recommends beers that are unknown to most
people: salty, smoky, true to medieval recipes, or recently created by daring independent
brewers. 
• Stunning pictures of still-life and food expert Petroni will allow the reader to merge into the
refreshing world of beers! 

AUTHOR:
Fabio Petroni, after studying photography, worked with some of the best-known professionals in
the sector. His career has led him to specialise in portraits and still lifes, fields in which he has
demonstrated an intuitive and rigorous style. He has published several titles for White Star
Publishers
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Pairing notorious gangsters and mobsters from movies and television with signature cocktails, this
pocket-sized collection of boozy recipes is so much fun, it's criminal.

It's been a century since the prohibition sent Americans scurrying to speakeasies and decades
since the movie industry turned mobsters into celebrities. Now the two worlds collide in this highly
original collection that creates signature cocktails for gangsters of every stripe. There's Tommy
Shelby, who likes his Irish whiskey strong and stiff with just a splash of sweet vermouth and
bitters. Billie Frechette mixes gin with honey and lemon, making the drink almost as sweet as her
love for John Dillinger. There's also Mia Wallace, who gets a boozy take on a classic milkshake.
Famous characters from much-loved recent TV series including The Sopranos, Peaky Blinders,
and Boardwalk Empire are seen alongside iconic roles from classic films such as The Godfather,
Goodfellas, Scarface, and Miller's Crossing. Each character and drink is illustrated by acclaimed
comic book artist Shawn McManus. Whether you're a budding mixologist or gearing up to watch
The Godfather, this handy book provides the perfect blend of slick recipes and popular culture.

AUTHOR:
Vincent Pollard is an award-winning mixologist and gin distiller who has written about cocktails
and the alcohol industry for trade and general publications, including Vice. He lives in Bogota,
Colombia.

Shawn McManus is a Brooklyn-based comic book illustrator. He has worked extensively over three
decades for DC Comics and other companies, notably for DC's Vertigo imprint including the
Fables series. McManus has worked on stories such as Legends of the Dark Knight and was
previously nominated for a prestigious Jack Kirby graphic novel award.
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Simple, dynamic, flavor-packed recipes from the authors of The Flavor Matrix - informed by the
science of flavour pairing but accessible enough for every cook.

Fans were ravenous for more recipes from James Briscione and Brooke Parkhurst, authors of
The Flavor Matrix, so the authors are serving up 100 new recipes in Flavor for All, drawing on the
same principles and flavour-focused approach as their previous book. This is, at heart, a practical
home-cooking book with delicious and accessible recipes for everyday life, but with unique and
unexpected twists based on scientifically approved flavor pairings. Some of the recipes include
Seared Steaks with Almond-Cherry Pesto; Brown Butter, Maple, and Pear Pork Roast;
Milk-Poached Fish with Basil; and Chocolate and Red Wine Bread Pudding. The book will explain
why it is that certain flavors taste so good together and provide plenty of practical tips on how to
coax the maximum amount of flavour from your ingredients. This new cookbook will appeal to
both chemistry aficionados and casual cooks alike, with simple, easy recipes that fit into an
everyday menu.

AUTHORS:
James Briscione and Brooke Parkhurst are the husband-and-wife authors of four cookbooks,
including the best-selling The Flavor Matrix. James is a chef and Food Network personality who
hosted the award-winning digital series Man Crafted and is featured on the new Food Network
Kitchen app, which offers live and on-demand cooking classes. He's the first-ever two-time
Chopped champion and regularly appears on television as a host and judge. James has appeared
on Beat Bobby Flay, The Kitchen, Best Thing I Ever Ate, The Dr. OZ Show, and more. He was
formerly the director of culinary research at the Institute of Culinary Education in New York City,
where he led the school's collaboration with IBM on the groundbreaking project "Chef Watson."
James and Brooke live in Pensacola, Florida and are the owners of Angelena's Ristorante Italiano.
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Home cooks learn how to use an Instant Pot or other multicooker to make cheese, including
ricotta, goat cheese, paneer, mozzarella, feta, and more.

The beloved Instant Pot can be used to do just about anything: caramelize onions, boil eggs,
steam rice... and now, make cheese! Cheesemaking in a multicooker is not only time- and
money-saving, but the cooker's accurate and consistent temperatures make it an ideal tool for
the craft. Claudia Lucero, author of the best-selling One-Hour Cheese, presents the
cheesemaking basics, then covers classics such as paneer, ricotta, goat cheese, and easy cottage
cheese before introducing more sophisticated options like burrata and feta, and even dairy-free
alternatives. For multicookers with a "Yogurt" function, there are recipes for cultured dairy
products such as buttermilk, ghee, and sour cream, too.

AUTHOR:
Claudia Lucero is the author of Instant Pot Cheese, One-Hour Cheese, and One-Hour Dairy-Free
Cheese. She is the entrepreneur behind UrbanCheesecraft.com and DIY Cheese Kits, which she
sells through Etsy, specialty food shops, and select Whole Foods stores, and she developed the
home cheesemaking kits for Williams-Sonoma's Agrarian product line. She lives in Portland,
Oregon.
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100+ all-new meatless recipes for the Instant Pot by the best-selling author of Indian Instant Pot
and Instant Pot Fast & Easy.

Urvashi Pitre, author of best-selling cookbooks such as Indian Instant Pot Cookbook, The Keto
Instant Pot Cookbook, and Instant Pot Fast & Easy, is back with her latest Instant Pot collection
featuring 100 boldly flavoured vegetarian and vegan recipes. Unlike with many other vegetarian
cookbooks, you won't find esoteric ingredients like seitan, tempeh, and fake meats. Instead, the
emphasis is on fresh, whole foods that everyone in the family will enjoy, even meat eaters, from
Mexican, French, Greek, Thai, and Indian cuisines, to name just a few. The recipes have been
impeccably tested, as are all of Pitre's recipes, so they will work right every time with a minimum
amount of fuss. Dishes like Eggplant Parmigiana Pasta, Harissa Bean Stew, Butternut-Ginger
Soup, and Hot Fudge Pudding Cake use whole, plant-based ingredients and come together for an
indulgent and satisfying meal, making this an essential purchase for Instant Pot fans - vegetarian
or not.

AUTHOR:
Urvashi Pitre moved to the U.S. thirty years ago with $20 in her pocket, two suitcases, a college
scholarship, and a headful of Indian recipes passed down through her family. Now she runs her
own global consulting firm. She lost 80 pounds following a restricted calorie, low-carb, keto diet,
and she uses her blog, Two Sleevers, to share recipes with others. She is the author of Indian
Instant Pot Cookbook, The Keto Instant Pot Cookbook, Every Day Easy Air Fryer, Instant Pot Fast
& Easy, and Keto Fat Bombs, Sweets, and Treats.
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Deal with the stresses and strains of an overcomplicated, anxiety-ridden life by rediscovering the
ancient art of Pintfulness. More recent, fashionable but unproven ideas, such as Mindfulness,
have pushed Pintfulness into an underappreciated niche. These days, the millennial generation
rejects going for a pint in favour of less alcoholic pursuits. They are the most anxious, depressed
and burnt-out generation that ever lived. This is no coincidence. 

The Little Book of Pintfulness will prove that rediscovering the ancient art of pint-taking can help
this, and every other generation, to chill the hell out and regain a sense of equilibrium, while
imparting a great deal of beer related knowledge along the way. In Pintfulness lies happiness.

Full to the brim with useful tips on drinking etiquette and fascinating facts, this celebration of the
world's third-most favourite drink will turn you into a well-rounded beer expert but not a beer
bore. Many truths can be found at the bottom of a pint glass. Please read responsibly.

AUTHOR:
Howard Linskey is a bestselling author of crime and historical fiction published in seven countries.
His debut novel The Drop was voted one of the Top Five Thrillers of the Year by the Times
newspaper and The Damage was voted one of its top summer reads. His David Blake series was
optioned for TV by Harry Potter producer, David Barron. The Little Book of Pintfulness is his first
work of non-fiction.

20 b/w illustrations
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100+ gluten-free, grain-free, and dairy-free recipes based on the popular Cook Primal Gourmet
blog, fully endorsed by Whole30.

Ronny Joseph Lvovski struggled with a lifetime of obesity, failed diets, and low self-esteem
before discovering the Paleo diet. Once he eliminated grains and dairy from his diet, his allergies,
asthma, upset stomachs, headaches, back pain, lethargy, excess fat, and cravings disappeared.
After losing 40 pounds, Ronny set out to create gourmet-quality meals that followed Paleo
guidelines and left him feeling satisfied. He shared those recipes on his Primal Gourmet blog, and
became one of the most popular contributors to the @whole30recipes Instagram account. The
Primal Gourmet Cookbook, Ronny's first, is fully endorsed by Whole30 and includes a foreword by
Whole30 co-creator Melissa Urban. The cookbook includes more than 120 recipes, with blog
fan-favorites plus all-new dishes such as Mojo Loco Chicken Wings, Short Rib Ragu, Jerk Ribs,
and Moroccan Lamb Stew, proving healthy diets really can be delicious.

AUTHOR:
Ronny Joseph Lvovski is the son of Russian-Jewish immigrants and currently lives in Toronto with
his wife, Catalina, and daughter, Sofia. In 2013, after a lifetime of struggling with obesity, body
image, and failed diets, he began a health journey that rehabilitated his relationship with food
and inspired his popular blog, Cook Primal Gourmet, where he shares easy and delicious paleo
and Whole30 recipes. Ronny is a self-taught cook, photographer, and food stylist, and in 2018,
he earned a PhD in Art History and Visual Culture from York University, with a focus in Medieval
Spanish Architecture. He works as a part-time professor of art history and is an award-winning
scholar.
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Anita Sumer is a passionate, self-taught, 100% sourdough baker and teacher, based in Slovenia
who has become an international sensation - she now has over 70,000 followers on Instagram
@sourdough_mania. She started baking sourdough when her husband was ill and could not eat
yeasted bread. So successful has she been that she is now teaching sourdough baking around
the world; 9 countries and across 3 continents. In 2017, she published her unique sourdough
book in her native Slovenia, a first of its kind and the book received two Gourmand World
Cookbook Awards. The book has now been published in German, Dutch, French and Croatian.
The book features both simple-to-make recipes and more ambitious recipes for more festive
occasions. Readers can feast their eyes (and later their stomachs) on rye bread, simple white
bread, corn bread, buckwheat bread, fruit bread, donuts, brioches and much more. Sourdough
Mania contains chapters on types of grain, making a sourdough leven, the baking process,
ingredients and useful tools. Every stage is fully illustrated with step-by-step photography on
weighing, mixing, kneading, shaping, scoring, and baking, to take you on a journey to the
healthy world of sourdough baking made easy. Anita has started a real bread revolution which
more and more people are joining in to bake healthier and more delicious bread. Sourdough
Mania is here.

AUTHOR:
Anita Sumer is a passionate, self-taught, 100% sourdough baker and teacher, based in Slovenia
who has become an international sensation - she now has over 70,000 followers on Instagram
@sourdough_mania. She started baking sourdough when her husband was ill and could not eat
yeasted bread. So successful has she been that she is now teaching sourdough baking around
the world; nine countries and across three continents.
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A Taste of Greece is not just a cookbook; it is a declaration of love for Greek culture, Greek
lifestyle, and Greek cuisine. Well-known personalities from across the world who all share a
special bond with this ever-fascinating Mediterranean country gave their favourite recipes, told us
of their much-loved foods, and opened their hearts as they shared their memories and revealed
what Greece means to them. Founded in 2011, BOROUME is the only nonprofit organisation in
Greece dedicated to reducing food waste and fighting malnutrition at the same time, by creating
networks of food donors and receivers throughout the country. Their stories and recipes
illustrated by stunning photos will give you a real appreciation of Greek cuisine, age-old
traditions, and a fascinating contemporary culture.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Fantastic gift book of Greek recipes, with 117 photos of the Greek landscape, people, and
cuisine.
•  Well-known personalities share their favorite regional dishes, including Princess Tatiana's
signature Paxos Salad, which showcases delicious flavours of the Mediterranean.
•  A share of the profits go towards the NGO Boroume, which facilitates saving food to combat
food waste and malnutrition.

109 colour and 8 b/w photographs
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Following on from the previously released NES Encyclopedia, the SNES Encyclopedia is the
ultimate resource for fans of Nintendo's second home video game console, the Super Nintendo
Entertainment System. Containing detailed information on all 780 games released for the SNES
in the west, this enormous book is full of screenshots, trivia and charmingly bad jokes. It also
includes a bonus section covering the entire 22-game library of the Virtual Boy, Nintendo's
ill-fated 3D system which was released at the end of the SNES's life.

AUTHOR:
Chris Scullion has been a Scottish video game journalist since 2006, and previously wrote The
NES Encyclopedia for Pen and Sword Books. Although he's best known for his six years at the
UK's Official Nintendo Magazine, he's also written for the likes of Official Xbox Magazine, Official
PlayStation Magazine, Nintendo Life, Vice, Retro Gamer, Polygon, The Guardian, Computer &
Video Games, GamesMaster and Red Bull. Chris has also appeared on Sky News and BBC News
in the past to discuss gaming, and was recently nominated for the Best Critic award by the
Games Media Brit List 2018. 
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Monty Don, Britain's treasured horticulturalist, explores iconic and little-known gardens
throughout America.

For decades, Britain's much-loved gardener Monty Don has been leading us down all kinds of
garden paths to show us why green spaces are vital to our wellbeing and culture. Now, he travels
across America to trace the fascinating histories of outdoor spaces which variously epitomise or
redefine the American garden. Don looks at a huge variety of gardens and outdoor spaces at the
centre of American history from the White House Kitchen Garden and the garden at the British
Embassy in DC, to the slave garden at Thomas Jefferson's Monticello estate and Middleton Place
in South Carolina. On the West coast, he visits verdant oases designed by Richard Neutra,
Charles Eames, and Frank Lloyd Wright. Don delves into contemporary interpretations of outdoor
space, looking at how urban gardens such as New York City's High Line feed our souls, and how
some can even feed our bodies - such as the Edible Schoolyard in San Francisco and guerrilla
gardeners' urban farm in inner-city Detroit. The book also invites us to take a peek into the
gardens of well-known figures such as Bette Midler, Lionel Richie, and Anna Wintour. Throughout
the volume, celebrated photographer Derry Moore brings each of these gardens to life with
splendid images that capture the settings' unique light, ambiance, and sense of space. Featuring
luscious photography and Monty Don's engaging and informed commentary, this book will leave
you with a richer understanding of how and why America's most important gardens came to be
designed.

AUTHOR:
Monty Don OBE is the UK's leading garden writer and broadcaster. He has been making television
series for more than twenty years on a range of topics spanning travel, craft, outdoor living, and
gardening. He has hosted the BBC's 'Gardeners' World' since 2003. 

Derry Moore's photographs have been reproduced in numerous magazines including 'Architectural
Digest', 'Vogue', 'Town and Country', 'Men's Vogue' and 'Nest'. His books include 'An English
Room', 'Great English Interiors', and 'London's Great Theatres' (all by Prestel). 

180 colour illustrations
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This comprehensive guide details how to grow and process real tea (including white, green,
oolong and black).

Consumer interest in tea has grown rapidly in recent years and continues to climb. Worldwide
there are 25,000 cups of tea consumed every second - more than billion cups per day! For tea
drinkers interested in the freshest flavour, growing the leaves at home is the ideal solution. Lucky
for them, tea is not an exotic, hard-to-grow crop - it can be successfully grown anywhere that
camellias can be grown. In Grow Your Own Tea, readers will learn how to cultivate, harvest, and
process this venerable crop. Parks and Wolcott share details on how to get started; describe
cultivation, long-term maintenance, and harvesting; show how to grow tea plants in containers;
and describe how to process and store harvested tea leaves. Grow Your Own Tea includes
information on how to produce white, green, oolong and black teas.

AUTHORS:
Christine Parks, Ph.D., developed Camellia Forest Tea Gardens in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, to
grow and make tea and provide an educational setting for visitors. Parks is also a partner in Tea
Flower Research, collecting, propagating, and testing cultivars for hardiness in the NC Piedmont
region.

Susan Walcott, Ph.D., is a Professor of Geography at the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro. Her publications include several articles on American grown tea. She has written
three Additional experience with publishing includes three books, as well as numerous book
chapters and academic articles.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Consumer interest in tea has grown rapidly in recent years and continues to climb. Worldwide
there are 25,000 cups of tea consumed every second - about 2.16 billion cups per day. Recent
studies showing the toxicity of commercially produced teas are leading more people to grow their
own tea. This book is for this lay audience.
•   Readers will find information on planning and planting a tea garden; care and maintenance;
growing in containers; and detailed instructions on harvesting and making tea.
•  Parks and Walcott are experts in the small-scale production of tea. Their expertise combined
with clear, step-by-step photography make this a must-read for tea fans.

150 colour photographs, 5 illustrations
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The engaging story of leaving a beloved garden and creating a new, very different garden, by
one of America's best-known and most accomplished garden writers.

Page Dickey and her husband Bosco recently walked away from their celebrated garden at Duck
Hill. After 34 years of cultivating, nurturing, and loving their land, they left behind the thousands
of perennials, bulbs, and trees they had planted young and watched grow and stretch over time.

In Uprooted, Dickey reflects on this transition and on what it means for a gardener to start
again. Readers follow her along the journey: searching for a new home, discovering the ins and
outs of the landscape surrounding her new garden, establishing the garden, and learning how to
be a different kind of gardener. The surprise at the heart of the book? Although Dickey was sad
to leave her beloved garden, she found herself thrilled and challenged to begin a new garden in
a wilder, larger landscape. Written with humor and elegance, Uprooted is for gardeners and
plant lovers, fans of garden writing, and people seeking a meaningful gift for the gardeners in
their lives.

AUTHOR:
Page Dickey is a garden writer, lecturer, and designer. She has written on garden design for
House & Garden, House Beautiful, and Elle Decor. She lectures regularly on garden design and
teaches classes at the New York Botanical Garden and the Horticultural Society of New York.
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Connect with the animal kingdom and celebrate change with the Monarch Butterfly (Danaus
plexippus). Through the intricate linework and lush colours of illustrator Kate O'Hara's art, this
puzzle highlights the beauty and resilience of the Monarch Butterfly. Asx described in Maia Toll's
best-selling book The Illustrated Bestiary, the Monarch Butterfly goes into her chrysalis where she
transforms, creating wings to gift herself with flight. Channel the Monarch Butterfly's powers of
renewal as you place each piece and watch her emerge.

The books in Maia Toll's Wild Wisdom Series - The Illustrated Herbiary, The Illustrated Bestiary
and The Illustrated Crystallary - explore the magic, rituals and guidance garnered from the
natural world.

Illustrator Kate O'Hara creates intricate nature drawings from her studio in Reno, Nevada.
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Unearth the magic of minerals with Garden Quartz. This puxxle reveals the multitudes this
gemstone contains, beautifully captured in the delicate linework of illustrator Kate O'Hara. As
described in Maia Toll's book The Illustrated Crystallary, Garden Quartz invites you to explore
your own inner landscape, the individual layers, that have shaped you, created by time past and
experiences lived. As you place each piece, watch Garden Quartz take shape and discover the
worlds that thrive within.

The books in Maia Toll's Wild Wisdom Series - The Illustrated Herbiary, The Illustrated Bestiary
and The Illustrated Crystallary - explore the magic, rituals and guidance garnered from the
natural world.

Illustrator Kate O'Hara creates intricate nature drawings from her studio in Reno, Nevada.
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The California Poppy (Eschscholzia californica) offers soothing medicine, encouraging a deep
relaxation and rest that brings renewal. Illustrator Kate O'Hara captures poppy's cycle of rest and
renewal in this detailed puzzle, featuring her drawing, from Maia Toll's best-selling book The
Illustrated Herbiary, and brings to life the poppy's restorative glow. With each piece you place,
the flower comes into bloom.

The books in Maia Toll's Wild Wisdom Series - The Illustrated Herbiary, The Illustrated Bestiary
and The Illustrated Crystallary - explore the magic, rituals and guidance garnered from the
natural world.

Illustrator Kate O'Hara creates intricate nature drawings from her studio in Reno, Nevada.
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37 eternal reflections that have flowed through the tides of time to soothe the spirit, presented
within a unique framework of rare sixteenth century art and striking contemporary images, a
glorious sequel to Love & Wisdom.

The eternal reflections in this new volume have flowed through the tides of time to soothe the
spirit. This special gift book with gilded edges takes the reader on an uplifting journey with
inspirational quotes that are as relevant today as they were centuries ago. Stunning photographs
of water, and its beauty in nature, are framed by rare 16th century Illumination manuscript
borders to showcase poignant messages of love, joy, grief, resilience, gratitude, enlightenment,
and peace. Author Alexandra Villard de Borchgrave's moving introduction, in which she writes of
her personal loss, inspires the reader to re-embark on the spiritual journey started in Love &
Wisdom.

AUTHOR:
Alexandra Villard de Borchgrave has built a reputation as a photojournalist, author, poet, and
philanthropist. Her photographs have appeared on the covers of internationally renowned
publications, such as Newsweek and Paris Match. She is the co-author of Villard: The Life and
Times of an American Titan (2001), and the author of Healing Light: Thirty Messages of Love,
Hope, and Courage (2005); Heavenly Order: Twenty Five Meditations of Wisdom and Harmony
(2008); Beloved Spirit: Pathways to Love, Grace, and Mercy (2011), To Catch A Thought: 50
Reflections for the Heart (2014); and Love and Wisdom: 37 Timeless Reflections. Mrs. de
Borchgrave founded the nonprofit organization, the Light of Healing Hope Foundation, in 2010
with the mission of giving books as gifts to hospitals and hospices to bring comfort and healing to
those in need.

SELLING POINT:
•  A stunning sequel to Love & Wisdom. Images from sixteenth century art from the
Smithsonian’s Freer/Sackler Gallery and contemporary photographs from the National Geographic
Image Collection.

50 colour illustrations
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Piece together a fascinating visual exploration of the natural world. Featuring illustrations from
Julia Rothman's bestselling book Nature Anatomy, this puzzle will  open your eyes to new ways of
seeing earth and sky, flora and fauna. With each piece you put in place, nature's wonders unfold:
the crystalline structure of a single snowflake, the different types of feathers on a bird, a
constellation of stars. A distinctive blend of art and science, this sweeping study of the universe
will delight, educate and enlighten.

Julia Rothman is an illustratior and pattern designer based in Brooklyn, New York. She is the
author of several books including Ocean Anatomy, Nature Anatomy, Nature Anatomy Notebook,
Food Anatomy and Farm Anatomy. 
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Embark on a journey of discovery, piece by piece. Featuring illustrations from Julia Rothman's
book Ocean Anatomy, this puzzle is a captivating visual tour of life above and below the waves.
From the steep cliffs of the sea floor to the patterns and shapes of sea turtle shells to the
animals that populate polar ice, this gorgeous study of the watery world will delight and enlighten
every ocean lover.

Julia Rothman is an illustratior and pattern designer based in Brooklyn, New York. She is the
author of several books including Ocean Anatomy, Nature Anatomy, Nature Anatomy Notebook,
Food Anatomy and Farm Anatomy. 
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Blitz Diary is a remarkable series of accounts from the war's darkest days, with heart-warming
stories of survival, perseverance, solidarity and bravery, the preservation of which becomes
increasingly important as the Blitz fades from living memory. War with Germany seemed
increasingly likely throughout the 1930s. The British Government and the general population
believed that bombs and poison gas would be dropped on civilians in major towns and cities with
the aim of terrifying them into surrendering. Today the Blitz, far from breaking civilian morale, is
seen as achieving the opposite; it helped galvanise public opinion to carry on fighting the war.
But in 1937, preparations to protect the population were hopelessly inadequate, and the British
government was far from confident that people would respond in this way. This expanded edition
includes new chapters on the civil defence contribution of rescue parties, first aiders and nurses,
and much more besides.
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In 1453, Richard, Duke of York, claimed the throne of England from his Lancastrian kinsman
Henry VI, and set off a series of conflicts between rival branches of the English royal family,
better known as the Wars of the Roses. Blood Roses traces the origins of this bitter rivalry all the
way back to 1245 with the birth of the first Earl of Lancaster, Henry III's younger son, Edmund.
Thomas, the second Earl, was the first cousin and most dangerous enemy of King Edward II, and
ended up being executed after a decade and half of rivalry and conflict. Thomas's nephew Henry,
the first Duke of Lancaster, was one of the great figures of the fourteenth century and was the
father-in-law of Edward III's third son John of Gaunt, probably the most famous member of the
House of Lancaster. Edward III's fourth son Edmund of Langley founded the House of York in
1385; his son Edward was killed at Agincourt in 1415 and was the uncle of Richard, duke of York.
Blood Roses takes the reader through 170 years of bloody warfare and political intrigue, and sets
the scene for one of the most famous conflicts in English history. 

AUTHOR:
Kathryn Warner has been a recognised expert on the reign of Edward II (1307-27) for more than
ten years. She currently works part-time as an English teacher, and carries out historical
research on the fourteenth century. She gives lectures about Edward, his life and reign and
possible survival after 1327, in the UK and in Italy. Her biography Edward II: The Unconventional
King (Amberley, 2015) has to date sold almost 3,000 copies in hardback and e-book alone. 
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Just who did the British think they were? For much of the last 1,500 years, when the British
looked back to their origins they saw the looming mythological figure of Brutus of Troy. A
great-great-grandson of the love goddess Aphrodite through her Trojan son Aeneas (the hero of
Virgil's Aeneid), Brutus accidentally killed his father and was exiled to Greece. He liberated the
descendants of the Trojans who lived there in slavery and led them on an epic voyage to Britain.
Landing at Totnes in Devon, Brutus overthrew the giants who lived in Britain, laid the foundations
of Oxford University and London and sired a long line of kings, including King Arthur and the
ancestors of the present Royal Family.

Invented to give Britain a place in the overarching mythologies of the Classical world and the
Bible, Brutus's story long underpinned the British identity and played a crucial role in royal
propaganda and foreign policy. His story inspired generations of poets and playwrights, including
Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, Pope, Wordsworth, Dickens and Blake, whose hymn 'Jerusalem'
was a direct response to the story of Brutus founding London as the New Troy in the west.

Leading genealogist Anthony Adolph traces Brutus's story from Roman times onwards, charting
his immense popularity and subsequent fall from grace, along with his lasting legacy in fiction,
pseudo-history and the arcane mythology surrounding some of London's best-known landmarks,
in this groundbreaking biography of the mythological founder of Britain..

AUTHOR:
Anthony Adolph is a well-known professional genealogist with a particular interest in tracing
family lines as far back as possible. He researched and co-presented Channel 4's "Extraordinary
Ancestors", Radio 4's "Meet the Descendants" and BBC 1's "Gene Detectives", has appeared on
"Heir Hunters" and "Who Do You Think You Are?" and was a commentator for Sky and ITN News
on the birth of his 10th cousin twice removed, Prince George of Cambridge. His books include "In
Search of our Ancient Ancestors: From the Big Bang to Modern Britain, in Science and Myth" (Pen
& Sword, 2015). 
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In the later 2nd century BC, after a period of rapid expansion and conquest, the Roman Republic
found itself in crisis. In North Africa her armies were already bogged down in a long difficult
guerrilla war in a harsh environment when invasion by a coalition of Germanic tribes, the Cimbri,
Teutones and Ambrones, threatened Italy and Rome itself, inflicting painful defeats on Roman
forces in pitched battle. Gaius Marius was the man of the hour. The first war he brought to an
end through tactical brilliance, bringing the Numidian King Jugurtha back in chains. Before his
ship even returned to Italy, the senate elected Marius to lead the war against the northern
invaders. Reorganising and reinvigorating the demoralised Roman legions, he led them to two
remarkable victories in the space of months, crushing the Teutones and Ambrones at Aquiae
Sextae and the Cimbri at Vercellae. The Roman army emerged from this period of crisis a much
leaner and more professional force and the author examines the extent to which the 'Marian
Reforms' were responsible for this and the extent to which they can be attributed to Marius
himself.

AUTHOR:
Dr Gareth Sampson has a PhD in Ancient History from Manchester University where he taught for
a number of years. His first book was Defeat of Rome (Pen & Sword, 2008). He lives in
Plymouth. 
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Arthur Wellesley, the Duke of Wellington, was the outstanding British individual of the nineteenth
century. His victories at Seringapatam and Assaye extended British control in India and his
famous campaign in Spain and Portugal helped to drive Napoleon into exile. Wellington is, of
course, mostly remembered for defeating Napoleon at Waterloo and his prestige after that
epoch-changing event saw him becoming Prime Minister of Great Britain on two occasions. These
are the commonly-known facts about the Iron Duke, but in this remarkable investigation into the
life of Britain's greatest general, we learn so much more about Wellington as a person, through
the objects, large and small, that marked key episodes in his personal, military and public life.
Renowned historian Gareth Glover details Wellington's family background in Ireland, his early
military career, his one-and-only meeting with Nelson, his campaigns in Flanders, the Iberian
Peninsula and Waterloo. What we also learn is of his difficult marriage - and his scandalous
womanising, even bedding the same woman as Napoleon - and his strained relationship with his
two boys. His political career was a controversial one, including his fight to pass the Catholic
Emancipation Bill and of a period of three months when he ran the government by himself
because he refused to appoint any Cabinet ministers! Packed with more than 200 full-colour
photographs, "The Duke of Wellington in 100 Objects" will show the world the objects he
touched, or which touched him, in the life of one of the most outstanding characters Britain has
ever produced.

AUTHOR:
Gareth Glover is an ex-Royal Navy Officer who has studied the Napoleonic Wars for over forty
years and over the last decade has written and compiled more than eighty books of previously
unpublished archival material from the period. He is the acknowledged foremost authority on the
British archives related to the Napoleonic Wars and has made a huge number of discoveries
which have radically altered our understanding of the Waterloo campaign. 
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The stories of Finn MacCoul and his warriors were once told at every fireside in Scotland and
Ireland. After centuries in obscurity, this collection brings the tales roaring to life again.
Here you will find Diarmuid, whom no woman can help but fall in love with, and Ossian, a
warrior-poet raised in the woods by a wild deer. There is Grainne, ancient ancestor of Iseult and
Guinevere; and Finn himself, whose name was once a byword for wisdom, generosity and
beauty.

Enter a world of feasting and fighting, battles and poetry, riddles and omens; join Finn and the
Fianna in their never-ending quest to drink deeper and deeper of the cup of life.

AUTHOR:
Daniel is a Scottish storyteller, writer and musician. He has been telling stories professionally for
a decade and has been described as 'one of Scotland's finest storytellers' (David Campbell), 'a
master... possessing a very rare gift' (Jess Smith) and 'mischievous and magical' (Donald Smith).
He has performed across the UK and in the US, Europe and Asia, weaving stories of magic,
adventure, darkness and beauty together with virtuoso didgeridoo playing. He has an MA in
Creative Writing and has recently submitted my second novel to agents. His interests include Thai
boxing, history and meditation. He lives in Midlothian. 
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The world's most famous hats have their origins in Britain. In fact, many of them were designed
by James Lock & Co, the world's oldest hatters, whose history can be traced back to 1676. Their
shop at 6 St. James's Street, London, their headquarters since 1765, has played host to an
extraordinary clientele over the years, including Lord Nelson, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
Junior, Jackie Onassis and, more recently, Jackie Chan and David Beckham. Iconic hats such as
the bowler, Nelson's bicorn, Oscar Wilde's fedora, Queen Elizabeth's coronation crown and
Winston Churchill’s homburg were created here, and British Tommies in the First World War were
even fitted for their Mark 1 tin helmets at Lock & Co before travelling to the Western Front.
Britain in 25 Hats celebrates these as well as hats that have graced the screen, such as Oddjob's
steel-rimmed Sandringham in Goldfinger (designed at Lock & Co) and, more recently, the flat
cap worn by the infamous Shelby clan in Peaky Blinders. This is the first book to tell the history of
Britain through its headwear.

AUTHOR:
Well-received by reviewers and readers alike, David Long's engaging, imaginative and
well-informed books reflect an unquenchable thirst for those events and personalities that
illuminate the past. An author and writer since leaving university, his work has appeared in the
Sunday Times, in countless magazines and London’s Evening Standard. 
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This book shows the history of charts and nautical maps from the earliest known examples to the
one used in the Twentieth Century, with a special focus on the map makers and the methods of
use from 1300 to 1900. The maps included are part of the collection owned by Barry Lawrence
Rudeman Antique Maps Inc., the world leader institution for nautical maps. The reader can find in
this book the most indicative of trends and ideas through time. Special focus on technical
features, beauty, sophisticated content. For each example in the volume, the reader will find out
how the maps where designed and created, as well as they were used during navigation or in
preparation of the journey.

AUTHOR:
Katherine Parker, fellowship of the Royal Geographical Society, is the Research Officer at Barry
Lawrence Ruderman Antique Maps Inc. She received her PhD in History from the University of
Pittsburgh in 2016. She has published in an array of scholarly journals and edited collections. 

Barry Lawrence Ruderman Aantique Maps Iic. is located in La Jolla, California, and is a leading
dealer of fine antique maps and atlases. It was established in 1992 and since then, it has earned
a reputation for handling top-quality authentic antique maps
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The British have been baking for centuries. Here, for the first time, is a comprehensive account
of how our relationship with this much-loved art has changed, evolved and progressed over time.
Renowned food historian and author, Emma Kay, skilfully combines the related histories of
Britain's economy, innovation, technology, health, cultural and social trends with the personal
stories of many of the individuals involved with the whole process: the early pioneers, the recipe
writers, the cooks, the entrepreneurs. The result is a deliciously fascinating read, one that will
prove to be juicer than the juiciest of juicy baked goods.

AUTHOR:
Emma is a post-graduate historian and former senior museum worker. Now, food historian,
author and prolific collector of Kitchenalia. She lives in the Cotswolds with her husband and young
son. Her articles have appeared in publications including "BBC History Magazine", "The Daily
Express", "Daily Mail" and "Times Literary Supplement". She has contributed historic food
research for a number of television production companies and featured several times on Talk
Radio Europe, BBC Hereford and Worcester, BBC Coventry and Warwickshire and LifeFM. In 2018
she appeared in a ten-part series for the BBC and Hungry Gap Productions, 'The Best Christmas
Food Ever' and on BBC Countryfile, co-presenting a feature exploring the heritage of the black
pear. She has delivered talks for Bath Literature Festival, Stroud Book Festival, 1 Royal Crescent,
Bath, The Women's Institute and Freckleton Library among others. Emma has had six books
published including: "Dining with the Georgians" (2014), "Dining with the Victorians" (2015),
"Cooking up History: Chefs of the Past" (2017), "Vintage Kitchenalia" (2017), "More than a
Sauce: A Culinary History of Worcestershire" (2018), "Stinking Bishops and Spotty Pigs: A History
of Gloucestershire's Food and Drink" (2019). She is currently researching for several new titles.
Emma is a member of The Guild of Food Writers. 
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Death was a constant presence in the lives of the rich and poor alike in seventeenth-century
England, being much more visible in everyday existence than it is today. It is a highly important
and surprisingly captivating part of the epic story of England during the turbulent years of the
1600s. This book guides readers through the subject using a chronological approach, as would
have been experienced by those living in the country at the time, beginning with the myriad
causes of death, including disease, war, and capital punishment, and finishing with an exploration
of posthumous commemoration. Although contemporaries of the seventeenth century did not
fully realise it, when it came to the confrontation of mortality they were living in wildly changing
times.

AUTHOR:
Ben Norman grew up in South Cambridgeshire, in a 700-year-old farmhouse that was supposedly
visited by Oliver Cromwell in the seventeenth century. He has always found the past a fascinating
place, with a particular interest in the strange but familiar world of early modern England, and
holds a master's degree in Early Modern History from the University of York, for which he
achieved a distinction. When not immersed in history Ben enjoys writing fiction, spending days
doing absolutely nothing, and indulging in his favourite science fiction film franchise. He currently
lives and works in York. 
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Highlighting the true heroism of Antarctic explorers, the dangers they face and the equipment
used to prevail.

Ever since Captain Cook first sailed into the Great Southern Ocean in 1773, mankind has sought
to push back the boundaries of Antarctic exploration. The first expeditions tried simply to chart
Antarctica's coastline, but then the Sixth International Geographical Congress of 1895 posed a
greater challenge: the conquest of the continent itself. Though the loss of Captain Scott s Polar
Party remains the most famous, many of the resulting expeditions suffered fatalities. Some men
drowned; others fell into bottomless crevasses; many died in catastrophic fires; a few went mad;
and yet more froze to death. Modern technology increased the pace of exploration, but aircraft
and motor vehicles introduced entirely new dangers.

For the first time, Icy Graves uses the tragic tales not only of famous explorers like Robert Falcon
Scott and Aeneas Mackintosh but also of many lesser-known figures, both British and
international, to plot the forward progress of Antarctic exploration. It tells, often in their own
words, the compelling stories of the brave men and women who have fallen in what Sir Ernest
Shackleton called the White Warfare of the South.

AUTHOR:
Stephen Haddelsey has a PhD from the University of East Anglia and has been elected a fellow of
the Royal Geographical and Royal Historical societies. He is currently working with the UK
Antarctic Heritage Trust as Director of Project South Ice, and is the author of several books,
including Ice Captain: The Life of J.R. Stenhouse, and the Manitoba award-winning Operation
Tabarin: Britain's Secret Wartime Expedition to Antarctica 1944 46 (all The History Press). 
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Churchill famously claimed that the only thing that had really frightened him during the war was
the Battle of the Atlantic. Keeping open the lifeline between the US arsenal of democracy' and
the UK was essential to preparations for the invasion of Europe and in the final analysis this came
down to building merchant ships faster than German U-boats could sink them. Crucial to this
achievement was the British-designed Liberty Ship', a simple cargo ship that could be built
rapidly, combined with the untapped industrial potential of the USA that could build them in vast
numbers. Undoubtedly the most important individual in the rapid expansion of US wartime
shipyard capacity was Henry Kaiser, a man with no previous shipbuilding experience but an
entrepreneur of vision and drive. This book tells the story of how he established huge new yards
using novel mass-production techniques in the most surprising location - Oregon, one of the least
industrially developed areas of the US and one without an existing pool of skilled labour to draw
on. But it did have space, and large tracts of virgin waterfront were ideal for laying out new
shipyards from scratch. The workforce was created by encouraging people from all over the US
to move to the area, and to facilitate this the company built its own housing - in fact, a whole
new city for 44,000 workers - and provided a level of social care unheard of in present-day
America let alone in the 1940s. It was keen to recruit women workers so to encourage mothers
to go out to work it also built its own schools and nursery facilities. The result was a
well-motivated workforce that turned the Kaiser yards into the most efficient shipbuilders in the
country. In total Kaiser's Oregon yards built over 600 Liberties' and the follow-on Victory Ships' -
including one built in the record time of 10 days - as well as around 150 tankers, some 50 escort
carriers and nearly 100 amphibious warfare ships. Curiously, this truly remarkable achievement,
of huge significance to the eventual Allied victory, has been consigned to the footnotes of history,
but is fully documented and celebrated for the first time in this book.

AUTHOR:
Peter J Marsh has born in Great Britain but has lived his adult life in Portland, Oregon. He is a
journalist specialising in maritime subjects and is also a very knowledgeable local historian. He
acquired the photographic collection of the local newspaper when it closed own and inspired by
the superb wartime images - many reproduced in this book - he set out to find out more about
an industry that has virtually disappeared without trace locally. This book is the result. 
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Popular in Britain since the late seventeenth century, dolls' houses are tiny slices of social history
that give us a fascinating glimpse into domestic life over the last 300 years. In this
beautifully-illustrated book, Nicola Lisle explores the origins and history of dolls' houses and their
furnishings, from the earliest known dolls' house in sixteenth-century Bavaria to the present, and
looks at how they reflect the architecture, fashions, social attitudes, innovations and
craftsmanship of their day. She discusses the changing role of dolls' houses and highlights
significant events and people to give historical context. She also takes a look at some of the
leading dolls' house manufacturers, such as Silber & Fleming and Lines Brothers Ltd (later
Triang). The book includes numerous examples of interesting dolls' houses, the stories behind
them and where to see them. This includes famous models such as Queen Mary's spectacular
1920s dolls' house at Windsor Castle and the eighteenth-century baby house at Kew Palace.
There is also a chapter on model towns and villages, which became popular in the twentieth
century and also give us a window on the past by replicating real places or capturing scenes
typical of a bygone era. There is advice for dolls' house collectors, as well as a detailed directory
of places to visit, a timeline of dolls' house history and recommended further reading. One of the
most comprehensive guides available on the subject, this book offers unique insights into the
world of dolls' houses and is a must for anyone with an interest in the history and appeal of these
miniature treasures.

AUTHOR:
Nicola Lisle is a freelance journalist and author specialising in history and the arts. She has
written numerous articles for family history magazines, including Who Do You Think You Are?,
Your Family History and Discover Your Ancestors, and was a regular contributor to Dolls House
and Miniature Scene magazine for many years. She is the author of Tracing Your Family History
Made Easy (Which? Books, 2011) and Tracing Your Oxfordshire Ancestors (Pen & Sword, 2018). 
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This small book details the full history of Swansea in an engaging and accessible way. Here we
will trace the growth of the medieval town, the rise of the Port of Swansea, the industrial
heritage of the area and the fate that befell the town during the Second World War. Much has
changed over the years, and it is the aim of this book to present those changes in a coherent
and yet engaging manner.

History can be fun, and this book will bring out the odd and unusual in Swansea's past whilst
chronicling the development of the city. it will be of interest to locals and the many visitors that
wish to know more about the area's history.

AUTHOR:
DAVID GWYNN spent twenty years as a teacher of Business Studies, Economics, Commercial
Subjects and History, three of those years lecturing in the Education Department of Swansea
University. He writea articles for Stamp magazine and has written seven local history books on
Swansea and Gower, as well as giving talks on the subject in the area. He lives in Pontardulais,
Swansea. 
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A colourful and engaging history of London's East End.

Written by an East Ender with a love of her roots, this is a non-academic look at the area's
history, starting before the Romans. The last couple of hundred years have been well
documented but the East End's history has much more to offer.

This little history can dipped in and out of, or read from cover to cover - either way will reveal
what has made the East End the diverse place it is today.

AUTHOR:
Dee Gordon is the author of numerous local history titles about the East End and Essex. She has
given lots of talks about local history, writing and the use of the apostrophe! She has also written
poetry, for which she has won several prizes. She leads a book group and writing group for
carers, and always takes part in Southend and Essex Book Festivals. She lives in Southend, but
keeps in touch with her Stepney roots. 
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The traditional market town of Ludlow in Shropshire has entertained and amused itself over the
last 150 years with events for both rich and poor, from cockfighting to cycling clubs, from genteel
balls to rowdy tugs of war across the local river. A lively social history and snapshot of the
changing tastes in leisure, captured in fascinating original photographs and words.

AUTHOR:
Dr Derek Beattie retired to Ludlow, England, from the post of Head of History at Blackburn
College. He was awarded his doctorate from Lancaster University.
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The Macedonian pike phalanx dominated the battlefields of Greece and the Near and Middle East
for over two centuries. It was one of the most successful infantry formations of the ancient
world, only rivalled by the manipular formation of the Roman legions. The phalanx was a key
factor in the battlefield success of Alexander the Great and after his death dominated the armies
of his Successors (the Diadochoi), who ruled from Greece and Egypt to the borders of India.
Richard Taylor gives an overview of the phalanx's development, organization, equipment and
training. He analyses the reasons for its success, with an emphasis on case studies of the many
battles in which it was used, from Philip II's reign to the Mithridatic Wars. He discusses whether
the famous defeats by the Romans necessarily mean it was inherently inferior to the manipular
legion tactics, and considers what other factors were in play. The clear, accessible and
well-researched text is supported by diagrams and battle maps, making this an outstanding study
of this mighty formation.

AUTHOR:
Dr Richard Taylor holds BA and DPhil degrees in Ancient History from Oxford University. His
doctoral thesis won the Hellenic Society award for best UK thesis in classics and ancient history
(and forms the basis for part of The Macedonian Phalanx). He has published a number of articles
on ancient history and warfare in Slingshot , the journal of the Society of Ancients. He has
worked in publishing and IT, and is currently employed at a UK university. 
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"The Military History of Late Rome 518-565" provides a new, fresh analysis of the revival of
Roman fortunes during the reigns of Justin I (518-527) and Justinian I (527-565). The book
narrates in great detail the re-conquests of North Africa, Italy and southern Spain by Justinian's
armies. It also explores the massive encounters between the Romans and Persians in the east,
and the apocalyptic fights in the Balkans between the Romans and barbarians. The author pays
particular attention to the tactics and battles so there is detailed analysis of all of the period
engagements, such as Dara, Satala, Callinicum, Ad Decimum, Tricamarum, Rome, Scalae
Veteres, Antonia Castra, Gallica, Campi Catonis, Hippis River, Busta Gallorum, Mons Lactarius,
Casilinum, Archaeopolis, Phasis, and others. The narrative features the military exploits of the
great Roman heroes, such as Belisarius and Narses, while not forgetting the many other
overlooked generals such as Germanus, Mundus, John the nephew of Vitalian, Martinus,
Dagistheus and Sittas, not to mention the dashing hero John Troglita whose achievements were
immortalised by the Roman epic poet Corippus.

AUTHOR:
Dr. Ilkka Syv nne gained his doctorate in history in 2004 from the University of Tampere in his
native Finland. Since then he has written extensively about ancient and medieval warfare and his
publications include: The Age of Hippotoxotai, Art of War in Roman Military Revival and Disaster
491-636 (Tampere UP 2004), The Reign of Gallienus (Pen & Sword, 2019), the multivolume
Military History of Late Rome published by Pen & Sword and the critically acclaimed Caracalla. A
Military Biography also published by Pen & Sword. He is the co-author with Professor Katarzyna
Maksymiuk of the Military History of Third Century Iran (Siedlce UP, 2018) and the Military History
of Fifth Century Iran (Siedlce UP, 2019). He was Vice Chairman of the Finnish Society for
Byzantine Studies from 2007 until 2016. He has been an Affiliated Professor of the University of
Haifa since 2016. He lives in Kangasala, Finland. 
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In 1375, Sir William Cantilupe was found murdered in a field outside of a village in Lincolnshire.
As the case progressed, fifteen members of his household were indicted for murder, and his
armour-bearer and butler were convicted. Through the lens of this murder and its context, this
book will explore violence, social norms and deviance, and crime and punishment 'at home'
during the Hundred Years War. The case of William Cantilupe has been of interest to historians
for many years, ever since Rosamund Sillem brought it to light in her work on the Lincolnshire
Peace Rolls in the 1930s, but this is the first time it has received a book-length treatment, taking
relationships between the lords and their servants into account. The verdict - guilty of petty
treason - makes this one of the first cases where such a verdict was given, and this reveals the
deep insecurities of England at this time, where the violent rebellion of servants against their
masters (and wives against their husbands) was a serious concern, enough to warrant death by
hanging (for men) and death by burning (for women). The reader is invited to consider the
historical interpretations of the evidence, as the motives for the murder were never recorded.
The relationships between Sir William and his householders, and indeed with his own wife and ,
and whether the jury were right to convict him and his alleged accomplice in the first place.

AUTHOR:
Dr Melissa Julian-Jones teaches history at Cardiff University Centre for Continuing & Professional
Education and was the Network Facilitator for the International Research Network, Voices of Law:
Language, Text and Practice, 2016-2018. She is the co-founder and co-organiser of the biennial
Power of the Bishop in the Middle Ages conference, and the co-editor of its volumes. 
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The son of a former slave, Pertinax was the Roman Emperor who proved that no matter how
lowly your birth, you could rise to the very top through hard work, grit and determination. Born
in AD 126, he made a late career change from working as a grammar teacher to a position in
the army. As he moved up the ranks and further along the aristocratic cursus honorum, he took
on many of the most important postings in the Empire, from senior military roles in fractious
Britain, the Marcomannic Wars on the Danube, to the Parthian Wars in the east. He held
governorships in key provinces, and later consulships in Rome itself. When Emperor Commodus
was assassinated on New Year's Eve AD 192/193, the Praetorian Guard alighted on Pertinax to
become the new Emperor, expecting a pliable puppet who would favour them with great wealth.
But Pertinax was nothing of the sort and when he then attempted to reform the Guard, he was
assassinated. His death triggered the beginning of the Year of the Five Emperors' from which
Septimius Severus, Pertinax's former mentoree, became the ultimate victor and founder of the
Severan Dynasty. This previously untold story brings a fascinating and important figure out of the
shadows. A self made everyman, a man of principle and ambition, a role model respected by his
contemporaries who styled himself on his philosophising predecessor and sometime champion
Marcus Aurelius, Pertinax's remarkable story offers a unique and panoramic insight into the late
2nd century AD Principate Empire.

AUTHOR:
Dr Simon Elliott is a best-selling author, historian, archaeologist and broadcaster. He has
published five history books including "Sea Eagles of Empire: The Classis Britannica and the
Battles for Britain" (2016), "Empire State: How the Roman Military Built an Empire" (2017) and
"Septimius Severus in Scotland: The Northern Campaigns of the First Hammer of the Scots"
(2018). He lectures, has written for various publications and is a Trustee of the Council for British
Archaeology, and an ambassador for Museum of London Archaeology. 
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2020 marks the centenary of Marconi's experimental transmissions and this book seeks to
commemorate this anniversary. The book examines the history of radio and traces its
development from theories advanced by James Clerk Maxwell and Heinrich Hertz to the first
practical demonstrations by Guglielmo Marconi. It looks back to the pioneering broadcasts of the
BBC, examines the development of broadcast networks in North America and around the world.
It spotlights radio's role in the Second World War. The book also features the radio programmes
and radio personalities that made a considerable impact on the listeners during the Golden Era'.
It also examines how radio, faced by competition from its electronic progenitor - television,
adapted and survived. Indeed radio has continued to thrive despite increased competition from
mobile phones, computers, mp3 players and smart speakers. The book looks to the future and
speculates how radio will fare in a multi-platform future.

AUTHOR:
Gordon Bathgate is a writer and broadcaster from Aberdeen. He has worked in radio for over 35
years and currently presents programmes for Waves Radio in Peterhead and Radio Seagull in the
Netherlands. He has had articles published in the Scots Magazine, The Leopard Magazine and
various other publications. He has published five books and various e-books.
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According to legend, Romulus was born to a Vestal Virgin and left for dead as an infant near the
Tiber River. His life nearly ended as quickly as it began, but fate had other plans. A humble
shepherd rescued the child and helped raise him into manhood. As Romulus grew older, he
fearlessly engaged in a series of perilous adventures that ultimately culminated in Rome's
founding, and he became its fabled first king. Establishing a new city had its price, and Romulus
was forced to defend the nascent community. As he tirelessly safeguarded Rome, Romulus
proved that he was a competent leader and talented general. Yet, he also harboured a dark
side, which reared its head in many ways and tainted his legacy, but despite all of his misdeeds,
redemption and subsequent triumphs were usually within his grasp. Indeed, he is an example of
how greatness is sometimes born of disgrace. Regardless of his foreboding flaws, Rome allegedly
existed because of him and became massively successful. As the centuries passed, the Romans
never forgot their celebrated founder. This is the story that many ancient Romans believed.

AUTHOR:
Marc Hyden is the Director of State Government Affairs at a Washington DC-based think tank,
and he graduated from Georgia State University with a degree in philosophy. He has had a
long-standing fascination with ancient Rome and has written extensively on various aspects of its
history. He is also the author of Gaius Marius: The Rise and Fall of Rome's Saviour (Pen & Sword,
2017). 
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How can you find out about the lives of ancestors who were involved in the world of theatre: on
stage and on film, in the music halls and travelling shows, in the circus and in all sorts of other
forms of public performance? Katharine Cockin's handbook provides a fascinating introduction for
readers searching for information about ancestors who had clearly defined roles in the world of
the theatre and performance as well as those who left only a few tantalizing clues behind. The
wider history of public performance is outlined, from its earliest origins in church rituals and
mystery plays through periods of censorship driven by campaigns on moral and religious grounds
up to the modern world of stage and screen. Case studies, which are a special feature of the
book, demonstrate how the relevant records and be identified and interpreted, and they prove
how much revealing information they contain. Information on relevant archives, books, museums
and websites make this an essential guide for anyone who is keen to explore the subject.

AUTHOR:
Professor Katharine Cockin teaches in the Department of Literature, Film and Theatre Studies at
the University of Essex. Her interdisciplinary research has focused on archival studies, theatre
history and digital humanities in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. She is the author of
fifteen books including, as editor, several volumes of the collected letters of Ellen Terry, as well
as numerous articles and essays. She is Principal Investigator of the Arts and Humanities
Research Council's Searching for Theatrical Ancestors project.
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

This is the story of one of the most important classical cities, Syracuse, and its struggles (both
internal and external) for freedom and survival. Situated at the heart of the mediterranean,
Syracuse was caught in the middle as Carthage, Pyrrhus of Epirus, Athens and then Rome battled
to gain control of Sicily. The threat of expansionist enemies on all sides made for a tumultuous
situation within the city, resulting in repeated coups that threw up a series of remarkable tyrants,
such as Gelon, Timoleon and Dionysius. In this first volume Jeff Champion traces the course of
Syracuse's wars under the tyrants from the Battle of Himera (480 BC) against the Carthaginians
down to the death of Dionysius I (367 BC), whose reign proved to be the high tide of the city's
power and influence. One of the highlights along the way is the city's heroic resistance to, and
eventual decisive defeat of, the Athenian expeditionary force that besieged them for over two
years (415-413BC), an event with massive ramifications for the Greek world. This is the eventful
life story of one of the forgotten major powers of the ancient Mediterranean world.

AUTHOR:
Jeff Champion is a Customs and Excise officer in Australia. He has written numerous articles on
Hellenistic warfare for specialist journals such as Slingshot, the journal of the Society of Ancients.
His first book, Pyrrhus of Epirus, was published by Pen & Sword in 2009 and received very good
reviews. 
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This book redresses the relative lack of work published on the role of war in classical myth and
legend. At the same time it debunks the popular view that the Romans had little mythology of
their own and idly borrowed and adapted Greek myth to suit their own ends. While this true to
some extent, War in Roman Myth & Legend clearly demonstrates a rich and meaningful
independent mythology at work in Roman culture. The book opens by addressing how the
Romans did adopt and adapt Greek myths to fashion the beginnings of Roman history; it goes on
to discuss the Roman gods of war and the ubiquity of war in Roman society and politics and how
this was reflected in the Aeneas Foundation Myth, the Romulus and Remus Foundation Myth and
the legends associated with the founding of Rome. Warlike Women in Roman Epic and Trojan
heroes are discussed next and the use of mythology by Roman poets other than Virgil. The
Theban Legion and the vision of Constantine myths conclude the book.

AUTHOR:
Paul Chrystal studied Latin and Greek at the University of Hull and then specialised in Latin love
poetry for his MPhil at the University of Southampton. He is the author of numerous classical
books , including "Rome: Republic to Empire", "Roman Military Disasters" and "Women at War in
the Classical World". He has contributed as a feature writer to the "Daily Express", "BBC History"
"Magazine", "Ad Familiares", "Minerva" and "All About History", and is frequently on BBC Radio
York, BBC Radio Tees, BBC Radio Manchester and BBC World Service. He is a reviewer for and
contributor to Classics for All. He lives in York where he is editor of "York Historian". 
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The Irish have an old phrase for the passing along of local culture and lore: 'O Ghluin go Gluin',
or from knee to knee. In short, that stories told to children on the knee of their elders are in turn
passed along to the next generation by the same process. But in the fishing community of
Waterford, these tales or yarns were told to the author while drifting for salmon, in the company
of fishermen. His father and other sailors had a bit of a reputation when it came to exaggeration,
but over the years he has found more than a grain of truth in many of the stories.The harbour
has centuries of tradition based on its extensive fishery and maritime trade. In these tales we
relive the fear of the dreaded press gangs who raided the communities for crew, join in search
of buried gold when pirates seized the sailing ship 'Earl of Sandwich' and witness the horror
visited on the community in WWII when a German airplane bombed the rural idyll. On every
page we learn something of this community, steeped in traditions, customs and an enviable
spirit.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Doherty's family have lived and operated from Waterford Harbour since 1815 as
fishermen, boatmen and sailors. He fished commercially for 15 years before going to college and
retraining. He has written for regional and national publications and appeared on local and
national radio and TV and runs a blog on maritime heritage.He is involved in several local history
groups and regularly leads guided walks and has speaking engagements for a wide variety of
historical societies around the SE of Ireland.
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The unlikely history of women's empowerment through widowhood.

Historically seen as figures of pity and foreboding - poverty stricken receivers of charity, tragic
figures dressed in black and even sometimes sexually voracious predators or witches - widows
have been subject to powerful stereotypes that have endured for centuries. But for many
women, widowhood unfolded into a vastly more complex story. From being property of men and
housekeepers - the owners of nothing - they found themselves suddenly enfranchised,
empowered and free to conduct themselves however they wished.

From determined suffrage campaigners and politicians, to entrepreneurs and newly self-made
women, the effect of widows' might can be seen throughout history. Here eminent historians
Maggie Andrews and Janis Lomas pull together the stories of fascinating women and their
exploits after being widowed, and show how their greatest loss became, in many ways, their
biggest gain.

AUTHORS:
Maggie Andrews is Professor of Cultural History at the University of Worcester, whose wide range
of research and publications focus on femininity and domesticity. She is an active member of the
Women's History Network and lives in Pershore, Worcestershire.

12 b/w illustrations
Janis Lomas completed her PhD on war widows at the University of Staffordshire and later
worked as a lecturer in women's history at the University of Birmingham. She was a founding
member of the Women's History Network and founded the WHN Midlands Region. 
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In his latest book, Joachim Klang presents the reader with a fascinating choice of exclusively
designed LEGO models, featuring cool, classic objects that everyone will recognise.

With illustrated simple step-by-step instructions, LEGO fans can create iconic objects such as the
Polaroid camera, the Nintendo Gameboy or the Rubik's cube using their own collection of bricks.

More step-by-step LEGO model books are also available from the author including:

•  Bricks and Tricks ISBN 9783958437623
•  Tips and Tricks ISBN 9783958434790

AUTHOR:
Joachim Klang has been enthusiastic about LEGO bricks from his early childhood, and has been
refining his skills ever since. He is well known within the international LEGO community for his
artistic and experimental use of the colourful brick. Joachim has published 10 best-selling books
on how to build individual LEGO models with the bricks from your home collection.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new how-to book for LEGO fans on building models of iconic everyday items
•  A new addition to the successful LEGO library by renowned LEGO enthusiast Joachim Klang

100 colour illustrations
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As the signature event of Hong Kong Interior Design Association (HKIDA), APIDA aims to
promote professional standards among interior design practices, recognise outstanding interior
design projects and invites interior design on a broader social level. Many outstanding
submissions have not only grown in number this year, but also completed on a whole new level.
Many projects pursue minimalism, adhering to the user-oriented view, reinforcing the intimate
relationship among design, nature and man, transcending good interior design to sculpt space,
emphasising the balance between architecture and nature with tranquil atmosphere, and pushing
the boundaries of design.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features more than 50 stunning projects and 500 full-colour photos, covering 11 classic spaces
such as food space, exhibition space, entertainment space, institutional space, shopping space,
hotel space, living space and work space
•  Jointly selected by professional judges who are the founders and leaders from outstanding
global design agencies, each project will provide the professional guidance under a diverse
background
•  Equipped with detailed floor plans. From the perspective of functionality, the layout and
dimensions of each project are easily understood

500 colour images
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This colour bomb of a book is filled with inspiring photographs and practical tips that will help you
integrate colour into your home decor. It includes expert information about the influence of
colour on mood and the best combinations for interiors along the entire colour spectrum. The
examples range from entire rooms to small details, giving everyone a way to make even a small
change with big results.

AUTHORS:
In addition to being a designer, Irene Schampaert is also a journalist and has an eye for
photography with that little bit more. On her blog, Puur Confituur, she shares her discoveries in
the field of photography and design. Iris De Feijter is a lifestyle journalist specialising in interior
design, contemporary art and architecture. She writes for, among others, the Belgian newspaper
and magazines De Morgen, Knack Weekend and SABATO.

SELLING POINT:
•  Inspiring photographs and advice from colour experts on creating amazing colour-savvy
interiors that you would never have tried on your own

260 colour images
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Antwerp-based designer Gert Voorjans' style is called haute bohemian; he is known for creating
rich and eclectic interiors worldwide. His own collection of art, antiques, and curiosa is the
highlight of an upcoming auction, and this catalogue - designed as a wonderful art book in his
typical style - features every fascinating object and artifact. As with the auction catalogues on
Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Berge, this book is a must-have for designers and collectors.

AUTHORS:
Gert Voorjans studied interior architecture, and obtained a postgraduate degree in art history
and in Style & Arts at Sotheby's in London. In 1997, he opened his own interior design studio in
Antwerp, and in 2013 he founded Gert Voorjans Asia Limited in Hong Kong. He has designed
interiors for private homes and retail stores in London, Madrid, New York and Tokyo. AD Collector
names him as one of the best interior designers. 

Thijs Demeulemeester is a lifestyle journalist, specialising in interior, modern art and
architecture. He writes articles for numerous Belgian newspapers and magazines.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The best of Gert Voorjans' personal collection of fascinating objects and artifacts
•  Printed in a limited edition

350 colour, 20 b/w images
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HIGH ON... MODERN VILLAS showcases thirty-six architects from Europe and USA with their
newest modern Villa projects. From a villa in a city, at a lakeside, on a coast or on a mountain,
the book features over 100 unique houses.

AUTHOR:
Ralf Daab has been in book publishing for 25 years, with Taschen, Koenemann and teNeues
where he developed a new book programme and established a worldwide distribution network.
With this experience he started his own label daab and published over 200 books on art,
architecture, design, photography and fashion. He is the founder of Cologne Catwalk and Cologne
Fashion Days. More recently Ralf Daab launched HIGH ON..., a new imprint for innovative art and
design books. In Spring 2017 he had his first exhibition of his own photographic artwork at The
New Yorker Hotel in Cologne.
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In 1946 (after a stint as a World War II military hospital), quintessential American decorator
Dorothy Draper was brought in to restore the Greenbrier hotel. She created a signature look -
described at the time as 'Romance and Rhododendrons' - that has influenced and delighted not
only designers and decorators but also travellers, weary of the grey and beige colour schemes
that permeate most hospitality properties even now. Draper transformed the interiors with bold
colours, classical influences and modern touches.

When Carleton Varney arrived in Mrs. Draper's office in 1961 to work as an assistant in the
design department, one of his first tasks was to accompany the design icon by train to one of her
most well-known and publicised projects. Since that time, he has been involved with every aspect
of the hotel's design, maintaining and continuing the look that Draper designed, as well as
modernising, upgrading and putting his own stamp on it. Working with his experienced and
innovative team, Varney has turned the historic hotel into a resort for the 21st century.

AUTHOR:
Carleton Varney grew up on the Eastern Seaboard in Nahant, Massachusetts, and then headed to
the Great Lakes to attend Oberlin College. He followed undergrad with studies at the University
of Madrid and throughout Europe. Upon returning to New York in 1962, Varney earned a
master's degree in education from New York University and later joined the decorating firm of
Dorothy Draper & Company, Inc., where he has been owner and president for over 50 years. He
served as design consultant to the White House during the Carter Administration, holds an
honorary doctorate from the University of Charleston in West Virginia, and was bestowed a
Presidential appointment to the National Endowment of the Arts. Varney has published 35 books
on decorating, penned two novels, and written the official biography of Dorothy Draper. He also
writes a regular syndicated design column that appears in the Palm Beach Daily News. He is the
father of three sons, Nicholas, Seamus, and Sebastian, and has one grandson, Bowie.

SELLING POINTS:
•  This book is the first title to reveal the interior spaces as well as other buildings on the grounds
of the famous Greenbrier Hotel
•  Never-seen-before sketches and vintage colour photographs from Dorothy Draper's archive of
the redesign of the hotel, with behind the scenes anecdotes from international designer Carleton
Varney, who has made his own mark on the hotel, and new photography by Michel Arnaud

300 colour, 25 b/w illustrations
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The authors of the hip Think series seek out inspiring, imaginative, and innovative interior design
from around the world. This best-of Think compilation is the ultimate interiors lookbook, bringing
together a fantastic selection of highlights from the series. You'll find vintage, modern,
minimalist, eclectic, Art Deco, brutalist, and rural chic styles, from the edgiest and most artistic
homes. You'll get new ideas for your own home, and enjoy dream-worthy images of beautiful
interiors with an international allure.

Text in English, French and Dutch.

AUTHORS:
Top-notch photographer Jan Verlinde specialises in architecture and decoration, and publishes in
numerous magazines, including The World of Interiors and Elle Living. 

Piet Swimberghe is an art historian and the author of numerous interiors books. He is the
co-founder of the Think series.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The best of the hip and sophisticated interior design series Think, at an attractive price
•  'Do you want to refurnish a room or your whole house? You will find plenty of inspiration in this
book.' - Imagicasa on Think New Modern
•  'Interiors for every taste.' - Fifty & Me
•  'Boogiewoogie! The spectacular interiors of the Think series!' - WOTH

280 colour images
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Plants give us oxygen for the lungs and the soul - Linda Solegato.

The botanical trend tends to grow. - Style-Files.com

Ultimate Wonder Plants bundles together the best and most beautiful plant-filled interiors from all
over the world, inspiring you to create a green oasis of your own. It includes a helpful plant
overview section and a number of useful tips and tricks for selecting and maintaining your
personal urban jungle. This is the ultimate urban plant bible and a practical reference book, the
perfect resource for bringing more green into your daily life.

AUTHORS:
Irene Schampaert works as a graphic designer and has been blogging about design in the
broadest sense of the word, as well as colours and patterns, decoration and design, typography
and photography for years. Judith Baehner is an author, blogger, freelance editor and stylist for
just about anything that makes life a little more green. She previously published The Plants Lab.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Selects the most beautiful interiors of the greatest plant lovers from all over the world and
brings them together in one book
•  Follows on the worldwide success of volumes 1 & 2: more than 18,000 copies sold
•  Includes practical tips and plant index

320 colour, 30 b/w images
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After his innovative car culture magazine, ramp, Michael Kockritz has set new standards for
men's lifestyle publishing with rampstyle. Since its first issue, the award- winning magazine has
won international recognition as a style-packed and style-setting glossy. Just in time for the 20th
edition, Men's Manual brings readers a best-of remix of features and images, infographics and
illustrations, useful and useless knowledge, as well as a wealth of quotes and gadgets. 

Relaxed, positive, humorous, not always politically correct, but always brave, adventurous, and
surprising. A book for real men, wild guys, and dudes.

90 colour, b/w photographs and illustrations
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Whether chosen for comfort, to appear more mature, or for aesthetic reasons, a beard is a
means for a man to affirm his style. In the working world, where a closely shaved face has long
been the norm, its return comes with a condition: that it is neat and well maintained. In this
practical guide you will find all the tips for choosing a beard that matches your look and
personality: trimming your beard using a detailed step-by-step technique; taking care of your
beard and skin with appropriate tools and creams; choosing, trimming, and maintaining your
mustache; discovering the ancient shaving ritual practiced by barbers; and learning tips to avoid
the little hassles of everyday life.

AUTHOR:
Jean Artignan is the creator of the BarbeChic blog (www.barbechic.fr), which includes tips and
articles of how to take care of your beard, material comparisons, inspirational photos, a list of
barbers in France, and a specialist products shop.

100 colour images
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This incredible photographic celebration of inspirational female skaters from all over the world will
appeal to skate fans of every age.

In ever-increasing numbers, girls and women are gathering at skate parks and competing in
skateboarding events on nearly every continent. Filled with stunning full-colour photographs of 40
remarkable female skaters in action, this book pays homage to the incredible range of styles,
ethnicities, and ages that make up a rapidly growing community. There's Emily Pross, one of the
top downhill skaters in the world, who is known as the "fastest woman on four wheels," Lucy
Osinski and Danielle Francine, cofounders of GRLSWIRL, a grassroots all-female skate
community, and Bunga Nyimas Cinta, the youngest ever medalist at age 12 in the Asian Games
in women's street. There are skate coaches, longboard dancers, skate filmmakers, and
skateboard makers. You'll meet skaters who are moms, artists, models, surfers, and architects.
What they all have in common is that skating is their way of life. Each profile offers its subject's
own words of wisdom about going after your dreams, falling hard, and getting right back up. The
book also includes pages of practical information on everything from skateboarding organisations
that champion women, to crews, schools, and camps for girls all over the world. Filled with
empowering images and inspiring words, this book will encourage girls and women of every age
to get on a board and shred!

AUTHOR:
Carolina Amell is a graphic designer and author of 'Surf Like a Girl' (by Prestel). She lives in
Barcelona, Spain. 

240 colour illustrations
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Beginning with early Alpine pioneers through to the development of modern skiing, author and
ski aficionado Gabriella Le Breton presents the evolution of this much-loved mountain sport and
all the essentials of contemporary ski culture. Where is the longest run in the Andes? Which is the
most spectacular descent in the Alps? Which is the most legendary hut in the Rockies? Hit the
slopes with all of this expert insider info, as well as the best in ski fashion, style,
accommodations, and apre s ski entertainment.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The best in skiing around the world: from the Alps to the Andes, from the Rockies to the
Whakapapa Skifield.
•  150 colour and black and white photos, from nostalgic ski shots to spectacular piste views.
•  Including personal tips from ski legends.

150 colour and b/w photographs
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Jane Austen teased readers with the idea of a 'heroine whom no one but myself will much like',
but Emma is irresistible. 'Handsome, clever, and rich', Emma is also an 'imaginist', 'on fire with
speculation and foresight'. She sees the signs of romance all around her, but thinks she will
never be married.

Her matchmaking maps out relationships that Jane Austen ironically tweaks into a clearer
perspective. Judgement and imagination are matched in games the reader too can enjoy, and
the end is a triumph of understanding.

Wordsworth Collector's Editions are compact cloth-bound hardbacks with matching coloured end
papers, embossed gold and coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover
illustrations.
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Considered by many to be Dickens' finest novel, Great Expectations traces the growth of the
book's narrator, Philip Pirrip (Pip), from a boy of shallow dreams to a man with depth of
character. From its famous dramatic opening on the bleak Kentish marshes, the story abounds
with some of Dickens' most memorable characters. Among them are the kindly blacksmith Joe
Gargery, the mysterious convict Abel Magwitch, the eccentric Miss Havisham and her beautiful
ward Estella, Pip's good-hearted room-mate Herbert Pocket and the pompous Pumblechook. As
Pip unravels the truth behind his own 'great expectations' in his quest to become a gentleman,
the mysteries of the past and the convolutions of fate through a series of thrilling adventures
serve to steer him towards maturity and his most important discovery of all - the truth about
himself.

Wordsworth Collector's Editions are compact cloth-bound hardbacks with matching coloured end
papers, embossed gold and coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover
illustrations.
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This outstanding compilation presents stories by two of the writers who helped launch the early
nineteenth-century German Romanticism movement: Ludwig Tieck and Jean Paul Richter.
Translated by the great British historian Thomas Carlyle, it features seven highly influential tales
that range in mood from fantasy and fairy tale lightness to witty satire. Shemlzie's Journey to
Fletz and Life of Quintus Fixlien, a story and a novella by Richter, the least translated of the
major German Romantics, are of particular note.

AUTHORS:
Ludwig Tieck (1773–1859) is best known for his fantastic stories and short novels, which appeal
more to the emotions than the intellect. He translated the works of Shakespeare and Cervantes
into German, served as a literary advisor to Dresden's Court Theater, and ranked second only to
Goethe as Germany's leading literary authority.

Jean Paul Richter (1763–1825) bridged the shift in literature from the formal ideals of Weimar
Classicism to the intuitive transcendentalism of early Romanticism. His works range in tone from
sentimental humour to bitter satire and span a variety of genres, from fiction to treatises on
education and aesthetics.
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Adultery is not a typical Jane Austen theme, but when it disturbs the relatively peaceful
household at Mansfield Park, it has quite unexpected results.

The diffident and much put-upon heroine Fanny Price has to struggle to cope with the results,
re-examining her own feelings while enduring the cheerful amorality, old-fashioned indifference
and priggish disapproval of those around her.

Wordsworth Collector's Editions are compact cloth-bound hardbacks with matching coloured end
papers, embossed gold and coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover
illustrations.
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Northanger Abbey tells the story of a young girl, Catherine Morland who leaves her sheltered,
rural home to enter the busy, sophisticated world of Bath in the late 1790s. Austen observes with
insight and humour the interaction between Catherine and the various characters whom she
meets there, and tracks her growing understanding of the world about her.

In this, her first full-length novel, Austen also fixes her sharp, ironic gaze on other kinds of
contemporary novel, especially the Gothic school made famous by Ann Radcliffe. Catherine's
reading becomes intertwined with her social and romantic adventures, adding to the uncertainties
and embarrassments she must undergo before finding happiness.

Wordsworth Collector's Editions are compact cloth-bound hardbacks with matching coloured end
papers, embossed gold and coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover
illustrations.
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What does persuasion mean - a firm belief, or the action of persuading someone to think
something else? Anne Elliot is one of Austen's quietest heroines, but also one of the strongest
and the most open to change. She lives at the time of the Napoleonic wars, a time of accident,
adventure, the making of new fortunes and alliances.

A woman of no importance, she manoeuvres in her restricted circumstances as her long-time
love Captain Wentworth did in the wars. Even though she is nearly thirty, well past the sell-by
bloom of youth, Austen makes her win out for herself and for others like herself, in a
regenerated society.

Wordsworth Collector's Editions are compact cloth-bound hardbacks with matching coloured end
papers, embossed gold and coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover
illustrations.
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'Young women who have no economic or political power must attend to the serious business of
contriving material security'. Jane Austen's sardonic humour lays bare the stratagems, the
hypocrisy and the poignancy inherent in the struggle of two very different sisters to achieve
respectability.

Sense and Sensibility is a delightful comedy of manners in which the sisters Elinor and Marianne
represent these two qualities. Elinor's character is one of Augustan detachment, while Marianne,
a fervent disciple of the Romantic Age, learns to curb her passionate nature in the interests of
survival.

This book, the first of Austen's novels to be published, remains as fresh a cautionary tale today
as it ever was.

Wordsworth Collector's Editions are compact cloth-bound hardbacks with matching coloured end
papers, embossed gold and coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover
illustrations.
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A woman Marine officer's story of coming of age.

In 1998 Teresa Fazio signed up for the Marine Corps' ROTC program to pay her way through
MIT. After the United States was attacked on September 11, 2001, leading to the War on Terror,
she graduated with a physics degree into a very different world, owing the Marines four years of
active duty. At twenty-three years old and five-foot-one, Fazio was the youngest and smallest
officer in her battalion; the combined effect of her short hair, glasses, and baggy camo was less
Hurt Locker than Harry Potter Goes to War. She cut an incongruous figure commanding more
experienced troops in an active war zone, where vulnerability was not only taboo but potentially
lethal.

In this coming-of-age story set in the early days of Operation Iraqi Freedom, Fazio struggles with
her past, her sense of authority, and her womanhood. Anger stifles her fear and uncertainty. A
forbidden affair placates her need for love and security. But emptiness, guilt, and nightmares
plague Fazio through her deployment - and follow her back home.

AUTHOR:
Teresa Fazio was a Marine Corps communications officer for four years, deploying once to Iraq.
Her writing has been published in the New York Times, Rolling Stone, Foreign Policy, and the
Nation as well as in the anthologies Retire the Colors: Veterans and Civilians on Iraq and
Afghanistan; The Road Ahead: Fiction from the Forever War; and It's My Country Too: Women's
Military Stories from the American Revolution to Afghanistan. Fazio holds a BS in physics from
MIT, a PhD in materials science from Columbia University, and an MFA from the Bennington
Writing Seminars.
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A journalist embedded with Special Forces in Iraq recounts his time on the battlefield and the
journey there and back.

M. C. Armstrong secured his embed as a journalist with the Navy SEALs in 2008. Shortly before
he left for Iraq his father asked him to tell the story no one else seemed to be telling, the story
of the people sometimes constructed as our friends and other times our enemies: the Iraqis.
"But what about them?" he asked. "Who's their good guy? Who's their George Washington?
That's the story you want to find. Talk to them."

Armstrong's searing memories about his relationship with his father, his fiance, and his SEAL
team companion take the reader on a nosedive ride from a historically black college in the
American South straight into Baghdad, the burn pits, and the desert beyond the mysterious
Haditha dam. Culminating in the disclosure of a devastating secret, The Mysteries of Haditha
explores the lengths Armstrong was willing to go to prove himself and to witness a truth he
couldn't have prepared himself to receive. At once daring, dark, and hilarious, this memoir of M.
C. Armstrong's journey pulls no punches and lifts the veil on the lies we tell each other and the
ones we tell ourselves. The Mysteries of Haditha is a coming-of-age story and an unprecedented
glimpse into the heart of the war on terror.

AUTHOR:
M. C. Armstrong was embedded with Joint Special Operation Forces in Al Anbar Province, Iraq.
He published extensively on the Iraq War through the Winchester (VA) Star and is the winner of
a Pushcart Prize. His fiction and nonfiction have appeared in Esquire, Missouri Review, Gettysburg
Review, Mayday, Wrath Bearing Tree, Monkeybicycle, Epiphany, Literary Review, and other
journals and anthologies. He lives in Greensboro, North Carolina.
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Inspired by conversations with many veterans following the publication of her grandfather's
wartime memoir, Victoria Panton-Bacon has gathered a moving collection of stories. These are
stories of bravery, sadness, horror, doubt and longing, from ordinary people who lived under the
long shadows cast by World War II and whose young lives were changed irrevocably. These were
the young of a different age when work for most began at fourteen, and the world conspired to
thrust them into the jaws of conflict. For them, war, the ultimate leveller, threw them into
remarkable times, whether they were a merchant seaman, army officer, pilot, young Jewish girl,
code breaker or Home Guard recruit. From one extraordinary story to the next, this is an
important and immersive book.

AUTHOR:
Victoria Panton Bacon lives in Suffolk, with her two young boys, Rollo and Ranulph. She worked
for Rt Hon Sir John Major both when he was Prime Minister and at Conservative Central Office
and the House of Commons when he was writing his memoirs. This was followed by a career in
broadcast journalism with the BBC, where she began as a producer on Breakfast with Frost and
ended up in radio with the BBC World Service. Victoria founded Elizabeth's Legacy of Hope in
2011 with her twin sister, Sarah, to raise money for children in developing countries who need
prosthetic legs, and in 2014, she edited her grandfather’s World War II story, published by
Penguin.
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Many a loft is full of family memorabilia, but Bryony Hill's collection is extraordinary. Packed to
the rafters with photographs and historical documents, Bryony Hill has finally achieved her dream
of studying those precious albums to reveal a record of her British family who left the Highlands
for India during the reign of George III, continuing through to the reign of Queen Victoria, the
high noon of the Raj. 

In Scotland to Shalimar - a Family's Life in India you'll find family portraits dating back to the
18th century, her ancestor's watercolour images and precious sketches that mingle amongst
favourite family recipes, stories of courage, riddles and rhymes - all collected through the
generations. This well-researched, fascinating book creates a vivid and unique portrait of life at
different stages in the ever-fascinating history of the British and their on-going relationship with
India.

AUTHOR:
 Coming from Sussex where Bryony Hill was also educated, after a year at Brighton College of
Art, she spent four years in France after which, on returning to England, she met and eventually
married the television sports presenter Jimmy Hill. Scotland to Shalimar - a Family's Life in India
is Bryony's ninth book and follows the lives of her mother's family six generations of whom were
born in India. Apart from writing Bryony is a keen gardener, painter and cook and, when she
came across a collection of her great-great grandmother's and great-grandmother's recipes, the
seed was sown to dig deep into her ancestors' history and lives.
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The Israeli air force is one of most-published upon military flying services of the last 70 years.
Based on more than 30 years of research, this volume provides the so far most comprehensive,
most in-depth, and most critical review of its operational history since inception in 1948. This is
the first volume in a three-volume mini-series.

In May 2023, Israel will be celebrating the 75th anniversary of its founding as a state, and also
the 75th anniversary of the establishment of its air force. The maturation of what was once the
Israel Defence Force/Air Force (IDF/AF), and since 2005 is the Israeli Air-Space Force (IASF), is a
fascinating study of a military force working to meet shifting obligations under multiple
impediments while being repeatedly tested in combat. Many factors over the seven and a half
decades shaped its air fighting capability, not the least being the demands of the evolving
battlefield, uncertain funding, available weapons, and quality of personnel. Tactics and doctrine
were, in turn, shaped by government policies, international pressures, and confronting
adversaries likewise evolving. When the trials in war, or combat short of war came, success was
a measure of its weapons’ suitability, relevancy of training, and experience of personnel. This
volume documents this evolution of the Israeli air force throughout its history by examination of
all of these factors. It stands apart from many other books in performing this examination in a
more dispassionate and critical manner, without the common hyperbole. A great deal of space is
devoted to description of constant shifts in its equipment – especially aircraft and other weapons
– and its organisational structure over time. A summary of the geopolitical milieu in which Israel
and its military institutions have dwelled over the 75 years helps to explain the material
acquisition and tactical choices while placing in context the operations in which they were
employed. Written at a time of historical challenges for Israeli Air and Space Force, and the
Israel Defence Forces as a whole, this is an exclusive, highly informative and richly illustrated
source of reference and is the first volume in a three-volume mini-series.

AUTHOR:
William J. Norton is retired from a flight test engineering career that spanned 40 years, including
20 years as a US Air Force officer. This included serving as aircrew aboard test aircraft. He has
held numerous positions in many organisations on dozens of aerospace programs spanning all
aircraft types. He has penned scores of technical papers, seventeen books, and a multitude of
magazine articles. Bill holds a Masters in Aeronautical Engineering and has taught technical
courses at the college-level. In addition, he is a civil pilot with numerous ratings, restored and
operates a DHC-1 Chipmunk, and built a Rutan Long-EZ. Bill is married to the lovely Anya
Victoria. 
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In October 1941, Operation Typhoon and the battle for Moscow began. According to Hitler's plan,
it was to be the last offensive', after which nothing could stop Germany from conquering Britain
and the rest of Europe - but first he had to overcome the Soviets and especially their air force.
"Air Battle for Moscow" is the first detailed description of one of the most vital, yet little known,
air battles of the Second World War. The battle for Moscow opened with the flights of long-range
reconnaissance aircraft, which photographed Moscow and the Kremlin. Then, on 22 July 1941,
Operation "Clara Zetkin", the Luftwaffe's aerial assault on Moscow, began. But the Luftwaffe was
opposed by the Stalin's Falcons', the elite 6th Air Defence Corps, which defended the Soviet
capital with a determination which saw bitter duels to the death and horrendous casualties on
both sides. The book presents new facts about this dramatic battle and describes in detail the
actions of the aircrew on both sides. Yet this is not just the story or the air war. The authors also
describe the lives of people during the war, of suppressed anti-Soviet opposition in Moscow, and
of the bloodthirsty and inhuman actions of the Stalin regime. The book also tells of the fate of
German pilots caught in Russian captivity, and the adventures of those who were able to survive
and escape from the Russian executioners. Many myths concerning the battle are also
challenged, such as the often-stated belief that Moscow's anti-aircraft defences were the most
powerful in the world and that it was the Soviets who were the finest pilots. In this
comprehensive account, details of losses, biographical outlines of the key individuals, analyses of
the different aircraft and a full chronology of the battle are presented, as well as numerous
exclusive photos, documents and drawings. But it is the stories of those who fought in the Battle
for Moscow that, undeniably, have the greatest impact. The harrowing tales of death and survival
in conditions that are almost beyond description demonstrate just how important this conflict was
to both Russia and the Third Reich and, ultimately, to the outcome of the Second World War.

AUTHORS:
The author of twenty-nine books, DMITRY DEGTEV is one of the leading Russian researchers of
the history of the Second World War, having studied the air battles of the Second World War and
the history of the Luftwaffe for more than twenty years. He currently lectures at Nizhny
Novgorod State Technical University. DMITRY ZUBOV is the author of twenty-two books on
military history. He prefers to analyze the psychological causes of historical events,
complementing the narrative of his regular co-author - Dmitry Degtev. A professional
psychologist, Dmitry is an Associate Professor who lectures on psychology at the Nizhny Novgorod
State Technical University. 
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

Allied air power made a major, arguably decisive, contribution to victory in The Second World
War both in the European and Pacific theatres. The cost in men and machines was horrific with
Bomber Command suffering 50% air crew casualties. While many perished, others shot down
over enemy territory or water survived only after overcoming extraordinary danger and hardship.
Their experiences often remained untold not just for the duration of the War but for many years.
The author has gathered together a wealth of unpublished stories from airmen of many
nationalities, be they British, Commonwealth or American. Some involve avoiding or escaping
from capture, others surviving against all the odds, braving extreme elements and defying death
from wounds, drowning or starvation. Importantly the accounts of those who survived the battle
in the skies cheating the enemy and the grim reaper give the reader a chilling insight into the
fate of the many thousands of brave young men who were not so fortunate. The result is an
inspiring and gripping read which bears testimony to human courage and resilience.

AUTHOR:
Bryn Evans is a management consultant with many years' experience of finance and IT at
boardroom level. He writes extensively across a wide range of categories, be it business
management, travel, military history or fiction and his work has been widely published. His fiction
work has earned him Second Prize in the Catherine Cookson Short Story Competition and other
awards. He is the author of With the East Surreys in Tunisia, Sicily and Italy 1942-45, The
Decisive Campaigns of the Desert Air Force and Air Battle for Burma, all in print with Pen and
Sword. He lives with his wife, Jean, in Sydney, Australia. 
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Amateur Armies examines the military and social history of volunteer armies around the western
world from the failed French invasion of South Wales in 1797 to the disastrous anti-Communist
invasion of the Bay of Pigs in Cuba in 1961. It brings together some fascinating military actions
across more than a century and a half of history and explores the social and political context in
the countries involved. Stephen Cullen's absorbing and original book is the first general survey of
the role of amateur armies during the period. Included are chapters on a series of wars in which
militias played critical parts. In each case, their actions and effectiveness are described as is the
background from which they came, and the social and political circumstances in which they
operated. This pioneering study offers a valuable insight into each of the amateur armies
covered and opens up an important and hitherto neglected aspect of military history.

AUTHOR:
After studying at the universities of Edinburgh and Oxford, Dr Stephen M. Cullen taught
economics, history and politics at independent schools. He has published many papers and
articles on twentieth-century history, in particular on the world wars, fascism, Jewish political
activism, and the Home Guard. He is the author of In Search of the Real Dad's Army: The Home
Guard and the Defence of the United Kingdom 1940-1944 and World War II Vichy French
Security Troops, and is a senior research fellow at the University of Warwick. 
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The 2020 special issue of Medieval Warfare is a compilation of the best art from the first fifty
issues of Medieval Warfare.

The 2020 special edition of Medieval Warfare is a compilation of covers, battle scenes and unit
reconstructions from the first fifty issues of the magazine. Compiled and edited by Peter
Konieczny, with contributions from the rest of the Medieval Warfare staff, this 100-page
full-colour book features artwork by favourite illustrators such as Jose Cabrera-Pena, Darren Tan,
Rocio Espin, and Zvonimir Grbasic to name but a few. Also included are articles by the staff with
insight into our philosophy for commissioning artwork, and a "behind-the-scenes" look at how
illustrations are produced.
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The fighting in Europe during the Seven Years War hung in the balance. After initial successes the
Austro-French forces had been driven back across the Rhine. With the opposing sides reinforcing
their armies, the campaign of 1759 was going to prove decisive. Britain and her German allies
met the French at Minden in Germany. Due to a misunderstanding of orders the British infantry
actually attacked and dispersed the French cavalry. That action is still commemorated on 1
August each year with the wearing of roses by the infantry and artillery regiments whose
predecessors picked flowers and put them in their coats as they passed through German gardens
on the way to the battle. By contrast Lord Sackville, who commanded the British cavalry, was
accused of ignoring orders to charge the retreating French which could have turned defeat into
rout. He was court-martialled and cashiered. The victory at Minden was just one in a number of
British successes that year around the world against French forces and overseas territories. This
led to 1759 being described as the Annus Mirabilis - the year of miracles.

AUTHOR:
Stuart Reid was born in Aberdeen in 1954 into a family with a tradition of service in the Army
stretching back through the Battle of Mons to Culloden and beyond. He is the author of numerous
military history publications and has written extensively upon Scottish military history during the
seventeenth century Civil War and the Jacobite period. 
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In the winter of 1812, Napoleon's army retreated from Moscow under appalling conditions,
hunted by three separate Russian armies, its chances of survival apparently nil. By late
November Napoleon had reached the banks of the River Berezina - the last natural obstacle
between his army and the safety of the Polish frontier. But instead of finding the river frozen
solid enough to march his men across, an unseasonable thaw had turned the Berezina into an icy
torrent. Having already ordered the burning of his bridging equipment, Napoleon's predicament
was serious enough: but with the army of Admiral Chichagov holding the opposite bank, and
those of Kutusov and Wittgenstein closing fast, it was critical. Only a miracle could save him In a
gripping narrative Alexander Mikaberidze describes how Napoleon rose from the pit of despair to
the peak of his powers in order to achieve that miracle. Drawing on contemporary sources -
letters, diaries, memoirs - he recreates one of the greatest escapes in military history - a story
often half-told in general histories of the Russian campaign but never before fully explored.

AUTHOR:
Dr Alexander Mikaberidze has taught European history at Mississippi State and Florida State
universities and lectured on Napoleonic Wars for the US Naval War College. He has published
many articles on the subject and his books include The Russian Officer Corps of the Revolutionary
and Napoleonic Wars, Czar's General: Memoirs of the Napoleonic Wars by General Aleksey
Ermolov, a two-volume edition of A. Mikhailovsky-Danilevsky's Russo-Turkish War of 1806-1812,
Lion of the Russian Army: Life and Career of General Peter Bagration and The Battle of
Borodino: Napoleon Against Kutuzov. 
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In three global conflicts and countless colonial campaigns, tens of thousands of black West Indian
soldiers fought and died for Britain, first as slaves and then as volunteers. These all but forgotten
regiments were unique because they were part of the British Army rather than colonial
formations. All were stepchild units, despised by an army loath to number black soldiers in its
ranks, and yet unable to do without them; their courage, endurance and loyalty were repaid with
bigotry and abuse. This is a saga of war, bondage, hardship, mutiny, forlorn outposts and
remarkable fortitude.

AUTHOR:
Barry Renfrew is a military historian and foreign correspondent who has covered wars and unrest
in Afghanistan, Russia, Africa and elsewhere. Front line experience in Chechnya and other conflict
zones has helped him understand what soldiers through the ages have faced on the battlefield.
He lives with his wife Margaret in the Chiltern Hills.
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The Royal Navy's greatest contribution to the Allied success in World War II was undoubtedly the
defeat of the U-boat menace in the North Atlantic, a victory on which all other European
campaigns depended. The underwater threat was the most serious naval challenge of the war so
it was not surprising that captured German submarine technology became the focus of attention
for the British submarine service after 1945\. It was quick to test and adopt the schnorkel,
streamlining, homing torpedoes and, less successfully, hydrogen-peroxide propulsion.
Furthermore, in the course of the long Atlantic battle, the Royal Navy had become the world's
most effective anti-submarine force and was able to utilise this expertise to improve the
efficiency of its own submarines. However, in 1945 German submarine technology had also fallen
into the hands of the Soviet Union and as the Cold War developed it became clear that a growing
Russian submarine fleet would pose a new threat. Britain had to go to the US for its first nuclear
propulsion technology, but the Royal Navy introduced the silencing technique which made British
and US nuclear submarines viable anti-submarine assets, and it pioneered in the use of passive -
silent - sonars in that role. Nuclear power also changed the role of some British submarines,
which replaced bombers as the core element of British Cold War and post Cold War nuclear
deterrence. As in other books in this series, this one shows how a combination of evolving
strategic and tactical requirements and new technology produced successive types of submarines.
It it is based largely on unpublished and previously classified official documentation, and to the
extent allowed by security restrictions, also tells the operational story - HMS Conqueror is still the
only nuclear submarine to have sunk a warship in combat, but there are many less well known
aspects of British submarine operations in the postwar era. Although some of the Cold War
activities of British submarines have come to light in recent years, this book will be the first
comprehensive technical history of the submarines themselves, their design rationale, and the
service which operated them.

AUTHOR:
Norman Friedman is arguably America's most prominent naval analyst, and the author of more
than thirty books covering a range of naval subjects, from warship histories to contemporary
defence issues. His most recent titles in a series of successful works for Seaforth are "British
Battleships of the Victorian Era" and the first part of his history of British Submarines, subtitled 'in
two World Wars'. 
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By Defeating My Enemies looks at the life and reign of Charles XII of Sweden and provides
context and reassessment of his military career in the Great Northern War.

By Defeating My Enemies is a military biography of Charles XII of Sweden, the first written in
English in over 50 years. It challenges several traditions created by historians of both the old and
new schools of Carolean historiography and through a chronological review provides a balanced
account of the king's life. Ample space is dedicated to exploring the undervalued pre-war life of
the king as his upbringing influenced key decisions on war and how he waged it. As the Great
Northern War begins, Charles's involvement on the battlefield and his deep connection with the
Carolean army are studied to assess his growth as a commander. The king is followed into the
crucible of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the fateful march on Russia, exile in Ottoman
territory, and the desperate rearguard actions culminating in a second invasion of Norway and his
mysterious death at Fredriksten fortress. Had Charles not inherited the crown, he would be
ranked among the great generals of the period and left at that. However, he was the only
Swedish monarch born to absolutism and his actions as king, for better or worse, helped decide
the fate of his kingdom. Occasional tangents are taken to explore his domestic and foreign policy
decisions, and an entire chapter is used to highlight the creation, expansion, and struggles of the
Swedish Empire and how Charles had to cope with the geo-political ramifications left to him by
his predecessors. The book concludes with a review of the king's reputation and literary persona
post mortem. An appendix covers additional characteristics of the king that did not fit into the
flow of the main text such as image, health, marriage and sexuality, and wealth. Lavishly
illustrated with maps and photographs, this book supplements the existing Helion publications on
the Great Northern War.

AUTHOR:
Michael Glaeser is an early modern historian with interests in Tudor England and the Swedish
Empire of the 17th/18th centuries. He is published in the Great Northern War Compendium and
taught history at the University of New Hampshire- Manchester. After completing his graduate
work at the University of Sheffield, he returned to the United States where he lives with his wife
Susan and son Henry who is most definitely not named after Henry VIII of England. 
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The Author, who lives in Shanghai, sets out to demonstrate that the British military has been at
the forefront of many of the great changes that have swept China over the last two centuries. He
devotes chapters to the various wars, military adventures and rebellions that regularly
punctuated Sino/British relationships since the 1st Opium War 1839-1842. This classic example of
Imperial intervention saw the establishment of Hong Kong and Shanghai as key trading centres.
The Second Opium War and the Taiping and Boxer Rebellions saw the advancement of British
influence despite determined but unsuccessful efforts by the Chinese to loosen the grip of
Western domination. The Royal Navys might ensured that, by gunboat diplomacy, trading rights
and new posts were established and great fortunes made. But in the 1940s the British grossly
underestimated Japanese military might and intentions with disastrous results. After the Second
World War the British returned to find that the Americans had supplanted them. The Communists
victory in the Civil War sealed British and Western fates and, while Hong Kong remained under
British control until 1997, the end of British rule was almost inevitable. But the handover was a
masterly piece of pragmatic capitalism and the former Colony remains an economic powerhouse
with strong British influence.

AUTHOR:
Mark Felton teaches at Fudan University, Shanghai. He has written an impressive number of
successful works for Pen and Sword Books on the Second World War such as The Real Tenko,
The Final Betrayal and The Last Nazis. 
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When the military aspect of the Second World War is discussed, especially regarding how the war
was won, people tend to talk about, Winston Churchill, D-Day, Dunkirk, the Battle of Britain, the
Blitz, the Dam Busters, the Allied bombing of German cities, Montgomery and the North Africa
campaign, etc. However, there is one aspect, rarely mentioned and never quite fully appreciated,
which played a massive role in winning the war. The Double Cross system, operated by MI5,
involved capturing German spies who had been sent to the United Kingdom and offering them
the opportunity to become double agents and spy for the British against the Germans. Most
agreed, although the alternative wasn't that pleasant: refusing to become a spy would have
almost certainly resulted in death. Spies who worked for MI5, especially those who had initially
worked for the Germans, carried out sterling work which resulted in the saving of thousands of
Allied lives. The success of the D-Day landings at Normandy, for example, was in part due to the
excellent work of a double agent, who helped convince Nazi Germany that the Allied invasion of
Europe would take place across the English Channel, at Calais. One double agent was so good at
what he did that Germany awarded him the Iron Cross, whilst Britain made him a Member of the
British Empire (MBE).

AUTHOR:
Stephen is a retired police officer having served with Essex Police as a constable for thirty years
between 1983 and 2013. He is married to Tanya and has two sons, Luke and Ross, and a
daughter, Aimee. His sons served five tours of Afghanistan between 2008 and 2013 and both
were injured. This led to the publication of his first book, "Two Sons in a Warzone - Afghanistan:
The True Story of a Father's Conflict", published in October 2010. Both Stephen's grandfathers
served in and survived the First World War, one with the Royal Irish Rifles, the other in the
Mercantile Marine, whilst his father was a member of the Royal Army Ordnance Corps during the
Second World War. 
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A book detailing some of the documents found in Hitler's bunker in Berlin after his death.

In November 1945, two French officers secretly entered the Führerbunker, the air raid shelter
near the Chancellery in Berlin. The bunker was the last home of Adolf Hitler, the background of
the last months of his life, and the war, where he married Eva Braun on April 29, 1945, and
where he killed himself less than two days later. In the middle of a heap of furniture and broken
objects, the two officers found hundreds of documents littering the ground. Among the
documents that they retrieved were a dozen telegrams of historic importance that allow us to
understand the spirit of the last leaders of the Third Reich as well as the events that took place
between April 23 and 26, 1945. These and other documents are presented for the first time in
this book, presented in their proper context and with an expert commentary.
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An explanation of why things went wrong for the Eighth Army for so long, despite the best efforts
of brave and determined men.

A riveting account of the Desert War from 1940 through to Montgomery's battle of Alamein in
1942, comprehensively researched and rich in previously unpublished material. It looks at the
undertrained and underfunded pre-war British Army, contrasting its leadership with their opposite
numbers in Germany, and shows how and why the Eighth Army had difficulties in its first
eighteen months against Rommel. It examines the battles from the perspective of the
commanders, and looks at the decisions they made through the eyes of the front line soldiers,
showing how cultural influences affected tactics and decisions of the British high command.
Ultimately, British commanders were as much the product of their military culture and education
as Rommel and his commanders were of theirs, but British military culture and education was,
for much of this period, markedly less fit for purpose than the German. Saul David, Professor of
Military History at the University of Buckingham and author of 'All the King's Men' and '100 Days
to Victory', describes it as: 'A compelling and highly original study, firmly based on archival
research, that explains for the first time the real reason the British and Commonwealth troops
struggled to overcome their German and Italian opposition in the Desert War: not because of
inadequate generals and equipment per se, but rather because of inherent weaknesses in British
military culture.'

AUTHOR:
James Colvin has had a lifelong interest in the desert war, originally because several family
members and friends were involved in it. Like most veterans of war, they found it very difficult to
talk of their experiences to those who had not shared them, and he was often intrigued by
contradictions and omissions in the accounts he heard. This book emerged from attempts to
solve some of the puzzles. James earned a degree in history from Bristol University and after a
business career embarked on a research degree in military history with the University of
Buckingham. He spent several years in the Territorial Army with 44 Parachute Brigade, has made
a contribution on the desert war to The History Network's World War 2 Podcast, and another on
Eighth Army operations to the Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research. This book is
his first full length work. 
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The reality of war, in any period, is its totality. Warfare affects everyone in a society. Here, for
the first time, is a comprehensive analysis of eleventh century warfare as exposed in the record
of the Norman Conquest of England. King William I experienced a lifetime of conflict on and off
so many battlefields. In "English Collusion and the Norman Conquest", Arthur Wright's second
book on the Norman Conquest, he argues that this monarch has received an undeserved
reputation bestowed on him by clerics ignorant alike of warfare, politics, economics and of the
secular world, men writing half a century after events reported to them by doubtful sources. How
much of this popular legend was actually created by an avaricious Church? Was he just a lucky,
brutal soldier, or was he instead a gifted English King who could meld cultures and talents? This is
a tale of blood, deceit, ambition and power politics which pieces together the self-interested
distortion of events, brutalising conflict and superb strategic acumen by using and analysing
contemporary evidence the like of which is not to be found elsewhere in Europe. By 1072 King
William should have been secure upon the English throne, so what went wrong? How did a
Norman Duke and a few thousand mercenaries take and hold such a wealthy and populous
Kingdom? Even in the Harrowing of the North', which probably saw the death of tens of
thousands, who was really to blame and why did it happen?

AUTHOR:
Born in North Staffordshire, Arthur Wright has spent most of his life in Essex and for thirty years
he was a museum curator, ultimately responsible for four museums. A military historian by
training, the scope of his professional responsibilities encouraged him to focus on social history.
Two of the museum buildings being medieval, he was drawn into this period and then developed
a forty-year obsession with the Domesday Book, finding that there was no mathematically
demonstrable solution to its cryptic statistics in any published work. Wrestling with the logic and
arithmetic he deduced it was possible to decode its contents, eventually publishing his research.
He is also a living history' educator and craftsman with a wide range of manual and traditional
skills.
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The Fleet Air Arm has always had an elite status and an image of 'derring-do' and living on the
edge. To mark the Millennium, 95 members of the Fleet Air Arm Officer's Association have
recalled their experiences of over 55 years of post war naval flying. These first person accounts
pull no punishes. Some are highly amusing, others serious, even tragic. Covered are the piston
engined planes, early jets and supersonic nuclear- capable fighter-bombers as well as the full
range of helicopters so vital in many theatres. Fly Navy is a unique and entertaining anthology of
flying stories, which will delight all with even a passing interest in service life and aviation. The
subtitle says it all - this is how it was - for better or for worse.

AUTHOR:
Lt Cdr Charles Manning AFC BA joined the RN aged 151/2 before being commissioned in 1955.
He is a highly experienced FAA pilot and has written various books. He is a regular contributor to
aviation journals. 
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Fighter pilots! Images of Baron Manfred von Richthofen and Eddie Rickenbacker in the Great
War, Johnnie Johnson, Robert Stanford Tuck and Richard Bong in the Second World War, or
Robin Olds in Vietnam, all spring to mind. Volumes have been written about them, past and
present. Understandably, most of these revolve around the skill, cunning and bravery that
characterizes this distinctive band of brothers, but there are other dimensions to those who take
to the skies to do battle that have not been given the emphasis they deserve - until now. You do
not have to be an aviation aficionado to enjoy Colonel Steve Ladd's fascinating personal tale,
woven around his 28-year career as a fighter pilot. This extremely engaging account follows a
young man from basic pilot training to senior command through the narratives that define a
unique ethos. From the United States to Southeast Asia; Europe to the Middle East; linking the
amusing and tongue-in-cheek to the deadly serious and poignant, this is the lifelong journey of a
fighter pilot. The anecdotes provided are absorbing, providing an insight into life as an Air Force
pilot, but, in this book, as Colonel Ladd stresses, the focus is not on fireworks or stirring tales of
derring-do. Instead, this is an articulate and absorbing account of what life is really like among a
rare breed of arrogant, cocky, boisterous and fun-loving young men who readily transform into
steely professionals at the controls of a fighter aircraft. "Phantom to Warthog" is a terrific read:
the legacy of a fighter pilot.

AUTHOR:
Colonel STEVE LADD, DFC, MSc, BSc was a career USAF officer fighter pilot and commander for
28 years. During his career, he amassed over 4,400 hours' flying time, equally split between the
F-4 Phantom and the A-10 Warthog. His Phantom credential includes over 400 hours (204
missions) of combat experience over North and South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. Since
retirement from the USAF he has been employed as a CAA Aerodrome Inspector, Operations
Director of Cardiff International Airport, Fast Jet Curriculum Development Lead for Ascent Flight
Training, Ltd., and adjunct Professor of Aviation Science and Management at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University. 
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The RAF Halton Apprenticeship Scheme has a deserved reputation for excellence. The brainchild
of MRAF Hugh Trenchard, the founder of the Royal Air Force, it took the 'traditional' idea of an
apprenticeship and interpreted it in a novel way. It allowed teenage boys from any social
background or geography to learn a technical trade that would equip them for their future lives,
within and beyond the RAF. It also gave the best an opportunity to become pilots and break into
the once public-school-dominated officer class. Of the 50,000 boys trained as apprentices,
seventeen won the Sword of Honour at Cranwell, and more than 1,200 were commissioned with
110 achieving Air Rank. Eighteen have been knighted, with well over 1,000 others being
honoured at various levels of state. More than a hundred Halton Boys served as pilots in the
Battle of Britain (and many more as airframe/engine fitters and armourers), including the
mercurial Don Finlay, the former Olympic hurdler. Others like Gerry Blacklock and Pat Connolly
flew bombers on perilous missions over Western Europe or took part in the famous 'Dams' Raid.
Then there were the three men murdered for their part in the Great Escape, and those who
battled and survived years as prisoners of the Japanese in the Far East. In the jet era,
ex-apprentice Graham Hulse became an 'ace' in Korea, serving with an American fighter
squadron, and Mike Hines went on to become OC 617 Squadron after having first flown
operations during the Suez crisis. Others like Charles Owen became a pioneer commercial jet
pilot, and Peter Goodwin had the misfortune of being captured in the first Gulf War and used as a
human shield. Some forged successful careers beyond the RAF, like Lawrie Haynes, who was on
the main board at Rolls-Royce and is now chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Royal Air
Force Benevolent Fund, and Eugene Borysuik - one of the many Polish apprentices trained at
Halton, who enjoyed a successful career at GEC. And there were many others beyond air and
ground crew including policemen, government officials and even bishops whose careers started
with the Halton family. This is the story of Halton told through and by the boys who were there
and who are still proud to be called 'Trenchard Brats'.

AUTHOR:
Sean Feast has worked as a journalist and PR professional for more than thirty-five years and is
a director of Gravity Global, an award-winning international communications agency. Sean is a
well-respected aviation historian whose past titles for Grub Street include Churchill's Navigator
(with John Mitchell), Heroic Endeavour, Master Bombers, A Pathfinder's War, The Pathfinder
Companion, The Last of the 39-ers and An Alien Sky (with Andy Wiseman). Married to Elaine and
with two grown-up sons, Matthew and James, he lives in Sarratt, Hertfordshire.
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This is the long-awaited missing history of a unique London regiment. Thoroughly deserving of its
name, the Artists Rifles traces its origins to a meeting to discuss the threat of invasion by
Napoleon III in 1859, of students at Careys School of Art which led to the formation of the Corps
of Artists. This unit was composed of painters, sculptors, engravers, architects, musicians, poets
and actors. Remarkably many of the most famous names in British art (Millais, Rossetti, Frederick
Leighton etc) have proudly to served in The Artists. In addition to giving insights into unusual
aspects of many distinguished figures lives, this superbly researched and comprehensive book
covers the Artists Rifles activities in the Boer War, The Great War and Second World War. The
Artists Rifles happily live on as an active Association. When it was decided in 1947 to resurrect
the Special Air Service as a territorial unit, 21 SAS was formed out of the Artists Rifles. They in
turn gave birth to the Regular 22 SAS.

AUTHOR:
Barry Gregory is a respected author and historian and importantly a former member of 21 SAS
during the 1950s and 1960s. He has been researching and writing this book for some 10 years
and sees it as a tribute to all those who served in this uniquely British organisation. 
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The success of German submarines during the First World War in almost cutting off Britain's vital
imports had not been forgotten by Adolf Hitler and when, in March 1935, he repudiated the
Treaty of Versailles, Britain, magnanimously, signed up to an Anglo-German Naval Agreement.
This allowed the Germans to build their submarine strength up to one third of the British Royal
Navy's tonnage. When war broke out in 1939, German U-boats went quickly into action, but with
only four years of production and development, the main armament of these submarines was
considerably weaker than equivalent boats in other navies and many of the other main features,
such as living and the fighting conditions, were also significantly inferior. Nevertheless, the
German U-boat onslaught against British merchant ships during the autumn of 1940 was highly
successful because the attacks were made on the surface at night and from such close range that
a single torpedo would sink a ship. Soon, though, Allied technology was able to detect U-boats at
night, and new convoy techniques, combined with powerfully-armed, fast modern aircraft
searching the seas, meant that by 1941 it was clear that Germany was losing the war at sea.
Something had to be done. The new generation of attack U-boats that had been introduced since
Hitler came to power needed urgent improvement. This is the story of the Types II, VII and IX
that had already become the workhorse' of the Kriegsmarine's submarine fleet and continued to
put out to sea to attack Allied shipping right up to the end of the war. The Type II was a small
coastal boat that struggled to reach the Atlantic; the Type VII was perfectly at home there, but
lacked the technology to tackle well protected convoys; whilst the Type IX was a long-range
variety that was modified so that it could operate in the Indian Ocean. In this latest book by the
renowned Kriegsmarine historian Jak Mallmann Showell, these attack U-boats are explored at
length. This includes details of their armament, capabilities, crew facilities, and just what is was
like to operate such a vessel, and of course the story of their development and operational
history.

AUTHOR:
Jak Mallmann Showell is a well-known naval historian and author and has written more than
twenty books on the German Navy and U-boat operations. He has researched extensively on
original documents both in the UK and in Germany and is regarded as one of the world's leading
authorities in this field. 
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At the outbreak of the second World War, Air Chief Marshall Dowding was Commander-in-Chief
of RAF Fighter Command, which had been set up three years earlier to protect Britain against
attacks from the air and the threat of invasion. London was subjected to extensive night bombing
for several months. However, our fighter squadrons and defence systems enabled us to maintain
master of the air. The Battle of Britain ended in 1940 and our island was never again under the
threat of invasion. 

Peter Brown, former Battle of Britain Spitfire pilot, presents a vivid account of Britain under the
threat of invasion, reminding us of the bravery of our fighter pilots and the courage of the people
of Britain who endured the hardships of war and terror bombing from the air. Through personal
experience and years of meticulous research Peter offers a careful analysis of the battle and the
tactics involved, vigorously defending Dowding's command and exposing the conspiracy of senior
officers that saw him removed from office without due recognition for his achievement.

AUTHOR:
Peter Brown joined the RAF in 1938 and was a Spitfire pilot in both 11 and 12 Groups during the
Battle of Britain. He was awarded the Air Force Cross for his service.
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On 22 June 1941, German forces launched Operation Barbarossa - Hitler's invasion of the Soviet
Union. Instead of the swift knock-out blow that the Germans had anticipated, the war against the
Soviets ground on relentlessly for almost four years. It was into this bloody theatre of war that
Fritz Sauer was sent. Having initially joined the ranks of the Reichsarbeitsdienst, the Reich Labour
Service, Fritz was posted to Infantry Regiment No.437 in April 1942. Part of the 132nd Infantry
Division, the regiment was serving on the Eastern Front having been deployed to the Crimea. The
regiment was then transferred to the region around Leningrad, where, for the first time, Fritz
truly experienced the horrors of war. As well as his best friend being killed by a sniper, Fritz
recalled events such as recovering the body of a fallen colleague from No Man's Land, the
terrifying experience of facing a Red Army infantry attack, Soviet tank assaults, and the moment
when a group of comrades in a neighbouring crater were hit by a shell. He became a casualty
himself when he was badly wounded in the legs during a counterattack. After his recovery and
retraining in a convalescent unit, Fritz was detailed to serve as a guard in a prisoner of war camp
- still on the Eastern Front. Transferred to a tank assault regiment during the last year of the
war, he was ordered to make contact with another unit, but lost his way in the snow. After
sheltering with a farmer's family, Fritz decided to head west, fleeing before the advancing Red
Army. His subsequent journey home took many twists and turns. Based on Fritz's own
recollections and narrative, this account of a young soldier's experiences in the Second World
War was brought together by his son. It is a moving and graphic description of one man's
involvement in the largest military confrontation in history - the Hell that was the Eastern Front.

AUTHOR:
Known to his friends and family as Fritz, Friedrich Gottfried Sauer was born on 22 December
1923, in Bassenheim near Coblenz in the Rhineland, to farmer and potato dealer Josef Sauer and
his wife Antoinette. He was just eighteen when he was first conscripted by the German
authorities in the winter of 1940-41. Initially joining the ranks of the Reich Labour Service, he
was soon transferred to the Heer, the German Army, and posted to an infantry unit which
formed part of Army Group North on the Eastern Front. Despite being terribly wounded, Fritz
survived the war. Based on his recollections, this account of his wartime experiences was written
by his son, Arno Sauer.
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This book examines the capabilities and performance of the Italian army in the North African
campaign and its significant contributions to the Axis effort there.

This book begins by examining a number of factors relating to the Italian army’s performance in
the desert, including assessments of the Italian soldier, leadership, training, organization and
structure, equipment, the supply situation in North Africa, the ability of the Italian air force to
support ground operations, and an appreciation of Italo-German relations in North Africa. The
book then describes the combat operations of Italian forces in the desert beginning with the early
Italian advance from Libya into Egypt in September 1940 and ending with the final Italian
surrender to the Allies in Tunisia in May 1943. The extensive appendices focus heavily on
organization and equipment, with tables comparing Italian, British and German armor and
artillery in the desert. Taken as a whole, this book presents an account of Italian ground
operations in North Africa, from the time of their initial trouncing at the hands of the British
Western desert Force in early 1941, through the see-saw battles of 1941 and 1942 when the
combined Italo-German forces battled with the British, through the decimation of the Italian
forces during the El Alamein battles in late 1942, and finally with the retreat to Tunisia and
surrender of all Axis forces there in May 1943. This book is the first English-language work to
address in a systematic way the contributions of the Italian army to the North African campaign,
and challenges the conventional wisdom that the German Afrika Korps was the pre-eminent Axis
force in the desert.

AUTHOR:
Ralph Riccio is a retired US Army officer who has been interested in military history and military
equipment since his youth. He has written and co-authored a number of books on Italian small
arms, armor and artillery, as well as several books on aspects of Irish military history. He has
also written numerous magazine articles both in English and Italian dealing with a broad
spectrum of military subjects.

199 photographs, 5 maps, 3 tables, 10-12 colour plates of vehicles and 6-9 colour plates of
uniforms
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The vivid story of Philippine-born George Cooper, who flew 55 missions over the Pacific.

Born in the Philippines to an American father and a Filipina mother, George Cooper is one of the
few surviving veteran pilots who saw action over such fearsome targets as Rabaul and Wewak.
Not just another flag-waving story of air combat, Jayhawk describes the war as it really was a
conflict with far-reaching tentacles that gripped and tore at not only the combatants, but also
their families, friends and the way they lived their lives. Stout examines the story of Cooper's
growing up in gentle and idyllic pre-war Manila and how he grew to be the man he is. At 100
years old, few men are left alive who can share similar experiences. Stout reviews Cooper's
journey to the United States and his unlikely entry into the United States Army Air Forces.
Trained as a B-25 pilot, Cooper was assigned to the iconic 345th Bomb Group and flew strafing
missions that shredded the enemy, but likewise put himself and his comrades in grave danger. A
husband and father, Cooper was pulled two ways by the pull of duty and his obligation to his wife
and daughter. And always on his mind was the family he left behind in the Philippines who were
under the Japanese thrall.

AUTHOR:
Veteran fighter pilot and historian Jay A. Stout writes with the authority of someone who knows
the terror of combat, the heartbreak of loss and the life-sustaining goodness of love. An
award-winning author, he writes with a clarity, empathy and depth of knowledge that fascinates,
informs and keeps pages turning. 
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A deeply researched and engaging account of the use of U-Boats in the First World War. The
focus touches on both diplomatic and economic aspects as well as the tactical and strategic use of
the u-boats. The book also examines the role played by US president Woodrow Wilson and his
response to American shipping being sunk by U-boats and how that ultimately forced his hand to
declare war on Germany.

AUTHOR:
Hans Joachim Koerver is an accomplished historian in the field of naval history and has
researched exhaustively at the British National Archives. He's written several books on naval
warfare. 
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Knight's Cross winners of the Waffen-SS details some of the most-decorated personalities of that
infamous organisation. Rare photos will portray men such Sepp Dietrich, Theodor Eicke, and
Michael Wittmann. The images are a mix of studio portraits and shots taken in the field.

AUTHOR:
Marc is the author of several highly acclaimed books on the Waffen SS and is a leading authority
on the organisation. His books include Waffen SS Encyclopaedia, Sunwheels and Siegrunen, and
Soldiers of the Waffen SS: Many Nations, One Motto. 
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Neville Florian Usborne entered the Royal Navy as a cadet in 1897. In the years between him
joining up and the outbreak of the First World War, he engaged in a huge number of enterprises
and endeavours. Praise and respect garnered in accordance with his achievements all helped to
establish his reputation in later years as an 'irreplaceable' pioneer and a leading light of early
British airship design. His fertile imagination and enterprising spirit fused to form a dynamic
personality, able in wartime to draw up countless schemes in an effort to outwit the enemy. His
chief task during the Great War was to dream up new tactics and designs to combat the Zeppelin
menace, perceived as one of the most damaging threats of the entire conflict. He was also
deeply involved in the design of the very successful SS and Coastal Class airships; indeed, during
1915 he was actually appointed Inspector Commander of Airships at the Admiralty.
Unfortunately, his illustrious career was destined to be cut short in 1916 when he was killed
testing a prototype of one of his own designs. This new biography seeks to shine a light on an
overlooked pioneer of early aviation and it does so in entertaining and reverential style. The
importance of Usborne the pioneer is made plain; as one of his contemporaries commented upon
his death No one can talk of the early days of British airship design without mention of his name
and work. A personality was lost on that February day which was irreplaceable.

AUTHOR:
Guy Warner is a retired schoolteacher and former MOD civil servant, who grew up in
Newtownabbey in Northern Ireland, attending Abbots Cross Primary School and Belfast High
School before going to Leicester University and later Stranmillis College. He now lives in
Greenisland, Co Antrim with his wife Lynda. He also has two grown up daughters and three
grandchildren. He is the author of over twenty five books and booklets on aviation past and
present and has written hundreds of articles for magazines in the UK, Ireland and the USA. He
also reviews books for several publications, gives talks to local history societies etc and has
appeared on TV and radio programmes, discussing aspects of aviation history. 
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

This books shows for the first time the battle techniques of the medieval period and reexamines
the sources for battle numbers.

We don't know how medieval soldiers fought. Did they just walk forward in their armour, to
smash each other with their maces and poleaxes, for hours on end, as depicted on film in
programs such as Game of Thrones? They could not have done so. It is impossible to fight in
such a manner for more than several minutes as exhaustion becomes a preventative factor.
Indeed, we know more of how the Roman and Greek armies fought than we do of the 1300 to
1550 period. So how did medieval soldiers in the War of the Roses, and in the infantry sections
of battles such as Agincourt and Towton, carry out their grim work? Medieval Military Combat
shows, for the first time, the techniques of such battles. It also breaks new ground in establishing
medieval battle numbers as highly exaggerated, and that we need to look again at the accounts
of actions such as the famous Battle of Towton, which this work uses as a basic for its overall
study.

AUTHOR:
Dr Tom Lewis OAM is an Australian author and military historian. He served for 20 years in the
Australian Defence Forces, and is also a high school teacher. He has been awarded the Order of
Australia Medal for services to naval history.
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Nazi Prisons in Britain is a ground-breaking book - a systematic study of Jersey and Guernsey
prisons during the German occupation of the Channel Islands based on the experiences of the
prisoners. It brings to light for the first time the surviving sources - memoirs, diaries, official
archival material, poetry, graffiti, autograph books, letters and material culture are all included.
This dazzling array of evidence reveals the reality of life behind bars in Nazi prisons on British
territory. Gilly Carr's powerful book shines a light into political prisoner consciousness and
solidarity, and shows how they resisted the regime with the limited tools at their disposal. It gives
a fascinating insight into how the experience varied according to age, sex, class, and seriousness
of offence. The text is enlivened by the words of notorious wartime criminals, including Eddie
Chapman - Agent Zigzag - and the traitor Eric Pleasants, who later joined the SS. Also featured
are the letters of the Jersey 21', who later died in concentration camps, those of surrealist artists
Claude Cahun and Marcel Moore, condemned to death for their resistance activities, and the lost
prison diaries of Frank Falla, Guernsey's best known resister.

AUTHOR:
Dr Gilly Carr is Senior Lecturer and Academic Director in Archaeology at the University of
Cambridge's Institute of Continuing Education. She is a Fellow of St Catharine's College. Her
research interests are in the field of modern conflict archaeology, POW studies and heritage
studies. Her most recent monographs include Legacies of Occupation: Heritage, Memory and
Archaeology in the Channel Islands'; Protest, Defiance and Resistance in the Channel Islands:
German Occupation 1940-1945' (co-authored with Paul Sanders and Louise Willmot); and Victims
of Nazism in the Channel Islands: A Legitimate Heritage? She has also published many journal
articles and book chapters on the archaeology, history, heritage and legacy of military
occupation, and on the material culture of internment. 
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One of the first ever memoirs by a Royal Navy nuclear submarine officer, this is the inside story
of the men who ensured that 'Mutually Assured Destruction' was maintained at all times during
the Cold War.

During the Cold War, nuclear submarines performed the greatest public service of all: prevention
of a third world war. History shows that they succeeded; the Cold War ended peacefully, but for
security reasons, only now can this story be told. Eric Thompson is a career nuclear submarine
officer who served from the first days of the Polaris missile boats until after the end of the Cold
War. He joined the Navy in the last days of Empire, made his first sorties in World War II type
submarines and ended up as the top engineer in charge of the navy's nuclear power plants.
Along the way, he helped develop all manner of kit, from guided torpedoes to the Trident ballistic
missile system. In this vivid personal account of his submarine operations, he reveals what it was
like to literally have your finger on the nuclear button. In his journey, the author leads the reader
through top-secret submarine patrols, hush-hush scientific trials, underwater weapon
developments, public relations battles with nuclear protesters, arm-wrestling with politicians and
the changing roles of females and homosexuals in the Navy. It is essentially a human story, rich
in both drama and comedy, like the Russian spy trawler that played dance music at passing
submarines. There was never a dull moment. Behind the lighter moments was a deadly serious
game. This, the inside story of Britain's nuclear deterrent, reveals the secretive life of submarines
and the men who served on them; they kept their watch, and by maintaining the threat of
"Mutually Assured Destruction" helped keep Britain and the world safe.

AUTHOR:
Eric Thompson was born in Scotland during the Second World War. He won a scholarship to
Britannia Royal Naval College Dartmouth at sixteen, was streamed as an Engineer Officer,
volunteered for submarines and thirty-seven years later retired as Commodore of Britain's
principal nuclear submarine base at Faslane. A creature of the Cold War, he served in five
submarines, two squadrons, the staff of Submarine HQ and the Ministry of Defence. In addition
to being a nuclear propulsion specialist, he took a Masters degree in Acoustics and became a lead
officer in the ultra-secret world of underwater warfare and stealth technology. His MBE was
awarded for leadership during a submarine emergency on patrol. 
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An arresting account of the birth of SOF through the prism of the Iran Hostage Rescue attempt
by a direct observer.

"As a junior officer and the lowest ranking 'gopher' at the creation of these forces, I saw how the
several Services had great reservations regarding SOF to the point of studied dislike of it and a
distinct distaste for its inclusion as a member of their force structure. The single lone exception
was Army Chief of Staff Shy Myer, who saw terrorism and asymmetrical warfare as the emerging
National threat and worked to build a missing capability. He did this as a lone wolf in that much
of the Army leadership as well as the other Services, looked upon SOF as a high-risk loose
cannon on their stable conventional deck." In 1980, the U.S. Embassy in Tehran was seized and
the American citizens there taken hostage. The Joint Chiefs of Staff examined its inventory of
capabilities and concluded it had in reality, no capabilities other than nuclear weapons or mass
conventional forces - neither of which were rational outcomes. Any capability tailored for this
form of conflict would have to be built from scratch. Keith Nightingale, then a junior officer, was
Deputy Operations Officer of Joint Task Force Eagle Claw, commanded by Major General James
Vaught, which attempted to do just that. This is his personal, unique account of the events
leading to the rescue attempt, and how its failure directly led to the creation of the Special
Operations competency that the United States enjoys today.

AUTHOR:
Colonel Keith Nightingale is that rarest of breeds - a hard-core military man who wields a pen as
brilliantly as any weapon, and strategically deploys a full literary arsenal. Targeting our senses
with the sights, sounds, smells, textures, and even the tastes of war, his myriad of minute
physical details, visual similes, and extended metaphors invariably strike home. To quote
Pulitzer-Prize winner Tom Ricks, contributing editor to Foreign Policy: 'If you want to know about
war, Keith Nightingale is your man'. Nightingale's work is further endorsed by General David
Petraeus, General Volney Wagner, Susan Eisenhower, Emmy-winner Dennis Murphy, and other
luminaries.
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A fully illustrated account of the Roman military in the Republican and Imperial periods.

The Roman military machine was the pre-eminent in the ancient world, projecting power across
the known world over a vast chronology, and an increasing huge and diverse geography. One of
the most powerful instruments of war in the history of conflict, it proved uniquely adept at
learning from setbacks, always coming back the stronger for it. In so doing it displayed two of
the most important traits associated with the world of Rome. Firstly grit, that key ability to
remain steadfast and to overcome adversity, even in the most challenging of circumstances, as
faced for example by the Republic in the Second Punic War against Hannibal. Secondly, the
ability to copy the successful technical and tactical innovations of their enemies, enabling the
Roman military to always stay one step ahead of its opponents on campaign and in battle. In this
grand tour covering every aspect of the Roman military, leading expert Dr Simon Elliott first
provides a detailed background to the Roman Republic and Empire to provide context for all that
follows. He then looks specifically at the Roman military in its three key chronological phases: the
Republic, the Principate Empire and the Dominate Empire. Next he forensically examines specific
examples of the Roman military on campaign and in battle, and of its engineering prowess.
Finally, he examines the many enemies faced by the Roman Republic and Empire. This all
provides a firm structure to enable the reader to come to grips with this incredible military
machine, one whose exploits still resonate in the world to this very day.

AUTHOR:
Dr Simon Elliott is an award winning and best selling historian, archaeologist and broadcaster. He
is best known as an expert on Roman Britain and the Roman military, with his eight published
books to date covering subjects including the Classis Britannica Roman navy in Britain, Roman
legionaries, Roman military construction techniques, Roman Britain and Roman London, Julius
Caesar, and the emperors Septimius Severus and Pertinax. He is also an Honorary Research
Fellow at the University of Kent, a Trustee of the Council for British Archaeology, an Ambassador
for Museum of London Archaeology and a Guide Lecturer for Andante Travels. 
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This book tells the story of Willy Messerschmitt's life, and shows how this aeronautical genius built
many revolutionary airplanes - not excluding the Luftwaffe's mainstay, the Me-109 - and
culminating in the Me-262.

In July 1944 the Allies were stunned by the appearance of the Messerschmitt Me-262, the world's
first operational jet warplane. This new German fighter was more than 100mph faster than any
other aircraft in the skies. Although always greatly outnumbered, the Me-262 gained scores of
victories over Allied fighters and bombers, and by the end of the war, many of the Luftwaffe's
greatest aces had clamoured to be in their cockpits. No wonder military leaders believed that if it
had been introduced earlier, this jet could have changed the outcome of the war. Sharks of the
Air tells the story of Willy Messerschmitt's life, and shows how this aeronautical genius built many
revolutionary airplanes - not excluding the Luftwaffe's mainstay, the Me-109 - and culminating in
the Me-262. It describes how his various warplanes fought in Spain, Poland, France, Britain, the
U.S.S.R., and over Germany, and it provides thrilling accounts of air battles drawn from combat
reports and interviews with veterans. This book also shows how Messerschmitt - like other
geniuses such as Porsche, vonBraun, and Speer - was affected by cutthroat Nazi politics, and
describes his intense rivalries with other aircraft designers. It reveals aspects of his life never
before made public, including his love affair with the beautiful Baroness Lilly Michel-Rolino, a rich
aristocrat who left her husband to live with Willy. And finally it shows how in World War II
Messerschmitt believed he was loyally supporting the Fatherland, until he realised too late that
Hitler was a madman. Like many of the technical innovations of Nazi Germany in the war,
production arrived too late in order to change the final outcome. If Messerschmitt had been given
free rein from the start, however, Allied air superiority might never have occurred.

AUTHOR:
Author James Neal Harvey has been a pilot for more than 40 years and has owned a dozen
aircraft (including a De Havilland Tiger Moth built for the RAF, a Stinson V-77 that flew in the
Royal Navy, and a Messerschmitt Bf-108 that served in the Luftwaffe). Author of six previous
books, his grasp of aero-dynamics informs the narrative, as he examines how Messerschmitt
might well have changed the course of the Second World War.
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A thoroughly documented study of nine years of American combat operations encompassing the
crucial frontier valley and a 15-mile radius around it - the most deadly killing ground of the entire
Vietnam War.

Throughout the Vietnam War, one focal point persisted where the trainedprofessionals of the
North Vietnamese and U.S. armies repeatedly fought head-to-head. A Shau Valor is a thoroughly
documented study of nine years of American combat operations encompassing the crucial
frontier valley and a 15-mile radiusaround it - the most deadly killing ground of the entire
Vietnam War.

AUTHOR:
Colonel Thomas R. Yarborough served as an Air Force pilot for 28 years and flew two combat
tours in Vietnam as a forward air controller. His combat decorations include the Silver Star,
Distinguished Flying Cross, Purple Heart, Air Medal, and the Vietnamese Gallantry Cross with
Bronze Star. A former professor and department chair at Indiana University, he now lives in
West Springfield, Virginia, where he maintains ties to the academic community by writing articles
for various scholarly journals and periodicals. He is the author of the critically acclaimed book, Da
Nang Diary. 
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In May 1940 the German army outmanoeuvred Allied forces in northern France and Belgium,
forcing its evacuation from Dunkirk. Fearing an invasion, General Headquarters Home Forces set
about the rapid re-militarisation of the United Kingdom to oppose, arguably, the first very real
threat to the country's sovereignty since 1066. Erecting a series of defensive fieldworks and gun
emplacements countrywide, the backbone of these anti-invasion measures was the GHQ' (Stop)
Line. A physical linear defence line that extended the width and breadth of the country, the GHQ'
Line has largely been bypassed by history. Moving ever closer to beyond living memory, the
strategic effectiveness of the anti-invasion defences has long been overshadowed by popular
culture in its depiction of home defence during the Second World War. Viewed as a defensive
folly derived from First World War strategies, it has been suggested that the Stop Line' strategy
was intended to act as a visual deterrent rather than a serious defensive countermeasure. Never
contested, the GHQ' Line was a prepared battlefield that never faced the unpredictable test of
conflict, and so remains untried as a singular defensive strategy. With many of its fieldworks now
removed, forgotten or overgrown in the contemporary landscape, this book explores the thought
processes behind its design, construction, siting and strategic effectiveness in the landscape by
examining GHQ Line Green, a 145km section of GHQ line largely extant within South West
England. Only archaeological investigation can bring it alive once more and answer these
questions

AUTHOR:
An archaeological 'conflict' landscape investigator by profession, Philip Rowe's main area of
interest and research is the social archaeology of modern conflict, in particular Britain's home
defences of the early to mid-20th century. 
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Much has been written about the Unites States air forces during the Second World War, but little
has been written about the early days of American military aviation either before or during the
First World War or in the immediate inter-war years. In "Strike From the Air", the author shows
the early development of the aviation section of the U.S. Army with balloons and the part they
played in the Civil War. This is followed by an account of the first use of military aircraft when
General Pershing tracked down the revolutionary Pancho Villa after he had crossed the Mexican
border into the United States and attacked the town of Columbus, New Mexico, killing a number
of American citizens. The development of naval aircraft during the invasion of Veracruz is also
examined, which resulted in the first American aircraft to be hit by gunfire. Following the
outbreak of the First World War, the United States was gradually drawn into the conflict. Before
this had happened, a number of American travelled to Europe to volunteer for the Lafayette
Escadrille in France, as well as the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service. Many of
these men eventually joined the newly created United States Army Air Service, taking their
valuable experience and knowledge with them. Among the notable early US aviators were
individuals such as Eugene Bullard, the first African-American military pilot, and eccentric loners
like Frank Luke. The part played by the US Navy and USMC is not neglected. At the end of the
First World War a group of American pilots joined together to form the Kosciuszko Squadron that
fought against the Russians in the Polish/Russian War. The final part of the book contains a
number of escape reports by USAS pilots and observers, which gives a real insight into the
conditions they, and other Allied soldiers and airmen, were subjected to in German prison camps
during the First World War. To complete this fascinating look at those exciting and challenging
early days, "Strike From the Air" includes approximately 250 photographs, many of which have
ever been seen before.

AUTHOR:
Terry C. Treadwell was born and educated in Bournemouth. Having served in the Royal Air Force,
in telecommunications, and travelled the world quite extensively, including working in Australia
for a short period, he was European Correspondent for "Naval Aviation News" (the official
aviation magazine for the US Navy) and "Wings of Gold" (US) for ten years. 
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This book describes how the United States Air Force tactical reconnaissance units operated from
the end of World War II until the 1970s. This was an immensely active period that also included
major conflicts in Korea and Vietnam. It was also a period of rapid technological development in
aircraft and photographic techniques. The book includes the following: Introduction: The post war
period in Europe and the East. The Korean Conflict and the role of the 67th TRW from 1950 to
1954\. The role of the highly secret RF-86 missions over Red China and the Soviet Far East in the
early to mid '50s. Also the RB-57A missions out of Bitburg and Yokota flying clandestinely over
the Soviet Union and the RF-100A missions that were flown over the Soviet Union from Turkey,
Rhine Maine and Yokota. United States Air Forces in Europe. The Cuban Missile Crisis and the role
of the RF-101 Voodoos and RB-66s. Colour Profiles done by Robbie Robinson.

AUTHOR:
Doug Gordon has had a longstanding interest in this subject. Tactical reconnaissance has been
previously poorly dealt with in book form. The Korean War, the SEA War and other aspects of
the Cold war have been dealt with over the years; but mostly in relation to the role of the
fighter/fighter bomber and bomber missions. 
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The Republic P-47 proved to be a formidable ground-attack aircraft and in RAF service was
especially devastating during the fighting in Burma in 1945. There, the Thunderbolt was deployed
using the cab rank' system that proved so effective for the Hawker Typhoons during the Battle
for Normandy. Flying standing patrols close to the front line, as and when they were needed the
Thunderbolts would be directed to specific targets by ground controllers deployed among the
Army units in contact with the enemy. The effects of the aerial bombardment the Thunderbolts
unleashed was all too often devastating. Though he only joined 34 Squadron in 1945, Angus
Findon quickly found himself embroiled in the last battles of the Second World War - as the many
entries in his pilot's logbook testify. In particular, he and his fellow Thunderbolt pilots, often
operating alongside RAF Spitfires, played a vital part in the Battle of the Sittang Bend. On 2 July
1945, a Gurkha patrol ambushed a small enemy unit and captured a despatch bag containing a
copy of the operational plan for a break-out that the Japanese Army was planning. Forewarned,
the Allies were ready when the enemy attack came. So swift and destructive was the RAF
response, that the breakout ended in disaster for the Japanese who suffered such severe losses
that some formations were wiped out. The Battle of Sittang Bend effectively brought the war in
Burma to an end. In his remarkable memoir, never previously published and supported here by
additional narrative from the aviation historian Mark Hillier, Angus Findon details not only his part
in the Allied victory from his initial training, but graphically recounts what it was like to fly the
Thunderbolt and operate in the harsh conditions of the Burmese airfields during the final months
of the Second World War.

AUTHOR:
Like many young boys educated in the lead up to the Second World War, Angus Findon was set
on joining the RAF and becoming a fighter pilot. However, plagued by ill health he was initially
forced to settle for helping the war effort by joining the ARP. Subsequently employed as a
ploughman working the fields of the South Downs, he also served in the Home Guard. Not one to
give up, he persisted in his desire to fly and eventually, after training in Canada, found himself in
the cockpit of a Republic P-47 Thunderbolt II in Burma. 
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This is a study of some of the rank-and-file men, the foot soldiers, who carried out the "Final
Solution." The Trawniki concentration camp in Poland was used by the SS to train more than
5,000 men in the execution of mass murder. Of these 5,000, most were eastern Europeans
recruited from POW camps, including a large Ukrainian contingent. "Trawnikis" were distributed
throughout the concentration camp system, with particular prominence in the extermination
camps of Aktion Reinhard. Trawnikis formed the firing squads during Ghetto liquidations,
operated gas chambers, and carried out various other violent tasks deemed burdensome by
German planners. This book will explore who these men were, and give a face to those faceless
enforcers of the Holocaust.

AUTHOR:
Josh Baldwin received a BS in criminal justice from California State University of Los Angeles.
Studying history has been a passion for him for nearly 20 years. He focuses on the Holocaust,
WWII, and the Cold War.
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This historic Russian aircraft was first delivered to the Soviet Air Force at the height of the Cold
War in 1961. It remained in service until replaced by the much modified Tu-22M Backfire which
was introduced in the early 1970s and still remains in service. It was the first Soviet supersonic
bomber and was used for reconnaissance and bombing, in the latter role carrying either
conventional or nuclear bombs. The early aircraft had a range of 1,800 miles but later models
had a much increased radius of action through the introduction of in-flight refuelling. This book
looks at the design and development of the aircraft up to the introduction of the type M Backfire.
Details of construction, weapon systems, photo-reconnaissance and jamming equipment are
included to cover the several variant models. Operational use is explained and the text includes
many first-hand accounts from Russian aircrew of the period. The book will be superbly illustrated
by unique official photographs and manuals.

AUTHOR:
Sergey Burdin's previous military experience in the Russian Air Force gives him the edge in that
he has 'first-hand' experience of the aircraft and its operation. Additionally, Burdin has recently
compiled a comprehensive record of accidents and crashes involving the Tu-22 during its service
life. This includes full descriptions of the circumstances and causes of the accidents, with blame
apportioned to the 'guilty party/parties' in each case. This is quite unusual for Russian military
aircraft accidents. Alan Dawes is a main contributor to the international aviation press and his
Russian linguistic skills have enabled him to bring to light a great deal of recently published Soviet
aviation history. He is a major contributor to Air Forces Monthly. 
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Unforgotten in the Gulf of Tonkin is the thrilling true story of Navy pilot Lt. William Sharp's
high-speed ejection from his F-8 over North Vietnam and escape.

On November 18, 1965, U.S. Navy pilot Willie Sharp ejected from his F-8 fighter after being hit
while positioned over a target in North Vietnam. With a cloud layer beneath him, he did not know
if he was over land - where he would most certainly be captured or killed by the North
Vietnamese - or over the Gulf of Tonkin. As he ejected, both navy and air force aircraft were
already heading toward him to help.

What followed was a dramatic rescue made by pilots and other airmen with little or no training or
experience in combat search and rescue. Told by former military flight test engineer Eileen A.
Bjorkman, this story includes nail-biting descriptions of air combat, flight, and rescue. Bjorkman
places Sharp's story in the larger context of the U.S. military's bedrock credo - No Man Left
Behind - and calls attention to the more than eighty thousand Americans still missing from
conflicts since World War I. She also explores the devastating aftershocks of the Vietnam War as
Sharp struggled with posttraumatic stress disorder.

Woven into this gripping tale is the fascinating history of combat search-and-rescue missions that
officially began in World War II. Combining the cockiness and camaraderie of Top Gun with the
heroics of Sully, Unforgotten in the Gulf of Tonkin is a riveting tale of combat rescue and an
unforgettable story about the U.S. military's commitment to leave no man behind.

AUTHOR:
Eileen A. Bjorkman is a former flight test engineer with more than thirty-five years of
experience. She is the author of The Propeller under the Bed: A Personal History of Homebuilt
Aircraft and has published articles in the Smithsonian's Air & Space Magazine, Aviation History,
Sport Aviation, the Everett Daily Herald, and the Herald Business Journal.
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The Victoria Cross is the most exclusive and prestigious of all gallantry awards. In order to retain
this exclusivity, the standard of courage, endeavour or sacrifice required for a recommendation
to be accepted for the award of the VC must be of the highest possible order. This has meant
that many extremely courageous acts have failed to be rewarded with the VC, even though they
appear to be just as remarkable in the level of danger and daring as some of those which were
accepted for the medal. The reason for this, is that the awarding of the VC, indeed even the
acknowledgement from a commanding officer that an individual's action merits submission to the
selection board, is entirely subjective. What one general might consider to be of exceptional
valour might be regarded by another senior officer as merely a soldier carrying out his duty.
When Trooper Clement Roberts rode into the thick of battle in South Africa to rescue a young
war reporter who had been thrown from his horse, little did he know that he was saving the life
of Britain's future wartime Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill. Recommended for the VC,
Roberts was eventually awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal. Similarly, following the
airborne operation at Arnhem in the Second World War, Captain Michael Dauncey was
recommended by three other officers for the award of the Victoria Cross. These appeals,
however, were rejected. The reasons behind the failure to award Lieutenant Colonel Paddy
Mayne, a member of 1st SAS Regiment, the VC, despite repeated calls for his actions to be
recognised in such a manner, was the subject of an Early Day Motion put before the House of
Commons as recently as June 2005. Following the airborne operation at Arnhem in the Second
World War, Captain Michael Dauncey was recommended by three other officers for the award of
the Victoria Cross. These appeals, however, were rejected. The reasons behind the failure to
award Lieutenant Colonel Paddy Mayne, a member of 1st SAS Regiment, the VC, despite
repeated calls for his actions to be recognised in such a manner, was the subject of an Early Day
Motion put before the House of Commons as recently as June 2005\. In this revealing and unique
analysis of actions that did not result in the award of the VC, despite recommendations to this
effect, Brian Best has highlighted the uneven decisions made throughout the decades and in
campaigns around the globe, that led to some men becoming national heroes and others, equally
courageous, being merely footnotes in history.

AUTHOR:
Brian Best has an honours degree in South African History and is a Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society. He was the founder of the Victoria Cross Society and edited its Journal for
many years. Brian also lectures about the Victoria Cross and War Art. He is married and lives in
Rutland. 
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At the age of 82, renowned illustrator and former United States Marine Corps artist-in-residence
Col. Charles Waterhouse set out to paint US Marines and Navy corpsmen engaged in the acts for
which they were awarded the Medal of Honor. At the time of his death, Waterhouse had
completed over 332 paintings and portraits of recipients from the Civil War to Afghanistan,
leaving behind as a final gift to his Corps and country the most comprehensive collection of Medal
of Honor paintings ever created by a single artist. Valor in Action tells the true story of some
amazing American heroes who went above and beyond the call of duty, and the tenacious artist
who - armed only with a paintbrush - sought to capture their heroic actions in the moment they
occurred, to his dying breath.

AUTHOR:
Jane Waterhouse is an award-winning playwright, a scriptwriter, and the author of several
critically acclaimed novels, including Playing for Keeps, Graven Images, Shadow Walk, and Dead
Letter. She lives in Fair Haven, New Jersey.

SELLING POINTS:
•  3000 copy limited edition
•  slip-cased volume
•  Hand-signed by Author
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Published to coincide with the major 2 part BBC1 series (Autumn 2000) of the same name, War
Behind the Wire focuses on the capture, interrogation, the comradeship of camp life, escape
planning and forgery techniques, tunnelling, the thrill of life on the run, re-capture and
punishment, the joy of liberation. All these experiences and more are vividly described by former
POWs of the Second World War and their German camp guards, in War Behind the Wire.
Through gripping first-hand accounts enhanced with numerous illustrations, we learn the true
story of the ill-fated Great Escape, which ended in the barbaric murder of 50 gallant men of
many nationalities. Former inmates tell what life in Colditz Castle was really like. War Behind the
Wire is an inspiring book of memories and experiences of those who never gave up hope. These
will be as unforgettable for the reader as they were for those who found themselves in captivity.

AUTHOR:
Patrick Wilson is a young professional historian with a fast-growing reputation. His first book
Dunkirk - From Disaster to Deliverance (Leo Cooper) was an immediate success, and reprinted
within 3 months. His second book So Far From Home goes on sale this Autumn. War Behind The
Wire is his first TV tie-in. 
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Warfare in the Age of Crusades: The Latin East explores in fascinating detail the key campaigns,
battles and sieges that shaped the crusading period of the Middle Ages, giving special attention to
military technologies, tactics and strategies. Key personalities and political factors are addressed,
including the role of papal monarchy in initiating the crusading expeditions, the relationship
between Catholic Europe and the Byzantine empire, the role of the religious military orders, and
Islamic and Mongol military capabilities. Chapters are devoted to each of the major crusades to
the Levant - First, Second, Third and Fourth crusades - and an analysis of the Islamic response.
The rise of the Mamluks in Egypt, with their innovative military organization, is covered, as are
the failed Egyptian and Tunisian campaigns. The concluding chapters describe the Mongol
campaigns in the Levant, the Mamluk response, and the final siege of Acre in 1291. This original
and perceptive study of a key stage in medieval military history features regional, strategic and
multi-phase tactical maps that illuminate the narrative and provide a valuable resource for
students, historians and wargamers alike.

AUTHOR:
Brian Todd Carey is an Assistant Professor of History and Military History at the American Public
University System, where he has taught ancient, medieval, and early modern military history for
over twenty years. His first two books, Warfare in the Ancient World and Warfare in the Medieval
World, cover the history of warfare in western civilization from the Bronze Age through the Thirty
Years' War. His other publications include Hannibal's Last Battle and Road to Manzikert: Byzantine
and Islamic Warfare, 527-1071. Joshua B. Allfree is an IT project manager supporting the US
Army Human Resources Command at Fort Knox, Kentucky. He retired from the US Army as a
Sergeant Major in 2014 after a 34-year career in the fields of both combat arms and information
technology. He is a member of the Society for Military History. He has collaborated on four
previous books with author Brian Todd Carey, Warfare in the Ancient World, Warfare in the
Medieval World, Hannibal's Last Battle, and Road to Manzikert. 
50 illustrations and maps
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The Washington Treaty of February 1922 put a cap on the construction of capital ships and
aircraft carriers while failing to impose similar restraints on auxiliary' vessels or submarines. This
led to a competition in treaty cruisers' - ships of the maximum 10,000-ton displacement allowed,
armed with multiple 8in guns - and in submarines, many of which were designed for long range
and high speed on the surface. During the 1920s the French and the Japanese took particular
advantage of the absence of quantitative or qualitative limits for these vessels to compensate for
their inferiority in capital ships. Thus, as the ten-year review of Washington approached, Britain
and the United States attempted to extend the ratios agreed in 1922 to the newly-defined
categories of cruisers, destroyers and submarines. The negotiations which resulted in the Treaty
of London of April 1930 were fraught, and the agreement proved controversial, particularly in
Japan. "Warships After London" examines warship developments in the five major navies during
the period 1930-1936. Long-term plans were disrupted, and new construction had to be reviewed
in the light of the new treaty regulations. The imposition of new quantitative limits for cruisers,
destroyers and submarines led to new, often smaller designs, and a need to balance unit size
against overall numbers within each of the categories. As ships produced under these restrictions
were the newest available when war broke out in 1939, this book is a major contribution to
understanding the nature of the navies involved. Its value is enhanced by well-chosen
photographs and by the author's specially-prepared line drawings showing the overall layout,
armament, protection and propulsion of the ships laid down during the period. "Warships After
London" is a fitting sequel to the author's acclaimed "Warships After Washington", first published
by Seaforth in 2011.

AUTHOR:
John Jordan is the editor of the annual Warship and is best known for a series of technical
histories of French warships published by Seaforth. He has also made a particular study of the
workings of naval treaties, this book being a sequel to his very popular "Warships after
Washington."
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At the heart of David Butterys third book on the Peninsular War lies the comparison between two
great commanders of enormous experience and reputation Arthur Wellesley, later Duke of
Wellington, and Jean de Dieu Soult. In Soult, Wellesley met one of his most formidable
opponents and they confronted each other during one of the most remarkable, and neglected, of
the Peninsular campaigns. Soult's invasion of Portugal is rarely studied in great depth and,
likewise, the offensive Wellesley launched, which defeated and expelled the French, has also
received scant coverage. As well as giving a fresh insight into the contrasting characters of the
two generals, the narrative offers a gripping and detailed, reconstruction of the organisation and
experience of a military campaign 200 years ago.

AUTHOR:
David Buttery has established a reputation as a leading historian of nineteenth-century British
military history. He has made a particular study of the Napoleonic and Crimean wars. He has
worked in newspapers and museums and has published extensively in many of the leading
military history periodicals including the Victorian Military Society's journal, The Leicestershire
Chronicle and Military Illustrated. His most recent books are Wellington Against Massena: The
Third Invasion of Portugal 1810-1811, Messenger of Death: Captain Nolan and the Charge of the
Light Brigade, Wellington Against Junot: The First Invasion of Portugal 1807-1808 and the
Waterloo Battlefield Guide. 
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What do we really know about the sources of Adolf Hitler's anti-Semitism? What led him to
become such a genocidal anti-Semite? It is often said that the strongly anti-Semitic atmosphere
in pre-war Vienna, in which Hitler failed to achieve his dream of becoming an artist, was when his
hatred of the Jews first began to stir. We also often read that such feelings were compounded by
the so-called stab in the back' by Jewish-Marxists at the end of the First World War, which led to
Germany's humiliating capitulation. The Darwinian science of natural selection is often included in
the debate as well, which to Hitler meant keeping the Germanic race pure' and untainted by the
inferior' Jews. However, as Peter den Hertog sets out in this book, such external, cultural and
environmental factors were also experienced by most of Hitler's contemporaries, and they did not
all turn into rabid Jew-haters. In this study, the author investigates what we do know about the
roots of the German leader's anti-Semitism. He also takes the significant step of mapping out
what we do not know in detail. This allows the reader to understand which information needs to
be looked for in the search for a complete explanation. Historians will be historians and so have
their own way of looking at the world. This fails to provide us with complete clarity in this matter.
That is why this study also employs insights from Psychology, Psychiatry and Forensic Psychiatry.
Readers even take a trip 65 million years back in time to the field of Evolutionary Psychology.
The author reveals how Hitler was a man with highly paranoid traits. The causes of this paranoia
are clarified for the first time and its connection to Hitler's anti-Semitism is explained in depth.
The author also explores, and answers, whether the Fuhrer gave one specific instruction ordering
the elimination of Europe's Jews, and, if so, when this took place. Peter den Hertog is able to
provide an all-encompassing explanation for Hitler's anti-Semitism by combining insights from
many different disciplines. He also succeeds in clarifying how Hitler's own particular brand of
anti-Semitism could lead the way to the Holocaust.

AUTHOR:
Peter den Hertog is a historian and author who specialises in the history of Germany in the first
half of the twentieth century, and, in particular, that of Adolf Hitler. A regular guest on radio
programs in the Netherlands and Belgium, speaking about anti-Semitism and the Holocaust, he
also lectures on these subjects at universities and teacher training colleges. Having studied
history, biology and cultural studies, and written novels and thrillers, Peter also teaches the art of
writing and is frequently sought-after as a ghost writer. 
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All of us – even plants, animals, crystals and places – are surrounded by an aura: a
three-dimensional elliptical energy field composed, to varying degrees, of the seven colours of
the rainbow, emitted by the seven chakras. And we all have the innate ability to sense or see this
field if we dig deep enough. Our aura reveals the state of our mood and health and even our
personality, and it can be enhanced or depleted by our actions and external forces. This book will
introduce you to the life enhancing effect of aura awareness, taking you through how to detect,
sense or see auras, how to interpret them, and then how to cleanse, heal, strengthen and
protect them.

AUTHOR:
Vanessa Tucker is the author of The Art of You, founder of Walk your Talk Retreats, creator of
Alchemy Healing and co-founder of Women Weaving Change. Her work is heart-centred,
Spirit-led and transformative, with an emphasis on working with energy and auras. She travels
extensively throughout the UK and India facilitating workshops, courses and retreats and sharing
her teaching programmes, knowledge and experiences. As well as her one-to-one healing and
therapy practice, Vanessa provides training in reiki and alchemy healing.
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This original Tarot deck highlighting the practical insight of "depth psychology," which examines
the unconscious - exploring dreams and archetypes - looks deeply at the Self, Shadow, Heavenly
Fool, Inner Child, and other important aspects of humanity. Have you ever noticed that the world
around us is just a decoration of "consensus" reality? And that the most-interesting things are
behind the scenes - in our subconscious, where the true puppet masters reside? In this exciting
78-card Tarot deck of fully illustrated Majors and thematic Minors, you will find that structural and
logical methods represent the answer to these questions and help readers modify behaviors to
best suit successful encounters with real-life situations. Created by a student of C. G. Jung
philosophy, a pathway to clear divination messages, meditation, and psychological practices will
resonate with readers everywhere.

AUTHOR:
Stanislav Reshetnikov was born and lives in Moscow, Russia. He's a graduate of Moscow Medical
Academy, and after years working for big-pharma companies, he shifted his focus to psychology
and surrounding disciplines, especially the Jungian philosophy. This way led to completion of the
Moscow association of analytical psychology (Jungian analysis). Stanislav became a skilled
tarologist, psychotherapist, trainer, and leader of several popular thematic seminars and created
his own course on Tarot learning, based on years of practical experience and numerous cases.

Includes 78 art cards and 176 page guidebook
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Do you have hidden wishes and desires that have been elusive since your youth? Now there is an
inspirational oracle that will take you on an exciting adventure of self-discovery and
enlightenment! Explore your unique gifts through 50 stunning oracle cards and a quick-and-easy
guidebook with whimsical messages that will help you enhance your life and express your
deepest feelings. Create a "Mind Painting" of your ideal self - someone who you would like to
become - and then ascend to unbelievable heights by developing your imagination. Talented
people throughout the ages—great thinkers, authors, poets, painters, and composers—have
shared wonderful creations with humankind, and you can too by developing the innate talents
that slumber deep within your Soul. This is the place of wizards, magic, and fairies! Prepare to be
inspired! Includes 50 art cards and full-colour guidebook.

AUTHOR:
Judy Mastrangelo has painted all of her life. She licenses her artwork in several markets, such as
wall murals, art prints, inspirational card decks, and books she has written and illustrated. Her
preliminary technique of "Mind Painting" helps her develop imaginative works of art and teaches
others to develop their imaginations.

Includes 50 art cards and 112 page guidebook
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Follow the path of wisdom with Pistis Sophia: The Goddess Tarot, a fully illustrated Majors-only
Tarot deck that explores traditional archetypes through the landscape of the mythological female.
Uniting archeology, anthropology, and history with the wisdom of the Tarot, it depicts goddesses,
holy women, and heroines, exploring the card meanings through their stories, writings, worship,
and imagery from a wide variety of cultures and time periods. A guidebook teaching use and
interpretation of the cards offers an accessible but in-depth analysis of the figures and myths
depicted. This is a sister deck to Sol Invictus: The God Tarot. For intermediate and advanced
users. Set contains 22 Tarot art cards and a comprehensive guidebook.

AUTHORS:
Kim is the cocreator of Sol Invictus: The God Tarot (Schiffer, 2007) and Tarot Apokalypsis, also
writing the guidebook for the bestselling Tarot Illuminati. She is also the author of Tarot 101:
Mastering the Art of Reading the Cards. Nic is the cocreator of Sol Invictus: The God Tarot and
has continued to expand his artwork into different media on a larger scale. He also authored and
illustrated Celtic Saints of Western Britain.

Nic is the cocreator of Sol Invictus: The God Tarot and has continued to expand his artwork into
different media on a larger scale. He also authored and illustrated Celtic Saints of Western
Britain.

22 art cards
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Shamanism is a spiritual practice that has persisted since ancient times in Siberian, Mongolian,
Indian, Native American, South American, Australian and other cultures around the world.
Originally shamanism developed from our tribal ancestors’ ways of exploring and working with
the universal forces of the sprit worlds and interacting with them to achieve healing and balance
for their communities and its members, reaching higher state of consciousness and remarkable
spiritual knowledge and skills in the process. Today, people from any walk of life can choose to
follow a shamanic path to open up their life to natural healing, expansion of consciousness and
personal growth. In this book, discover the origins, background, cosmology and practices of
traditional shamanism before being introduced to the first steps in your own shamanic journey,
from power animals and guardian spirit, to working with nature, ancestors and soul retrieval.

AUTHOR:
Christa, a former psychologist, therapist, university lecturer and international trainer, now works
as a therapeutic shaman and shamanic teacher. Her training organisation ‘Bridging the Worlds’,
provides courses for therapeutic professionals, combining indigenous spiritual teaching with
western psychological approaches, a subject she also writes, lectures and talks widely about.
Christa also facilitates shamanic workshops for lay people and is the co-founder of the ‘Modern
Medicine Woman Training School’ where she provides training courses for modern medicine
women. She is the author of three books about shamanism. 
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Influenced by Bessie Smith, Janis Joplin became a rock star in San Francisco's Big Brother & the
Holding Company, and enjoyed a meteoric solo career before her untimely death from a drug
overdose in Los Angeles. She was the most compelling female blues singer of the 1960s with a
thrilling, emotional depth and a fiery stage presence that dominated albums such as Big Brother's
Cheap Thrills (1968) and the posthumous, chart-topping Pearl (1971). She became the voice of a
generation with her weary, cynical tone, one that still resonates with the curious and wistful youth
of today who are faced with a music scene saturated by rap.

This new illustrated book is a timely introduction for the 50th anniversary of Joplin's death in
October 2020. It covers her life, recordings, live performances and offers a gallery of powerful
images.
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A chronological review of the most essential and heaviest metal and hard rock albums, illustrated
throughout, demonstrating the global popularity of the genre and just how much it has grown.

The 1970s was the era when the great heavy metal pioneers laid down the blueprint for
everything that was to come after, forefathers like Black Sabbath and Deep Purple dominated.
But as metal began to take hold in the mainstream - and then began to diversify - bands such as
Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Metallica and Motley Crue made their presence felt among new fans,
and it continues to evolve today with bands like Clutch and Ghost.

Providing an extensive overview of the music and the stories behind each album, this inclusive
reference chronicles the history and development of heavy metal, including sub-movements such
as death metal, rap-rock, grunge, industrial rock, grindcore, nu metal, and stoner rock,
illustrated with iconic album covers and archive photographs.

Essential reading for metal heads and hard rock fans everywhere.

AUTHOR:
Paul Elliott started writing about rock in 1985 as a contributor to Sounds, and has since worked
for Kerrang!, Q, Vox, Heat, Blender (US), Metal Hammer and various other titles. His books
include the first biography of Guns N' Roses (published by Hamlyn), and Star Man, the
autobiography of rock bodyguard Danny Francis (published by Simon & Schuster). Paul currently
writes for Classic Rock and MOJO. 

200 colour images
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There are roughly 6,000 wild dogs left in Africa yet they have cast such a spell on top wildlife
photographer and naturalist Jocelin Kagan that she is determined to help save them. 

If left to their own devices, they are more than capable of thriving, as this sumptuous
photographic natural history shows. Jocelin has called in world experts to add their latest findings
about these resourceful, graceful and highly skilled family groups. 
Nomadic predators whose territories range thousands of kilometres, they hunt co-operatively,
preying on small herbivores. Non-confrontational, they form complex bonds as this book reveals. 

Now restricted to small populations and threatened by some shoot-to-kill policies, habitat
fragmentation, diseases from domestic dogs, climate change and snares, as well as natural
predation from hyenas and lions, Africa's wild dogs will be supported by all the royalties from this
book.

AUTHOR:
Jocelin Kagan lives in South Africa and is a professional wildlife photographer. Business coach and
communications consultant, Jocelin is a devoted campaigner for Africa's wild dogs.

142 colour and 8 b/w photographs
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Birds' eggs are true wonders of the natural world: they are strong enough to protect the embryo
as it grows and to withstand incubation by the parent, yet sufficiently fragile to allow the chick to
hatch. Little wonder that the enormous diversity of avian eggs - the amazing range of shapes,
sizes, colours, textures and patterns - has long fascinated us. Since boyhood, the renowned
landscape photographer Colin Prior has had a passion for wild birds. For him, birds are the
embodiment of nature, and fundamentally enrich the experience of being outdoors. This stunning
new book presents Prior's remarkable images of birds' eggs side by side with his dramatic
photographs of the birds' natural habitats. At a time when many human influences are having an
adverse impact on the environment, these habitats are equally fragile and vulnerable to change.
Loss of habitat is, in turn, a major factor in the decline of wild bird populations. It has been
illegal to take any birds' eggs from the wild in Great Britain since 1954, and since 1982 it has
been against the law to possess the egg of any wild bird. The eggs featured in this book belong
to the National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh, which holds one of the world's largest
collections of birds' eggs. The eggs were collected legally during the late 19th and early 20th
centuries and bequeathed to the museum by private collectors. Prior set up a studio at the
museum and spent five weeks photographing more than 300 eggs using the latest digital
technology. Each photograph is a compilation of between 40 and 80 separate exposures that
were then blended into a single image using specialist software. The final image is an exquisite,
almost three-dimensional rendition of the egg, pin-sharp from the front to the back. 

AUTHOR:
Colin Prior is an acclaimed landscape photographer with almost four decades of experience. He
seeks out patterns in the landscape and the hidden links between reality and the imagination. His
images capturing sublime moments of light and land are the result of meticulous planning, and
often take years to achieve. 

250 colour illustrations
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A fascinating look at what birds do and why they do it.

Both casual and serious birdwatchers can take their skills to the next level with this detailed
consideration of bird behaviour. This book makes it possible to move beyond identifying birds to
understanding some of the underpinning and meaning to what birds do, how they do it, and why
they do it. Written in an easy-to-understand style, with an abundance of photos illustrating the
behaviours, the book shows how flight, molt, migration, feeding, predation, social behaviour,
courtship, and nesting shape birds' behaviours. Birds are everywhere, and easy to observe; this
introduction to elements of bird behaviour will connect readers more intimately with these
remarkable and beguilingly perceptive animals.

AUTHOR:
John Kricher is Professor Emeritus of Biology at Wheaton College, Norton, MA, where for 48
years he taught ecology, ornithology, and vertebrate evolution. He is a Fellow in the American
Ornithologists Union and is past president of the Association of Field Ornithologists, the Wilson
Ornithological Society, and the Nuttall Ornithological Club. He has served on the board of the
American Birding Association.
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The part played by the tropical forests in sustaining the world's climate is well understood, but
they are in drastic decline. Our own prehistoric forest was mostly destroyed thousands of years
ago to make way for farming. Only since the First World War have practical measures been
taken to reverse this trend of decline, and a century of tree planting has more than doubled
Britain's forest cover. Most of the early thinking on tree planting in Britain was about boosting
timber production in the aftermath the two World Wars, when submarine blockades froze out
imports. But times have changed. Planting today is inspired not just by the need for timber, but
by environmental and social initiatives that are working to strengthen the partnership between
people and nature. David Foot reveals the story of twentieth-century forest creation, and the
Eureka moment in the 1980s that challenged foresters and conservationists to work together on
new ideas.

AUTHOR:
David Foot is a retired professional forester and was a Forestry Commissioner from 1986 to
1999. He has also been a Trustee of the Woodland Trust and contributed to People & Woods in
Scotland: a History (ed. T.C. Smout).
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The Beatles ascended like no band before, hurtling to the dizzy heights of international stardom
in the early 1960s. Their counter-cultural vibes and unmistakable talent are still the subject of
much discussion today - as is the rabid devotion of their fans. But how did one pop group
become, as Lennon infamously quipped, "more popular than Jesus"?

The work of four photographers provides an enlightening insight into the band's rise to fame.
Ward captured the Fab Four when Beatlemania was still confined to their own home city - the
band braved the icy Liverpool streets for a promotional shoot during the Big Freeze of '62-63.
O'Neill crossed paths with The Beatles amid the buzz of the Swinging Sixties, resonating with the
band in 1963 as a photographer of their generation. Parkinson delivered a deceptively relaxed
shoot later that year, when the band were recording their second album; while Bayes captured
never-before-published candid shots of The Beatles filming Help! in 1965.

Accompanying these pictures, Tony Barrell's text delves into the Beatlemania phenomenon - the
good, the bad, the ugly and the odd. From the creation of their early hit records to the hails of
confectionery that peppered stages after John claimed George had eaten his jelly babies,
Beatlemania: Four Photographers on the Fab Four reveals how one band became a lasting
sensation.

AUTHOR:
Tony Barrell is a pop historian, author and Beatles fan who has spent much of his life
interviewing musicians and writing about music. He has penned many articles for The Sunday
Times and other newspapers and magazines. His 2017 work The Beatles on the Roof is the first
book to be published about the Fab Four's famous 1969 rooftop concert.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The rise of the Fab Four - The Beatles in their fledgling years of fame
•  Incredible photos, many unseen, from the cameras of Terry O'Neill, Norman Parkinson,
Michael Ward and Derek Bayes
•  With text by renowned Pop historian Tony Barrell
•  The perfect gift for any fan who keeps Beatlemania alive today
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An elegant new edition of Bernd and Hilla Becher's classic black-and-white photographic study of
industrial buildings.

During their 40-year career, Bernd and Hilla Becher created their own architectural typology as
they photographed buildings in a unique style. Basic Forms represents the culmination of their
career. Although the subject matter is unglamorous - mine shafts, blast furnaces, cooling towers,
water towers, silos, and gas tanks - the Bechers' passion for their work imbues these
photographs with beauty and solemnity. The Bechers restricted the conditions of each
photograph - taking them early in the morning, on overcast days, so as to eliminate shadow and
distribute light evenly. Each image is centered and frontally framed, its parallel lines set on an
even plane. There are no human figures, nor are there birds in the sky. The result is a treasury
of precisely functional architectural forms, a sublime example of conceptual artistic practices, and
a series of "perfect sculptures of a bygone industrial age."

AUTHORS:
Bernhard "Bernd" Becher (1931-2007) and Hilla Becher (1934-2015) were German conceptual
artists and photographers working as a collaborative duo. They are best known for their
extensive series of photographic images, or typologies, of industrial buildings and structures. As
founders of what has come to be known as the "Becher" or "Dusseldorf" School of Photography,
they influenced generations of documentary photographers and artists.

Thiery de Duve is a Belgian art historian, curator, and professor of modern and contemporary art
theory. He is the author of numerous books. He has taught at many institutions including the
Sorbonne in Paris, MIT, and John Hopkins University.

61 illustrations
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The Asia Unique series of books highlights the extraordinary diversity of Asia by focusing on one
specific topic, photographed in its amazing diversity by some of the finest travel photographers
currently working in Asia. Throughout the books, inspirational quotes and proverbs from Asia,
related to the specific book topic, complement the stunning images.

Catch shows the many ways people across the Asian continent go about catching fish. There is a
Chinese proverb that says, "don't stand by the water and long for fish; go home and weave a
net". Fishing has been one of man's main pursuits throughout the ages. Asia's oceans, lakes and
rivers provide for a substantial part of people's diets. Ingenious contraptions and clever devices
have been constructed to gather a bountiful catch or simply to ensure there is food on the table.
Nets come in all colours, shapes and sizes, rods short and long, bamboo traps, small enough to
hold a handful of river crabs or oversized to capture a catfish of monstrous proportions.

Catch highlights the extraordinary diversity of fishing methods across Asia; enriched by
inspirational Asian quotes and proverbs related to the act of fishing. It is a wonderful
photographic journey about those who make a living from the sea. Evocative images that
illustrate the unique cultural traditions of Asia's fishermen, from the quietly contemplative rod
and line to the beautifully crafted boats. A fascinating insight.

"... the glorious details of Asia and the life that captures so many of us and keeps us there. Why
do I live in Asia? These books beautifully answer that question..." Amazon review

AUTHOR:
Hans Kemp first arrived in Asia in 1986 at the start of what turned out to be an 18-month
sojourn before finally taking the Trans Siberian train from Beijing back to the Netherlands. The
nomadic bug had firmly entrenched itself however and Hans soon found himself back in Asia
guiding groups across the Karakoram Highway from Northern Pakistan into China's Xinjiang
province and onwards into Tibet. Establishing a base in Hong Kong in the early 1990's allowed
him to develop his photography skills, capturing Asia in iconic images published in a wide variety
of international magazines and books.

117 colour photographs
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The London Eye at a standstill, against a brilliant blue sky. Venetian gondolas, resting beneath
their tarpaulins. The Trevi Fountain in Rome, Schloss Sanssouci in Potsdam, the Brooklyn Bridge
in New York-all deserted. In the middle of the day. The widespread Covid-19 lockdown of Spring
and Summer 2020 that had millions of people confined to their homes made for remarkable
photographs around the globe. Cities of Silence brings together lockdown pictures from more
than 60 cities-all exceptional snapshots of otherwise densely crowded spaces. Free of people,
traffic, and much of the habitual advertising we are used to, the aesthetic qualities of each place
become more visible: the symmetry of a square or boulevard, the harmony of a facade, the
beauty of an empty beach. A document of an extraordinary and challenging period, Silent Cities
also offers us the visual space to imagine a better future.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Beauty amid the suffering and struggle: unique lockdown impressions from more than 60
cities.
•  World-renowned sites and monuments as never seen them before.
•  A photographic record of an extraordinary period in history.

150 colour photographs
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When David Bowie passed away on 10 January 2016, the world lost an icon. And yet, his legacy
lives on. From his humble origins as a teen musician in the 1960s up until the very end, David
Bowie's music, lyrics and provocative performances inspired not only his generation, but every
generation that followed. While his sound and style underwent several alterations throughout his
career, two facts never changed. He was an innovator, and photographers adored him.

Bowie Icons gathers the greatest shots of this star into a single volume. The result: the single
most important anthology of David Bowie images that has ever been compiled. Follow the visual
evolution of Bowie over the years, through the lenses of iconic photographers.

Featured photographers include: Gerald Fearnley, Justin de Villeneuve, Terry O'Neill, Masayoshi
Sukita, Norman Parkinson, Kevin Cummins, Geoff McCormack, Alec Byrne, Ray Stevenson,
Chalkie Davies, Brian Aris, Tony McGee and Greg Brennan.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The most significant collection of David Bowie images ever assembled
•  A panoramic feature published to coincide with the 5th anniversary of Bowie's death
•  Top photographers, iconic pictures, and one of the greatest stars in history
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A photographic account of an Alpine town's extreme servitude to the World Economic Forum.

Every January, for four days, a small town in the Swiss Alps is transformed into a Potemkin
village. The World Economic Forum brings heads of state, politicians and activists to Davos,
followed by global corporations who use the venue for international appearances, informal
receptions and lobbying. The short-term demand for free, playable rooms, space and
accommodation has far-reaching consequences: shops and apartments are vacant for most of
the year in order to be rented out for horrendous sums during the event. In 2020, Facebook
erected a temporary two-story pavilion, while at the same time a bookstore disappeared
completely from the main street.

Davos Is a Verb is the photographic documentation of this madness. Photographer Jules
Spinatsch (born 1964) makes Davos visible as a fleeting world in which public space is
reinterpreted and everything is in flux.

AUTHOR:
Jules Spinatsch (born 1964 in Davos) briefl y studied sociology in Zurich, then photography at the
International Center of Photography ICP in New York. Since 2000, he has been working mainly
on his own projects, which are published as monographs and shown as exhibitions, e.g. at the
MoMA (NY) and the Tate Modern. In 2019 the comprehensive publication of the solo exhibition
Semiautomatic Photography 2001–2020 at the Centre de la Photographie Geneve was published.
Temporary Discomfort won the prize for the best photography book in Arles in 2005.

SELLING POINT:
•  Mind-blowing photos show how a tiny Swiss mountain town completely transforms itself into a
showroom for capitalism over the four days of the World Economic Forum. Hundred-years-old
shops transform into LED advertisements for corporations, earning a years worth of income in
just days. These photographs show the rapid transformation and impact of this global descent on
the town of Davos.

120 images
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The Asia Unique series of books highlights the extraordinary diversity of Asia by focusing on one
specific topic, photographed in its amazing variety by some of the finest travel photographers
currently covering Asia. Throughout the books, inspirational quotes and proverbs from Asia,
related to the specific book topic, complement the stunning images. Doors illustrates the many
styles in which people across Asia design and decorate passageways to their homes and
buildings.

A Chinese proverb says, "Teachers open the door. You enter by yourself." Doors are symbols of
passage and guardians of unknown treasures. Their character offers a hint of what lies behind.
The variety of doors across Asia is without equal: serene temples, magnificent forts, golden
palaces, urban housing, and nomadic tents. Doors highlights the diversity of entrances across
Asia captured in over 130 stunning colour photographs, and enriched by inspirational Asian
quotes and proverbs related to doors.

"... the glorious details of Asia and the life that captures so many of us and keeps us there. Why
do I live in Asia? These books beautifully answer that question...." Amazon review

AUTHOR:
Hans Kemp first arrived in Asia in 1986 at the start of what turned out to be an 18-month
sojourn before finally taking the Trans Siberian train from Beijing back to the Netherlands. The
nomadic bug had firmly entrenched itself however and Hans soon found himself back in Asia
guiding groups across the Karakoram Highway from Northern Pakistan into China's Xinjiang
province and onwards into Tibet. Establishing a base in Hong Kong in the early 1990s allowed
Hans to develop his photography skills, traversing and capturing Asia in iconic images published in
a wide variety of international magazines and books. He pioneered the creation of quality
postcards in Vietnam and stood at the cradle of Visionary World Publishers in Hong Kong. Hans is
an award-winning photographer of several books. His most successful book Bikes of Burden,
depicting the motorbike culture in Vietnam, has sold over eighty thousand copies and, besides
the original English edition, is published in a German, a Japanese and a French version.

133 colour photographs
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John Lennon's life, death and music shaped the world. His reputation as a philanthropist, political
activist and pacifist influenced millions worldwide. If Elvis was King, Lennon was his rightful
successor - and fittingly, several images in this collection of both classic and unseen photos show
him wearing a diamond-studded 'Elvis' pin over his heart, in homage to his forefather on the
throne of Rock 'n' Roll.

Renowned celebrity photojournalist Brian Hamill delivers his own insider view of this Beatles icon,
through intense, intimate photographic portraits and insightful essays. Whether Lennon is
dominating the stage, posing against windswept cityscapes, or relaxing with Yoko Ono, Hamill's
photography takes this quasi-mythical figure from the world of Rock 'n' Roll and shows him as the
man he really was.

AUTHOR:
Brian Hamil has been photographing icons of popular culture for over 50 years. His
photojournalism career began in the 1960s; since then he has assisted leading fashion
photographers, covered the Troubles in Northern Ireland for The New York Times Magazine, and
worked as a unit still photographer on over 75 motion pictures. His photographs have been
shown in numerous solo exhibitions across North America, and in London and Italy. Many major
magazines have published his work, including Life, Time, Newsweek, Vanity Fair, Esquire, Rolling
Stone and The Saturday Evening Post.

SELLING POINTS:
•  New and unseen photographs of Beatles icon, John Lennon
•  A series of essays from the photographer relate the exclusive story behind the images
captured in this book
•  Foreword by Pete Hamill - bestselling author, award-winning columnist and editor for The New
York Post and The New York Daily News, essayist and educator
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Typical warzone coverage has two focuses. The fighters, predominantly young men; and the
victims - everyone else. This book calls this familiar narrative into question. Without glamorising
or sanitising the harsh realities of our world, it presents the endurance and iron will of women in
situations of war, poverty and hardship.

Throughout his career, award winning photographer Tom Stoddart has shown us the remarkable
resilience of all sorts of people from across the world. With Extraordinary Women, he hones his
focus on the female perspective. His photojournalistic approach travels through the recent
decades, with images displaying courage and freedom, the working lives of everyday women and
the frontline of war.

Each photo serves as a testament to the agency and strength of those who are so often
portrayed as vulnerable and helpless. Tom Stoddart has built a reputation for compelling work,
and this collection is especially remarkable for its uncompromising celebration of humanity.

AUTHOR:
Over the course of his career, Tom Stoddart has captured many momentous fragments of
history, from the war in Lebanon to the fall of the Berlin Wall, the election of President Nelson
Mandela, the siege of Sarajevo and the Iraq wars. He was granted exclusive access by Tony Blair
to photograph the winning Labour election campaign of 1997, and won the POY World
Understanding Award for his portrayal of the HIV/AIDS pandemic in sub-Saharan Africa in 2003.
He won the Larry Burrow Award for Exceptional War Photography that same year, and his book
iWITNESS was deemed the best photography book to be published in the USA. His retrospective
exhibition, Perspectives, received 225,000 visitors in 2012.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A photographic collection that salutes the strong will of women through times of war, poverty
and hardship
•  Photographic assignments from The Balkans, The Sudan, Mozambique, South Africa, India,
Bangladesh, Lebanon, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Albania, Turkey, China, America, Ireland, and
much more
•  Foreword by Angelina Jolie, introduction by Robin Morgan, Editor in Chief of the Sunday Times
Magazine (1991-2009)
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The Asia Unique series of books highlights the extraordinary diversity of Asia by focusing on one
specific topic, photographed in its amazing variety by some of the finest travel photographers
currently covering Asia. Throughout the books, inspirational quotes and proverbs from Asia,
related to the specific book topic, complement the stunning images.

A Chinese proverb says: "A helping hand makes a happy heart". Hands are expressions of
ourselves, measures by which we may be understood. Stretched out in acceptance or clenched in
defiance, hands communicate our emotions. Weathered in the fields or immaculately manicured
in the salon, they also reflect our lifestyles. Hands caress, pray, fight, dance, labour, greet, hug,
hold, gesture, and help. Looking at hands across Asia is a journey of discovery, of stories untold.
Asia Unique takes you by the hand to bring you the richness of this fascinating continent. Hands
highlights the extraordinary diversity and character of hands across Asia, captured in 135
stunning colour photographs and enriched by inspirational Asian quotes and proverbs related to
hands.

AUTHOR:
Hans Kemp first arrived in Asia in 1986 at the start of what turned out to be an 18-month
sojourn before finally taking the Trans Siberian train from Beijing back to the Netherlands. The
nomadic bug had firmly entrenched itself however and Hans soon found himself back in Asia
guiding groups across the Karakoram Highway from Northern Pakistan into China's Xinjiang
province and onwards into Tibet. Establishing a base in Hong Kong in the early 1990s allowed
Hans to develop his photography skills, traversing and capturing Asia in iconic images published in
a wide variety of international magazines and books. He pioneered the creation of quality
postcards in Vietnam and stood at the cradle of Visionary World Publishers in Hong Kong. Hans is
an award-winning photographer of several books. His most successful book Bikes of Burden,
depicting the motorbike culture in Vietnam, has sold over eighty thousand copies and, besides
the original English edition, is published in a German, a Japanese and a French version.

125 colour photographs
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In The Intimacy of Making Swiss photographer Hélène Binet takes us on a visual journey through
a world of stone, walls and gardens that define and celebrate the Korean art of making. In pure
and calm black-and-white photographs we discover traditional Korean architecture through a
Western lens. The purity of the motifs sharpens one's eye for the often-overlooked beauty and
harmony in our own environment and history, as well as for the care of craft and composition.
This book is a reminder against our often fleeting and careless perceptions.

In her photographs, which were taken over the course of the last three years, Binet looks at
three typologies of traditional architecture in Korea: the Confucian school and sacred place
Byeongsan Sewon; garden and tea house Soswaewon; and the Jongmyo Shrine. Her camera
combines both the nature and the built structures and reveals the soul of the three sites.

The photographic essays are accompanied by two texts: Korean architect, Byoung Cho, offers
insight into the cultural and architectural history, while art and design critic and teacher, Eugenie
Shinkle, focuses on the "making."

AUTHOR:
Helene Binet was born in 1959 and is of both Swiss and French descent. She studied photography
in Rome where she grew up. In 1986 she turned towards architectural photography, working with
Zaha Hadid, Daniel Libeskind, Peter Zumthor and many more. She is based in London where she
works as an independent photographer.

150 illustrations
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Kat Toronto was born and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area, and currently resides in London.
In 2010, she was diagnosed with a rare form of cervical cancer, which three years later led to a
full hysterectomy - a traumatic procedure that alienated the artist from her body. Toronto
developed her alter ego, 'Miss Meatface', as a way to process that trauma and to give her an
outlet to explore her sexuality beyond what is typically expected of those who have a womb. "I
found myself stopping to think about what the heck gender really was", she recalls, "and why
society historically placed so much emphasis on sculpting gender stereotypes."

In the beginning, she experimented with special effects makeup and took self-portraits with a
Polaroid camera. "That's where the Meatface thing came from", she says. Then gradually, as she
explored her relationship with the fetish community and reflected on her personal history, 'Miss
Meatface' began to evolve: "it's interesting, how with the twists and turns that my life takes, she
just kind of goes with it and reveals something new to me every time."

Wearing masks and dressing in fetish-wear is a joyous process for Toronto, as it liberates her
from the restraints set on her physical body by a society obsessed with defining and policing
gender. In her Miss Meatface self-portraiture, Toronto stages fetishised domestic scenes that play
with dominance and submission - games of power that mirror heterosexual power hierarchies -
while her sexually ambiguous figures subvert conventional standards of beauty, gender, and
power. In the world of 'Miss Meatface', she says, the role of homemaker is not the stereotypical
ideal of feminine domestic submission, it is one of ultimate control over her domain.

This book, Kat Toronto's first large-scale publication, brings together some 250 scenes from 'Miss
Meatface's' life over the past six years, drawn from locations in the US and UK, and captured on
Polaroid.

AUTHOR:
Dominic Johnson is a Lecturer in the Department of Drama, Queen Mary University of London,
and publishes frequently on performance and visual culture. His research interests include
performance and visual culture, and subcultural histories, including body modification and
performance in alternative spaces.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First monograph on one of the world's leading feminist photographers, Kat Toronto
•  Kat Toronto's photographs offer a unique interpretation of female erotic art
•  Brings together 250 Polaroid images, captured over the past six years

160 colour images
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In good times and bad, our best friends are there for support, therapy, and unconditional love.
Especially now - where would we be without our dogs? Although the so-called modernists of Palm
Springs embrace the serenity of life in post-WWII America, the sometimes-harsh realities of
contemporary life are impossible to ignore. These mid-twentieth-century reenactors are often
transplants, enjoying the Palm Springs lifestyle with their dogs and friends as their chosen family.
The beautiful climate, wide-open spaces, and clean decor make the perfect home for their desert
pets, which are as lovingly groomed and cared for as their surroundings. In these photographs,
Nancy Baron puts these four-legged Palm Springs residents into the spotlight, where they add
the same warmth and life to the image as they do to their homes.

AUTHOR:
Nancy Baron's photography documents the world nearby with a hopeful bias. Her photography is
held in public and private collections and has been published in magazines and newspapers
internationally. Her two previous monographs are in the libraries of various museums, including
MOMA, LACMA, and the Getty.

54 colour images
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In the spirit of Richard Avedon, this book contains striking photographic portraits of 10,000
people from across the US, bringing readers face to face with LGBTQ America.

The Declaration of Independence states that it is self-evident that we are all created equal.
Millions of people in the US, however, are deprived of basic rights merely because they aren't
heteronormative. Believing that it's impossible to deny the humanity of anyone once you look into
their eyes, iO Tillett Wright embarked on an ambitious project to photograph the faces of people
across the country who identify as anything other than 100% straight or cisgender. This
enormous undertaking - 10,000 people from all fifty states, shot over a nearly ten-year
period—is presented in its entirety in this awe-inspiring book. The portraits are intentionally
un-glamorous and completely unretouched. In these pages readers will encounter faces of every
complexion, lined with age or punctuated with piercings, smiling broadly or deadly serious. While
some faces are famous, most are familiar. They may look like your grandmother, your neighbor,
your mail carrier, or your doctor. Each of these images tells a personal story. And each of these
stories has the power to transform stereotypes into complex views of a multifaceted group of
people. Self Evident Truths asks fundamental questions about identity and freedom while proving
that the concepts of sexuality and gender are not black and white. They are 10,000 beautiful,
bold, and unapologetic shades of queer.

AUTHOR:
iO Tillett Wright is an artist, author, activist, and storyteller. He is the creator and host of the hit
podcast The Ballad of Billy Balls, the author of Darling Days: A Memoir, and a co-host of the MTV
show Catfish. His TED Talk 50 Shades of Gay is considered a cornerstone of the modern
discussion about sexuality and gender. He lives in Joshua Tree, California.

10,000 b/w illustrations
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From award-wining photographer Michael Brennan comes a book highlighting his extensive
archive of powerful and sometimes very moving images from the world of boxing. They Must
Fall: Muhammad Ali and the Men He Fought features images of not only Ali, the 'Greatest of All
Time', but also of the men he fought in the ring. Brennan located former opponents for a special
feature that ran over several pages in Sports Illustrated, to discover for himself where these
great athletes ended up.

"Around 1978, I had been in Houston, Texas photographing former Ali opponent George
Foreman who had then reinvented himself as a roadside preacher. On the plane back to NYC, I
thought, 'if that's what George is doing I wonder what the rest of his opponents are up to?' I set
out to track down as many of the old guys as I could find. I really had no idea what I was going
to do with the project. My first old opponent was coincidentally Ali's very first professional
opponent, a man called Tunney Hunsaker. He was, at that time, the Police Chief of Fayetteville,
West Virginia. After finding eight or nine guys, through a friend I pitched the idea to a guy called
Gil Rogin, then the Editor of Sports Illustrated. I'm not exaggerating when I say he was 'all over
it' immediately. He then commissioned me to track down many more."

Willie Besmanoff, who fought Ali in 1961, became a youth counsellor. George Logan, who lost in
a technical knockout in 1962, became a school truancy officer. When Brennen took photos of Joe
Frazier in 1979, he was performing as a cabaret singer. Frazier fought Ali three times, winning
the first fight in a famed Madison Square Garden match in 1971, but later lost in 1974 and 1975.
Buster Mathis, who lost in 1971, went on to load trucks. George Foreman, who lost by a knockout
in the 8th round in 1974, reinvented himself as a roadside preacher in 1978.

This unique book is a look through Brennan's archive with a spotlight on the 1970s. It will contain
several never-before-seen photos. With text throughout by Michael Brennan, including his original
1981 Sports Illustrated essay, this is an eye-opening and fascinating account of Ali and the men
who challenged him in the ring.

This edition also includes a special introductory essay by the late, great Jimmy Breslin.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Exclusive never-before-seen photos of Ali and other stars of the '70s boxing scene
•  Celebrates one of the greatest heavyweight champions of all time, as well as those who went
up against him in the ring
•  This edition also includes a special introductory essay by the late, great Jimmy Breslin

22 colour, 147 b/w images
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British photographer Simon Annand has been shooting candid photographs backstage at West
End theatres in London for 35 years. In these meditative portraits, often shot in the intimate
space of the dressing room, he captures the focus and tension of world-class actors right before
they go on the stage. Actors such as Cate Blanchett, Orlando Bloom, Anthony Hopkins, Jake
Gyllenhaal and Judi Dench are seen in these moments of vulnerability, which every actor
experiences no matter how long they have been working. Time to Act, with an introduction by
Cate Blanchett, contains a hand-picked selection of Simon Annand's remarkable and unique
portraits.

AUTHOR:
Simon Annand works and lives in London. For 35 years, he has been photographing actors
backstage, a few minutes before the curtains rises. He was given permission to enter the
dressing rooms of the most famous actors in the world of theatre.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A unique series of photographs that go behind the scenes in London theatres, capturing world
renowned actors before they go on stage
•  Includes a foreword by Cate Blanchett
•  "Simon Annand is one of the most amazing photographers I have had the pleasure of working
with. He is an individualist with an eye for the unusual." - Dame Judi Dench, actor

190 colour, 40 b/w images
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Patterns resonate and reveal themselves in this unique photographic essay featuring objects
from the six museums associated with the Harvard Museums of Science & Culture (HMSC). The
museums' encyclopaedic collections hold great significance in documenting our world - Typology:
Collections at the Harvard Museums of Science & Culture shows us that they are visually
captivating as well.

Photographer and museologist Diana Zlatanovski explores the museums' storage cabinets to
assemble collections of related objects, which she calls typologies. Seeing similar objects in
multitudes compels us to study the details of each singular object and how it differs from the
last. Through her striking images, Zlatanovski hints at the awe-inspiring collections held within the
museums' storerooms and encourages us to look closely and learn more about their significance.

AUTHOR:
Diana Zlatanovski has a background that spans both museology and fine art photography. She is
a Collections Steward at Harvard's Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology and has
previously worked with collections at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and Chicago's Field
Museum. Visit her online at thetypology.com or on Instagram @thetypologist.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Beautifully designed and photographed study, taking in an intriguing range of specimens at
Harvard Museums of Science & Culture (HMSC)
•  A stunning, unique gift book, elegantly designed and richly illustrated
•  Visually striking combination of art and science appeals to a wide audience
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Thomas Struth's inimitable style is showcased in this new compact edition of his striking collection
of street views from 1970 to 2010.

Thomas Struth is one of the best-known photographers to come out of the school of Bernd and
Hilla Becher. In this celebrated volume, Struth presents a series of urban streetscapes from cities
such as Edinburgh, Lima, Pyongyang, Naples, and New York City, all taken in similar conditions -
devoid of human activity. Struth refers to these mundane buildings, unpopulated streets and
anonymous facades as "unconscious places" - environments that are imbued with meaning only
by the viewer. Captured with exquisite technical prowess and presented with powerful, restrained
neutrality, Struth's images allow us to fully appreciate a city's character - from its telephone wires
above to the pavement below. Renowned sociologist Richard Sennett's illuminating essay reveals
how Struth's sober, lucid photography leads the viewer to create their own conclusions, rather
than forcing a perspective. The resulting interplay among photographer, viewer, and landscape
may hold the key to understanding how architecture affects our daily lives.

AUTHORS:
Thomas Struth is one of Germany's best-known contemporary photographers. His work has been
widely shown in exhibitions such as at The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, Museo
Nacional del Prado in Madrid, Whitechapel Gallery in London, and Haus der Kunst in Munich. He
lives in Berlin and New York.

Richard Sennett is the Centennial Professor of Sociology at the London School of Economics. He
is Founding Director of the New York Institute for the Humanities and in 2018 was appointed
Officer of the Order of the British Empire and elected Fellow of the British Academy.

128 colour and 100 b/w illustrations
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Outer space = infinite fascination! A delight for space fans and experts alike, this book is your
unique guide to the legendary Voyager missions. After the worldwide success of Apollo VII-XVII,
the authors again scoured the NASA archives to gather all the key facts and discoveries of this
interstellar spacecraft, including previously unpublished information. First launched in 1977, the
twin Voyager 1 and 2 space-craft have significantly expanded our knowledge of space, corrected
many scientific theses and, last but not least, produced the most distant image of the earth: the
famous "Pale Blue Dot."

SELLING POINTS:
•  A must-have guide to NASA's Voyager missions, including previously unpublished material.
•  All the key discoveries: from exploring our nearest planets to entering interstellar space.
•  Background information on physics, astrophotography, and trying to make contact with
extraterrestrials.

200 colour and 100 b/w photographs
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Recover the stories of long-overlooked American women who, at a time when women rarely
worked outside the home, became commercial photographers and shaped the new, challenging
medium. Covering two generations of photographers ranging from New York City to California's
mining districts, this study goes beyond a broad survey and explores individual careers through
primary sources and new materials. Profiles of the photographers animate their careers by
exploring how they began, the details of running their own studios, and their visual output. The
featured photos vary in form - daguerreotype, tintype, carte de visite, and more - and subject,
including Civil War portraits, postmortem photography, and landscape photography. This
welcome resource fills in gaps in photographic, American, and women's history and convincingly
lays out the parallels between the growth of photography as an available medium and the
late-19th-century women's movement.

AUTHOR:
Katherine Manthorne is an art history professor at the Graduate Center, City University of New
York, and has been a visiting professor in Venice, Copenhagen, and Berlin. She writes about
American landscape art and 19th-century women's contributions to art and culture.

72 colour and b/w images
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Michael Poliza is more than a seasoned globetrotter who has traveled through almost 170
countries. He is also a collector of the world, always on the lookout for breathtaking landscapes,
remote regions, and intact nature reserves. With his camera ever on hand, Poliza does not only
want to experience the beauty of the planet, but also to make it accessible to all.

In his two great books, Africa and Eyes over Africa, as well as his single volumes on South Africa,
Kenya, and Namibia, Poliza opened our eyes to the diversity of the African continent. In
AntArctic, the WWF ambassador created a sensitive double portrait of the polar regions. And in
his characteristic aerial photographs, he even opened up new perspectives on well-known places
like Mallorca.

In this trade edition of The World, Poliza opens his digital treasure chest to reveal previously
unpublished images from all seven continents. Like a true photographic world tour, we travel with
him to Australia and New Zealand, to Vietnam and Myanmar, to the west of the USA and north
to Canada, to the Galapagos Islands and Bolivia, across the Antarctic and the many lands of
Africa.

No matter how different the regions he explores, the photographer always captures
extraordinary images, instilling both the beauty of our planet and an urgent need to protect the
natural world.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A photographic tribute to our planet in 200 captivating and immersive images.
•  Original XXL edition hailed by The Guardian as "this year's outstanding travel book".
•  A spectacular book for all those who love travel, photography, and the natural environment.

220 colour photographs
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Assignment: Pentagon is the essential guide for the newly assigned military person, fresh civilian,
or interested outsider to the Pentagon's informal set of arrangements, networks, and functions
that operate in the service and joint service world.

Selected for the 2019 Commandant's Professional Reading List, Assignment: Pentagon takes the
reader on an insider's tour of the Pentagon, describing how the headquarters for the world's
largest multinational "corporation" functions. The reader gains insights into how this bureaucracy
functions as well as the stresses and strains inherent to such a complex organisation. Now in its
fifth edition, Assignment: Pentagon remains the best practical guide for anyone who works for
the Pentagon or any other large bureaucracy.

Eminently readable, Assignment: Pentagon is the essential guide for the newly assigned military
person, fresh civilian, or interested outsider to the Pentagon's informal set of arrangements,
networks, and functions that operate in the service and joint service world. With updated
information about jobs and Pentagon vernacular, this fifth edition delivers a wealth of practical
advice and helpful hints about surviving the challenges of working in "the Building." If you've
been assigned to the Pentagon or are starting work for any large company, you need to read
Assignment: Pentagon.

AUTHOR:
Maj. Gen. Perry M. Smith, USAF (Ret.), is a teacher, speaker, TV and radio commentator, and
best-selling author. During the 1991 Persian Gulf War he appeared as a military analyst for CNN,
PBS, and NBC News. He is the coauthor of Rules and Tools for Leaders: From Developing Your
Own Skills to Running Organizations of Any Size, Practical Advice for Leaders at All Levels. Col.
Daniel M. Gerstein, USA (Ret.), is a national security professional and technology expert who has
served the United States not only in senior government positions but also in uniform, industry,
academia, and think tanks. He is a frequent news contributor and has published numerous books,
articles, and commentaries, including most recently The Story of Technology: How We Got Here
and What the Future Holds.
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Collection of personal essays detailing the adventures, advice, and experience of generations of
CIA support and technical officers.

Who knew the CIA needed librarians? More Stories from Langley reveals the lesser-known
operations of one of the most mysterious government agencies in the United States. Edward
Mickolus is back with more stories to answer the question, "What does a career in the CIA look
like?" Advice and anecdotes from both current and former CIA officers provide a look at the side
of intelligence operations that is often left out of the movies. What was it like working for the CIA
during 9/11? Do only spies get to travel? More Stories from Langley has physicists getting
recruited to "the agency" during the Cold War, foreign-language majors getting lucky chances,
and quests to "learn by living" that turn into sweaty-palmed calls to the U.S. embassy after being
detained by Russian intelligence officers.

The world only needs so many suave super spies. More Stories from Langley shows how
important academics, retired soldiers, and bilingual nannies can be in preserving the security of
our nation.

AUTHOR:
Edward Mickolus is the founder and president of Vinyard Software, Inc., and served in analytical,
operational, and management positions at the Central Intelligence Agency for thirty-three years.
He is the author or coauthor of two dozen books, including The Terrorist List; The 50 Worst
Terrorist Attacks, 1960-2014; and The Secret Book of CIA Humor.
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Perfect for coffee breaks, commutes or relaxing at home, this bumper collection of 300 brand
new Codeword puzzles is guaranteed to provide you with hours or entertainment.

The book is arranged into easy, medium and hard puzzles and each puzzle is presented in a 13 x
13 grid on its own page.

Printed in a portable paperback format meaning it can be taken with you on your travels or sit
neatly on your bedside table – each book is 198mm high, 129mm wide and 352 pages long.
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Perfect for coffee breaks, commutes or relaxing at home, this bumper collection of 300 brand
new Quick Crossword puzzles is guaranteed to provide you with hours of entertainment.

Each puzzle is presented in a 13 x 13 grid on its own page.

Printed in a portable paperback format meaning it can be taken with you on your travels or sit
neatly on your bedside – each book is 198mm high, 129mm wide and 352 pages long.
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Perfect for coffee breaks, commutes or relaxing at home, this bumper collection of 300 brand
new Super Fiendish Su Doku puzzles is guaranteed to provide you with hours of entertainment.

Each puzzle is presented in a 9 x 9 grid on its own page.

Printed in a portable paperback format meaning it can be taken with you on your travels or sit
neatly on your bedside table – each book is 198mm high, 129mm wide and 352 pages long.
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Perfect for coffee breaks, commutes or relaxing at home, this bumper collection of 300 brand
new Ultimate Killer Su Doku puzzles is guaranteed to provide you with hours or entertainment.

Each puzzle is presented in a 9 x 9 grid on its own page.

Printed in a portable paperback format meaning it can be taken with you on your travels or sit
neatly on your bedside table – each book is 198mm high, 129mm wide and 352 pages long.
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Perfect for coffee breaks, commutes or relaxing at home, this bumper collection of 300 brand
new Wordsearch puzzles is guaranteed to provide you with hours of entertainment.

Each puzzle is presented in a 15 x 15 grid on its own page.

Printed in a portable paperback format meaning it can be taken with you on your travels or sit
neatly on your bedside table – each book is 198mm high, 129mm wide and 352 pages long.
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CliffsNotes AP Chemistry 2021 Exam gives you exactly what you need to score a 5 on the exam:
concise chapter reviews on every AP Chemistry subject, in-depth laboratory investigations, and
full-length model practice exams to prepare you for the May 2021 exam.

Revised to even better reflect the new AP Chemistry exam, this test-prep guide includes updated
content tailored to the May 2021 exam.

Features of the guide focus on what AP Chemistry test-takers need to score high on the exam:

•  Reviews of all subject areas
•  In-depth coverage of the all-important laboratory investigations
•  Two full-length model practice AP Chemistry exams

Every review chapter includes review questions and answers to pinpoint problem areas.

AUTHOR:
Angela Woodward Spangenberg has a Master's of Science in Chemistry degree from the
University of North Carolina. Having taught advanced chemistry in high school, she works as a
research chemist at the University of Texas and tutors AP Chemistry students. She resides in
Austin, Texas.
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This excellent text is a pioneering work in the study of landform development under processes
associated with running water. Its primary emphasis is on subjects that were the focus of the
authors' studies in both field and laboratory. Part I deals with the process of change in the
evolving landscape. Part II explores process and form, and Part III, the effects of time.

In Part I, the relation of geomorphology to field problems is analyzed in studies of a mountain
block in a semiarid climate, a meandering river cut into bedrock, and benches along a sea coast.
Part Two contains studies of weathering, climate, and such denudational processes as flooding
and erosion. Here, too, are examinations of the drainage basin as a geomorphic unit, water and
sediment in channels, channel form and process, and hillslope characteristics and processes.

In Part III, the authors cover geochronology, drainage pattern evolution, channel changes with
time, and the evolution of hillslopes. A new Foreword by Dr. Ellen Wohl situates the text within
the evolution of the science along with its continuing relevance today as a primary resource. Plus,
two appendixes will help readers convert units and equivalents, and identify symbols and
nomenclature.

AUTHOR:
Luna B. Leopold worked with the United States Geological Survey. M. Gordon Wolman was on the
faculty of Johns Hopkins University. John P. Miller taught at Harvard University.
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The world's most precise scientific illustrations of the human body.

Packed with astonishing facts and superb quality 3-D illustrations, Illustrated Human Anatomy is a
state-of-the art guide to the human body that is destined to become the definitive illustrated
human anatomy reference. Accessible text and detailed annotations give the names of organs
and structures throughout the skeletal, muscular, lymphatic, cardiovascular, nervous, and
reproductive systems, with focus features reviewing disorders of each system.

Illustrated Human Anatomy features the same precise 3-D illustrations used by medical schools
and hospitals - the accuracy is without par. Spreads feature a variety of body parts, such as
muscle, bone, soft tissue and vascular, with explanatory text by Dr. Milnes, as well as sidebars
and boxes. All images are fully annotated and may be shown in a variety of presentations:
cross-sections; views (front, top, side); projections; and overlays. Focus facts appear in balloons
and other call-outs, and there are feature spreads throughout, such as one on fetal
development.

The illustrations are from SciePro, the world's pre-eminent medical science graphics studio of its
kind. It has compiled a library of 50,000 scientific illustrations, animations and 3-D digital
animated models of the human body, the most detailed and medically accurate available. To
date they are have been used in more than 700 projects by pharmaceutical, medical, and
scientific clients around the globe, such as Stanford University and Ohio State University, Swiss
Surgery, Proctor and Gamble, NextBio, St. Jude Medical, Pfizer and Endostim.

Illustrated Human Anatomy is an exciting addition to our catalogue. It meets the highest
standards demanded by medical schools and hospitals yet it is easily understood by lay readers.
It is a superb choice for professional use, and is an essential, affordable purchase for general
circulation and for science and medical reference desks as well as personal libraries.

AUTHORS:
Based in Chicago, Dana Gustafson is a resident doctor and medical writer with firsthand
experience in clinical practice, including diagnosing, examining and treating patients. She trained
in all healthcare specialties with an emphasis in surgery, diabetic wound care, infection
management, internal medicine, vascular disease, pain management and radiologic diagnosis.

Dr. David Milnes has more than 40 years' experience as a physician. He lives in the UK.

Sebastian Kaulitzki founded the medical illustration company SciePro (www.sciepro.com) in Berlin
in 2005. It has since completed more than 700 projects for clients around the globe.
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The best introduction to biologist Jeremy Griffith's world-saving explanation of the human
condition!

The transcript of acclaimed British actor and broadcaster Craig Conway's astonishing,
world-changing and world-saving 2020 interview with Australian biologist Jeremy Griffith about his
book FREEDOM: The End Of The Human Condition - which presents the completely redeeming,
uplifting and healing understanding of the core mystery and problem about human behaviour of
our so-called 'good and evil' - stricken human condition - thus ending all the conflict and suffering
in human life at its source, and providing the now urgently needed road map for the complete
rehabilitation and transformation of our lives and world! In fact, a former President of the
Canadian Psychiatric Association, Professor Harry Prosen, has described it as 'the most important
interview of all time'!

This world-saving interview was broadcast across the UK in 2020 and is being replayed on radio &
TV stations around the world.

This booklet is supported by a very informative website at www.HumanCondition.com.

'The turmoil and trauma of the coronavirus pandemic has only amplified the now dire need in the
world for a deeper, lasting solution to all the chaos and suffering in human life. And this deeper
enduring solution is actually what this biologist I'm about to interview is going to provide us with.
He is going to do it by explaining and solving the underlying cause of all the suffering, which is
our 'good and evil' - stricken so-called human condition.' – Craig Conway, British actor and
broadcaster, from the introduction to THE Interview 

'The most important interview of all time!' – Professor Harry Prosen, Former president of the
Canadian Psychiatric Association 

AUTHOR:
Jeremy Griffith is an Australian biologist who has dedicated his life to bringing fully accountable,
biological understanding to the dilemma of the human condition - the underlying issue in all
human life of our species' extraordinary capacity for what has been called 'good' and 'evil'.
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Get progressive, positive, and constructive sex tips and ideas from one of today's most popular
sex educators.

When it comes to sex, there's practically no question that Zoe Ligon hasn't heard and
researched. Her Instagram and YouTube videos, as well as product reviews, are extremely
popular for their up-front approach. Now, she brings her wealth of experience and open-minded
attitude to a sex-positive guidebook that's honest, inclusive, and right on time. Lusciously
illustrated, this book takes readers through every aspect of sexuality - from body basics and
physiology to maintaining healthy relationships. It highlights the usefulness of sex toys in aiding
solo and partnered exploration and explains why there should really be no stigma around using
these practical tools. It also includes advice on setting boundaries, being respectful of other
people's gender identities, and thinking outside the orgasm. Elizabeth Renstrom’s dreamy,
colourful photographs drive home Ligon's philosophy that there's no one "right" way to have sex.
With its focus on intimacy, body positivity, and self-care, Carnal Knowledge can lead you to enjoy
sex with security and confidence.

AUTHORS:
Zoe Ligon is a sex educator, entertainer, artist, and journalist whose writing has appeared in
Vice, Nylon, Allure, Refinery 29, and The Huffington Post. She is also the owner of Spectrum
Boutique, an online sex toy store she founded in 2015. Recently, she started a podcast called Hot
Brain. She lives in Detroit, MI.

Elizabeth Renstrom is a photographer and editor who currently serves as Senior Photo Editor at
The New Yorker. Previously, she was photo editor of Vice Media. Her work has appeared in TIME,
Marie Claire, Wired, Bust, and Fast Company. She lives in Brooklyn, NY.
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The day her fiance died suddenly of a heart attack, Katie Swenson retreated to "Bohemia," the
third-floor loft that the couple had renovated in their home in Wellesley, Massachusetts, and
began to write. A visceral account of grief and the profound kindness that resonates around, it is
also the story of her hundred-year-old house, named the "Scarab" after the Egyptian symbol for
rebirth, and the two courageous women who built it a century earlier - Wellesley College
professors Katharine Coman and her partner Katharine Lee Bates, author of "America the
Beautiful." Parallel lives unfold in the magical third-floor loft, where Coman died, where Bates
mourned, and where Swenson wrote and wrote through that first searing year, held up by their
spirits. Told with rare emotional power, In Bohemia is a meditation on love, family, and
community and inspires us to be our best selves.

AUTHOR:
Katie Swenson is a designer and social activist who advocates for high-quality housing and
neighbourhoods for all. She lives with her three daughters in Wellesley, Massachusetts.
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A clinical psychologist specializing in behavioral medicine presents a dozen practical approaches to
transforming loss, pain, and suffering into positive growth and hope. Just as some flowers only
bloom in the dark, so too, some people only grow by experiencing tough times. Each chapter
explains an empirically based principle for handling adversity, followed by writing prompts
designed to help readers experience the axiom personally. Tools such as self-reflection,
meaning-making, narrative creation, benefit-finding, and inspired value-based action help
readers move through their trauma toward a new exuberance for life.

AUTHOR:
Michelle Pearce is an Assistant Professor and Clinical Psychologist in the Graduate School at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore. She is also an adjunct Assistant Professor in the Department
of Psychiatry and Behavior Sciences at Duke University Medical Center. In private practice, she
specialises in behavioral medicine and spirituality and health. Dr. Pearce has developed numerous
wellness workshops and groups, including Writing for Wellness, and she is the author of Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy for Christians with Depression. She lives in Ellicott City, Maryland.
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Vital Voices: 100 Women Using Their Power to Empower is an unprecedented book and
companion art exhibition celebrating 100 global women leaders who are redefining power. Edited
by Alyse Nelson, with a foreword by National Youth Poet Laureate Amanda Gorman and paintings
by Gayle Kabaker, the book and exhibition feature a selection of original portraits, accompanied
by thought-provoking excerpts of first-person narratives from some of the most influential and
insightful women in the world, including: Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg, Hillary Rodham Clinton,
Malala Yousafzai, Bozoma Saint John, Jacinda Ardern, Menaka Guruswamy and Arundhati Katju,
Joy Buolamwini, Megan Rapinoe and so many more. Candid and compelling, each leader shares
personal stories, wisdom and ideas, showing us that women lead differently and that this
difference is sorely needed in our world today.

While each woman is path-breaking in her own right, it's together that these 100 voices illustrate
the transformative power of women's leadership across cultures, sectors and generations.

2020 has laid bare the critical value of leadership at every level; from heads of state to
community healthcare workers and racial justice activists, we have witnessed remarkable
courage and compassion in the face of historic challenge. Global crises have shown us that the
solutions we seek already exist, so often being championed by women leaders like those featured
in this book.

This year we also commemorate the 25-year anniversary of the historic United Nations Fourth
World Conference on Women, which sparked a new wave of activism in pursuit of gender
equality. As we look to the future, and the great unfinished business that remains, we turn to
100 of the most daring and creative leaders of our time, who share their vision and solutions in
Vital Voices: 100 Women Using Their Power to Empower.

AUTHORS:
Alyse Nelson is President and CEO of Vital Voices Global Partnership, an organisation that invests
in women leaders solving the world's greatest challenges. A co-founder of Vital Voices, she has
worked with the organisation for more than two decades.

Gayle Kabaker is an award-winning illustrator, writer and visual storyteller living in Ashfield,
Massachusetts. She has had five New Yorker magazine covers, beginning in 2012 with "June
Brides," celebrating the legalisation of marriage equality.
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This new book on Australia's most famous blue water classic, the Sydney Hobart Yacht Race, will
become a collector's item for anyone who has an interest in the race.  Participants and spectators
alike will revel in photographer Andrew Wilson's amazing array of intimate portraits of some of
the absolute legends of the race, including owners, crew, administrators and even the odd
journalist. Backed by extensive interviews from journalist and race media manager Di Pearson,
who probably knows more about the race than anyone else alive, this is a book that examines
the people who make the race. It is not about the boats.

As David Kellett AM says in the foreword, "Andrew has covered all aspects of the race from the
preparation to the finish and everything in between, including the personalities involved in the
control of the race, the safe haven of Eden and the officers of the vital search and rescue
organisations. A great insight into what goes on behind the scenes each year."

If you have competed in the race, are planning to in the future, or if you just love great stories
about people doing exceptional things under difficult conditions, then you will love this book.

It packs an enormous amount of content and some truly remarkable photographs into its 520
pages. It is a book you can immerse yourself in for days on end.  All the adrenaline and drama
of the great race is here - the heroes, the villains, the folklore and everything in between.  Settle
in for one of the best yachting reads of your life.

AUTHOR/PHOTOGRAPHER
Andrew Wilson is a Tasmanian based professional photographer who specialises in portraiture,
food and storytelling photography. His previous publications include Old Sea Dogs of Tasmania
Books 1 and 2, and Coast – Tasmania with a few more still to come.
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Many flyfishers dream of casting into the gently swaying weed of a crystal-clear chalkstream in
the early summer months.

But how many of us have the opportunity to do so on a French chalkstream, alive with beautiful
wild brown trout?

Such was the opportunity that arose for avid fisherman Charles Hamer, and this idyll turned into
paradise when he was later given the chance to actually buy his beloved beat. 

Here is his delightful tale of falling in love with a stretch of the Andelle, of then owning it, of
seeking the co-operation of his delightful and sometimes eccentric French neighbours, and of
gradually improving the fishing there and restoring a rambling fishing home on the banks. It is
the stuff of dreams and he knew it.

36 b/w illustrations
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The most iconic moments and stories of the NBA.

In NBA 75, Sportsnet editor and basketball super fan Dave Zarum tells the story of the NBA, all
75 years - from its early barnstorming days to the multibillion-dollar sports league it is today.

Readers are treated to all the biggest moments and greatest superstars, with over 75 stories
ranging from Jerry West's 33-win streak Lakers, through Jordan's repeat three-peat Bulls, to
Steph Curry and the 73-win Warriors and beyond. But this retrospective doesn't shy away from
the league's controversies, covering its struggles with racial bigotry, Magic Johnson's HIV
diagnosis, Len Bias' tragic draft-night death and the cocaine-fuelled late seventies when the
Finals were broadcast on tape delay.

Each story is fully illustrated with iconic photos and accompanied by stat boxes and side stories of
some of the Association's more curious and overlooked moments.

Some of the events covered in NBA 75:
•  1946: The first professional basketball game between the New York Knicks and the Toronto
Huskies
•  1969: The legendary duels between Wilt Chamberlain and Bill Russell
•  1976: The merger of the ABA and NBA
•  1980: The rivalry of Larry Bird and Magic Johnson
•  1993: Air Jordan and his Bulls dynasty
•  2006: Kobe Bryant scores 81 points
•  2010: LeBron James makes his Miami decision
•  2016: Steph Curry and the Warriors blow a 3-1 lead to lose the NBA Finals

NBA 75 is the definitive guide to the history of the NBA - perfect for anyone who wants to learn
more about the league they love or simply catch up on what they've been missing. With the 75th
anniversary of the NBA in 2021, now is the perfect time to add it to your collection.

AUTHOR:
Dave Zarum is a Toronto-born writer and editor who began his journalism career at Toronto Life
magazine. In 2011, he was part of the launch of Sportsnet magazine, where he won a National
Magazine Award. He is the editor for The Big Book of Sports Lists (and wrote for the television
series based on the book), and authored The Greatest Game, an oral history of the 1989 Grey
Cup. Zarum is currently the NBA Editor at Sportsnet.
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The NFL's best players, all in one action-packed volume.

Over a century after the formation of the American Professional Football Conference, the
precursor to the National Football League, pro football continues to excite and captivate millions
of fans across the globe. At the core of the NFL is its legendary players - the incredible athletes
who have thrown, caught, run, tackled and kicked their way into the annals of sports history. NFL
Heroes presents the best of the best in pro football. From the pioneers, to the current stars, to
the all-time legends that occupy the Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio, they're all here.

Featuring 100 riveting stories and over 120 photos of the game's best, NFL Heroes is a
must-read for any fan of America's favorite sport.

AUTHORS:
George Johnson is a seasoned sports journalist and currently works as a sports columnist for the
Calgary Herald. He has worked for a number of newspapers across Manitoba and Alberta and
spent 15 years as a beat writer for the Calgary Flames.

Allan Maki is an award-winning sports writer and news reporter. He has worked for the Calgary
Herald and The Globe and Mail. In 2006, Maki was inducted into the Football Reporters of Canada
section of the Canadian Football Hall of Fame.
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As part of the on-trend Insta Grammar series, this perpetual calendar compiles the best
Instagram images for 365 days of the year. A block calendar with its own box, it is full of
surprising and striking images with a colour palette that resonates with the seasons (dark, cold
winter to light, hot summer). Each day has a witty, thought-provoking quote. A beautiful gift, for
others and for yourself.

Praise for the Insta Grammar series:
"This is what Instagram would look like as a book." - Elle Decor USA
"The books are true to the Polaroid aesthetic, and we 'like' it." - Elle Decor
"Taking the best of Instagram and printing it, the Insta Grammar series of coffee table books
prove there's a (physical) place for your favourite online images." - Vogue

AUTHOR:
Irene Schampaert is a graphic designer and blogger. She writes about design, colours, patterns,
deco, typography and photography.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The best of Instagram in a calendar, offline
•  365 strong Instagram images, collected in a luxurious box coded with colour by mood and
season
•  This perpetual calendar makes the perfect gift: a trendy block-calendar, not bound by year!

365 colour illustrations
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The Formula One book.

Art of the Race, V19 is book six in a series that encapsulates the very essence of Formula 1
motor racing through the lens of Darren Heath, one of the sport's greatest ever photographers.
Across 256 pages of stunning photography, Art of the Race, V19 captures the key moments and
rarely seen images of each race as the 2019 season unfolds, culminating in Lewis Hamilton
winning his sixth World title. And there is no person better placed to capture these moments than
Darren Heath, a multiple award-winning photographer and Honorary Fellow of The Royal
Photographic Society, who is now in his 31st year covering the sport.

AUTHOR:
Darren Heath is a multi award-winning photographer based in London England, specialising in
Formula One and the automotive industry, endeavouring to cover events and commissions in a
creative and artistic manner using natural light and colour to their maximum effect. Clients
include McLaren, Ferrari, Ford, Jaguar, BMW, Toyota, Pirelli, Rolex, UBS, Philip Morris, British
American Tobacco, Vodafone, Bridgestone, FIA, Henri Lloyd, Time, F1Racing, Car Graphic, F1
Sokuho, Car, Top Gear, The Sunday Times, The Telegraph, The Observer, The Financial Times,
The Sun, and Conde Nast Traveller. In 2005 The Royal Photographic Society awarded Darren
their prestigious Honorary Fellowship as recognition of his excellence and evidence of
distinguished ability in his chosen field.

SELLING POINTS:
•  256 pages of stunning photography, including 234 pages of full colour
•  This is the sixth volume in Darren Heath's Art of the Race series; a legend among Formula 1
photographers, now in his 31st year covering the sport
•  Very active on social media with a cult following among Formula 1 fans

234 colour, 22 b/w images
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First flown in 1963, the Boeing 727 was skillfully designed to outclass its competitors and
remained without a direct rival for nearly two decades. This jetliner was capable of being
operated from short, unimproved airfields, while requiring minimal ground service equipment. In
flight, it was a dream - fast, efficient, quiet, and comfortable. Although this book is about an
airplane, it is as much about the people at Boeing who were undaunted and took the financial
risks necessary to build a truly outstanding machine. Readers will learn technical aspects of the
727, along with taking a close look at the brilliant minds and reasoning behind the design through
personal interviews and examining archival data. For the hobbyist, a model-building chapter is
also included, which covers techniques for both first-time and experienced modellers.

AUTHOR:
Dan Dornseif has been directly involved with aviation for over three decades and is currently a
Boeing 737 captain for a major airline in the United States.

644 colour and b/w photographs
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Great Britain's aircraft industry started in 1908, with the first formally registered organisation in
the world to offer to design and build an aeroplane for commercial gain'. This was when the
Short brothers, Oswald, Eustace and Horace, decided that aeroplanes would overtake balloons as
a business opportunity in the aeronautical world and formed the partnership Short Brothers'.
From this start, the UK aircraft industry expanded and grew rapidly, going on throughout the rest
of the twentieth century to achieve many firsts' in the aeronautical world, with some remarkable
technical successes and gaining a reputation to match. There were also setbacks along the way.
This book tells the complete story of the 110 years since the start, all the companies formed and
the aircraft they produced, highlighting the advances in aeronautical ambition and technology. It
is the story of the creation, survival and decline of all one hundred and twenty-three of the
aircraft design and construction companies formed between 1908 and 2018. The exhilaration of
success and the magic of aviation technology are vividly illustrated by the technical and political
birth stories of iconic projects, such as the Cirrus/Gypsy Moths, the Tiger Moth, the flying boats of
Imperial Airways, Spitfire, Lancaster, Viscount, Vulcan, Harrier, Buccaneer and many more. The
rotary wing industry is not forgotten. The birth of the jet turbine engine and the quest for
supersonic speed is included. The stories of the disappointments of failure and disaster, such as
the Brabazon, Comet, Princess, Rotodyne and TSR-2, and the growth of international
collaboration in Concorde, Tornado, Airbus, Eurofighter Typhoon and other projects are included,
in the context of the international scene and domestic politics. The conclusion highlights the
prominent reminiscences and speculates on the future of the aircraft industry in Britain.

AUTHOR:
During his first term at university, J. PAUL HODGSON wrote to A.V. Roe & Co. (Avro) to request
work experience. He was duly offered a vacation apprenticeship', for six weeks in the summer of
1963\. By the end of that, Paul had become a signed-up undergraduate apprentice with the
Avro-Whitworth Division of Hawker Siddeley Aviation, as Avro had just become. A
thirty-seven-year career in the same organisation (much changing, as the industry struggled with
rationalisation and re-organisation) and an eight-year spell of part-time lecturing in aircraft
design at Manchester University followed. Seventeen years after retiring as an aircraft Chief
Designer with BAE Systems, he found himself starting to write the story of the British aircraft
industry. Paul is a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society. He has served on the society's council
and is a past-chairman of his local (Manchester) branch. 
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The first steam locomotives used on any British railway, worked in industry. The use of new and
second hand former main line locomotives, was once a widespread aspect of the railways of
Britain. This volume covers many of the once numerous manufacturers who constructed steam
locomotives for industry and contractors from the 19th to the mid 20th centuries. David Mather
has spent many years researching and collecting photographs across Britain, of most of the
different locomotive types that once worked in industry. This book is designed to be both a
record of these various manufacturers and a useful guide to those researching and modelling
industrial steam.

AUTHOR:
David Mather, originally from Bolton, Lancashire, where his early interests in railways centred on
his home shed, coded 26C later 9 K and the nearby West Coast Main Line, which he documented
until the end of steam in 1968. The author relocated to the Midlands and later to York which
rekindled his interest in railways and steam traction, the digital era allowing his work to be made
available to a wider audience. Now a photographer and railway author, his most recent book
being Exploring the Lake District with the Furness Railway Tours, which has a foreward by Eric
Robson, broadcaster and chairman of the Wainwright Society. The Railways of York was
shortlisted for the Ian Allan railway book of the year award, Ian Allan writing the foreward for
the authors first book, Running Out of Steam. Other Titles include, Riding the Settle and Carlisle,
East Lancashire Railway Recollections, Keighley & Worth Valley Railway Recollections and Great
Britain's Heritage Railways. 
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When British Railways (BR) was privatised in April 1994 some of the freight companies were
bought by English Welsh Scottish Railways (EWSR), which immediately reviewed the mixed
locomotive fleet and led to the decision to purchase 250 locomotives from General Motors (USA),
based on that company's earlier Class 59 design supplied to Foster Yeoman in 1985\. Delivered
to Newport Docks each locomotive was lubricated, filled with fuel and water and released to
traffic within hours of being craned onto the quayside. The early privatised freight market was
geared to the heavy industries but the changes of Government policies to counteract global
warming has seen consequent changes in freight operations whilst global trading has seen
massive growth in the movement of containers between ports and inland distribution centres.
This changing market has encouraged both existing and new operators to base operations on a
reliable locomotive fleet which has been met by the Class 66 design. The expansion of the
locomotive's operating area has been recorded within the book through a regional analysis noting
both the freight services operated within the region and the companies providing them. This also
notes changes of operators, both by exchange of locomotives and exchange of hauler as
contracts are re-negotiated at regular intervals. Fred Kerr's book seeks to show, as at October
2019, the range of services that have been operated by class members, including the occasional
passenger services despite the locomotives not being fitted with any heat generating equipment.

AUTHOR:

Fred Kerr is a photographer whose lifelong interest in railways began in Edinburgh during the
early 1950s noting both LMS and LNER companies serving local train services and continued when
his parents moved to Corby in 1956. His interest in railways included the new' diesel locomotives
that first appeared at Kettering on workings from late 1950s as steam traction gave way to diesel
traction. When he began work in the 1960s his income allowed an introduction to photography,
which enabled him to begin recording the rail scene as an adjunct to his diaries of locomotive
sightings recorded from 1963. Now retired, Fred continues to take photographs and has begun
sorting his extensive photography collection to create a series of potted' histories with this, the
Class 66 history, being the latest. The Class 66 design was designed for freight workings and the
book shows how it has become the standard freight locomotive leading to the encouragement of
new operators as the class became the de facto' standard workhorse of the UK's Rail Freight
industry during the 21st Century. 
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A colourful photo history looking back over 70 years of the British Grand Prix Championship.

The British Grand Prix is the oldest race in Formula 1, and has been run as a World
Championship event since 1950. Its long history stretches back to 1926, when the first race was
held at Silverstone. The World Championship event has been held at such illustrious locations as
Aintree, Brands Hatch and Silversone, and the Mirrorpix photographers have chronicled the many
dramatic races and events to occur over the years. Look back over 70 years of World
Championship British Formula 1 history, featuring many great drivers, from Stirling Moss and
Jackie Stewart to James Hunt and Niki Lauda, Nigel Mansell and Michael Schumacker, to Damon
Hill, Jenson Button and Lewis Hamilton.

AUTHOR:
MIRRORPIX has granted access to its impressive photo archives to create this beautiful
photographic history. 
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After tackling the GW pannier tanks in his Locomotive Portfolios' for Pen & Sword, author David
Maidment seeks out descriptions and photographs of the GW 0-6-2 tank engines, the majority of
which were built by the Rhymney, Taff Vale, Barry and other Welsh railways from the last decade
or so of the nineteenth century onwards. The engines of eight different companies, absorbed by
the GWR in 1922, are described and illustrated, and the way in which many were modernised
and rebuilt at Swindon or Caerphilly Works in the 1920s. Charles Collett was, however, faced with
a motive power crisis in the mining valleys at the Grouping, as many of the companies had
economised on essential maintenance as the GW's take-over drew near, and he had to hurriedly
design a standard 0-6-2T to complement and bolster their work as the powerful GW 2-8-0Ts
were too heavy and wide for many of the Cardiff valleys. These engines, the 56XX & 66XX
classes, became part of the South Wales scene between 1925 and 1964, mainly running the coal
traffic between pits and docks, although they dominated Cardiff Valley passenger services until
the influx of BR 3MT 2-6-2Ts and GW 41XX 2-6-2Ts in 1954/5. The book has nearly 40,000 words
of text and around 300 black & white photographs.

AUTHOR:
David Maidment was a senior manager with British Railways, with widespread experience of
railway operating on the Western and London Midland Regions culminating in the role of Head of
Safety Policy for the BRB after the Clapham Junction train accident. He retired in 1996, was a
Principal Railway Safety Consultant with International Risk Management Services from 1996 to
2001 and founded the Railway Children charity (www.railwaychildren.co.uk) in 1995. He was
awarded the OBE for services to the rail industry in 1996 and is now a frequent speaker on both
the charity and his railway career and author of four novels, two non-fiction works on street
children and over ten books for Pen & Sword's locomotive portfolio series, the royalties from all
being donated to the charity. 
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A true American veteran, the Harley-Davidson has shaped the motorcycle world for more than a
century. Harley-Davidson stands for freedom, speed, powerful engines, and raw passion on two
wheels. 

This re-fuelled edition of our bestselling Harley Davidson Book traces the making of a legendary
brand: the Harley design, history, and models- not to mention the Harley-Davidson lifestyle for
riders on the beach, the ice, or in the mountains. A must-have tribute for all who agree that: "On
the eighth day, God created Harley-Davidson."

SELLING POINTS:
•  Hotly anticipated new edition of a cult bestseller.
•  Revised and updated tribute to the Milwaukee legend: history, models, and engines.
•  Thrilling reportage of Harley-Davidson rides and lifestyle.

300 colour and b/w photographs
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Dugald Drummond had a long career in locomotive and railway engineering, staring in Scotland,
Drummond worked and also held high office on the Highland, London Brighton & South Coast
Railway, North British and Caledonian Railways, before arriving on the London & South Western
Railway in the mid 1890s. He was quite unlike William Adams his predecessor, who was a mild
mannered gentleman, well liked by the staff of the L & S W R, Drummond was a martinet and
rough by comparison, who was at times hard to reason with. As a result of his stubborn nature,
he died early after an accident that scalded his feet, having refused to have proper treatment.
His locomotives were a mixed proposition of good bad and indifferent, his 4-4-0 tender and 0-4-4
tank classes being very good, however his 4-6-0 tender locomotives were another proposition,
proving to be a disappointment except the T14 class which lasted in service until 1951. Many of
his 4-4-0 tender and 0-4-4 tank locomotives, the T9 and M7 classes, lasted until the early 1960s
on British Railways and examples are preserved in the National Collection and on the Swanage
Railway.

AUTHOR:
David Maidment is a retired senior railway officer, who joined the Western Region of British
Railways in the late 1950s, as a graduate trainee. He later worked on the London Midland Region
as General Manager, before becoming a member of the British Railways Board in a senior
capacity. He is the founder of the Railway Children Charity, which looks after street children in
India and East Africa, also working in Britain, with run away children. He lives in retirement in
Nantwich, Cheshire, where he is involved with his local church and local charities. 
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This is a uniquely lavish but well-informed photo-book crammed with unusual Land Rover aspects
and moments. The astonishing lifespan of the much-loved traditional Land Rover runs from 1948
to 2016, running through Series I, Series II, Series III and 90/110 to the final Defenders. A new
Defender, to be launched in 2020, represents the first of a brand-new generation. This original
pictorial history from successful motoring writer and journalist Giles Chapman presents a carefully
compiled selection of photographs – many rarely seen – with concise and considered
commentary on the 'proper' Land Rovers. With arresting imagery that pays homage to the Land
Rover's tenacious ability, rugged engineering and place in our world, the fresh, stylish and
beautiful design acts as a backdrop to the life of these legendary vehicles.

AUTHOR:
Giles Chapman is an award-winning writer and commentator on the industry, history and culture
of cars. He has been editor of Classic & Sports Car, the world's best-selling classic car magazine,
and since 1994 has worked freelance across a huge variety of media. His many books include My
Dad Had One of Those, Worst Cars, Cars We Loved in the 1950s, '60s, '70s and 80s, Chapman's
Car Compendium, 100 Cars Britain Can Be Proud Of, and Britain's Toy Car Wars. He lives in
Kent. 
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Rob Shorland-Ball is a former teacher and is also a born story teller and is well aware of the
strong local loyalties in East Anglia. Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex are considered to be very different
separate and independent areas by their inhabitants When the author worked in Suffolk he
explained that he came from Cambridge which he believed was the front door of East Anglia, an
elderly Suffolk man to whom he was speaking, paused for a while and then said, with unarguable
finality, here in Suffolk if Cambridge exists at all , it is a back door and rarely used. The minor
railways illustrated in this book were once busy transport links and made vital contributions to the
social and business heritage of the area they served. By the 1950s and 60s, when the author
explored them, they were rarely used, so needed to be recorded and their stories told before
they were forgotten entirely. To bring this book up to date, the final section is called Destiny
because some of the track beds have survived and flourished with new usage as restored
heritage railways, footpaths and cycleways and one route as a busy busway.

AUTHOR:
Rob Shorland-Ball grew up in Cambridge, worked for British Railways at Cambridge Station and
was deputy head of project development director at the National Railway Museum York, from
1987-1994. He has an extensive knowledge of railways, both as a researcher and author in
addition to practical steam engine experience, as a cleaner, fireman and driver of traction
engines and steam locomotives. He recalls watching, photographing and travelling on many
railways to and from Cambridge or further afield in East Anglia. British Railways was beginning to
introduce Diesel Multiple Units which provided a unique opportunity to sit at the front of the train
and share the drivers eye view of the journey. 
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Speed on steel wheels has fascinated engineers for nearly two centuries, and a string of stunning
records in the last twenty-five years has pushed railway engineering towards new frontiers. Japan
– pioneer of high-speed train technology – set the precedent with its legendary bullet trains in
1964; since then a dozen countries have joined the high-speed revolution. Today, China is setting
the pace as it crafts a nationwide network of super-railways, and Morocco and Saudi Arabia are
on the cusp of launching trains that travel at 300km/h. The USA lags far behind, outpaced by
Asia and Western Europe, where Eurostar links London to the international high-speed network –
although a new-generation railway to northern England is still missing. Here is the full story of
high-speed trains, retold in a journey across countries and continents. The Second Age of Rail is
railway history in the making.

AUTHOR:
Murray Hughes is editor of Railway Gazette International, in which capacity he witnessed many
key events in the development of high-speed trains in different countries. His fluency in French,
German and Spanish helped him build relationships with some of the engineers and
entrepreneurs who drove that development, and this was reflected in the success of the
magazine which scooped many high-speed rail stories. Previously he was Foreign/News Editor for
Modern Railways, and spent time working with Swiss Railways and the International Union of
Railways in Paris. He has written a number of books and articles and lives in West Sussex.
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Unusually among Welsh narrow-gauge railways, the 2ft 6in gauge Welshpool & Llanfair Light
Railway was built to benefit agriculture, not minerals. After several failed attempts to connect the
market town at Welshpool with the rural community around Llanfair Caereinion, the 1896 Light
Railways Act paved the way for the railway which opened in 1902. Operated by the Cambrian
Railways and then by the Great Western Railway it became the only narrow-gauge steam railway
catering for goods traffic under the auspices of British Railways. Sadly, it was closed in 1956 but
enthusiasts ensured its revival, which started in 1963. Overcoming many obstacles, the railway is
now run by a charitable trust and is a leading volunteer-operated tourist attraction in
Montgomeryshire.

AUTHOR:
Peter Johnson is an historian specialising in North Wales's railways, particularly its many narrow
gauge lines. Writing nearly 40 books since 1984, he brings together threads from many original
sources to produce informed and readable accounts of their histories and development. A retired
local government officer, he was editor of the Ffestiniog Railway Society's quarterly magazine
from 1974 until 2003 and a director of the society for 11 years. In 2003 he was appointed the
Festiniog Railway Company's official photographer. From 1991-2019 he contributed a
narrow-gauge railway news column to one of the national railway magazines. This is his sixth title
for Pen & Sword Transport, following books on the Festiniog (two), Welsh Highland, Corris
Railway and Vale of Rheidol Railways. 
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111 Churches in London That You Shouldn't Miss takes you through the doors of 111 rarely
visited churches, but which, with the help of this informative guide are now on the map! With
their spires, towers, columns and capitals, vaults and arches, carvings and paintings, London
churches tell us a lot about its architecture and its history. And with their beautifully carved fonts,
pulpits, carvings, mosaics and decorative objects, they show you centuries of skill and labour that
went into making these buildings for which the main objective were majesty, endurance and
posterity. Following the little black crosses on her mini A to Z, Londoner Emma Rose Barber takes
you to a ultra-modern church made in the Brutalist style, to a church once so dark, and now so
light, a bombed church, now hollowed out, containing the most romantic garden in London, to
churches where you can sip coffee in the aisles and nave...

AUTHOR:
Emma Rose Barber is an art historian who has been teaching art history mainly to adults for
many years. She has also taken specialist study tours to cities and towns in Italy and the
Netherlands. She specialises in the medieval and Renaissance periods and has a particular
fondness for quirky, less-well known art. And it was this interest that took her to wandering
around the streets of London, entering and visiting churches that she never knew were there; let
alone what wonders they hold in store! She has given lectures and tours in museums and has
written articles ranging from Bloomsbury Bookplates to the Romanian folk pocket.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to London
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (nearly 9 million people call London home) and the tourist
market (more than 30 million people visit London every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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Bristol is one of the UK's biggest cities but is small enough to sometimes feel like a village. It is a
city built on trading with much of its former maritime heritage now transformed into buzzing
independent harbourside businesses in which to eat, drink and let your hair down. Both water
and green spaces abound. And you'll have to get used to hills when exploring this cosmopolitan
city because like Rome, Bristol was built on seven of them. Step away from the obvious - the
Clifton Suspension Bridge and the SS Great Britain (both designed by Isambard Kingdom Brunel),
or the wonderful We The Curious where science and art collide - and discover unexpected
treasures such as secret gardens, hidden memorials to the past and unusual modes of transport.
Journey through the old haunts of world famous pirates; past the Oscar-winning animation studio
home to Morph and Wallace & Gromit; along shopping streets that sell everything from
handcrafted violin bows to locally-made gin; and through an indoor market selling everything
from spices to fossils. If you know where to look, Bristol will unravel its secrets in front of your
eyes.

AUTHOR:
Martin Booth is the Editor of Bristol24/7, the city's leading news and entertainment website, and
free monthly magazine. Martin has previously written for publications including The Times, The
Guardian, Time Out and the 2007 FA Cup semi-final programme. In his spare time, he enjoys
cycling, travelling and drinking locally-brewed beer. He lives in Bristol with his wife, Jo, and their
two daughters, Mersina and Lois. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to Bristol
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (more than 520,000 people call Bristol home) and the tourist
market (more than 460,000 people visit Bristol every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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Palm Beach County is known for its glistening beaches, world class golf and fun in the sun. But
beneath the glitz and palm trees lies a legacy of scandal, darkly rich history and a trove of hidden
gems.

A playground for the Kennedys, Vanderbilts and Rockefellers, Palm Beach was born of oil and
railroad money. Creating an oasis for the elite, the island became a centrepiece of lavish
vacationing and hidden dealings. With wealth and power came secrets and whisperings. Over the
decades new generations of socialites have graced the island maintaining a degree of glory days
while business executives continue to find rest and relaxation within county lines.

111 Places in the Palm Beaches That You Must Not Miss provides an in-depth and diverse look
into the past and present of the 561. Whether you were born here or are simply enjoying a long
weekend, there is much to be discovered between these pages. From hidden artwork in Tequesta
to haunted quarters in West Palm Beach to traditional Japanese traditions in Yamato, navigate
the varying landscapes of the wealthiest county in Florida.

AUTHOR:
Cristyle Wood Egitto is a South Florida native, born in Miami and raised in Palm Beach County. A
lover of her hometown, she has always had an affinity for the area's lifestyle, culture and history
and is actively involved in the community. Cristyle currently resides in North County with her
husband, Andrew, and their two daughters, Emilia and Audrey.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to Palm Beach
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (more than 1.3 million people call Palm Beach County home)
and the tourist market (nearly 8 million people visit Palm Beach every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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A stunning photography, lifestyle and travel guide for Ireland's capital by acclaimed Irish
Instagrammer Siobhan Ferguson.

This beautiful collection of images will take you past Dublin's famous landmarks - the bridge, the
Liffey, the pubs - and into the pretty hidden gems waiting around every corner. From secluded
mews to artisan outlets, vintage markets and tree-lined streets, prettycitydublin champions the
quiet, gentle moments that allow you to escape in a bustling capital city like Dublin.

Curated by Siobhan Ferguson, founder and editor of Instagram's @theprettycities and the author
of the acclaimed prettycitylondon, this stunning guide also includes tips on how to photograph
and plan your own prettycitydublin experience, whether on foot or from afar.

AUTHOR:
Siobhan Ferguson is the curator and founder of the hugely popular Instagram accounts,
@prettycitylondon, @theprettycities, and @siobhaise. A photographer and social media
consultant, she is the author of prettycitylondon (2018) and prettycitynewyork (2019). A native
Irishwoman, she currently lives in Chiswick.
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Experience London from a unique point of view and explore the city through its famous street
art. In this handy guide, ten interesting walking tours take you to every important and surprising
Parisian street art installation. Pick one of the routes and detailed directions with helpful maps
and pictograms will show you the way. Background information on the artists is supplemented by
a guide to the best restaurants, cafes, bookshops, museums, galleries and other worthwhile
places to visit nearby. In addition, the London guide offers you walking routes in Bristol, Brighton
and Birmingham.

Also available: The Street Art Guide to Paris ISBN 9789401469821

AUTHOR:
Laurent Jacquet is the founder and editor-in-chief of the online magazine Streetart360.net. He
works as an editor for Paris Tanker Magazine, is a street art curator and social media &
marketing consultant.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Every street art hotspot in London collected in a handy guide
•  Includes detailed descriptions with helpful maps and pictograms
•  Features walking routes in Bristol, Brighton and Birmingham
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If the best things come in small packages, then these 40 tiny hotels from around the world are
sure to provide an exceptional experience.

These days getting away from it all also means escaping the mundane atmosphere of big resorts
and cookie-cutter experiences. Whether you are searching for a truly unique getaway in a
beautiful corner of the world or looking for inspiration when designing your own home, this book
is bursting with stunning ideas and locales. The 40 hotels profiled have only a few rooms and you
won't find them in traditional travel guides. The breathtaking photography captures the hotel's
character, its architectural features, and the surrounding landscape. There are wilderness
retreats such as Pumphouse Point in the middle of a Tasmanian lake and Mediterranean escapes
such as Tainaron Blue, a stone tower in the Peloponnesian Islands. There are hidden gems in
busy cities-Ottantotto Frienze in Florence, the Trunk House in Tokyo, and Los Angeles's Hotel
Covell; edge-of- the-world experiences like Deplar Farm in Iceland and Sheldon Chalet in Alaska;
and peaceful desert solitude at Amangiri in Utah and Namibia's Shipwreck Lodge. This volume
also features architectural splendours such as the cedar and adobe huts of Punta Caliza in Isla
Holbox, Mexico, and Free Spirit Spheres, a group of circular treehouses in a forest on Vancouver
Island. A valuable resource for the discriminating traveler, as well as a source book for designers
and architects, this collection of one-of-a-kind hotels offers relief to anyone overwhelmed by our
busy and crowded world.

AUTHOR:
Florian Siebeck is a Frankfurt-based freelance journalist who writes on architecture, design, and
fashion. 
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